PLEASURES AND PAINS OF CASSETTES
REVIEWS OF PIONEER, TEAC AND AIWA CASSETTE DECKS
REPLAYING DOLBYED MUSICASSETTES

The GS401 is aloudspeaker
and not amonitor.

The GS401A
The GS401B is available in oiled walnut finish

Many professionals are using
it for monitoring.
These include some very famous musicians and
producers such as Elton John, Gary Walker,
Oscar Peterson and Gus Dudgeon.
Some speaker manufacturers have taken to
using the word ' monitor' indiscriminately to describe
all sorts of loudspeaker systems. We call the GS401A
and GS401B loudspeakers and not `monitors;
because we know precisely what the word monitor
means. We do not want to use it casually when
describing our speakers.
The requirements for faithful reproduction of
music in ahome environment are different from the
qualities which many studio engineers require from
their ' monitor' speakers. For instance, many studio
engineers like an over-emphasized ' peaky' treble
response because it helps to show up any hiss which
may be on atape.
The GS401A and GS401B were designed to
meet four criteria; ( 1) They had to be small enough to
fit into an ordinary bookshelf. ( The GS401A is about
20% smaller than an AR3a). ( 2) They had to be able
to reproduce high acoustical levels while maintaining
very low distortion. ( 3) They had to be able to
reproduce very low frequencies without audible
distortion. ( 4) They had to give the most accurate
reproduction possible regardless of size. All of these

aims were not achieved without sacrificing something.
The GS401A and the GS401B are comparatively
inefficient. This is anecessary concession to the laws
of physics relating to enclosure size versus efficiency.
For best results it is essential, therefore, that an
amplifier capable of delivering at least an honest forty
watts per channel into 8ohms be used.
And now aword about quality control. It is not
enough for aspeaker manufacturer to make one
especially good pair of loudspeakers for review
purposes. It is the day to day production which
matters to the potential purchaser. Quality control
is abyword at Gale. Every crossover network is
individually checked against astandard before it is
put into aloudspeaker system. Every single driver is
individually checked and measured. Every single
completed speaker system is given aseries of rigorous
tests. Our test records over the past two years have
shown that more than one out of every three loudspeaker systems has failed to pass the final test the
first time.
All of this adds up to only one thing. The GS401A
and the GS401B are designed and built to give you
the most accurate reproduction possible. Remember,
however, that the Gale GS401A and GS401B are not
monitors; they are very accurate loudspeakers.

Qale
Gale Electronics 81 Design Limited

23 Bruton Place

London W1 X 7AB
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LEADING AGENCIES STOCKED

PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY

COMPETITIVE PRICES:

Silicone Damped Pick-up Arm

PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 121%

Sony STR7015 Tuner/Amp.
Sony STR 7025 Tuner/Amp
Sony STR 7035 Tuner/Amp

M.R.P.

OUR
PRICE

£125.96
£143.96

£95.95
£114.95

£161.96

£125.95

Marantz 1060 Amplifier

£154.12

Marantz 4230 Tuner/Amp

£378.00

£98.95
£251.95

Marantz 2230 Tuner/Amp ..
JVC JLA1 ( WCart) Turntable

£241.88

£201.95

£75.83

£55.95

AR 3A ( Imp) Pair Speakers ..

£244.12

£221.50

Philips N1501 VCR ( Stocked)

£495.00

£436.50

Philips N1460 VCP ( Stocked)

£346.09

£301.95

FULL
HOME

DEMONSTRATION
DEMO'S

FACILITIES

AVAILABLE

WITHIN

MANY MORE ITEMS STOCKED.

AVAILABLE.
OUR

AREA.

Correct at 1/5/76

15 WOODCOTE ROAD,
WALLINGTON, SURREY 01-647 3208 & 5428
Branch at:
551 GARRATT LANE, EARLSFIELD, S.W.I8

4

01-946 9486

PLS4/D

"Only Viscous Pivot Damping with variable low effective mass
can ensure natural sound without ' listening fatigue' enabling
all cartridges to reach their ' Linear Region' of best performance, absolutely essential for perfect Stereo and Quadraphonic transcription due to the suppression of instantaneous
tracking force extremes which reduce record wear and high frequency playback distortion. Viscous silicone damping means
better tracking even of warped records, the sound having
exceptionally good definition; rich, full and clean bass with
dramatically improved solid stereo image and near pin- point
localisation".
Leaflet on request.
MAY WARE LTD. (
Dept. HFN6)
15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS, England.

The Yamaha CA400.
If you want everything except distortion.
The CA400 is the smallest in the range
of Yamaha amplifiers. But don't be misled.
It packs in an enormous number of
features.
There's even aseparate microphone
input and volume control, so you can talk
over the music, or plug in an electric guitar
and play along with it.There are low and

YAMAHA

`.3TE.n)

high filters, and aloudness switch too.
And abeautiful walnut finish case.
As for reproduction, 'it would make
some amplifiers costing twice the price sit
up and take notice' said Gordon King in
'Hi-Fi Sound', concluding that 'the power
yield and distortion figures of the CA400
are truly excellent'

If Yamaha can offer so much with their
smallest amplifier, just imagine what you
get with their bigger ones.

()YAMAHA

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887
Send for our free colour book

Natural Sound Systems Ltd, Strathcona Road,
North Wembley, Middx. 01-904 0141.
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Yamaha CA400 Amplifier. 20+20 watts RMS. 20 Hz-20 KHz.
£124.20 inc VAT at 12 1
/%. Fully guaranteed for 2years.
2

The Ortofon range of cartridges
rank among the very best in the
world, and not surprisingly they
are not cheap. But as in most
things you get what you pay for.
Take the M15E Super— the lowest
distortion cartridge in the world.
It uses ahand polished diamond
to superb effect and not only do
you get about twice the
performance, it lasts about twice
as long too. The compliance
ratings, extremely low mass and
high trackability make it a
remarkable asset to any system
even at £46 plus VAT.
A little lower down the scale
the F15E gives you Ortofon quality

at alower price. The compliance
ratings aren't quite as good but
the sound cuality is excellent.

natural clarity and purity of sound
are arevelation. Whole diamonds
are used in the styli, axially
£18 plus VA I.
orientated for maximum strength,
The M15E Super is now
precision polished and mounted.
available, factory fitted to the
The distortion is less than 1%,
Thorens TD125AB Mk Il and
and frequency response is very
TD160 turntables saving over £8 wide , 10 Hz. to 40 kHz.
on the system.
The price is £46 plus VAT.
STM72 transformer modules
Ortofon SL15E Mk II
The SL15E Mk Il is asuperb
£17.50 plus VAT.
quality moving coil cartridge
Metrosound Audio Products Ltd.,
designed for use in the finest
Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
home and professional
Waltham Abbey, Essex.
reproduction systems. The tone
Tel. Lea Valley 712712
arm in particular must have very
low friction and very low mass.
When these criteria are met the

Ortofon

The best ideas in your head.

rn1
1

MEITiOSOUND

Metrosound makes it real

hen talk
saround to speakers...
...there's one name on
everyone's lips

Monitor Audio Ltd
347F Cherry Hinton Road
Cambridge CB1 4DJ
Telephone ( 0223) 42898

AX-7500
Highly Sensitive AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Illustrated above
With an output of 30 Watts per channel
into 8ohms this powerful Stereo receiver
with its balanced, brushed aluminium
styling is aperfect match for the Aiwa AD
6500 cassette deck.
r- r• £1191.92
AD.6500
Dolby Stereo Cassette Deck
Illustrated above.
The AD-6500 gives the ultimate in
operative convenience with afully
automatic front loading cassette
mechanism. Tapes are loaded perfectly
and precisely every time.
r.r.p.

AD- 1600 Dolby Stereo Cassette Deck
This superb deck has many features;
memory rewind to stop and rewind at any
desired position; 3step tape selector
switch ( LH, Cr0 2 Fe Cr); ferrite guard head
and hysteresis synchronous motor; full
auto stop, LED tape run indicator; quick
review/cue control and oil damped
elevation.
r.r.p £203.49

AF- 5080
Dolby Music Centre
Front loading Dolby Cassette Deck
12" Belt Drive Turntable
(LW/MW/SW/VHF STEREO) Receiver

£212.93

r.r.p.

£288.00

AD- 1800
Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby + DNL
rrp
AD- 1300
Dolby Stereo Cassette
Deck

The deal
sounds
good, too.

£252.90

p

£148.33

1Our bulk buying power enables us
to give you real value for money.

2 We have extended the guarantee
from 1year to 2years, covering
both free parts and labour.

3We test all equipment before you
receive it and supply free leads and
pl ugs.

4 We have a 14 day exchange policy
if you're not completely happy with
your choice.

5 In-store service department staffed
with trained engineers.

6 Expert, unbiased advice from highly
trained staff.
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AF-3060
Stereo Dolby Cassette with Tuner and
Amplifier
If you are looking for aversatile unit to
match your turntable and speakers to
provide acompact hi-fi system then take
a look at the AF-3060.
Dolby noise reduction circuitry witi many
other advanced design features make
this aperfect matching unit.

r.r.p

£219.60

and has many features including automatic memory replay system; CrO 2tape
selector switch; loudness control switch;
auto stop; AK switch; ALC tape counter.
rr•P £1161.63

TPR-900
Portable Stereo Cassette Recorder with 3
Band Radio.
r.r.p.

£118.16

CT- 1050 E
Car Stereo Cassette with Speakers.
r.r.p £46.39
CTR-2020 ANVFM
Car Stereo Cassette Radio with speakers.
r
.r. p.

£92•42

CHESTER: The Forum,Northgate St
Chester CHI 2BZ.Tel. (0244) 317667

LIVERPOOL: 33 Dale Street,
Liverpool L2 2HF Tel. 051-236 2828

MANCHESTER: 12 St.Mary's Gate
TPR-930
Portable Stereo Cassette Recorder with a
4Band Radio
This compact unit delivers 2W per channel

7The biggest choice anywhere in
the North West.

8 No deposit terms available.
Access and Barclaycard welcome.

eamaimri

Manchester MI IPX.

It pays to
try the

best first.

We simply say that if
you come to us first—
the largest hi-fi retailer
in the North West with
superstores in Liverpool,
Manchester,
Preston
and Chester you'll see
and hear the biggest
choice of hi-fi at really
competitive prices, so
you'll save yourself time,
trouble and money looking elsewhere.
The choice is yours, so
choose Hordmons.

061-832 6087

PRESTON: Guild Hall Arcade,
Preston PR 1IHR Tel. (0772) 59264

All prices include V.A.T.
All prices correct at time

of going to press.

Personal exports welcome.
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rom SENNHEISER

doesn't that sound great!
We always thought that our headphones sounded pretty good, but we must admit, a free holiday sounds even better!
Everyone who purchases a pair of SENNHEISER HD414 or HD424 HEADPHONES during April, May or June 1976
will automatically qualify for entry in our SUPER HOLIDAY COMPETITION.
The lucky winner will be able to take a partner on the holiday of a life- time. You will be whisked away on a super
VC10 jet- of EAST AFRICAN AIRWAYS.
You will experience the smooth and efficient service of amodern Airline on your
13 hour flight to the paradise island of the Seychelles. You will spend two weeks
at the wonderful MAME BEACH HOTEL, which offers the ultimate in luxury. Set
in 20 acres of landscaped gardens, with air-conditioning, four- channel entertainment systems, telephone and private balcony, affording breathtaking views over
the Indian Ocean and satellite islands.
Local music, dancing, discotheque and international cabaret are featured in the
Night Club. Other guest facilities include Badminton Court, Croquet Lawn,
Putting Green, Tennis Court, Sauna, Bowling Green, Horse Riding, airconditioned Squash Court and amagnificent Swimming Pool.
A dream come true. A chance of a life- time. Don't miss this opportunity to win
in this super SENNHEISER HOLIDAY COMPETITION and fly with EAST
AFRICAN AIRWAYS to the MAHE BEACH HOTEL.

Mahé Beach Hotel
A Houlder Hotel managed by

Seychelles

Hotel Managemeni International

•

EAST AFRICAN

es

International Airline of Africa

ee ,b9
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The competition is unbelievably easy ... all you have to do is answer five simple
questions and complete the following in less than ten words.
'I purchased SENNHEISER HEADPHONES because

See your dealer TODAY about SENNHEISER or send off the
coupon for more details on the World's fastest selling
headphones.

HAYDEN

e

HAYDEN LABORATORIES LIMITED
Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW
Tel: Gerrards Cross ( 02813) 88447
e
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Goodmans
Achromat 250

the middle size in our
range of monitor quality
speaker
Drive units
Bass 203 mm
HF Dome 25 mm
Frequency range
47-22,000 Hz
Impedance
Suitable for use with
amplifiers rated
4or 8Ohms
Recommended amplifier
music power
25 to 60 Watts
Sensitivity (DIN )
12 Watts
hiding frequency
3,500 Hz
6element network
Dimensions
21'4 x 10 3
/ x 11 inches
4

We have already introduced you
to our Achromat 100 and 400. Now
you can choose the same superb
unsurpassed accuracy of music and
speech in the Achromat 250, with
60 watts of music power and
perhaps just the right physical size
to suit your room.
Just like the rest of the Achromat
family, the 250 is aprecision high
fidelity loudspeaker which meets
fully the capability required for
professional monitor reproducers.
The high degree of quality of the
Achromat 250 has been achieved by
giving attention to design details =resulting in negligible colouration.

tine
Achromat
range

400

Achromat

asound concept

The Achromat range was born out of along development programme.
The Achromat concept was realised after painstaking laboratory testing
followed by listening tests in room conditions to obtain constant energy
distribution over the operating range with negligible colouration.
Because each production stage and component is carefully inspected,
Goodmans offer a5year warranty on Achromat speakers.
Write for the full technical specification of these speakers and
Goodmans range of associated high fidelity equipment.

IDO

Sculpted front removed.

Goodmans

Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited Downley Road Havant

Hampshire P09 2NL England

Kumar's Hi- Fi

CLEARANCE SALE

I YEAR
GUARANTEE

1 YEAR
GUARANTEE

Unrepeatable Offers
SALE

SALE

SALE
NEW

JBL 88P
£229.50

GOLDRING
GL72P
GL75P
GL85P
GL78P

£30.60
£ 6.00
£54-00
£42-30

NIKKO
STA5010 £ 107
STA8080 £ 171

RECEIVERS
Akai AA8I0 . £ 81.00
Goodmans
Mod. 90 .. £ 115.00
H-Kardon 430 £ 157•50
930 .. £202-50
50+ .. £80-00
75+
£ 166-50
Hitachi SR3400 £ 61.50
JVC 4MMI000 £ 89-00
4VR5426 .. £ 191.25
4VR-5446 .. £292.50
K.F. 25W/CH £ 72-00
Lux RI500 £ 306-00
Major RS4020 £ 112-50
RS8020 .. £ 153-00
Marantz 2015 £ 117-00
N.A.D. 160 .. £ 166-50
Nikko STA5010 £ 107-00
STA8080 .. £ 171.00
Pioneer SX300 £67-50
SX828 .. £ 305.00
QX747 . • £ 325.50
Sansui 441 • . £85.50
551 .. • . £ 110-25
661 .. £ 139-50
771 .. . • £ 175-50
QRI500 • • £ 126-00
QRX3500 £270-00
Sherwood 57050
sp. offer £63.00
S7100 sp. offer £ 100.00
S7200 sp. offer £ 139•50
Sony STR6200F
sp. offer . £ 243-00
Toshiba SA300 £90.00
Trio KR2400 £ 94•50
KR3400 £ 123-30
KR9400 £337-50

&

SALE

DEMONSTRATION

Teat AS100 .. £ 104.00
Toshiba SB500 £ 120.00
58514 .. £220-00
Trio KA4002A £ 60-30

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFERS
HARMAN KARDON 930 ..
HARMAN KARDON 50+..
HARMAN KARDON 75+..
ROTEL RA6Il
SHERWOOD S9400..
TRIO KA4002A-I only
LARSON LP720-I only
KLH 103-2 only ..
TEAC A360/cover
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE 3

£202-50
£80.00
£166.50
£85.00
£117-00
£60.30
£115.00
£166.50
£198-00
£90-00

COLOUR TVs

JVC
4MMI000 £89

SANSUI
GIRI500 £ 126

ACOS
LUSTRE ARM
£4.30

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA5210
sp. offer.. £72•00
AA5210DB
sp. offer.. £ 103-50
AA5510 sp.
offer .. £ 103.50
AA5810 sp.
offer .. £ 130-50
Bose 4401 .. £ 303.75
180IA £ 55420
Cambridge P60 £ 112-50
PII0 .. £ 125-00
Denon PMA350Z £ 121-50
EMI 1515 .. £ 37-50
Goodmans 40-40 £62-00
JVC JA5310
£72-00
JAS8SEA
£178.00
4VN550
£93-00
Leak 2200 ..
£90-00
Lux SQ707V
£72-00
Major AS4000
£80-00
Marantz 1030
£72-00
Nikko TRM2I0
£58-50
TRM230
£68-00
TRMSOO
.. £ 72-50
TRM600 £ 99-00
Rogers R'bourne
(chassis) .. £49.50
Rotel RA211 .. £45-00
RA6I I .. £85-00
Sansui AU2200 £ 52.00
AU4400 £ 82•00
AU5500 £ 130-00
AU9900 £ 360.00
Sanyo DCAI700X £ 37-80
Sherwood S9400 £ 117.00
SOUND SA520 £ 36.00
SA620 .. £45-00
SA8200 .. £80-10
4SA/70 £ 94-50

Grundig 2110..
Grundig 2222R
Grundig 6022R
Korting 22" ..
Marconiphone 19"
Trio KT8005

..
..
..
..
..

£157-50

£ 260-00
£ 275.00
£ 332.00
£ 210-00
£ 150.00

Teat A360/cover £ 198-00
Uher CR2I0 £297-00
CG360 £ 494-00
CR320 .. £ 305-00

SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Aiwa SCI5 £ 34-20
Cambridge R40 £ 157-50
R50 .. £231-75
Celestion
Hadleigh £ 37•80
David Hall Super £49-50
Design Acoustics
D4
£238-50
D6 ( marked) £297-00
D12 .. £447-00
EMI .. £ 24.75
ESS AMTI £ 332.00
AMNT4 £250-00
Goodmans
Dimension 8 £ 108.00
Achro 100 £ 66.00
H. Kardon KH20 £48.40
JBL L-88 Plus £ 229.50
KLH 6 .. £ 178-00
KLH 103 .. £ 166.50
Larson LP720 £ 115.00
Leak 2020 .. £ 48-00
Monitor Audio
MAS
..
£ 94.50
Philips 420 .. £ 109-80
Rogers R'bourne £58-50

TAPE DECKS/
RECORDERS
Teat A4300 ..
£297-00
Toshiba PT862 £99.00
Uher 4200 .. £ 305.10

TURNTABLES
Aiwa 2050 .. £ 46•80
Connoisseur BD2
(shop soiled) £ 36.00
Goldring G I
02/PC £26-10
G72/P .. £ 30.60
G75/P .. £ 36-00
G78PC .. £42.30
G85PC .. £ 5400
JVC JLAI .. £ 52.00
Micro MR111 £ 51.30
MR311 .. £69-00
M B600 .. £ 51-30
Philips GA2I2 £ 56-70
Sansui SR2I2P £ 51-30
Thorens TD166C £60-30
TD160BC £ 58-50
TD I
60C .. £ 69-75
T0125/11 £ 78•30
TD125/IIAB £ 127-50

Trio LS202 .. £61.20
W.A.R. 2525.. £42-30
3535
£ 61•20

SALE

MODELS

Wharfedale
Dovedale 3
£90-00
CASSETTE DECKS
ADVENT 201 £ 170-00
GXC39D £ 112-50
GXC310D £ 130-50
GXC75D
£160-00
GXR82D .. £ 99.00
BASF 8100 .. £ 104-40
8200 .. £ 135-00
Dokorder MK50 £ 90•00
H. Kardon 1000 £ 161•10
2000 .. £ 197.10
JVC CD1667/II £ 107-00
1950(FL) .. £ 130.00
Neal 102 .. £ 178-00
Philips N2506 £ 51-30
N2510 .. £ 105.30
Pioneer CT3131 £ 73-80
Sansui SC636 £ 107-10
SC737 £ 123-30
SC3000 £ 135-00

TUNERS
Akai AT550
£72.45
AT580
£99-00
Leak 2300 ..
£80-00
Lux WL7 I
7 ..
£65-00
WLSOO
.. £ 130.00
Maior TS1818 £ 73-80
Maranta II5B £ 126.00
Nikko FAM500 £ 82.80
Sansui TU4400 £ 82-00
TU5500 .. £ 110-00
TU7500 .. £ 117-00
TU7700 .. £ 132-00
Sherwood S2400 £ 99-00
Sound ST606 . £ 40-50
Technics ST3400 £ 100-80

SALE
Toshiba SR300 £49-00
SR870
£ 90-00
Trio KD2033.. £62-10
Yamaha YP700 £45-00
PICK-UP ARMS
Acos Lustre
GSTI
£ 24-30
A. Technica
1005/11 £ 18-00
Connoisseur
SAU/2
£ 14-00
Goldring L75 £ 14.40
Micro MAI01/11 £ 30-60
MUSIC SYSTEMS
• without speakers
Goodmans
Corn. 90. ..
£180-00
JVC I845L• .. £201.60
National RE7720 £ 85-00
RE8420 £ 153.00
Sanyo G2615H £ 79-00
G26I5N £ 79-00
GX74730KL £ 107•10
Sharp GSI980E• £ 53-10
Toshiba SMI02 £62-10
SM3500. .. £ 220-07
HEADPHONES
AKG KI00
K140 _ £ 13-50
H.West CIS500 £ 13•50
CIS2000 £ 18-90
Koss HVIA £22-50
HVILC £25-65
E Listener £ 21-60
Tecn. VFR £ 38-25
Micro MXI
£43-90
Sansui SH2
£ 9•00
SHIS
£ 16•63
Sennheiser
HD4I4
£ 14-00
HD424 £ 21-60
Teac HP103 .. £ 19-80
CAR RAD/CASS
Philips RN5I2 £98.10
RN702
£59-40
RN7I2 ( Rec.) £ 130-50

BASF
8200 .. £ 135

ESS
AMTI
AMT4

£332.00
£250-00

PHILIPS
RN7I2 £ 130•50

PHILIPS
RN5I2 £98.10

DOLBY UNITS
Advent 101 .. £80-10
Teat ANI80 £ 136-80
CARTRIDGES
A. Technica
ATI2/S .. £ 13-50
Decca London £ 23-40
Empire 999Q/EX £4-50
1000/ZEX .. £ 36-90
Goldring G800 £4.50
G800E
£ 8-10
G800SE .. £ 15-30
G820
£6.30

TEAC
A360 .. £ 198.00
Cover

PRICES INCLUDE
VAT at 12.}%
•Open Mon.- Sat. 9.306 p.m. ( early
closing
Wed.).
•After sales service. All
parts and labour free
for 1year.
•Access and Barclaycard
welcome.
•All prices subject to
goods being in stock.

UHER
CR2I0 £297-00

ALL GOODS ADVERTISED ON THIS PAGE MUST BE SOLD TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW STOCK
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE
ON
MAIL
ORDER- POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please supply
I enclose
carr/ins)

full

cash

NAME
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BY SECURICOR
£3 per Parcel

price ( inc.

Iwish to pay by Access/Barclaycard No
ADDRESS

48 HOUR SERVICE
DELIVERY

Al\
Buy it with Access

r
BARCLAYCARD

KUMAR
Cameras & HI- Fl

61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone: 01-567 6031
Two minutes from Ealing Broadway Station

y

KUMAR
+SONY
EXCLUSIVE

SONY CENTRE

IBIMBIIBmmiummiummalliz i
m
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01 567 8021

.11MAIPAIMAerne›.11

SONY

1
a
I
il
a

Light on the scene.

i

Local lighting just where
you want it with Click's
elegant. adjustable Spotlight
or snake- arm Reading Lamp.
Tidy wires.
With Click you can hide all your
leads and wires inside the uprights,
with aneat, snap- in cover strip.

Keeping it steady.
With shelves fixed firmly to
the wall, you eliminate floor
vibration problems
Finding alevel.
Click brackets are
• infinitely adjustable
• for height so you can
I
always get your
shelves level.
im

56 THE MALL - EALING - LONDON WS

HFN6

„:
•

Shelving for hi-fi.
"We've solved the problems.

HIGHER HI- Fl

...ef,„ Post this ad. with your name and address for
•VI
.
"' a10- page leaflet to Click Shelving Ltd.

SONY
CASSETTE RADIOS/RADIOS

SONY
COLOUR TVs
13" 18" 20"

•••••de.11>APAPAP^4P•AIPAIP-AIPAIP•

SONY
HI-FI
AMPLIFIERS TUNERS
TURNTABLES SPEAKERS

41P,41,,M4e.411PAPVIIPM•
ALL EQUIPMENT CAN BE SEEN AND
HEARD AT
OUR SONY CENTRE

1

Lowmoor Rd, Kirkby in Ashfield, Notts, NG17 7LH
immomailmwmaammumommummiummmi

'Our outstanding
impression
\ in one word
woulcl be
clarity:
(HiFi News & Record Review)

The ADC low mass (LM) series of catridges always do
well on the testbench for two main reasons:
Firstly, ADC's exclusive Induced Magnet system
achieves asignificantly lower stylus mass, so critics
notice the exceptional sound separation.
Secondly, we're always very careful to
select the perfect diamond for each
stylus, so critics are further impressed
by the high definition.

48 hours Securicor delivery.

>

=U=R
i

iminumn<

Cameras & Hi -Fi

61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone: 01-567 6031
Two minutes from Ealing Broadway Station
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1VIATHERS of LANCASHIRE
IS BRADSHAWGATE, BOLTON, LANCS.
TELEPHONE BOLTON 0204 25100
TELEPHONE ORDERS SO QUICK AND EASY
SAVE POUNDS!!! COMPARE THESE PRICES
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
We reserve the right to change prices without
notice. E. & 0.E. PRICES CORRECT AT 25-3-76.

SCOTCH OPEN REEL TAPE
SCOTCH
DYNARANGE

SCOTCH
SUPERLIFE
PER 5 PER 10

DIA

LENGTH

PER 5 PER 10

5"

LP
900'
DP 1200'
TP 1800'

£10.40
£12.60
£16-60

£19.20
£23.30
£30-60

£6.95

£.60
-

£1200
£17.80
-

sr

LP 1200'
DP 1800'
TP 2400'

£12.60
£16.60
£20.95

£23.30
£30.60
£38.60

£9.60
£1205
-

£17-80
£23.80
-

r

LP 1800'
DP 2400'
TP 3600'

£16.60

£30.60
C38 60
£55-90

£12.10
£16.00
-

£22.30
£29&0
-

£20.95

£30.33

SONY & TDK OPEN REEL TAPE

DIA
7104-'

CASSETTES-TDK . SONY .BASF

SCOTCH HI-FI
BOXES AND REELS

PRICE
EACH

PRICE
PER 5

PRICE
PER 10

All cassettes priced per 10

Spare 5" Hi -Fi box
Spare St" Hi Fi box
Spare 7- Hi Fi box
Audio index

54p
629
789
£1.60

£2.45
£2.80
£3.50
-

Postage on above

24p

52p

£3.65
£4.20
£5.25
63p

5" Hi Fi spool
5r Hi Fi spool
7- Hi Fi spool

33p
429
50p

£1.50
£1-90
£2.25

£2.30
£2.85
£3.40

Postage on above

169

55p

609

C45
SONY
K
HF
Chrome
BASF
LH
LH Super
LH Super
C Box
Chrome
TDK
Dynamic
Super
Dynamic
Extra
Dynamic
Super
Avilyn
Chrome

f

C60

C90

C120

£
410
590
900

E
5.50
7.50
11.70

L
7.50
9.30
-

480
720
910

6.20
8.70
10-70

900
12 60
14 70

POSTAGE CHARGES EXTRA

-

10-60

12.60

17 30

CASSETTES
639 on 10's or 12's
72p on 20's or 24's

480
600

530
680

7.20
9.00

10 00
13 20

OPEN REEL TAPE
819 on 5's
£116 on 10's or I2's

830

930

12-60

-

990

13.40

-

10-20

13.90

-

SONY SLH

TDK AUDUA

TYPE OF
PLAY
AND
LENGTH

PRICE PRICE
PER 5 PER 12

PRICE PRICE
PER 5 PER 10

LP 1200'
LP 1800'
DP 2400'

£1150
£17-75
£27.10

£28.60
£40.60
£61.95

£14.75
-

£27.22
-

Playing
time

PRICE PRICE
PER 5 PER 12

Playing
time

PRICE PRICE
PER 5 PER 12

SP 2400'
LP 3600'

£28.00
£35-65

£63.90
£77.75

£38.02

£71439

45 min
90 min

£5435
£6.85

40 min
80 min

£6.18
£8.07

-

8-TRACK BLANKS SCOTCH & TDK
SCOTCH Dynarange

£12.90
£15.20

TDK Super dynamic

£11-40

£14.90

fryttITILS

LOUDSPEAKERS

With VAT adding much to the real cost of all High Fidelity stereo
equipment, there remains but one item where you can make big
savings-the loudspeaker enclosure.
Make your own from our easy- to- follow instructions, put in one
JORDAN- WATTS full range unit and for about £ 20 you have a
World Class top quality Hi -Fi loudspeaker. There's no VAT on
effort.
Send fici stamps lor constructor's guide and descriptive brochure of
our galaxy of beautifully made complete loudspeaker systems.

Jordan- Watts

Ltd.,
Benlow Works,
Silverdale Road,
Hayes. Middx.

Boosey & Hawkes
(Musical Instruments) Ltd.,
Deansbrook Road,
Edgware, Middlesex

01-573 6928

01-952 7711

JORDANfritAT
TS
LOUDSPEAKERS

the voice of high fidelity

r

I

NAME.

IADDRESS

L

104"
£1.12 on 5's
£11.75 on 10's or I2's

We hope you can avail yourself of our rapid
MAIL/TELEPHONE ORDER SERVICE. Every
item advertised here is regarded by us as a
stock line, only our suppliers running out can
damage this criterion. All prices include VAT.
MAIL ORDER.., send cheque, postal orders,
money order or quote your BARCLAYCARD/
ACCESS number and your address. Please
state on your order " Return remittance if out
of stock" or " you may hold this order for ..
weeks if out of stock."
TELEPHONE ORDERS ... just quote your
BARCLAYCARD / ACCESS
number
and
address. We will tell you our stock position
and despatch within hours, where possible.

TODAY, more than ever, it has to be

¡
J
ORDAN

8 TRACKS
60p on 5's
70p on 10's or I2's

J

Good, better, best...
All things are amatter of compromise and superlatives must take
account of it. Few will dispute the slogan under which our
precision pick-up arms are sold. In this context ' best' is not only
areference to quality in design and manufacture, but extends to
service which we believe is unequalled.
Every week we send out hundreds of letters providing detailed
advice and answering customers' queries in a way that only
specialisation permits.
Spares are despatched promptly to all parts of the world, usually
the same day, and arecently introduced exchange service provides new arms for old on very attractive terms.
Because of these things demand sometimes exceeds supply but
delivery is yet another matter in which we should be able to help
if you write to
SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • England

1

I
c

The best pick-up arm in the world
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WORLD
WIDE
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Ni-Fi Exporters Ref

PERSONAL SERVICE
AND ASSISTANCE

HOLBORN
TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
(C & 1£2.00)
Aiwa AX.7500
Akai AA.810
AA.I020 ..
AA.I030 ..
Amstrad 5000 ..
Armstrong 625 ..
626 ..
Fisher ..
Goodmans Mod. 90
One Ten ..

P.O.A.
£93.65
£120.60
£131.25
£68.05
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
F.R.A.
£112.45
£127.55
£127.55
150
£186.35
J.V.C. VR.5505L
P.O.A.
Leak 1800 .. £121.80
2000 AM/FM .. £ 143.60
Pioneer SX.300
£73-70
LX.424 .. £141.30
SX.434 ..
£95-90
SX.535 .. £131.45
SX.636 .. £153.30
SX.737 .. £189-80
SX.838 .. £231.65
SX.939 .. £268-75
SX.1010 .. £332.40
Rotel RX.IO2
£66.10
RX.I52
£71.45
RX.202
£79-70
RX.254
£187-85
RX.402
£108.80
RX.602
£142.60
RX.802
£187.85
RX.7707
£158.15
Sansui 210
£73.50
441
[87-20
551
£110.45
661
£ 141-65
771
£175.80
881
£226.45
Sony
FRA.
Tandberg Huldra 10 P.O.A.
TR.200
TR.I000
P.O.A.
TR.I010 MPX..
P.O.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Akai AA8030
£107.95
Alpha FR.4000 ..
£80.10
J.V.C. VR.5505 ..
£97.65
Leak 2000
£134.95
Pioneer SX.300
£68.35
SX.535
£125.95
Rotel RX.I52
£66.25
Rogers R'brook..
£96.75
Sansui 1000X .. £125.00
£107-95
Sony STR.7065A
£171.30
Teat AG.6500

AMPLIFIERS
(C & I £ 2.00)
Akai AA.5210
AA.52100B
AA.5510
AA.5810
Amstrad IC.2000
Mk III
IC.4000 Mk 11
IC.8000 Mk Ill
Armstrong 621 ..
Fisher ..
Cambridge P60 ..
Goodmans 40-40

£83.65
£109-95
£109.95
£137.45
£39.00
£31.70
£24.80
P.O.A.
F.R.A.
P.O.A.
£70.20
F.R.A.

ILFORD

Leak 2200 .. £ 111.15
Pioneer SA.5300 £48.70
SA.6300 .. £ 65.00
SA.7300 .. £93.30
SA.7500 .. £ 136.60
SA.8500 £ 173-25
SA.9500 .. £232.40
SA.9900 .. £344.85
Quad 33 Cont. Unit P.O.A.
303 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
405 ..
Rotel RA.2Il
£45.40
RA.2I2
£45.40
RA.3I2
£54.20
RA.4I2
£67.35
RA.6I2
£91.10
RA.8I2
£118.10
RA. 1212
£148-75
RA.I412
£247-45
Sansui AU.2200
£53.25
AU.4400
£80.30
£130.25
AU.5500
AU.7700
£168.10
Sinclair 4000 ..
£49.55
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Tandberg TA.300M P.O.A.
Technics
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Akai AA.5510
£85.05
AA.5210
£65-25
Leak 2200
£98.95
£76.05
Rogers R'bourne
Rotel RA.2I2
£42-15
Sinclair 2000 • •
£31.45
Sony TA.70 • .
£41.35
TA 1150
£98.95
TA I130
£156.15
TA 1066
£60.75
TA 1055
£71.95

TUNERS
(C & I £ 2.00)
Akai AT.550
£83.65
AT.580 .. £116.25
Amstrad PMX.3000
Mk II
£37.55
Armstrong 623 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55 ..
P.O.A.
J.V.C.JTV.310
P.O.A.
Leak 2300
£88.85
Pioneer TX.5300
£57-20
TX.7500
£108-85
TX.9500
£150.50
Quad FM3
P.O.A.
Rotel RT.224
£48-55
RT.324
£62.60
RT.624
£89.85
RT.824
£112.70
Sansui TU.4400 ..
£82.55
TU.5500 .. £109 20
TU.7700 .. £134 75
Sinclair 4000
.. £41.25
Sony ..
Technics ..
. F.R.A.
Trio . •
SPECIAL OFFERS
Akai AT580
£85.05
J.V.C. STV.310
£76-50
Leak 2300
£78-75

SPEAKERS
(C & 1[3.50-Console)
(C & 1£2.50- Bookshelf)
A.R.

INSTANT

elivoMeaREgs"
Glekevea--Mlis
fArriRele•

LEWISHAM

Akai SA.800 .. £77.35
SA.1000 .. £ 123.70
SA.I200 .. £ 162.75
Amstrad Acoustica
1500
£28.20
2500 ..
£33.10
B & W
F.R.A.
Cambridge ..
F.R.A.
Celestion
F.R.A.
Fisher ..
F.R.A.
Goodmans Achromat 100(T) ..
£68-10
250(T)
£99.90

Technics ..
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
Videotone
Wharfedale Denton
2XP
£ 37.60
Linton 3XP
£54.65
Glendale 3XP.. £ 71-40
Chevin XP
£27.90
Dovedale SP .. £ 124.75
Airedale .. [ 194.85
Linton 2 Kit ..
£20.70
Glendale 3XP. Kit £46.75
Dovedale 3 Kit
£59-10

25% OFF
•

\

BANG & OLUFSEN''',,

Bdio )

25% OFF

We have a very limited number of superb B &
Stereo and Quadraphonic, Hi -Fi Systems incorporating the latest tuner amplifiers, turntable
and music centres and all available at 25% off
Our Normal Price List!
Limited stocks available. For full details phone,
call or write to our 13 & 0 Centres at
228 Bishopsgate, London EC2. Tel : 01-247 2609,
or our Ilford and Lewisham branches. ( Addresses
etc. below.)
400(T)
£137-00
Dimension 8(i). £129.60
Goodwood ( T)
£91-55
Havant SL ( T)
£54.25
Magnum SL ( T)
£101.25
Mezzo SL ( T)
£80.40
Minsters SL ( T)
£43.95
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
Leak 2030 ..
£80-75
2060 .. £ 127.20
2075
£337.25
Marsden Hall XL.I0 £43.15
X L.15
£50-25

SPECIAL OFFERS
A.R. AR.4XA
£71 95
AR- 5 ..
£140.35
AR- 3A Imp
£201.40
AR- 6 ..
£87-75
MST. Imp.
£115.10
.. £ 133.85
B & W Di12A .. £149.40
DM4
£ 106.20
DMS
£ 64.80
DM70 Imp. .. £367.15
Celestion Dicton 10 £41.35
33 ..
£99.60
120 ..
£49.25
County ..
£49.15

•.
•.

'SONY' CENTRE
Our Pentonville Road branch specialises in Sony
and are able to quote very competitive prices and
immediate delivery on a very wide range of Sony
products.
Only a short distance from Kings Cross, St
Pancras and Euston main line stations our
Pentonville Road branch is extremely easy to get
to by rail, bus, car or Underground. Adequate
car parking facilities near at hand.
XL.20
£61.95
XL.30
[119.65
3522 ..
£138.10
4522 .. £ 168.70
Mordaunt Short
F.R.A.
Pioneer CST.61 .. £169.60
SCF.51..
£113-30
Quad Electrostatic P.O.A.
Rotel RL.200 £ 56-10
RL.400.. £68.60
RL.600.. .. £ 101.80
RL.800.. .. £ 124.95
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Tannoy
F.R.A.

Leak 2075 .. £269.95
Marsden Hall XL.20 £53.95
XL.30
£103.45
Mordaunt-Short235 £ 116.95
Sony SS.7100 ..
£74-95
SS.7200 .. £ 109.30
Scan Dyna A45 . [ 133.65

Akai PA.003
Amstrad TP 1
2D

£86.15
£38.45

KINGS CROSS

B & 0
F.R.A.
Connoisseur BDI
Kit .. [ 13.20
BD2 Assembly .. £40-85
BD3
£ 66.25
Garrard SP25 Mod.
+Cart. £ 33.70
86SB Mk 11 Mod.
Cart. .. £ 58.65
Zero 100SB Mod.
Cart. ..
£65.60
401 Chassis ..
£54.70
125SB Mod.+Cart.£44.35
Goldring G.IO2PC
£34.50
H.L. SP25/G800
Mod. ..
£26.05
Leak 2001
£ 107.60
Pioneer PL.I2D
£46.35
PL.I2S ..
£74.10
PL.15R ..
£50.85
PL.A45D £ 93.70
PL.5 IA .. £ 129.35
PL.7I .. £143.75
Rotel RP.I000
£59.55
RP.I500+ Arm
£54.80
RP.I500-Arm
£48.55
RP.2500
£66.10
RP.3000+ Arm
£93-90
RP.3000-Arm £ 77.15
Sansui SR.3 13 .. £106.50
SR.212P ..
£49.85
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Strathearn
F.R.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
ThorensTD.125AB
Mk II
[ 133.85
TD.125A/M15E0 [ 165.05
TD.145C .. £ 93.70
TD.I 60C .. £ 73.60
TD.160C/0 .. £ 104-85
TD. 125 Mk. II ( Ch) £86.55
TD.160BC
£60.45
TD.166 .. £64.25
Transcriptor Ref.
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Connoisseur BD2
£38.55
Garrard 86SB Mk 1
Mod + Cart. ..
£46.35
Goldring GL78PC
G800E • •
£47-25
J.V.C.JLA I •.
£49.45
Leak 2001. •
£92.25
Sony PS.2350 • .
£58.00
PS.4750• •
£93.70
Trio KP.1022 •.
£46.10

PICK-UP ARMS
(C & I £ 1.00)
Connoisseur SAU.2 £14.20
S.M.E. 3009 Imp.
(F.H.)
P.O.A.
3009 Imp.(D.H.)
P.O.A.
Transcriptor
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
S.M.E. 3009 ( F.H.)
£38.25
3009 ( D.H.)
£42.75

TURNTABLES
IC & I £ 2.001

soda'

CARTRIDGES
IC & I50p)
Shure VIS Mk 3Imp. 639 55
M55E ..
£7.45
M75ED2
£13.05

CREDIT Available on all sales in excess of CM. If you are a holder of Barclaycard or any of the recognized Bank Cheque Cards you can take immediate delivery after payment of initial deposit.

M75E.12
£11-00
M95ED ..
£16.15
M95E.1
EII.65
SPECIAL OFFERS
J.V.C. 1016
£ 9.45

CASSETTE DECKS
RECORDERS
(C & 1 £2.00)
Aiwa ..
F.R.A.
Akai CS.34D [91.10
GXC.39
£139.35
GXC.39D
£121.00
GXC.75D
£171.95
GXR.82D £ 108.05
GX.265D •. £249-05
GXC.310D • • £147.55
GXC.325D . £190.75
GXC.510 . £159.45
GX.630DB . £344.25
GX.630DSS • £422.85
GXC.710D • £165.70
GXC.740D • • £225-25
GXC.760D . • £281-60
I722L
£ 118.95
4000D B .. £153.75
4000DS Mk II .. £ 108.05
Amstrad 6000 ..
£48-00
7000
[62-35
F.R.A.
Ferrograph . . .
GoodmansSCD.100£125.95
Harman Kardon..
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
Neal 103 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF.212I £106-00
CT.313IA
£80-45
CT.414IA
£107-95
CT.515I .. £124.60
CTF.6161
£132-15
CTF.717I £ 148-80
CTF.919 I .. £ 207.30
Recors
F.R.A.
Sansui SC.636
£109.95
SC.737 £ 126.85
SC.3000
£137.95
Sony .
F.R.A.
Tandberg
F.R.A.
Teac
F.R.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Trio
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Akai GXR.82D
£[
98
3:
95
9
5
4000DB14
F'graph 7522DW
£457.75
J.V.C. CD.1740BE
£75-95
1950
£138.60
1656 ..
Neal 103
£260.95
Pioneer CT.515I
£121-45
CTF.717I
£129.15
Recors 1132
£453.35
00
5
1102 .. ££ 47 .
Sony TC.927
46
TC.95A
£42.95
TC.I 2962-45
£
TC. I
46A56-00
£
TC.280 £89.75
T'berg TCD.310D £168.00
364ID
£209.70
9141 .. £ 298 80
Teac A.I60 £ 123 30
A.260 . £ 165 60
A.360 ..
LI 98 00
A.5500.. £ 407 50

..

£
89.55

ALL ADVERTISED PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AT 12+%

MAIL ORDER
Order with confidence. Every
order acknowledged by return
and goods despatched quickly
and efficiently in sealed
manufacturers cartons.

MAIL ORDER DEPT.
82, HIGH HOLBORN, WC1

N

USOLJNID HI -FI CENTRES

HOLBORN 82, HIGH HOLBORN, WC1. Tel: 01-242 7401
LEWISHAM 36, LEWISHAM HIGH ST. SE13. Tel: 01-852 2399
KINGS CROSS 242/244, PENTONVILLE ROAD, NI. Tel: 01-837 8200
ILFORD 87/100, PIONEER MARKET, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD Tel: 01-478 2291
OPENING HOURS:- HOLBORN Mon- Fri 9-6, Sat 9-1
Ilford, Lewisham, Kings Cross Mcn-Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-1

OVERSEAS VISITORS AND
DIRECT EXPORT SCHEME
Overseas visitors can take
immediate " Over the Counter' S
delivery, or we will DIRECT
EXPORTto you enabling the
goods to be purchased at " less
VAT prices - I(Holborn 8. Kings Cross)

SAVE12 1/
2 % ! VAT.

hip ettlotee
Meat eiàlejetepttabiee. at
p.04/111Meeveiveouti peee ast.
sa.saz Amp: Osapoit Poster 30W/ch 4- 30W/ch (4ohms. fittle, 0.8% Till))
MitYiC Paver (111Fr 45W 2 Plaint& Frequency response 20—eoomkr • ¡dB)
AM Section: Sensitivity 200V HHFP Selectivity .76dli
FM Section: Usable sensitivity 1.9Y (1HF) Selectivity 46dit

HITACHI
Hitachi &rite H.110 Ltd, Hitachi House Station Road. Hayes, Middlesex UM 4DR.
Telephone 01-848 8787.
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Sweet sixteen

The Quad 405 is only the sixteenth
product to carry the Quad name,
each of which, has made a
significant contribution to the
development of sound reproduction
and acquired afollowing of loyal
and satisfied customers
The Quad 405 current dumping
amplifier represents another step
forward in amplifier technology,
executed with the attention to
engineering and aesthetic detail,

and manufactured with the concern
for reliability which have been
the hallmarks of Quad equipment
for twenty-five years.
For further details on current
dumping and other Quad products
write to Dept. HFN
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
Ltd., HUNTINGDON, Cambs.,
PE18 7DB Telephone ( 0480) 52561

QUAD

Design Council
Award 1976

for the closest approach to the original sound for twenty-five years
QUAD is aRegistered Trade Mark

Koss introduces the Technician / VFR.
The first stereophone you fine tune yourself.
If
you've been
missing the brilliant
highs and rich rows
you think are in your
favourite music, the
new
Koss Technician/ VFR Stereophone is for you. Because
unlike any
other, it's the world's
first stereophorre to
let you fine tune the
frequency response
range to suit your
own listening preference. So instead
of
hearing
somebody else's idea of
what
your
music
should sound like,
you'll be able to
shape the acoustic
contour
of your
favourite music to
the way you want to
hear it.

By adjusting the
VFR controls at the
base of each earcup, you'll be able
to
discover
a
shimmering
new
brilliance in the highest
notes of a
piccolo. Or by reshaping the curve for
more bass, you'll be
able to feel a new
breathtaking fullness in the deepest
bass notes of an
organ passage. But
no matter how you
set the VFR controls,
you'll
be
shaping your own
response curve. And
that's a lot more
exciting than listening to a frequency
response curve preset at the factory.
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KOSS stereophones
from the people who invented Stereophones.
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Mini??
READING

MAIDENHEAD
RECEIVERS

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA5210
P.O.A.
Akai AA5210DB
P.O.A.
(Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Akai AA5510
P.O.A.
Akai AA5810
Armstrong 621 .. P.O.A.
Cambridge P60 .. P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Hitachi HA300
P.O.A.
Hitachi HA610
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Pioneer SA5300 .. P.O.A.
Pioneer SA6300 .. P.O.A.
Pioneer SA7300
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA7500
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA9500
P.O.A.
Quad 33/303/405
Rote RA212
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Rote RA312
P.O.A.
Rote RA412
P.O.A.
Rote RA612
Rote RA812
P.O.A.
Rote RA1212
P.O.A.
Rote RA1412
P.O.A.
Sony TA70
P.O.A.
Sony TA88
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sony TA1066
Sony TA1150
P.O.A.
Sony TA5650
P.O.A.
Technics SU3050 All
Technics SU3150 models
Technics SU3500 in stock

••
••
.•
••
••
••
••
••
••
•.
••
•.
••
••

Aiwa AF3060 ( Dolby
Cassette)
Aiwa AF7500
Akai AA810
Akai AA1020
Akai AA1030
Akai AA1050
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
B & 0 ( Maidenhead)
Hitachi SR302
Hitachi SR502
Hitachi SR6100
Marantz ( all models)
Pioneer SX434
Pioneer SX535
Pioneer SX636
Pioneer SX737
Pioneer SX838
Pioneer SX939
Pioneer SX1010
Rotel RX152

•.
.•
•.
•.
•.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AR 3A ( Improved)
AR 10 ..
AR 11
AR MST ( Improved)
& W DM5
& W DM2A
& W DM6
ose ( Aldershot)..
& 0 ( Maidenhead)
elestion Ditton 11
elestion Ditton 15
elestion Ditton 44
elestion Ditton 25
elestion Ditton 66
erwin-Vega
E.F. Coda
E.F. Cantor ..
E.F. Chorale ..
E.F. Cadenza ..
E.F. Concerto ..
E.F. 103 Ref...
E.F. 104 Ref...
eak 2030 ..
eak 2060 ..

ALDERSHOT
Wharfedale Dovedale
3XP
P.O.A.

0

•-•
o
(f)

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

READING
AMUR
MAIDENHEAD

01 LEAK

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

1-11 l_J 1=t

LT TÀ e

Celestion

"T-E

PIONEER*
Rotel RX202
P.O.A.
Rotel RX402
P.O.A.
Rotel RX602
P.O.A.
Rotel RX802
P.O.A.
Sonab R3000/4000
P.O.A.
Sony STR7015
P.O.A.
Sony STR7025
P.O.A.
Sony STR7035
P.O.A.
Sony STR7055A
P.O.A.
Sony STR7065A
P.O.A.
Technics SA5150Technics SA5250 From
Technics SA5350Stock
SPEAKERS
AR
AR
AR
AR

7
6
4XA
2AX

From
Stock

AKAI Sonab

Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
Sonab OD11 • • P.O.A.
Sonab 0Al2 • • P.O.A.
Sonab 0A14 •. P.O.A.
Sony SS70 . • P.O.A.
Sony SS5177 . • P.O.A.
Sony SS3050 • • P.O.A.
Technics ( all
models) ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax
li
P.O.A.
Videotone Sapphire P.O.A.
Wharfedale Chevin P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton
2XP
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Linton
3XP .
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Glendale
3XP
P.O.A.
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Sansui SR313
Sony PS1350
Sony PS2350
Sony PS4750
Technics SL20
Technics SL1500
Technics SL120
Technics SL1300
Technics SL110

.•
.•
••
.•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD1300
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD1600
P.O.A.
Aiwa A D1800 .. P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6500F/L
P.O.A.
Akai CS34D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC39D
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC510D
(special offer) .. P.O.A.
Akai GXC710D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC75D
(special offer) .. P.O.A.
Akai GX325D
P.O.A.
B & 0 ( Maidenhead
only) ..
P.O.A.
Panasonic RS269.. P.O.A.
Pioneer CT2121
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT5151
(special offer) .. P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF6161
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF9191
P.O.A.
Rotel RD20
P.O.A.
Sony TC117
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sony TC135SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC136SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC138SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC177SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC153SD
Sony TC204SD F/L P.O.A.
Sony TC209SD FIL P.O.A.
Teac ( all models) .. P.O.A.
Technics RS263
Technics RS273
All
Technics RS610
models
Technics RS671
in stock
Technics RS676

All
models
in stock

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5080(Dolby)
Hitachi 2680 ..
Hitachi 2690 ( Dolby)
National Panasonic
1070L
National Panasonic
2070L

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

REEL TO REEL
Akai 4000DS II
Akai 1722L
Akai 4000DB
Akai GX265D
Akai GX630DB
Revox 1102/1104
Sony TC280
Sony TC377
Sony TC458
Sony TC645
Sony TC755

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

H.P. TO CALLERS ONLY

HONEY END LANE Tel. 582988
181 VICTORIA ROAD
Tel. 314856
125 BRIDGE ROAD Tel. 27760
B & 0 Centre 49 KING STREET Tel. 32796

Twelve months guarantee on all new equipment — Parts and labour
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P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Technics AIWA SON-Ye

TUNERS
Akai AT550
P.O.A.
Akai AT580
P.O.A.
Armstrong 623
P.O.A.
Armstrong 624
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55
P.O.A.
Hitachi FT300
P.O.A.
Hitachi FT920
P.O.A.
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Pioneer TX5300
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX7500
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX9500
P.O.A.
Quad FM3 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT224
P.O.A.
Rotel RT324
P.O.A.
Rotel RT624
P.O.A.
Rotel RT824
P.O.A.
Sony ST70
P.O.A.
Sony ST88
P.O.A.
Sony ST5066
P.O.A.
Sony ST5055L
P.O.A.
Sony ST4950
P.O.A.
Sony ST5130
P.O.A.
Technics ST3050 • All
Technics ST3150 ••models
Technics ST3500
in stock

TURNTABLES
Akai A P003
Akai AP001
B & 0 2000..
B & 0 4002..
B & 0 6000..
Maidenhead Sound
Systems only.
Garrard SP25/IV
Garrard 86SB/II
Garrard Z100SES
Garrard 401
Pioneer PL12D
Pioneer PL15R
Pioneer PL71
Rotel RP1500 ( with
arm) ..
Rotel RP3000 ( with
arm) ..
Sansui SR212

National Panasonic
2500 ..
Sony HMK20
Sony HMK30
Sony HMK40
Sony HMK70 ( Dolby)
Toshiba SM3000

PLEASE SUPPLY

Ienclose cheque for E

( Inc. P & P)

Iwish to pay by Access Card No.
NAME
ADDRESS

POST & PACKING :

ELECTRONICS £250

SPEAKERS £350
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i
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Be sure to see REW the PERSONAL EXPORT SPECIALISTS
for all makes of Quality Audio and Video equipment
(

All leading
British, American,
Japanese and
European equipment
in stock

[

WELCOME
to best
REWprices
best equipment,
BENVENUTO aREW
aparacchío ottimi,
prezzi ottimi
VELKOMMAN REW
beste hanlagget, beste prisan

REW

Are you having difficulty replacing your stylus?
We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of styli
available anywhere. Listed are afew examples from
our range:

Goldring
6800
G800E
G820
6820E
6850

2.50
5.50
2.75
6.75
2.50

110
1.10
1.10

Dual
All Prices

1.10

Philips
AG3016
A G3306
GP200
GP400

1.10
1.10
1.10
5.00

Sansui
All Prices

5.00

Pickering
V15AC

5.00

Pioneer
Al , Prices

5.00

Onkyo
All Prices

5.00

Sanyo
ST6D
ST12D
STL1 D

2.70
5.00
110

(Prices quoted
any model)

All prices include VAT, please add 15p. P. & P. to all orders.
We aim to provide the most efficient service of this
kind and will endeavour to despatch all orders
promptly. Send S.A.E. to;
DEPT. H
AMK PHONO SUPPLY LTD, BCM 509,
LONDON WC1V 6XX.
for current price list of styli and related hi-fi
accessories.

*Immediate dispatch

Sea for latest Catalogue. Most 5Ilo for overseas PiP

Gold ring
The Great British
Cartridge.

Regd. Office, Block 28 Avon Trading Estate,
Avonmore Rd, London W 14.

CS80
CS90
MX4

*Efficient service

• 146 Charing Cross Road, London W.C.2. Tel: 01-240 3064/5
• Mail Order: REW House, 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London S.W.19. Tel : 01-540 9684

AMK•PHONO
SUPPLY•EFB
3.25
4.75
5.25
6.50
8.75
10.75
12.75

•
*Personal attention

•Centrepoint, 20-21 St. Giles High Street, London W.C.2. Tel: 01-240 3066/7
• 126 Charing Cross Road and 17 Denmark Street, London W.C.2. Tel: 01-836 2372/7851

Audio Visual

Shure
N3D
N44E
N55E
N75EJ
N75ED
N91 ED
N95ED

WILLKOMMEN
zu REW
beste gerate,
beste preise
BIENVENU au REW
le meilleurs equipment,
le meilleurs prix

for

After 40 years' research into sound, Goldring have
developed asuperb range of cartridges to suit everyone.
Cartridges like the G800, amillion- seller worldwide.
Like the G820 series, another dramatic advance
towards technical perfection.
And the latest development - the new G900SE
micro mass caryidge.

Goldrincj

agre
Goldring
ti Cartridges - ®
at Brish
sound achievement.
Sound

pure and simple

Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS
For further details ring: 0284 64011
21

The new Metrosound

DUOSTATIC
FINGER GRIPS

RELEASE BUTTON

ROTATABLE
CLEANING SURFACES

For the first time, adust remover and
statue reducer in one easeo•use unit
• Dual purpose record cleaner.
• Automatic button release to rotate for required cleaning surface.
• Polyester fibre with conductive interwoven yarn for static release.
• Thick pile velvet surface to collect harmful deposits.
• Price £2.00plusVAT
8 track cartridge head
and capstan cleaner.
Unique patented principle for thorough cleaning of tape capstans and
replay heads.
£t20

Hifi kit •No 3. Includes'
the famous Ioniser, stylus'
cleaning fluid and soft
brush all in an attractive'
permanent storage styrene
case.
£1.30

Ioniser. The ideal hifi
record cleaner. Permanently anti-static velvet pad enclosed in a
protective
plastic
moulding.
60p

Hifi kit No4. Thecomplete
care kit for the hifi enthusiasts. Contains aSuper
Groovemaster, Ioniser and
stylus cleaning kit in a
specially designed permanent storage styrene case.

Super
Groovemaster.
For
highly
efficient
removal of dust from
your discs while being
played.
Precision
engineered for lowest
tracking weight. Freestanding.
£210

£3.36
Phono Cartridge Kit. For
the safe installation and
rnaintenanceof cartridges.
Includes microscope, slant
edge tweezers, screwdriver, styluscleaning fluid
and brush.

Discmaster.
Two
specially designed free
standing tracking arms,
one using special fluid
for wet cleaning and a
second for dry cleaning.
Renovate and rejuvenate
your records. £3.40

Stylus Balance
A precision made instrument with built-in spirit
level and finely graduated
scale to give the right
tracking force for your
cartridge. In permanent
storage case.
£2.50

Cassette Deck Care Kit
Includes the Metrocare cassette head cleaner, spatula
with cleaning brush at one end and polishing pad at the
other, cleaning fluid and polishing cloth all in a s— wt
permanent storage case.
£ 1 . 50
All prices plus V.A.T.

22
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METROSOUND

Metrosound makes it real

Other Metrosound accessor'es include: Metrosound
Sponge, Metro-Spray, Metro Mat (new ribbed rubber)
Metro-Strobe, 45 rpm adaptors, Leader Tape, Splicing
Block, Jointing Tape, Lubricating Kit ( Thorens), C30,
C60, C90, Blank Cassettes, Single and Double Blank
Cartridges, Cassette Library Box, Low Profile Groovemaster, Cartridge Head Cleaner plus spare tapes, fluids
and replacement kits.

TOP TAPE

We're going to town by selling the most complete range of brand name
cassettes at VERY competitive prices

Sound hog
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

Low Noise
C.60
..
£0 39
C.90
£ 0•54
C.I20 . . £0 79
Super Ferro Dynamic ( SM)
C.66 .... £ 0.56
C.96
.
£ 0 72
£1-09
Chromium Dioxide
C.60
..
£ 0-71
£0-94
C.I20
£ 133

EMI

PHILIPS
Ferro Low Noise
C.60 ..

£0•37
£0.45
£0-59

Hi- Dynamic
C.60 .
C.90 ..
C.120 .

£0-44
£0-55
£0-69

X1000 UD
C.60 ..
C.90 .

£0.55
£0.67

Ultra Dynamic XL

Hi- Ferro Super
C.60 .
C.90 ..
C.I20

£0-58
£0.73
£0.98

Low Noise
C.60K
C.90K
C. 120K
£0.53
£0.67
£0-93

Ultra Dynamic
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

£0.45
£0•62
£0•83

TDK
Dynamic
C.60 ..
C.90
C.I20

.. £0.52
£0.75
. £0.99

Super Dynamic

C.120

SONY.

maxell,
Super Low Noise

C.I20

Extra Dynamic

£0-41
£0.57
.. £0.74

HF- High Frequency
C.60HF
.
£ 0 60
C.90HF
.
£0-79
C.120HF . £0.93

£079
£099
£1 33

Chromium Dioxide
C.60CR
C.90CR

£0-89
£ 1-21

£0-99
£1 25

Ferro Chrome
C.60FECR
C.90FECR

£0 99
£ 1-59

Super Avilyn
C.60
C.90 ..

£0•68
£0-93
£1-31
£0.93
£1.31
£1-02
£1-46

1

111:11kle.d;'

MRX2
C.60
C.90
C.I20
Cr02
C.60 ..
C.90

£0 66
£0.85
£ 1.19
£0-84
£1-18

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. Advertisement closes 30th June 1976, after this date please
enquire or see next month's issue MAIL- ORDERS TO ( Dept HFN6), 48 Wigmore Street WI.
(Postage 30p per order.)
CALLERS WELCOME AT KJ SHOWROOMS BELOW

48, Wigmore Street
LONDON W.1.
\lales Tel: 01486 8262

L

101, St. Albans Road
WATFORD
ISales Tel: Watford 45250

F
BVALUE
inCASSETTES&TAPE
with LIFETIME GUARANTEE !

SPECIAL OFFER

MEMOREX 7"
1800 foot
f2-00 each
, -- ---

..

11

ADD ' N

BASF LH

STAC

Isy:s tem.HoÎd s8 C assettes
in eri
u kni

sto ra ge

BASF SSM
EXECUTIVE CASSETTE CASE Black
simulated leather brief case Moulded

BASF CrO.,

interior to hold 30
cassettes with library
:ases

fl 99 inc. VAT)

Memorex

Mem. CrO j
I
Mem•x 7 1800'
7" 2400'
BASF LH
5"
LP
51"

120
164
2.00
140
115
BASF LH
5
140
DP
W
115
3-98
BASF LH
5"
3-15
TP
W
198
5.10
BASF
2.18
Super LH 51" 2-60
LP
170
BASF
5" 184
Super LH
405
DP
5-00
TDK Adua
3-00

7-

r

T
r
7-

5r

r
r

10

20

21.50
25-40
19.50
23-50
31-00
23-50
31-00
39-30
31-00
39.30
50-00
21.30
2150
36.50
28.00
40-00
49.50
29-50

42.70
50-00
38 00
46-00
61 00
46 00
61.00
77 60
61 00
77.60
98-00
41.60
50-00
72-00
55.00
79-00
98-00
58 00

TDK DYN.

TDK Super

TDK ED

TDK CrO,
TDK Super
Avilyn
New
Ferrichrome

10

20

60
90
120
60
90
120
60
90
120
45
60
90
120
45
60
90
45
60
90
120
180
45
60
90
120
45
60
90
60
90
60
90

OAS
0.65
0-85
0-69
0-89
1•24
1.02
1-27
1-66
0-54
0.62
0.88
1-17
0.69
0•84
1•16
0.49
0•54
0-75
0•99
2-60
0•59
0-75
0.90
1.38
0.81
0-95
1-49
1-05
1.49
1.05
1.46

4.45
6.35
8-35
6.80
8-70
12-00
10-00
12.50
16-30
5-20
6-10
8-10
11.25
475
8-30
11.50
4.80
5•30
7-35
9.70
25-00
5.75
7.35
8.90
13.50
8.00
140
14.80
10.40
14.80
10.40
14.40

8.80
12-50
16-50
13-40
17.00
23-50
19-50
24.50
32-00
10-00
12-00
16.00
22.00
13.40
16-50
22.80
9-50
10.50
14-50
19.20
47-00
15•30
14-50
17.60
26.30
I5•80
18.60
29-40
20.60
29.40
20.60
28•50

60
90

1-50
1•99

1450
19-50

28-00
38-00

All orders 35p PiP inc VAT at 8%

11M111

BARTLETTS TV Et RADIO SERVICE
(Dept HFN6) 175.'177 HOLLOWAY RD
LONDON N7 8.113. TEL 01-607 2296

CALLERS WELCOME
Just aselection from our wide
range. Ask for full listing.
Prices are subject to
change without notice.

27, Springfield Road
HARROW
Sales Tel: 01-863 8690

REEL TO REEL
TAPE
10r
Agfa
7
CINE
PE36 £ 2.24
£5-44
PE46 £ 2.79 PE66 £- 49 Memorex
UP
£ 2-I I
DIP .. £2.78 Sony
SLH L/P £2.95 SLH DIP £ 3.95 TDK
Audua £ 2.95

101”
NAB

£
6.25

£5.75
-

111111...»
maxim aC8
• •

I

278, High Street
UXBRIDGE
ISales Tel: Uxbridge 33474

Goldring.
The Great British
Cartridge.

After 40 years' research into sound, Goldring have
developed asuperb range of cartridges to suit everyone.
Cartridges like the G800, amillion- seller worldwide.
Like the G820 series, another dramatic advance
towards technical perfection.
And the latest development - the new G900SE
micro mass cartridge.
•
Goldrirtii ng Cartridges agreat Bsh
sound achievement.
Sound pure and simple

Gold ring

Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS
For further details ring: 0284 64011
23

IID LurA (HOUNSLOW) LT MD
Huge stocicsaluge discounts
50 BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.(
TELEPHONE 01-572
3 Lines)

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
AND PRICES

Rotel RTI220
Teac AT I
00 ..

STEREO SYSTEMS
P & P £ 300
Sanyo G26I IKL
Sanyo G2615
Sanyo GXT2S11
Sanyo 2611 Dolby
Sony SQP20

.
.
.
..

£149.00
£ 81 00
£ 140.00
£ 180 00
£ 126.00

Toshiba ST500 ..
Toshiba ST9I0

ALL PRICES
INCLUDING VAT

.. £ 122.00
.. £ 131.00
.. £90.00
.. £450.00

ALSO
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
P & P £2.00
£432-00
£121.00

Akai AA1080DB
Akai AAI020
Akai AA1030
Akai AAI050

AMPLIFIERS
P & P £ 2-00
Akai AA5210 .. • •
Akai 5210DB
Akai AA5510 .. • •
Akai AA5810 • .
Akai AA5800 .. • .
Cambridge P60
Cambridge PII0
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

SA630 .. • •
SA7300
SA8500
QA800A • •

Pioneer QL600A
Pioneer QM800A . •
Pioneer SA7500
Pioneer SA9500
Pioneer SA9900
Pioneer SR202W • •
Pioneer EXGLC3
Pioneer EXCLH3
Revox A78 . •
Rotel RA2I2 • •
Rotel RA3I2 • .
Rotel RA412 ..
Rotel RA6I2 • •
Rotel RA8I2 • •
Rotel RAI212 • •
Rotel RAI412
Toshiba SB300
Toshiba SB500
Toshiba 5134045
Toshiba S13514 ..
Teac AT100

£72.00
£111-00
£104.00
£131.00
£153.00
£108.00
£153.00
£54.00
£69-00
£99.00
£180.00
£203.00
£113.00
£162.00
£140.00
£228
£338
£63
£624
£671

00
00
00
00
00

£225 00
£45 00
£57 00
£68 00
£91.00
£118 00
£150 00
£249 00
£65.00
£115.00
£130.00
£251.00
£171.00

Akai AA1080DB
Goodmans Mod. 90 ..
Goodmans Mod. 110 ..
Goodmans 1-20
Goodmans 150 ..
WC VR5505 ..
Pioneer 424 ..
Pioneer 300 ..
Pioneer SX434
Pioneer SX535
Pioneer SX636
Pioneer SX737

P & P £2-00
Akai AT550
Akai AT580
Cambridge T55..
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Revox A76FM .. • •
Rotel RT224 . •
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Rotel RT622
Rotel RT824

£81.00
£91.00
£100.00
£6300
£12600
£16200
£270.00
£49.00
£63 00
£9800
£9000
£113 00

£86.00
£153.00

Rotel RXI50A
Rote IRXI52 . • • .
Rotel RX202 • .
Rotel RX402 • • . •
Rotel RX254 • • • •
Rotel RX454 • • • •
RX602 • . • •
RX802 • • ..
RX7707 . •
DCX2000

Sanyo DCX4000
Sanyo DCX6000
Sanyo DCX8000

Sony 5194055
Sony STR6200F
Toshiba SA300L
Toshiba SA500 .. • •
Toshiba SA304
Toshiba SA504 . •
Toshiba SA5I4 .. • •
Trio KR7200
Trio KR6400 .. •
Trio KR7400 .. • .

P & P £ 1.50

Akai GXC510D

£ l6r 00

Akai GXC75D

£ 173.00

Connoisseur BD Ikit ..

£14-40

Connoisseur BD2/SAU2/
£45 00
£66.00

Garrard Mod. Z100 M98

£66 00

Garrard 6300 .. • •

£14.90

Goldring GL75

£54.00

Sanyo RD4300

£99-00

Goldring GL78 P/C • •

£72.00

Sanyo RD4600

£180.00

Goldring GM P/C ..

£95.00
£45.00

Sanyo RD4250

£99.00

Pioneer PL I2D
Pioneer PLI25 .. • •

£77.00

Sanyo RD4055

£68.00

Pioneer PL5I

£126.00

Pioneer PL7I .. • •

£153.00

Pioneer PLA45

£149.00

Thorens TD125AB/II • •

£126.00

£189-00
£159.00
£81.00
£95.00
£126.00

£117 00
£158 00
£315 00
£135.00
£144 00
£147 00
£248
£296
£194
£234
£265

00
00
00
00
00

.

•

£63-00
£86-00
£71.00

Thorens TDI60C
Thorens TDI65

*

•

.

£63.00

Transcriptor Ref. ..

£104-oo

Thorens TDI45C

£ 12e00

Pioneer CT7I71

£ 135-00

Pioneer C79191

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( PAIR)

P & P £ 1.50
Aka, 4000D8

TEL: 01-572 2285

HOUNSLOW CLOSED WED. HALF DAY.

MON. -SAT.
9-6

£154 00

Akai 4000DS

£108 00

Akai GX630DB..

[347-00

Akai G265D

£245.00

CASSETTE RECORDERS
Mono and Stereo P & P 75p
Aka, GXC39

£131 00

Hitachi TRQ340

£36 00

Sanyo 2525 ..

£29 00

Sanyo M4000G

£50.00

P & P £ 3.00
Goodmans 100 ..

£72-00
TAPE RECORDERS

Goodmans Goodwood £ 104.00
Goodmans Havant SI...

£ 58.00

Goodmans Magnum SL £ 106-00
Goodmans Mezzo SL

P & P CI- 50
Akai 1722 ..

£126.00

£84-00

Goodmans Achromat 400 £ 138.00
Goodmans Dimension..

E149.00

RADIO CASSETTE

Goodmans Minister SL

£47.00

Mono and Stereo P & P £ 1.00

Videotone Mini Max 2 .. £ 38.00

Sanyo M2424

..

£ 41 00

Wharfedale Denton 2XP £ 36-00

Sanyo M4400FG

£ 68.00

Wharfedale Linton 3XP

£52-00

Wharfedale Glendale 3XP

f67-00

CASSETTE DECKS
P & P LI 50
Akai CS34D

£90.00

Akai GXC39D

£123.00

Akai GXC325D

£191.00

Akai GXC740D

. £ 216.00

ALSO
Noise reduction
units: Styli;
Headphones; Pickup arms; Cartridges;
Radios;
Tapes; TV's;
Telefs; 1n- car; Plugs and leads.
All prices correct at 27/4/76 inc.
12)% VAT, all prices subject to
change without notice.
Price on application, quotes by
telephone or letter welcome.
Barclay and Access welcome.
HP to callers only.
No cheques without
card for callers.

bankers

All equipment carries one year
guarantee. Service available.

(HOUNSLOW)
OPEN

£216.00

TAPE DECKS

Transcriptor Ref. with
£126-00

£135-00

Pioneer CT6161

£90-00

EXPORT WELCOME *

50 BELL RD., HOUNSLOW,
MIDDLESEX.

Pioneer CT5151A

£99.00

Thorens TD125/II • •

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

£108.00

Garrard Mod. 85SB M75

£54.00

£414
£68
£63
£73
£8I
£108
£189
£189
£146

£115.00

Pioneer CT4 I4IA

£36.00

Sony PS5011 • .

AIWA
AR
ARMSTRONG
B & W
CAMBRIDGE
CELESTION
CELEF
DUAL
DENON
HARMAN KARDON
HITACHI
IMF JBL JVC
MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL
NEAL
QUAD
RICHARD ALLEN
REVOX
ROGERS
SANSUI
SHARP SHURE
S.M.E. SONY
TANDBERG
TAN NOY
TDK
TEAC
TOSHIBA TRIO
TRANSCRIPTORS
VIDEOTONE
YAMAHA
etc.

Pioneer CT2121

Garrard Mod. 25IV M75

* RING FOR BEST PRICES *

E
Bus it aMIArre,

£ 126 00

Sony PS5520

£135.00
£68.00
£100 00

Sanyo DCXI850

£ 284-00

Akai GXC310D

£95.00
£126.00

£324 00

Pioneer QX949
Rotel RX102

Akai GXC750D
ECORD DECKS & PACKAGE

£81-00

£270 00
£33 00
£248 00

Pioneer QX646
Pioneer QX747

Sony STR6036A
Sony STR6046A
TUNERS

£396.00
£108.00
£135-00
£135.00
£216.00

£191.00
£230.00

Pioneer SX838
Pioneer SX939
Pioneer SX1010

Rotel
Rotel
Rotel
Sanyo

MAIN
AGENTS
AND
STOCKISTS
OF

£131.00
£180.00

2285

350 EDGWARE RD.,
LONDON W2. TEL: 01 402 6790

fID
BARCLAYCARD
.ekumehe,

Pà
BEOLIT
505 ..
707 ..

£49-90
£59.90

BEOMASTER
901 ( T)
£ 159.50
901 ( R)
£ 161-50
1100(T)
.. £ 149.50
1100 ( R)/(W) £ 151-50
1700 (T) .. £89-50
1700 ( R)
£91 - 50
2000 (T) £269-50
2000(R)/(W) £271.50
3400 (T) £325-50
3400 ( R) £327-50
4000 (T) £298-50
4000 ( R) £300-50
6000 ( R)/(W) £558-50
Telescopic FM aerial for
Beomasters
(8902010) £6-25
BE OLAB
1700 ( T)
1700 ( R)

£99-50
£ 100-50

BEOGRAM
1203 ( T)
£89-90
1203 ( R)/(W) £90-90
2000 (T) £ 115-90
2000 ( R)/(W) £ 116-90
3400 (T) £ 139-50
3400 ( R) £ 140-50
4002 (T) £298-50
4002 ( R) £799-90
6000 ( R)/(W) £389-50
BEOCENTER
1600 (
T) .. £259-50
1600 ( R) £260-50
3500 ( T) £359-50
3500 ( R)/(W) £ 360-50
BEOCORD
1100 ( T) £ 137-50
1100 ( R) £ 138-50
2200 Cass. (T) £ 199-50
2200 Cass. ( R) £200-50
5000 ( T) £335-50
5000 ( R) £336-50
BEOVO X ( priced in pr)
£99-50
S30 ( R)/(W) £ 104 '
50
545 (T)
£ 149-50
545 ( R)/(W) £ 157-50
S60 (T)
£ 203-50
S60 (R)I(W)
£115-50
M70 (T)
£295-50
M70 ( R)l(W) £307.50
P30 (
T) .. £ 111-50
P30 ( R)/(W) £ 116-50
P45 ( R)/(W) £ 159.50
Pick-up Cartridges
SPIO ( 8905424) Universal
mounting ..
£113-90
SPIOA (8905425) for B &
0 arm .. £ 18-90
SPI2 (8905426) Universa'
mounting .. £22-90
SPI2A (8905427) for B &
0 arm .. £22-90
SPI4 (8905431) Universal
mounting .. £ 13-90
SP I4A ( 8905432) for B &
0 arm
£ 13-90
MMC6000 £43-90
MMC4000 £26-90
MMC3000 £ 19-90
M MC5000 .. £35-90
(7) Teak; ( R) Rosewood;
(W) White. E. & 0 E.
All prices less 10%
following VAT reduction.
Prices subject
to alteration without
prior notice.

What's so
different
about
Bang itc
Olutsen at
Telesonic?
For sheer sophistication and
superb sound reproduction, Bang
& Olufsen hi-fi systems are among
the best in the world. And the
beauty is more than skin deep I
Lift the covers of any B & 0 unit,
and you'll find that the
sophistication extends to every
component layout, however
compact. And some are very
compact indeed I
We are the different hi-fi shop in
Tottenham Court Road. The one
that stands out from the crowd.
When it comes to home
installations, we prefer to do it
ourselves Because the kind of
systems we sell, deserve the extra
attention we give them. You can
do it your way if you wish. But if
anything does go wrong, we'll still
be around to put it right. After all,
we have been in Tottenham Court
Road for more than 20 years!
TELESONIC - THAT
DIFFERENT HI-FI STORE IN
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

PERFECTLY SPRUNG

ANTI- WARP RECORD
STORAGE wit,'

HEM
-822

Specifically designed to prevent and overcome the problem of unequal internal stresses
common to all LP's. G
teed to prevent and flatten
warped or dished LP's and eliminate
distortion and stylus jumping.
* Correct and constant pressure
,0-28 oz. on the smallest or largest
collection.
* Easily adjustable from 1-100 or 200
LP's
* All records stored upright perfectly flat
* Smooth action floating pressure
pads ensure constant pressure impossible to ' jam up'.
* No rods or bars to impede easy
removal
and
replacement
of
records
* 4 equi-distant conical springs ensure correct distribution of pressure over whole record area
* Storage not reduced when press in
action
* All models are beautifully designed, elegant cabinets
* Unconditional guarantee for 2 yrs.
JOHN BORWICK'S GRAMOPHONE
REVIEW
'the warp has been considerably reduced and was now quite playable''
On both counts, therefore, as a neat
means of storage and curative for
warped records the New Classic
"Compact" can be recommended.'

"Compact
I00"—warpfree storage
for 100
records
Also "Compact 200" for
200 LP's

MIM

MM NMI"

J. W. ( W) Co., 24 Epsom Lane
North, Tadworth, Surrey KT20 SEN I
Telephone: Burgh Heath 60546.
Send S.A.E. for FREE Illustrated
Brochure and full details.
Name
Address

I
MM

WM BM

(HN28)

M1.

Goldring.
The Great British
Cartridge.

Agents for Ariston, B & O. Harrison,
Lux, Nikko, Quad, Sony, Sonab and
National Panasonic.

-J

e0HE

92, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Tel

9
am-6 pm
9
am- 7 pm) Saturdays 9 am- 1 pm.

01-636 8177 Open

(Thursday

_ •
6=1

After 40 years' research into sound, Goldring have
developed asuperb range of cartridges to suit everyone.
Cartridges like the G800, amillion- seller worldwide.
Like the G820 series, another dramatic advance
towards technical perfection.
And the latest development — the new G900SE
micro mass cartridge.
•
Goldring Cartridges—
GOldring
agreat British
sound achievement
Sound pure and simple
Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS
For further details ring: 0284 64011
25

e e
L80 Amplifier
2x40 watts RMS

e

r 0; Y
e
:
"L85 Amplifie

2x80watts RMS

old
e>

anisiltr

L100 Amplifier
2x 110 watts RMS

0
-4
•
M4000
Power Amp
2x200 watts RMS

M6000
Power Amp
2x300 watts RMS

ine-101,

42"
1
10° e
I

C1000
Pre Amplifier

T88 AM/ FM
- Tuner Sensitivity 2iN

T110 FM Tuner
Sens.tivity 16/JV

if
-•

8600 Receiver
2v 30 watts RMS

s
e
z• .0

Ofe e>• '

R800 Receiver
2x40 watts RMS

The look of the facia. The feel of
the controls. The pure undistorted
power.
That special
quality that belongs exclusively
to Lux. No other equipment has
it, whatever the price. Lux
equipment holds aunique position in the world of sound. Quite
simply, the Ultimate in High
Fidelity.

TOP
T33 AM/FM Tuner
Sensitivity 2/.N
CENTRE
L30 Amplifier
2x32 watts RMS
BOTTOM
L80 VAmplifier
2x50 watts RMS

1

MIMI.

file
81500
Receiver
2.75 watts RMS

MI Illa Oil MI

HowLAnD
DISTRIBU TED AND GUARANTEED BY

WESTRDO

P0131 Doeci
Drive Turntable

Lux prices start around £ 150. Full details on request.
In addition to the items featured in this advertisement, Howland - West Ltd are Sole U K Distributors of anumber Mother leading makes of high fidelity
equipment Toobten further information on any of these and alist of specially selected dealers, kindly tick the appropriate boxes, fill in your name and
address and send coupon to Howland- West Ltd 3-5 Eden Grove. London N7 8E0. Tel 01-609 0293 4. 5.

Combined Demonstration Room for these products now open.
NAME

ADDRESS

Please phone for appointment.

HIN 6

Ross 66.
The cassette
with the precision
movement.

•
oceet*

e eiSS
c
ELECTRONICS
Quality Hi Fi from beginning to end.
32 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1AD. Tel: 01-580 7112/3

"de
"140,

-`

1
1111»e,

The
Best

The most
expensive?

We don't have large neon signs in all the major capitals
of the world
We don't sponsor a motor racing Team
We don't send our dealers on expensive and exotic holidays
We don't advertise in colour in the trendy magazines
and supplements

If we did, we would have to charge another f30
on each unit we produced, to pay for it all!
You see, the most expensive is sometimes overpriced because
it cost a lot to tell you about it.
We recommend that you send for details on all our equipment,
read some independent test reports about our products,
and listen to a demonstration. We are sure you will find
no greater value for money in the UK.
And remember, when you buy our equipment, you will be
paying for equipment only. Not for some racing car
hurtling around a track!
MoDe_
"Taking3000Mitu
account o f 25% VAT, it i
s not particularly
eas y these days to loca te a decent FM tune w ith ON
an d

Ws/

price of

VAT

ban ds
£ 6 0,

remarkable.
eve n on

MI Ma MI INN MIMI

IIMI I= all NM IN191

ease send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist
Amstrad 162000 Mk. III
Amstrad 6000
IAmstrad 7000

Name

IAmstrad 3000 Mk. il
Amstrad 5000
'Amstrad 8000 Mk. III
Amstrad 7P12D
Amstrad 9000
Acoustra 1500
Acoustra 2500

Address

for muc h less than £ 100. Seeing
atthis w
the
as
whi
is
therefore, tfirs t concluded th a £ 0
ch
gain
so ; the £ 60 includes VAT,

Indeed,

this price

from

can

discount
sourhces1
be
acieved l"

some

Go rdon J.

HI-FI NEWS
King, Feb 76 issue

Available at: COMET All branches nationwide. LASKI'S London, Home Counties. ADAMS if DACE Norwich. AUDIO
SPECTRA Hornchurch, Essex. BARTLETT RADIO Holloway, TI1. CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR SERVICES Kings St.
Cambridge. CAVENDISH SALES Whitechapel, El.' CHERWELL VALLEY SILOS Banbury, Oxon. CLEARTONE Bolton.
Et ECTRA CENTRE Preston ELECTROSURE Exeter. Plymouth ELENA MAE Scotland. EXSELL WAREHOUSES
Telford, Salop. G.E.M. LTD.. leytonstone. HI. GEORGE FRENCH CAMERAS Sidcup, Kent. HARTILLS
Wolverhampton, Bilston. HENRY'S.LINDAIR London. Home Counties. HI-FI STEREO CENTRE 35, Donegan St. Belfast.
HI-FI WESTERN Newport. HILTON CAMERAS 13, Oxford St. WI . JOHNS (STOKE-ON-TRENT) Ire, & Worn,
Stoke-on.Trent. KOHL! if CO. Bradford. LINAVALE RADIO Walthamstow, Ell. MAJOR AUDIO Ilford, Croydon.
MAYS HI-FI CENTRE Churchgete. Leicester NEWCASTLE HI-FI Newcastle Under Lyme, Staffs NEW DAWN HI-FI
Chester. NU- SOUND Holborn, Lewisham. REVS ELECTRICAL Button- On- Trent. G. J. ROBERTS b CO., Falmouth.
Cornwall. RUSH AUDIO Romford, Chelmsford. SEXTONS Grays Inn Rd. WC1., Bedford Place. Southampton. SOUTH
LONDON HI-FI 8,,x! on. SWB. STONES OF WINCHESTER Winchester. Hants. STUDIO 3Kings Cross, N.I.
TAVISTOCK WAREHOUSES Bedford. VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow. WANSTALL Plymouth.

A.M.S. TRADING (AMSTRAD) LTD. 89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON, LONDON E8
Tel : 01-249 5237-8-9 Telex: 264869

IC2000 Mk Ill

1000

STEREO AMPLIFIER

STEREO

100 watts : 25 watts R. M.S. per channel. Rumble, scratch and loudness
filters. Radio, tape, magnetic inputs. Headphone socket and facility for
extra pair of loudspeakers. Teak effect finish.
Rec. Retail Price

£56.25

CASSETTE TAPE DECK

*a] DOLBY SYSTEM
With Dolby System, Chromium

inc. VAT

e

Dioxide switch and variable output to match most amplifiers
and hi-fi units. Auto-stop; full function mechanism; 2 VU
Recording Meters; mike inputs. Suitable for Din or Phono
connections. Record Level controls. Tape Counter. Headphone
Monitor. Teak effect finish.
Rec. Retail Price
inc. VAT

£91.81

Model 6000 as 7000 but without Dolby
System, Rec. Retail Price

£72.05 iric. VAT

3000 Mk II
STEREO MPX TJNER
2LAI sensitivity. FM ( Stereo) Medium and
Long wave bands. Variable output to match most amplifiers, tape
recorders and hi-fi units. Teak effect finish. Mute and AFC controls.
Rec. Retail Price

£56.25 inc.

VAT

5000

STEREO

TUNER/AMPLIFIER
100 watts : 25 watts R.M.S. per channel. All the
same filters and facilities as Model 2000 Mk Ill plus
FM ( Stereo) Medium and Long waves. Teak veneered
cabinet.

Rec. Retail Price

£97.73

nc VAT

Berrr
repe
.4> e

81:rrnslile

WILE

Belt drive. 33rpm-45rpm. Rumble
—47dB. Wow & Flutter 0.1%.
S-shaped arm with detachable
headshedl, cueing and anti- skating
devices. Teak veneered cabinet.
Rec. Retail Price

8000 Mk III

£55.22 inc.

STEREO AMPLIFIER
40 watts:10 watts R.M.S. per channel. Rumble, scratch
and loudness leers. Radio, tape. magnetic inputs. Headphone socket and
facility for extra pair of loudspeakers. Teak effect finish.
Rec. Retail Price

£37.96 inc.

VAT

Bt
e
tr
.
:e
1
9
ee
ACOUSTRA SPEAKERS
ACO USTRA 2500 25 watts R.M.S. handling power.
Frequency response : 35-17,000 Hz. 8" Long throw bass unit
with 3l" mid- range treble unit. Full four element crossover
unit. Teak effect finish with black front cloth
Rec. Retail Price

9000

CAR STEREO RADIO & CASSETTE PLAYER -

In- dash FM ( Stereo Radio) Medium wave, and Cassette Player for the car.
Complete with two rear- mounted speakers. Stereo beacon.
Rec. Retail Price

£72.37 inc.

VAT

£51.61

per pair inc. VAT

ACOUSTRA 1500 15 watts R.M.S. handling power.
Frequency response 45-17,000 Hz. 61" Long throw bass unit
with 3l" mid- range treble unit. Full four element crossover
unit. Teak effect finish with black front cloth.
Rec. Retail Price

£45.77 per pair inc. VAT

* Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

VAT

A TRULY SUPERB RANGE
OF PEDIGREE TAPE DECKS
PORTABLES, AND HI-FI
WITH PERFORMANCE
AND SPECIFICATIONS
TO MATCH THE BEST!

GRATISPOOL
FOR AIWA SALES & SERVICE

GRATISPOOL
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JUST A FEW SELECTED
ITEMS FROM THIS
INVENTIVE COMPANY'S
RANGE OF HI-FI
AUDIO AND T.V.
WHICH INCORPORATES
A UNIQUE BLEND
OF QUALITY AND
SOPHISTICATION.

GRATISPOOL
TUNERS
ST70
ST88
ST5066
ST5150
ST4950
TUNER AMPLIFIER
STR7015
STR7025
STR 7035
STR7055A
STR7065A
HST 139 with Cass/Rec
AMPLIFIERS
TA70
TA88
TA1066
TA1150
TA5650
TA86

SPEAKERS ( PAIR)
SS70
SS5088
SS5177 ( Teak)
SS5300 A
SS3050
SS5050
GLOBAL RADIOS
CRF5090
PORTABLE RADIOS
TFM 6500L
TFM 7210L
ICF 5450
ICE 111L ( Gr
ICF

42.95
51.95
64.95
105.95
122.95
99.95
114.95
129.95
166.95
207.95
112.95
42.95
51.95
6

16.95
39.95
49.95
77.95
114.95
179.95

TELEVISIONS ( Mono)
TV 110UK ( Black)68.95
TV 110UK ( White)68.95
TELEVISIONS ( COLOUR)
KV 134OUB
170.95
KV 181OUB
219.9
KV200OUB
2
MONO CAS/RPM

120.95

TC 55

,

ow 57

se :
2:9955

MASSETTE RADIOS
CF 170L
CF 310L
CF 320
CF 420
CF 550A
CF 620

7.95
\ r"5.95

aàfie 5-c

e

T
eeleer4te
ee e-14
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,Trepe ire4Ile

ioalt 3.95

.95
e
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287
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44.95
57.95
64.95
PS 4750
99.95
Ses 6750
132.95
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16.95
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AUDIO SYSTEMS
HMK 20
HMK 30
HMP 4
14
0

34.95

49.95
48.95
49.95
58.95
98.95
145.95

iL
laes

Ft%)

5
82 .95
103.95
143.95
128.95
1--

"-TC 153SD
TC 177SD
TC 204SD
2
11
84
0.
'
9
95
5
TC 209SD179.75
STEREO TAPE REC. 8 DECKS
TC 280
95.95
TC 377
129.95
TC 458
199.95
TC645
191.95
TC 755
274.95
TC 756/2
299.95
TC 880/2
863.95

THIS IS THE MONTH TO CATCH
US WITH OUR ' NIKKOS DOWN!

SPECIAL OFFER
SONY TV11 PORTABLE
BLACK & WHITE TV
COM WITH RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY & CASE

ALL PRICES INC. 12'2% V.A.T.
WE ALSO STOCK: ATRON
CAMBRIDGE, QUAD, TRIO,
AR, TOSHIBA, GOLDRING,

BIG BIG SAVINGS

DUAL, SHARP, R.A.M.
AMPLIFIERS
TRM 230
TRM 500
TRM 600
TUNERS
FAM 220
FAM 500
RECEIVERS
STA 5050
STA 7070
STA 8080

ON TOP QUALITY NIKKO'
AMPS, TUNERS AND
RECEIVERS - PRICES
ARE ROCK BOTTOM
-SERVICE IS TOPS -

53.95
78.95
89.95
53.95
69.95
103.95
116.95
138.95

FULLY GUARANTEED PARTS &
LABOUR FOR 12 MONTHS

SAVE £££' sON THIS FAMOUS BRAND NAME!

GFREE 11POO
L.

NATIONAL, ETC
PRICES ON APPLICATION

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
All items in this advert we
offered subject to availability
and all prices were correct at
time of going to press. ( E
Due
to
world
curiency
fluctuations, prices are subject
to change without notice.
ifillhough we make every effort
to maintain stability, please
confirm price Is unchanged
when you call, write or phone.

MOST ITEMS
AVAILABLE ON MAIL ORDER
POST THIS COUPON TO- DAY
Please Supply
Ienclose
full cash prff
twish to pay by Access/Barclaycard No
NAME

10 MARTINEAU WAY
BIRMINGHAM B2 4UN.
38 LANDS LANE
LEEDS LS1 6LB.

ADDRESS

CARR. PKG. & INS.

==m
mow

Cassette Packs/Sure Cartridges
Portable Cass/Racho/Frphones
Amps/Tuners/Cass Decks
Turntables/Music Systems

BIRMINGHAM 021-236 1024 or 021-236 7312: LEEDS 0532 35714

7,0
200
300

le

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE Firm for speakers!

SPEAKERS
BAKER
Group 25 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 35 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 50/12 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 50/15 8 or 15 ohm ..
Deluxe 12" 8 or 15 ohm ..
Major 12" 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Superb 12" 8 or 15 ohm ..
Regent 12" 8 or 15 ohm ..
Auditorium 12" 8 or 15 ohm
Auditorium 15" 8 or 15 ohm
CASTLE
8RS,DD 6 or 8 ohm

..

CELESTION
HF1300 8 or 15 ohm
HF2000 8 ohm .. • .
MI-11000 8 or 15 ohm • •
G12M 8 or 15 ohm ..
G12H 8 or 15 ohm ..
G12/50TC 2245 d cone ..
G12/50 2236 single/cone ..
G12/50 2239 s/cone
aluminium dome
G12/50 2242 s/cone cambric
G15C 8 or 15 ohm
G18C 8 or 15 ohm ..
CO3K 3 kHz crossover
DECCA
London Ribbon Horn ..
London X/over CO'1000,8
DK30 Ribbon Horn
DK30 X/over C0/1 /8 ..
EMI
14" x9" bass 14A/770 8 ohm
8" roll surround, bass 8ohm
8" x5" d/cone roll surround
4 or 8ohm
6i" d/cone roll surround
8 or 15 ohm ..
ELAC
59RM109 15 ohm, 59RM114
8 ohm .. •
6f" d'cone roll/s 6RM171
8 ohm ..
10" 1ORM239 8ohm
EAGLE
CT5
CT10
DT33
FF5 ..
FF22 • •
FF23 • .
FF24 . •
FF25 • •
FF26 • •
FF27 • •
FF28 • •

£8.64
£10.25
£14.00
£18.62
£12.38
£10-69
£16.31
£9.00
£14.65
£19.41
£9.28
£6.98
£8.55
£13.50
£12.95
£15.95
£18.03
£16.50
£17.00
£16.50
£26.95
£34-50
£4.46

£28.80
£6.75
£17-25
£4.50
£11.92
£5.73
£3.56
£3.93

£3.38
£3.83
£3.83
£1.95
£2.75
£5.68
£3.26
£8.50
£10.68
£11.70
£10.13
£7.60

£6.18
£8.10

FF30 ..
FR4 ..
FR65 ..
FR8 ..
FR10 ..
HT21
HT15
MHT10

•.
.•
••
•.
••

FANE
Pop 15 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 33T 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 50 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 55 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 60 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 70 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 100 8 or 15 ohm ..
Cresendo 12A 8 or 15 ohm
Crescendo 12BL 8or 15 ohm
Crescendo 15/100 8 or
15 ohm ..
Crescendo 15/125 8 or
15 ohm ..
Crescendo 18 8 or 15 ohm
910 Mk II horn ..
920 Mk II horn ..
PH50 High power tweeter
50 watt .. .
HPX1 X/over, 200 watt ..
138/10T 13 x8 d/cone 8 or
15 ohm ..
801T clic roll surround ..
GOODMANS
Axent 100 ..
Audiom 200
Axiom 402 ..
Twinaxiom 8, 8 or 15 ohm
Twinaxiom 10, 8 or 15 ohm
8P 8 or 15 ohm ..
lop 8 or 15 ohm ..
..
12P 8 or 15 ohm ..
12PG 8 or 15 ohm
..
..
12PD 8 or 15 ohm
12AX 8 or 15 ohm
..
15P 8 or 15 ohm ..
..
15AX 8 or 15 ohm
..
18P 8 or 15 ohm ..
..
Hitas 750 ..
..
5" midrange 8ohm
..
GAUSS
12" 200 watt
15" 200 watt
18" 200 watt

£8.43
£5.51
£8.66
£11.08
£14.06
£6.13
£3.96
£4.00

£5.25
£9.25
£7.50
£15-50
£17-95
£18.75
£27.95
£37.95
£39.95
£49.95
£59.95
£67.95
£15.75
£36.95

••
•.
••
•.
••

LOWTHER
PM6
IPM6 Mk I ..
PM7

£5.18
£6.25
£6.75
£7.85
£15.08
£5.39
£4.05
£2.08
£30.60
£32.85
£48.60

PEERLESS
KOIODT
DTIOHFC •
K040MRF
MT2OHFC •
MT25HFC •
MT225HFC •

•
•
•

£7.25
£8.26
£9.28
£2.75
£2.95
£2.95

RADFORD
Filter network
TD3 tweeter.
MD9 midrange .. • •
MD6 dome midrange
BD25 Mk II bass unit . •

£13-00
£7.25
£10.50
£12.50
£22.00

•

£6.50
£2.50

STC
4001G Super tweeter 15 ohm
4001K Super tweeter 8ohm

£5.50
£8.96

TAN NOY
10" HPD
12" HPD
15" HPD

£67.50
£73.75
£88.15

WHARFEDALE
Super 1ORS ,DD

£13.50

£7.60
£13.44
£19.80
£9.50
£9.86
£5.95
£6.25
£14.95
£16.50
£16.95
£39.00
£22.50
£45-00
£39.00
£16-00
£4.05

.. £84.00
.. £96.00
.. £129.00

JORDAN WATTS
Jordan Watts Module ..
Jordan Watts Treble Kit ..

KEF
T27
T15 ..
6110 ..
B200 ..
B139 ..
DN12
DN13 SP1015 or SP1017
DN8

£15-36
£7.00

£5.90
£5.90

SPEAKER KITS
Baker Major Module 3,
8 or 15 ohm
ea.
Fane Mode One Mk II
15 watt ....
ea.
Goodmans DIN 20
4 or 8ohm ..
ea.
Mezzo Twinkit ..
pr.

£10-35
£13.28
£42.47

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
pr.
ea.
ea.

£15.70
£21.95
£23.90
£34.45
£50.40
£41.40
£45.00

Twin Assembly . •
Triple 8 •
Triple 12 .. • .
Super Triple• •
RA8 ..
RA82 ..
RA82L

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
pr.
pr.
pr.

£13.46
£20.25
£25.16
£29.25
£37.80
£59.40
£65.70

WHARFEDALE
Linton II kit
Glendale 3XP kit
Dovedale III kit

pr.
pr.
pr.

£20.81
£47.70
£59.40

RICHARD ALLAN

HI-FI
ON DEMONSTRATION
IN OUR SHOWROOMS
AIWA, AKAI, ARMSTRONG,
BOWERS & WILKINS, CASTLE,
CELESTION, DUAL,
GOODMANS, KEF, LEAK,
MONITOR AUDIO, PIONEER,
RADFORD, RICHARD ALLAN,
ROTEL, TANDBERG, TANNOY,
TRIO, VIDEOTONE,
WHARFEDALE, ETC.
Ask for our Hi -Fi discount
price list
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
Pioneer PL12D
£43.00
Pioneer PL15R
£53.00
Pioneer SX434
£98.95
Rotel RX202
Videotone Minimax 11 ..
£39.00
All prices include VAT.
(
Prices correct at 5/5176)
Send stamp for free 32-page booklet

HELME
XLK 20
XLK 30
XLK 35
XLK 40
XLK 50
KEFKIT
Ill

£13.28

PEERLESS
20-2 ..
30-2 • •
20-3 • •
50-4 • •
1060 . •
1070 • .
1120 • .

..
..

..

LOWTHER
PM6
PM6 Mk Ikit..

pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.

£13.50
£17.10
£21.60
£31.50

pr.
ea.

£44.10

pr.
pr.

£62.10
£65.70

£54.40

£39.38

We stock the complete Radford range of amplifiers, pre- amplifiers, power amplifiers, tuners etc., and
also Radford Audio Laboratory equipment, low distortion oscillator, distortion- measuring set, audio
noise meter etc.

'CHOOSING A SPEAKER'
All units guaranteed
new and perfect
Carriage and Insurance:
SPEAKERS 50p each,
12" and up 75p each.
Kits 80p each (£ 1•60 per pair)
Tweeters and crossovers 30p each

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
Dept HFN

Complete kits in stock for:

Loudspeakers, mail order and export:

Radford Studio 90, Radford Monitor 180, Radford Studio 270, Radford Studio 360, Hi -Fi

Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow
HiFi, radio & TV:
Swift of Wilmslow, 5 Swan St.,
Wilmslow, Cheshire
PA, HiFi & Accessories:

Answers Monitor ( Rogers), Hi -Fi News No Compromise ( Frisby), Hi -Fi News ( State of the
Art), Wireless World Transmission Line ( Bailey), Practical Hi -Fi & Audio Monitor ( Giles),
Practical Hi -Fi & Audio Triangle ( Giles), Popular Hi -Fi ( Colloms) etc.
Construction leaflets for Radford, Kef, Jordan Watts, Tannoy, HiFi Answers Monitor.
Free on request.

Wilmslow Audio, 10 Swan St.,
Wilmslow, Cheshire

PA Amplifiers, microphones etc., by Shure, Linear, Eagle, Beyer, AKG etc.

Telephone
Loudspeakers, Mail Order & Export:
Wilmslow 29599

FREE WITH ORDERS OVER £10:
'HI-FI LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES' BOOK

HiFi, Radio etc.:
Wilmslow 26213
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Introducing
the small speaker withlieideas

Celestion UL6
Compact Shape

Superior Performance

How small? 11 1
2 x16x 83
/
/
4in. to be precise;
these measurements are the only 'small thing
about UL6

UL gives expansive, open, natural sound; only
Celestion have truly conquered the technical
problems which have previously been held to be
insurmountable.

Inside the beautiful exterior are the new
'acoustic motor units' which make these designs
possible. New soft dome 'tweeters' of impeccable
design to give smooth sweet treble sounds;
bass units built on to diecast chassis, with small
ultra- low distortion bextrene diaphragm, extra
large voice coil ( 11
/in.) and magnet for high
2
accuracy and ability to handle wide dynamic
range and high peak music levels when required.

An intensive three year development programme
has crystalized alife times know-how of
speaker design and given birth to UL.

The third diaphragm is Celestions auxiliary bass
radiator 'AM' which comes into its own on the
extreme low notes of instruments

Expansive Sound

such as organ and double bass.
UL means ultra linear; UL also represents
unlimited quality of sound; Celestion experience
makes possible aprestige product at an ordinary
cost.
The UL6 speaker has precise and beautiful
balance both aurally and visually.

Celestion

rHear the full range speak for itself:
Please send me full details of
UL6EI UL8 111 UL 10 El and inform me of my
nearest franchised demonstration centre.
Name
Address_ _

Nil
Rola Celestion Limited. (Mon Works. Fozhall Road. Ipswich Sut olk IP3
Telephone: Ipswich ( 0473) 73131 Cables: Voicecoil Ipswich.Telex• 98365

nftws
ALSO INCORPORATES: TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO NEWS, STEREO NEW:
RECORD NEWS, AUDIO RECORD REVIEW, THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD
EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
MUSIC EDITOR
PETER GAMMOND
TECHNICAL EDITOR
DONALD ALDOUS
FEATURES EDITOR
PAUL MESSENGER
RECORD REVIEWS EDITOR
GEOFF JEANES
NEWS EDITOR
GARY BELLAMY
ART EDITOR
MARK STEVENS
TECHNICAL ADVISERS
STANLEY KELLY, REX BALDOCK,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST
MUSICAL ADVISERS
ARTHUR JACOBS &
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG (Classical)
PETER CLAYTON (Jazz)
EXECUTIVE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
DOUGLAS G. SIWARD
COVER PICTURE
Colin Davis conducts the BBC Orchestra in a performance of Sibelius'
seventh symphony for an Omnibus programme broadcast earlier this
year, with television cameras peering from all directions. An increasing
amount of serious music goes onto video tape these days, to be
enjoyed by an audience of millions rather than by the tens of thousands
who buy such pieces on LP discs. The TV medium poses special
problems and offers fresh opportunities, and some of the issues
involved are discussed by BBC producer Walter Todds in this issue.
See page 68.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K. subscription rate for NM/RR is £7.10 ( overseas, £8.10).
The rate for our associated journal Studio Sound Is £5•80(overseas£6.00).
All obtainable from Subscription Dept., Link House Publications Ltd.,
Link House, 25 West Street, Poole, Dorset. BH15 1LL (
tel: 02013 71171).
HiFi News d Record Review is normally published on the last day of the
preceding month, unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears
on the Saturday.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are available from:
Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years
1971 to 1976 are each covered by two binders ( January-June and
July-December), costing £1.50 each ( post paid).
For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given below /right,
those for publication in our correspondence sections being addressed
to the Editor, and those carrying technical or musical queries, or
asking for advice on installation matters, marked for the attention of
'Crossover', and enclosing, please, a stamped addressed envelope.
'Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published In our
Readers' Problems feature at a later date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about
manufacturers' products when these details are available from the
makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences of any
advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters
should be as clear and concise as possible, with queries on separate
subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and should on no
account refer to subscriptions, which are handled at Poole ( see above).
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality
sound and recorded music will be received sympathetically.
Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate.
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I N the course of his interview with Walter Todds in this issue
John Dwyer quotes the view that there should be fewer
radio and television broadcasts from concert halls and opera
houses because they are ' notoriously extravagant'. Mr Todds
answers this point quite correctly, in relation to London's two
opera houses, in terms of an obligation to show the general
public something of what goes on in establishments which are
heavily subsidised from public funds. We would add afurther
point: any extravagance there may be in promoting concerts or
operas surely arises from the small numbers who are able to
partake of the luxury in the absence of television or radio
coverage. The more extensive the latter, the more people there
are who benefit from acostly investment. Thus to televise a
Covent Garden production is to reduce the element of
privileged luxury by widening the distribution of experiences
previously confined to asmall audience.
But the BBC must still meet copyright charges and pay to
use its microphones and cameras, and these fees are steep in
relation to typical costs for other types of broadcast entertainment. This is perhaps where some people see signs of
extravagance, for why should the BBC pay high fees on behalf
of its involuntary audience of millions, just because arelatively
wealthy voluntary audience of thousands will pay up to £ 3•00
for a seat? We have argued before that if public
money is to be spent on opera, it should be acondition of
expenditure that performances be made available to awider
audience without extra charges. Until someone takes up Colin
Davis' suggestion that live performances could be relayed to
provincial cinema screens, this is clearly atask for television,
and as both the BBC and The Arts Council have overlapping
concerns and responsibilities for this very subject, they should
devise ascheme which forces adegree of public accountability
onto London's two opera houses—amove which they might to
some extent actually welcome.
Our original proposals on these lines ( March 1974, February
1975) produced afew complacent gestures from the Arts
Council, and the comment that ' those artists most in demand
would not be likely to waive their present international
copyrights, or forgo the high negotiated fees which at present
they receive whenever arecording is made—It would be a
matter of convincing them that your proposals were to their
advantage'. This last sentence missed our point, which
was that such artists should not be offered any advantages
(beyond exposure to awider public), but should on the contrary
be told that co-operation in the production of telefilms would
be acondition of engagement, and that performances would be
shown to TV audiences without payment of extra royalties.
However many hands may be thrown up in shocked horror
at such an ungentlemanly suggestion, it does happen to fit the
facts of economic life—possible temporary prima-donna
tantrums notwithstanding. This was obvious in Britain two
years ago, but now there is international concern about opera
costs. In March we reported on ameeting of the world's opera
house administrators which decided, in view of the fact that
funds usually come from the state or from philanthropic source,
that artists' fees would have to join other costs in being kept
within ' acceptable and defensible' limits.
If the Arts Council could only be shaken out of its lethargy
into an awareness that its mandate ` to increase the accessibilit
of the arts to the public throughout Great Britain' must involve
the systematic use of modern media, then it should be possible
to accompany economies in expenditure on the arts with an
expansion of access to them.

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
Telephone: 01-686 2599
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot
be answered by telephone.
(l) Link House Publications Ltd., 1976. All rights reserved
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The Test of Time.
Critics were most generous in their praise when the
Shure V-15 Type III pickup cartridge was introduced.
The ultimate test, however, has been time. The original
engineering innovations, the uniquely uniform quality
and consistent performance reliability of the V-15 Type
Ill have made it THE classic choice as the source of
sound for the finest music systems, both here and
abroad.

Iam at present us ng
Arm or Unit
Cartridge

Consider making the relatively modest investment of a
new cartridge to upgrade the performance of your
entire hi-fi system. Why not ask Shure Electronics
Limited for their recommendation?

Amplifier

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881

Address

The original manuscript by J. S. Bach shown is reproduced by kind permission of the Trustees of The British
Museum.

Name

Please recommend tne best Shure cartridge to
upgrade my system.

5 I-IILJ FR
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News

&Views

From the World of Sound
& 0 UK Takeover
the last 11 years in the UK
Bang & Olufsen has been ajoint
undertaking between B & 0 and
Debenhams the large retailing
organisation. Following negotiation, B & 0 have recently bought
out the 50% Debenham holding
and the company is now awhollyowned subsidiary of B & 0 Denmark. During a press reception
to announce the move Mr Olav
Grue, Managing Director of
B & 0, went out of his way to
stress the amicable nature of the
split and to thank Debenhams for
all their help in the past.
Likely changes due in the future
include new marketing arrangements and changes in product
line-up. Like everyone else B &
are feeling the pinch at present,
and, if not actually in trouble,
sales are not all that could be
FOR

Rega
REGA research is the name of a
British company making turntables.
They have been
in
existence for the last three years,
but as of yet, they are still fairly
unknown in the UK. This is
because over 95% of their production
is exported
to the
Continent. The Rega Planet is a
high quality single- play device,
and in a recent edition of the

desired.
In
order to
boost
demand various measures are
to be taken and these include:
a more competitive pricing structure at the lower end of their
product range, a wider product
mix with greater emphasis on the
lower end of the market and a
greater emphasis on reliability.
This last Mr Grue felt very
important if B & 0 was to compete with the Japanese who have
built up an enviable reputation
for reliability in the last few years.
He said that B & 0 had a very
good record on this subject and
that in the future there would be
far more emphasis on it.
From now on B & 0 will be
offering the dealer a more tempting package, rather more flexible
both in terms and servicing
costs and all-round far more
attractive to dealers in these hard
times.

French magazine Son was voted
the best turntable on the market.
The Planet is a belt-drive twospeed design with a 24- pole synchronous motor; the manufacturers state that wow and flutter
and rumble are so low that there
is at present no satisfactory
method of measuring them. Price
is around £80.00 including VAT.
Details from: Rega Research Ltd.,
Swaines Industrial Estate, Ashingdon Road, Rochford, Essex.

Asimmimmimummlatik,

en)
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New Trio range
to the press for the first
time at a recent reception was the
new range of Trio electronics.
This took the form of six new
amplifiers and four new tuners;
all featuring innovations in circuitry and design. Top of the
line is the Model 600 retailing at
£538.00 with VAT. This is a 130
watts per channel amp with
independent power supply for
each channel, thus eliminating
what Trio call Dynamic Crosstalk'. During investigations prior
to designing the new range Trio
engineers discovered that, particularly at low frequencies, crosstalk between the two power
supplies induced higher distortion—thus independent power
supplies. The 600 has a direct
coupled input capacitor-less FET
pre-amp. THD at rated output
is less than 0-08%, power bandwidth is 5Hz to 50 kHz, damping factor is 50 at 8ohms and S/N
ratio for pre-amp section is
76 dB with an overload level of
220 mV.
The five other amplifiers, down
to the KA3300 retailing at
SHOWN

State of Art LS
contemplating building
State of the Art LS (see
HRN/RR
April) may like to
know that Nicholls Audio Systems of 33, The Oval, Tickhill,
Doncaster, Yorks, are offering
completed cabinets for the design.
These are available in Teak, or
black Walnut, and include all
wiring, BAF wadding etc. Only
drive units and crossover components are needed to complete.
READERS

the
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£88-00 with 30 watts per channel.
embody direct coupled preamp.
with FETs, and the KA7300 has
the independent power supply
feature. All have high specification to price ratio.
The matching tuners have
similarly advanced specifications.
The KT-8300 for example has a
double diffused MOS FET front
end, a multiplicative discriminator for wide range linearity.
double switching demodulator for
superior stereo separation and
separate meters for signal strength,
tuning and multipath deviation.
This gives a S/N ratio of 78 dB,
IF rejection of 110 dB and sensitivity of 1•6 V. Price is £258.00.
The other members of the range,
the KT-8300, 7300, 5300 and 3300
are all cheaper and consequently
less complex, though all offer
fairly sophisticated parameters.
Trio are obviously confident
that this sort of quality is what
the market wants, and laid great
stress in their exhaustive presentation on the research that
had gone into this new line. Further details from: B. H. Morris
Ltd., Trio House, The Hyde.
Colindale, London N.W.9.
Wilmslow Audio, of Swan
Works, Bank Square, Wilmslow.
Cheshire, are marketing a complete set of components for the
speaker project. This includes
drive units, crossover components, long fibre wool, and BAF
wadding. Price, including 12I %
VAT is £ 117.00.
Three other firms able to supply
parts are: Badger Sound Services,
Falcon Electronics and Nichols
Acoustical Fitments, and a parts
list is printed on page 67.
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News
Says Alice
ALICE (Stancoil Ltd.), are well
known in the professional market
for their mixers etc., and they
have now entered the hi-fi world
with a range of high quality
equipment. The first product to
become available will be the
Alice-Keeley
monitor
loudspeaker. This is a four- unit system and will be available with a
built-in 100 watt Current Dumping power amplifier built under
licence from Acoustical.
Later this year there will be a
pre-amp/power-amp
combination, again with a Current
Dumping power-amp. The preamp will have many unusual
features including VU or PPM
meters coupled to separate level
controls for feeding tape recorders, also bass, mid, and treble
controls all with selectable turnover points and adjustable gain
on all inputs. Details from:
Stancoil Ltd., 38 Alexandra Road,
Windsor, Bucks.

Uher News
UHER
Werker Munchen have
announced that as from 1st April
distribution of all their products
in the UK will be handled by a
wholly-owned subsidiary company to be known as Uher
Limited. The new company will

Orpheus
is the name of a new
brand of high quality hi-fi
products produced by Zirkan
Electronics of Baystrait House,
Station Road, Biggleswade. The
first products to come from
Orpheus are a power and Preamp combination which combine
high quality with an eye-catching
visual approach. The controls
ORPHEUS
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be headed by Bob Sims
management will involve
the staff previously with
the UK. Enquiries to:
Place, Falloden Way,
N.W.11.

and the
most of
Uher in
Market
London

Jim Rogers Forms

Company
Jim Rogers, formerly Technical
Director of Rogers Developments has announced formation
of anew company to be known as
J. D. Rogers & Co. Ltd. This is
to promote a new loudspeaker,
Model JR149, which, claim the
manufacturers, gives very good
performance for its size.
The 149 is of cylindrical form
internally, made in heavy gauge
aluminium and the enclosure is
claimed to be virtually non-resonant. Price will be £ 110 per pair
plus VAT, and marketing will be
handled by Tape Music Distributors Ltd., 114 Ashley Road,
St Albans, Herts.

Formula 4
our review of the
Mayware Formula 4pickup arm,
Messrs. Mayware have pointed
out that they are manufacturers,
rather than merely distributors,
of this arm. Also, tracking-force
calibration is finer than we have
given credit for. This comes in
increments of 0.1 g rather than
0.5 g.
FOLLOWING

are laid out in three ranks and
can be flipped up or closed
away from sight as in photograph. Facilities include a builtin head amplifier for moving-coil
cartridges, light bar power level
indicator, and the possibility of
remote control.
Output of power amp is
150 Watts with bridging facilities,
and there is comprehensive loudspeaker protection and circuitry.

Your local TANDBERG
10XD dealer
WALES
Colwyn Bay: Coast Electronics, 148 Conway Road, Colwyn Bay 31235
Carmarthen: Ken Davies Hi Fi, 7 John Street, Carmarthen 7946
Swansea: John Ham, 75/76 Mansell Street, Swansea 50968
CHESHIRE
Chester: Newdawn Hi Fi Centre, 1 & 3, Castle Street, Chester 24179
DERBYSHIRE
Derby: R. F. Potts & Co., 66/68 Babington Lane, Derby 43469
HUMBERSIDE (SOUTH)
Grimsby: G. & F. Manders, 2/4 Edward Street, Grimsby 3277
LANCASHIRE
Blackpool: F. Benfell Ltd., 78 Westfield Road ( Anstell Road), Blackpool 49625
Bolton: H. D. Kirk ( Stereolectrics) Ltd., 203 St. George's Road, Bolton 23093
Manchester: Hardman Radio Ltd., 8 St. Mary's Gate, 061-832 6087
Nelson: Hayhurst's Camera Shop Ltd., 56 Manchester Road, Nelson 63652
Preston: Hardman Radio Ltd., The Guild Hall, Preston 59264
Preston: Holden (Photographics) Ltd., 49 Fishgate, Preston 56250
Rochdale: J. Koczur, 185 Yorkshire Street, Rochdale 42107
LI NCOL NSH IRE
Boston: Fotosound, 19 Dolphin Lane, 0205-4781
MERSEYSIDE
Liverpool: Hardman Radio Ltd., 33 Dale Street, 051-236 2828
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham: Peter Anson Ltd., 523 Alfreton Road, Bobbers Mill, Nottingham 73312
STAFFORDSHIRE
Wolverhampton: M. R. Warner & Son Ltd., 22/26 Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton 26581
WORCESTERSHIRE
Warley: Sam Riley ( Blackheath) Ltd., Kings Theatre Buildings, Long Lane, Towley Regis,
021-559 1043
YORKSHIRE (SOUTH)
Rotherham: G. C. Jefferson Ltd., II Frederick Street, Rotheram 3097
YORKSHIRE (WEST)
Pontefract: Mrs Bean Sound Systems, The Precinct, 4 Station Lane, Featherstone,
Pontefract 76178
AVON
Bristol: Audio Bristol, Park Street Avenue, Bristol 291931
Bristol: H. Salanson & Co. Ltd., 83/85 Fairfax Street, Bristol 26185
Bath: Ryland Huntley & Co., 15 Old Bond Street, Bath 4332
BERKSHIRE
Reading: Reading Cassette & Hi Fi Centre, 5/6 Harris Arcade, Friar Street. Reading
588463
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge: Andrew McCulloch Ltd., 24 King Street, Cambridge 64420
DORSET
Poole: Television Centre, 6 Bank Chambers, Penn Hill Avenue, Parkstone 745902
ESSEX
Colchester: K. A. Cheeseman Ltd., Shewell Road, Colchester 5921
HAMPSHIRE
Bournemouth: Television Centre, 788 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth
34556
Southampton: Hamilton Electronics Ltd., 35 London Road, Southampton 28622
Fleet: Eric Evans Ltd., 84 Fleet Road, Fleet 7625
HERTFORDSHIRE
Watford: K. J. Leisuresound Ltd., 101 St. Alban's Road, Watford 33011
KENT
Ashford: Photocraft ( Kent) Ltd., 40 High Street, Ashford 24441
Bromley: Sound Systems, 218 High Street, 01-460 4000
Gillingham: D. E. Hadaway & Sons Ltd., 95/97 Watling Street, 0634-50058
Maidstone: Sloman & Pettitt, Pudding Lane, Maidstone 54124
MIDDLESEX
Northwood: The Recorderie Ltd., 3 Rowlands Place, Green Lane, Northwood 24882
NORFOLK
King's Lynn: Martins Audio, 5 High Street, Kings Lynn 61683
Norwich: Martins Electronics Centre, 85/87 Ber Street. Norwich 27010
SOMERSET
Yeovil: Yeovil Audio, 8 Wyndham Street, Yeovil 25430
SUFFOLK
Bury St. Edmunds: Anglia Audio, The Street, Hessett, Beyton 212
Ipswich: F. A. Page Ltd., 10 Dial Lane, Ipswich 56585/6
SURREY
Croydon:Spalding Electrical Ltd., 352/4 Lower Addiscombe Road, 01-654 1231
New Malden: Unilet Products Ltd., 35 High Street, 01-942 9567
SUSSEX ( EAST)
Eastbourne: Complete Audio Systems Ltd., 32 Grove Road, 0323-27632
WILTSHIRE
Melksham: Peter Simmons Cameras Ltd., 45 High Street, Melksham 702700
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen: Aberdeen Radio Co., 11 Back Wynd, 0224-21874
Aberdeen: Alexanders Retailers ( Aberdeen) Ltd., 73/81 Holburn Street, Aberdeen
53324
Edinburgh: Audio Aids, 2 South Clerk Street. 031-667 2877
Edinburgh: Audio Aids, 274 Canongate, The Royal Mile. 031-556 9838
Edinburgh: Audio Aids, 33a Morningside Road, 031-447 2229
Glasgow: James Kerr & Co. Ltd., 98/110 Woodlands Road, 041-332 0988
Glasgow: Eric M. Hamilton, 136/138 Queen Margaret Drive. 041-946 9218
Perth: The Concorde Hi-Fi Centre, 6 Sc. John's Square. 0738-21818
LONDON ( NORTH)
N.I. Grahams Electrical Ltd., 88 Pentonville Road. 01-837 4412
LONDON (SOUTH)
S.E.6. Flying Video Service Ltd., 177/179 Torridon Road, 01-698 4519
S.W.I6. Francis of Streatham, 169/173, Streatham High Road, 01-769 0466
S.W.19. M. O'Brien, 95 High Street, Wimbledon Village, 01-946 1528
LONDON ( EAST)
E.17. Speaker Selection Ltd., 611 Forest Road, Walthamstow, 01-531 3117
LONDON (WEST)
W.I. Chappell's, 50 New Bond Street. 01-629 7600
W.I. Laskys. 481 Oxford Street, 01-493 8641
W.I. Laskys, 42/45 Tottenham Court Road, 01-636 0845
W.C.I. lmhofs, 112/116 New Oxford Street, 01-636 7878
W.C.2. R.E.W. Audio Visual Co., 146 Charing Cross Road, 01-836 3365
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TANDBERG

10XD bridges the gap between

amateur and professional tape recorders.
Menthe world's first
10' 2 reel tape recorder .
that Operates at 13 ips and
combines Tandberg's
unique Cross- Field
recording technique with
the world-famous Dolby'
B system. Result: A guaranteed
minimum signal-to-noise
ratio of 72 dB. measured on
a-1- track machine using
A- weighting. Simply
put. the 10XD completely
eliminates audible tape hiss
Here are sonie of the
many sophisticated features
that make the 10XD the
finest tape recorder Tandherg
has ever built:

• 3speeds:15, 7'
ips.
Electronically selected control
*3 motors: Hall effect capstan
motor
• 3heat, plus separate bias
head
• Electronft.
*Electronic
includinv, phOrr.,
• Electronic balanced
microphone inputs
• Echo. sound- on- sound. eclt.
Aand Btests
• Peak reading meters
• Direct transfer from 7i
to record ' fHn stFIrt

"

Ferrite playback head with
syMmetrical balanced output
fo: hum cancelling purposes
':ferential playback
Pitch ', ntro•
der
den •',

-

,

and see your
:()XL5

TANDBERG
Superlative Sound

;

•
"?

Tandberg ( UK) Limited. Farnell House,
k1Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1HR

News

Fuji Tape
Pyser Group, who import
Maranti amongst their other
activities, are sole UK agents for
Fuji magnetic tapes which will be
available in both cassette and
open-reel formats.
The Fuji FX cassette is a ferric
tape with an S/N ratio of 58 dB
at IkHz and, say the makers, an
extended frequency range and
high MOL. The tape will be
available in C.46, C.60, C.80 and
C.90 lengths. Price for the C.90
will be £ 1.69.
The open-reel is asimilar tape,
and comes in 1200 ft, 1800 ft and
3600 ft lengths and in two forms,
THE

Hong Kong Tapes
recent disquiet in the cassette world we received the
following statement from the
Hong Kong Government Office.
Ninety-five cases were successfully prosecuted by the Hong
Kong Government's Commerce
and Industry Department last
year for copyright infringements
involving recorded music cassettes.
Ten other convictions
were obtained for counterfeiting
trade marks on blank cassettes.
Fines totalling HK $ 167,677
(about £ 16,000) were imposed in
these cases, and one defendant
received a suspended sentence of
six months' imprisonment for a
copyright infringement.
Altogether, more than 60,000 cassette
tapes, with a total retail value of
11 K $ 298,733 ( nearly £ 30,000)
were confiscated by the courts.
Counterfeiting of blank cassette tapes by way of false indication of origin and imitations of
trade marks or brand names is a
criminal offence in Hong Kong,
punishable under the Merchandise Marks Ordinance by a fine
of HK$50,000 (£5,000) and two
years' imprisonment on summary
conviction and HK $ 100,000 and
five years'
imprisonment on
indictment.
Unauthorised copying of cassette tapes embodying copyright
musical recordings is also an
offence, and the Copyright Ordinance provides for a maximum
penalty of HK$50,000 and two
years' imprisonment.
The Trade Investigation Branch
of the Commerce and Industry
Department has the main responsibility for investigating and prosecuting merchandise marks offences ( although the Police are
also empowered to do so), while
the Preventive Service has sole
responsiblity for protection of
sound recording copyright.
Although it is not true, as has
been alleged, that all passing off
of counterfeit cassettes has been
by manufacturers based in Hong
Kong, it cannot be denied that
unscrupulous operators appear
to have found Hong Kong an
attractive location for their illegal
activities. However, the number
of successful prosecutions in 1975
shows that they are by no means
having it all their own way.
More prosecutions are pending
and the Commerce and Industry
Department, as well as approved
non-Government
certification
bodies, have stepped up physical
checks on exports of cassette
AFTER
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Copy Cassette from H.K.
tapes under application for certificates of Hong Kong origin to
ensure that they use legitimate
markings.
It has been the policy of the
department that protection of a
registered trade mark is the
responsibility of the owner.
Action against cassette tape
counterfeiters is adeparture from
this policy, taken in the interests
of consumer protection and the
good trading image of Hong
Kong. A spokesman for the
department pointed out that
official action will not succeed in
stamping out counterfeiting unless the trade mark owners or
their agents co-operate by providing information about suspected malpractices.
However, recent investigations
have shown that some agents are
reluctant to co-operate, possibly
because they are worried that
publicity arising from subsequent
prosecutions could cause prospective customers to switch to
other brands or, perversely, because they fear they will lose
custom from some of the forgers
who are big buyers of raw magnetic tapes from them.
To back up increased investigatory activities, the existing
Merchandise Marks Ordinance is
being revised and is likely to be
replaced by a Trade Descriptions
Ordinance ( modelled on the UK
Trade Descriptions Acts of 1968
and 1972) which will give better
protection to consumers. Hong
Kong has also asked the British
Government to make a notification for the extension of the provisions of the Paris Convention
(International Convention for the
Protection of Industrial Property)
to Hong Kong. When the Convention extends to Hong Kong,
nationals of member states will
enjoy equal treatment in Kong
Kong with Hong Kong citizens
in the protection of their patents,
designs and trade marks.
The spokesman said that the
Commerce and Industry Department would welcome information
from the European Tape Industries Association and Hong
Kong agents for their member
companies about cassette tape
counterfeiting, and would do
whatever they could to prevent
malpractices.

Klark Technik
is a new third octave
27 band equaliser from Klark
Technik of Summerfield, Kidderminster, Worcs. The DN27 is
designed primarily with the professional market in mind and
THE DN27

BD! Plinth and Cover
A good

looking plinth for the BDI
kit comes from Connoisseur. Walnut veneered with anti-vibration

FM and FG. The FG tape is
designed to be used with variable
bias recorders, the FG with
'standard' machines. Prices range
from £3.60 for 1200 ft of FG, to
£15.33 for 3600 ft.

Memorex Accessory
NEW record cleaning device
from Memorex; it consists of a
neat plastic-boxed kit, containing
a vaguely Preener-looking plush
roller in a tray with sponge base,
a bottle of isopropyl-smelling
fluid for damping the sponge and
a stiff nylon brush for cleaning
the plush roller. Results from
initial tests are favourable.
A

performance is consequently high
—so is price at £400 plus VAT.
Phase and stability are claimed
to be exceptionally good even at
maximum boost or cut, and distortion is rated at less than 0.01 %.
Noise is — 90 dB.

feet, it has atwo-position lid stay,
and clearance for SME 3009 improved.
Price for plinth and
cover, £ 15.00 plus VAT.

Connoisseur BD1
in plinth
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Now you
hear it....
....Now you
don't
Some stereophonic thoughts arising from an odd experiment
by Alan Watling

so often an article appears in the
EVERY
technical press which quite unashamedly
drops a large wrench into the smooth
precision of audio theory. It seemed to me
as an enthusiastic bystander that the pundits
were at last showing some signs of agreement
on the reasons why stereo did ( or did not)
work. Even the suddenly heated arguments
on linear phase have a mad logic about them
which seems to augment instinctive theories.
But the trouble with instinctive theories is
that they attract hordes of keen-eyed lab
types armed with B & Ks who can prove
conclusively that what you heard was never
there—at least, not for that reason. How
refreshing, then, to read ' Musical Illusions'
in a recent issue of Scientific American'
which admits to finding basic and personal
differences in people's perception of controlled
test tones. It also postulates astrong
similarity between these illusions and the
visual illusions like the Necker cube ( fig. 1)
which reverses its perspective while you look
at it.

FIG. 1

THE NECKER CUBE ILLUSIONWHICH IS THE REAR FACE ?
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In brief, the tests were based on a sequence
of high ( 800 Hz) and low (400 Hz) tones fed
into a pair of headphones. The sequence in
one ear was high-low-high-low, at quartersecond periodicity for 20 seconds. The other
ear was given the same sequence, only out of
phase ( low-high-low-high). The subjective
effect heard was asingle tone shifting from
high in one ear to low in the other at
quarter-second periodicity. Thus, apart from
each ear missing a tone pulse, one ear was
hearing the wrong one! Next, the ' phones
were reversed and despite the different start
for each ear the same effect was perceived,
with one ear still preferring the high tone.
To make matters worse, right-handed people
tended to hear the high note in their left ear,
while left-handed people could end up with
either. Spontaneous reversals of the effect
occurred, just like the Necker cube, and
differences in apparent tone ' colour' were
observed by different people. The experiments continued on the usual lines, isolating
groups of people who favoured one particular
illusion and increasing the sophistication of
the tests.
Extending the test sequences to incorporate
ascending and descending musical scales
produced other illusions, most of which
appeared to be controlled by the preference
of the ' high' ear. Using loudspeakers in an
artechoic room confirmed the headphone
experiments, with the additional twist that
when the subject turned to face a loudspeaker
(with one behind him) the illusion was of a
single tone of constant pitch from both
speakers. It seemed that whatever directional
mechanism was being used by the brain to
sort the highs from the lows, it packed up at
centre-front and centre-back. Do you feel the
instinctive theory coming on?
Without reprinting the article Icannot of
course pick up all the detail of the subjective
effects, but there were more than enough to
pose the obvious question—how does stereo
ever work in the face of such anomalies? At
least here seemed achance to use a test where
subjective reactions could be more accurately
compared than with more traditional
material.

At this point in writing this article Ihad
begun to read again the various articles on
theories of hearing in recent HFN/RR Annuals
and comparing them with standard works on
how the brain is thought (!) to treat information from the senses. However, as Iwas
collecting some of the common points and
even understanding a few, Iwas completely
seized by the engineer's urge to experiment—
to hear the illusion with my own combination
of ear and brain. With no computered tones
to call upon tfinally manufactured the
tone-pulse sequences on tape. Fig. 2shows
the process if you have astereo 4-track
machine and are prepared to do a fiddly bit of
editing. If you do not have access to an
oscillator for the 400 and 800 Hz tones, the
BBC ' tuning note' can be recorded on track
1and again at half-speed on track 2. Exact
pitch is not necessary to the illusion, but the
octave relationship should be maintained.
On with the headphones, then, having
made a reasonable length of test-tape from
the spliced pieces or acopy from a short
loop. Immediate frustration in my case to
find Icould not accurately describe what I
heard. Icertainly heard the high- right
low-left sequence, but underlying it was a
two-tone pulsing in the lower register which
gradually formed into the missing lower pulse
in the right ear. Subsequent attempts to
repeat the effect were not successful, but t
did identify two tones of 780 and 760 Hz, by
comparison with an oscillator, pulsing away
merrily in the background. Just like an
optical illusion, Ican now pick up those two
tones any time Iwish. My wife can only
hear the classic high-low effect, but on
checking confirms that the high tone is not as
high as 800 Hz.
Now back to the theory. In the 1974
Annual Peter Unwin 2 followed aclosely
reasoned path to a theory of hearing which
relied on patterns—and patterns of patterns.
He envisaged the brain matching sound
images against remembered or expected
patterns, over-printing to get a recognisable
impression and locking to its root frequency.
Well, there's certainly a pattern here—but
it's unlikely that the brain has encountered it
before. There's nothing to tell the brain that
'high' is ' right'. The image is long enough
to work the logic switching (more than 1/16
sec.) and presumably predictable enough to
be stored and checked. Why should agenetic
pattern connected with right-handedness
influence the higher note of a pair? It might
be off the mark to the brain more quickly
because the HF detectors in the cochlea are
nearer to the eardrum and oval window, but
that sort of basic assumption would
contradict our normal experience.
If we pick up another point in Peter
Unwin's article, however, we can see another

FIG.2

MANUFACTURING THE TONE- PULSE

SEQUENCE ON TAPE BY CUTTING AND SPLICING.
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As you may know cassette
technology is the fastest developing
area of Hi Fi.
As you may not know most
cassette decks arerit equipped to
cope with this development.
In just ten years, cassettes have developed from
being a "lo fi" method of recording and re-playing
background music, to becoming the dominant medium
for recording and playing high quality music.
The speed of this development has meant that
cassette decks which afew years ago were a "state of the
art" are now obsolete.
And probably the greatest single factor in
making these cassette decks out of date has been
developments in cassette tape itself.
Ferric tape, Chrome tape, Cobalt tape, Super
Ferric tape, Ferrochrome tape ... the development is
continuous and continuing.
Each of these different types of tape (and, in
some cases, different makes of the same type) require
different bias and equalisation to perform at their best.
Yet most cassette decks still don't have the two
switches you see here, which are the only way to make
this possible.

Without them, your cassette deck is probably
already out of date.
THE FIRST RANGE OF CASSETTE DECKS
WITH THE ANTI-OBSOLESCENCE SWITCHFS.
Every Aiwa cassette deck is fitted with
separate bias and equalisation switches to make the
most of today's, and tomorrow's, tape technology.

Last year, that meant our decks were able to
adjust to the new Ferrochrome tapes at the flick of a
switch. (Most cassette decks weren't able to adjust to
these new tapes, and so became obsolete overnight).
It also means that our decks can be optimally
matched with afar greater range of different makes of
tape than is possible with aconventional tape selector
switch.
For example, if aFerric tape needs higher bias
but normal equalisation, our system can give it, but a
conventional tape selector can't. So every time you
record onto those tapes on aconventional deck you get
unnecessary distortion.
THE FIRST PEOPLE TO TAKE THE GUESSWORK
OUT OF TAPE SELECTION
Our efforts to help you make the most of today's
tapes go further than just fitting advanced switching.
We're also unique in having had over 40 different
makes of tape independently tested on all of our 4decks.
From this, we can tell you which are the
optimum bias and equalisation settings that give you
best performance on any of these tapes on any of our
decks. (So you know, for example, that on the AD 1300,
Maxell UD needs to be biased at the Ferrochrome
position, and not the Ferric position as you might
expect).
More than this, our tests show which of today's
tapes perform best on our decks. And we'll supply you
with this information when you buy our cassette decks.
This means that instead of having to carry out your own
costly trial and error programme
you can select your tape on
the basis of this independent
laboratory report.
In short, we not only
provide you with switching that
in theory can bring out the best
in today's (and tomorrow's)
tapes. Our testing programme
means you can achieve this in
practice.
And if you're wondering 11111181111118...—_
why no other company goes to this amount of trouble, it's

because our cassette decks are already rather special to
begin with.

AIWA: THE CASSETTE DECK SPECIALISTS
Aiwa are one of the few Hi Fi companies,
specialising on cassette technology.
And the result of this is that instead of being a
jack of all trades, we're master of one. Indeed, in an
assessment of 52 cassette decks carried out by Angus
McKenzie for Hi Fi Choice, two Aiwa decks were picked
out as Best Buys.
He found that wow and flutter of the AID 1800,
for example, was actually lower than that of the £500
Nakamichi 700. And the dynamic range of the AD 1800
was only bettered by one of the 52 decks in the test.
As for frequency response, we show here apen
chart measurement from alater test carried out by
Angus McKenzie on the Aiwa AD 1300, the cheapest
deck in our range.
You can see that the deck recorded an almost
perfectly flat frequency response curve (and the flatter
•the curve, the better the sound quality).
Angus McKenzie called this performance
"substantially better than many decks costing twice as
much". And the distortion at Dolby level of 0.5% was
"almost at the theoretical minimum".

cassette is gently raised (instead of popping up like a
piece of toast in atoaster).
Our motorised transport system on the AD 6500
front loader means the cassette is automatically lifted
into the optimum playing position (to reduce uneven
wear on the spindles).
Our highly sensitive peak reading lights on the
AD 1800 flash awarning at -I- 3dB, and asaturation
signal at -I- 7dB, so you can have the maximum input
signal with minimum distortion.
Dolby®, of course, is standard on all our
decks. And the sophistication of asecond noise reduction
system, DNL, is also standard on thelAD 1800.
We even provide niceties like aperspex
dust cover (dust, after all, can soon degrade adeck's
theoretical performance).
\\ itilIilL lights

milli

that can even note an
burst.

second trmisient

Machine:AIWA AD 1300
Conditims: DOLBY IN -24dI1 Ref DOLBY LEVEL AMPEX 2020 C90
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A FAIR PRICE, INSTEAD OFA PHONEY DISCOUNT
At Aiwa, our policy is not to quote an artificially
price in our advertisements which our dealers
can then"reduce"in the shop.The"pointer price"that we
print below, is intended to be close to your dealers price.
Certainly, you will find no shortage of cheaper
cassette decks you can buy.But if new tape developments
make those cheaper decks obsolete within one or two
years, we'd argue that they're really alot more
expensive than an Aiwa deck that is designed to cope with
these technological changes.
And if you've taken the trouble to read this
far,we think you're sufficiently interested in good sound
reproduction to agree with us.
inflated
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Even our cheapest deck is almost perfect.

HOWEVER MUCH YOU PAY FOR ACASSETTE DECK
YOU WILL STILL LACK SOME OF OUR FEATURES
The Aiwa cassette decks incorporate features
that no other decks, at any price, yet offer you.
Our oil damped elevation mechanism means the

AI w

AD 6500 (FRONT LOADER)
£237

AD 1300:£165

AIWA, DISTRIBUTED BY JOHNSONS OF HENDON LTD, 14 PRIESTLEY WAY, DONDON NW2 7TN. TEL: 01-450 8070L AHESTAIR COMPANY.
DOLBrlS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF DOLBY LABORATORIES INC PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS INCLUDE 2596VAT

Now you hear it
Now you don't
clue. The genetic ' prewiring' will do more
than select right-handedness or reflex muscle
actions. It will have evolved to deal with
quite primitive needs for survival, and one of
these is detection of movement. Visually this
is most marked, and has been confirmed by
many practical tests to be inherent in very
simple brains in the animal world.* Some
cells are specialised to detect horizontal
movement only and form, with others, the
basis of pattern recognition. Logically, then,
the sound processing could be constructed
from similar elements, and the ' prewiring'
could include some or all of those clues which
we now associate with movement or direction
of sound-intensity change, arrival-time at the
ears, relative phase change, 3 frequency
analysis. If the correlator has achoice in its
formation and programming it will be
strongly influenced by the dominant
hemisphere of the brain, which also influences
the other genetic qualities like righthandedness. So it could be that it's not ' high
is right' but ' high-followed-by-low-a-quartersecond-later-is-right'!
The significant flaw in any reasoning like
this is the symmetrical nature of the
experimental sequence which is producing an
asymmetrical effect. My only answer is that
in the logic patterns which are being analysed
in the brain there must be a toggle somewhere
which is biased ' right'. Spontaneous reversal

sounds like atoggle to me! But Ihave to
leave the proof to those with more time and
instrumentation.
To talk of logic gates and toggles in the
brain may seem to be wishful thinking oversimplified to the nth degree. It is now
possible to read some of the more wellpresented books on brain theories with
photographs of individual neurones
(corresponding to logic blocks) with masses
of synapses (acting as input gates or stores)
surrounding them. Even the measured pulses
in millivolts and the recovery times in
milliseconds are quoted. The real problem
begins to dawn on one when it is mentioned 4
that there are an estimated 5x RP° neurones
with up to 6000 synapses per neurone,
interconnected with adegree of complexity
at the limits of our comprehension. With
short- and long-term memories, bypass and
self-repair facilities it seems impossible to
begin to trace the sort of subjective effect we
have presented to us here. But we would not
expect to find out how acomputer works by
peering at its micro-circuits and logic gates.
We would attempt to build up ablock
diagram of its functions by feeding it simple
and unambiguous problems and look
carefully at the way it gave us answers. We
would look even more carefully at errors, for
here would lie the clues to its basic logic.
That is what is so attractive about the
illusory two-tone test and the varying errors
we make in interpreting it.
To come back to the critical question ' how
can stereo ever work?' After this experiment

and the exposure to so much complex theory
Iam more convinced than ever that stereo
only works marginally for some people and
adequately for others. For those who listen
critically most of the time, like loudspeaker
designers, amore critical logic is built into
the brain's analyser-programming it to
switch for different effects or thresholds. If,
as now seems likely, there are two distinct
parts of the brain which deal with
discriminatory functions ( like pitch) and with
localisation functions, it is not surprising
that different people have differing ability in
these functions. Some expert musicians with
perfect pitch think stereo adds nothing to
their subjective experience of reproduced
sound.
Some four years ago agramophone society
member came up to me after alecture and
said: ' Why didn't you tell us more about
how stereo gets the treble on the right and
the bass on the left?' I'm beginning to think
he had apoint.... •
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Soundings
A sound reproducing and
TANNOY:
amplifying system. ( Proprietary name.)'
So runs an entry in recent editions of Chambers'
Twentieth Century Dictionary, a classic
example of how acommercial appellation has
got into the literature, with common usage as
meaning a PA system of some kind.
Following arecent Press and Trade reception
by Tannoy Products Ltd. to announce their
latest equipment developments, allied to
expanded marketing and manufacturing facilities, Ihave been casting my mind back nostalgically to the beginnings of this company, now
part of the big Harman International Industries
group in the USA.
About 50 years ago, long before there was
an audio communications industry, Tannoy
was experimenting with the use and applications of the thermionic valve, leading up to
their original designs of amplifiers and loudspeaker systems. I'm sure Guy Fountain
(Founder, and now Honorary President of the
organisation)—who retired in 1974—would say
that the history of electroacoustics is the
history of Tannoy.
Let's look at afew of the early examples of
these installations. In 1930, Tannoy put in a
comprehensive sound system for Bertram Mills'
circus at Olympia, followed later at the Royal
Albert Hall with sound reinforcement systems
for major musical productions. Much specialised communication and sound equipment
came from Tannoy during the war years, and,
of course, their sound reinforcement systems
were installed in the Houses of Parliament.
In the 50s, we can remember the Dual Concentric loudspeakers, developing into the
Tannoy Integrated Systems, now widely used
in broadcasting and recording studios around
the world. To bring this story up-to-date, we
must look at the latest version of the Tannoy
integrated sound system. This combines a
precision built HF compression horn driver,
with a direct radiator bass unit embodying
the Girdacoustic reinforced cone (in Models
HPD 315A and HPD 385A). The two drivers
are mounted concentrically on a single frame
and magnet assembly, and are fed through a
separate crossover network. Currently, five
enclosures named Arden, Berkeley, Cheviot,
Devon and Eaton are available, all designed
by Jack Howe. These models are available in
teak, ash or oiled walnut finish.
Two friends, of long experience in the audio
industry and association with Tannoy, it was
good to talk with again, were Ron Rackham,
Chief Transducer Engineer, and Terry ( Stan)
Livingstone. Ron has been with the company
for some 39 years and is responsible for the
integrated speaker design, and Terry Livingstone, now known as the company evangelist,
tours the world spreading the Tannoy gospel.
Norman Crocker, Managing Director of
Tannoy, after introducing the latest product
ranges, introduced members of his new marketing team, and revealed that, over the last two
years, exports had been doubled and overall
turnover trebled. This growth pattern has
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made possible the building of a new manufacturing base in Coatbridge, Scotland. Other
personalities introduced to us included Herb
Horowitz (seconded from staff of Harman
International), well known as recent President
of the Empire Scientific Corporation and formerly President of the Institute of High
Fidelity, and John Reddington, 141( Sales
Manager, previously with Marsden Hall.
Other Tannoy products and services today
include ' Vocalarm' integrated security communication systems, portable emergency audio

communications, and simultaneous interpretation facilities, all under the aegis of a new
Marketing Manager, Charles Kendall. Even
our old friend Vic Bellerby, for many years
with Decca, has lately joined Tammy on the
Press/PR side. We wish the new set-up well,
and are delighted to report the MD's comment
that 'despite its expansion in the UK and
abroad, the company would remain, as it
always has been, British'. We have one of the
latest Tannoy loudspeaker systems (the
Cheviot) in the pipeline for review.
VITAL statistics about the other man tor woman)
can be interesting, and so some facts and figures
told to me by Gordon King—who surely must
be this country's most prolific technical writer
of books and articles on audio and communications manners—Ifeel are worth passing on.
His company Gordon J. King ( Enterprises) Ltd.
of Oxford, has celebrated 17 years of activity

recently, his wordage now exceeds 6 million
encapsulated in some 30 books and countless
articles/reviews. This output has taken its toll
of typewriters—at the last count, 15 have been
used up!
Gordon King's name is known throughout
the world, much less so is the man and his
face, as he has little time for personal appearances, but Iwonder how many hi-fi enthusiasts
know of the pseudonyms under which many
audio authors write today? For a start, do
you know the real names of F. M. Hughes,
Philip Mount, John Earl, and Adrian Hope?
I'm not blowing the gaff, but Iwill give you
some names of distinguished authors from
which list you can make your guesses—Basil
Lane, Barry Fox, Gordon King, Noel Keywood,
Fred Judd, John Borwick, David Line and
Martin Colloms. Even 1 was known as
Discobolus once!
friends in North America keep me
in touch with the latest audio developments and
products, and among the gadgetry that has
intrigued me is an 'Amp-Lay-Switch' ( from
B. X. & L. Industries Inc., Irvine, California).
This is an amplifier delay switch, offering
adjustable delay from zero seconds to two
hours, and it can serve as master switch for an
entire system.
Outboard Dolby systems (as non-inbuilt
units are described) are appearing from various
sources, including TEAC and Panasonic, and
among the other noise reduction systems are
the Burwen and dbx. Achieving a lot of
success is the latter's 120 series ( Models 122
and 124 provide two-channel and four-channel
switchable record or play models). These
circuits give 30 dB noise reduction and 10 dB
additional headroom when recording with
open-reel, cassette or cartridge tape recorders.
They will also decode dbx encoded discs, a
few of which are now appearing.
Some literature from Infinity Systems Inc.
of Canoga Park, California, describes an
interesting FET Preamplifier, which—it is
claimed—' will get you back to what it's all
about—Music'. The circuitry includes a time
delay relay circuit that allows other circuits to
stabilize before opening the outputs, which
means that the preamp can be turned on or off
without putting pulses through the system. So
one is spared thumps and clicks. A single PC
board contains two rows of feather-touch
switch controls displayed in a compact configuration. Unobtrusive edgelit illumination
allows the operator to read the modes in a
darkened room.
Other features of this design include an
8 watt per channel headphone amplifier, so
'phones can be plugged in and used direct from
the preamp. There is also a pre-preamp to
accept low output moving-coil cartridges, with
adjustable input impedances from 10 to
500 ohms. Infinity's companion DSP Switching Amplifier (registered trade name) is reputed
to be the world's first consumer application of
Class D amplification.
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The point about all Trio equipment
is not just that it's built to satisfy
critical ears.
It'll stand up better than most to the
passing of years as well.
Take our KR 2400 stereo receiver
here, for instance.
It has all the features to make it hi-fi
that really lives up to its name:
Aswitchable interstation muting
circuit to stop unwanted interference
when tuning between stations.
Abuilt-in switchable noise filter to
reduce background hiss level without
drastically effecting the overall
frequency response.
If you're interested, your hi-fi dealer
can tell you more— as well as show you
our KP 1022 turntable and LS 202
loud speakers which team up with the
KR 2400 for acomplete system.
But as well as all its impressive
specification, the way we make the
KR 2400 makes sure it's well protected
against deterioration too.
We make quality checks at every
stage of production.
We fit parts that we make and design
ourselves.
And we give it features like our
Dual Low-noise Operational Amplifier
which prevents pre-amplifier noise and

distortion— specially encapsulated so
that it won't wear out even as time
wears on.
It's acostly and laborious way of
doing things. But one we're sure's

worthwhile.
At Trio we're sure you'd rather your
equipment was still on your shelves in
40 years' time.
Not amuseum's
r

9P Ft ICI

Please send me details of the
range of Trio receivers.

—1

Name
04 • WO loge «IS

Address
HFN3A

B. H. Morris & Co. ( Radio) Ltd.,Trio House,
The Hyde, London I•1W9 6.1P.Tel: 01 205 6441.
Agents in Eire: Peat Wholesale Ltd, Dublin. _I

Part 2
also for the voltage amplifier stages in order
to meet the voltage swing requirements.
A unity-gain output stage is not the only
option, but it appears to be more difficult to
obtain the necessary stability of quiescent
current, which is essential for ahigh quality
Class-B or AB output system, when some
output stage gain is contrived.
Iconclude with regret that Class-A is not
really acontender in the commercial stakes
because of the extra bulk and heat that it
involves, and the almost inevitable output
power limitation to some 10-15 watts/channel.
Itherefore propose to assume that the future
design will employ either Class-AB or Class-B
operation. Since any reasonable quality
system will have output transistors biased
into conduction ( i.e., aquiescent current
greater than zero) this would be technically a
Class-AB stage. However, for the purpose of
this argument Ipropose to describe astage as
Class-AB only if some usable audio power is
obtainable from it in the Class-A mode. For
an 8ohm load this is probably at about the
60 mA level. The Quad current-dumping
circuit is aspecial case which will be examined
at the end of this series.
The required level of harmonic distortion
(steady-state) of the amplifier, in conjunction
with the required stage gain, tends to determine the structure of the voltage amplifier
stages. If a0.5% THD level is acceptable, a
single transistor voltage amplifier stage
preceding the impedance conversion output
devices will be adequate, and this
configuration has been widely used in power
amplifiers of Japanese origin, following the

WOR the order of powers indicated last
I month (30-40 watts), the device
dissipations and voltage levels ( 10-20 watts
and 60-65 volts) appear to exclude monolithic
integrated circuit (single chip) construction,
and the snags inherent in ' one lump'
construction—difficulty of repair, awkwardness of adjustments, diffusion of heat
throughout the device—appear to offset the
small price advantage which hybrid integrated
circuits can offer over printed circuit board
construction.
It seems likely that the future commercial
power amplifier will coasist of adiscrete
output power device, or pair of devices,
p. ceded by asmall signal voltage amplifying
stage. If the layout follows the classic
design structure (described by Tobey and
Dinsdale 5)of avoltage amplifier followed by
an impedance converter having avoltage gain
of unity as in fig. 1, and there are many
advantages in this structure, it is likely that it
will be necessary to use discrete components
FIG. 1

GENERAL LAYOUT OF GAIN BLOCKS IN AUDIO POWER AMPLFIER.
OVERALL NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

INPUT
OUTPUT
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e
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IMPEDANCE
CONVERTER

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS FOR CAPACITATIVELY
COUPLED OUTPUT POWER AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS
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general layout suggested by Lin 5. More
voltage gain is necessary, to allow for a
greater amount of negative feedback, if lower
THD figures are desired—of the order of 01
or 0.05%—and in the terms of our original
spec, it therefore appears that atwo-transistor
(within the feedback loop) voltage amplifier
will be employed.
This is likely to take the general form
indicated in fig. 2(a) or 2(b). If ' Z' is a
bootstrapped resistor, it is probably preferable
that TR 2 should be an n-p-ntransistor as in
fig. 2a. However, if ' Z' is atransistor
constant-current source, the higher breakdown-voltage construction systems available
in n-p-nsilicon devices no longer confer any
advantage, since both o-o-o and n-p-nare
required. ( Iaccept that it is possible to make
an all n-p-namplifier plus constant-current
source, but doubt whether the extra
complexity will be attractive.)
On the question of whether abootstrapped
resistor load or aconstant-current source is
the preferable load form, acomparison of
advantages is interesting. A bootstrap is a
simple and rugged system, but does not
operate well at very low frequencies, and uses
an electrolytic capacitor which will be bulky
if good LF response is required. For agiven
HT line voltage, this will give the greater
power output. It also allows alow Ce_
b,high
Ft o-o-otransistor to be used as the last
Class-A amplifier stage.
The biggest single advantage of the
constant-current source arrangement is that
it allows much greater linearity of operation
of the final (large voltage swing), voltage
amplifier and makes feasible, with careful
design, harmonic distortion levels of the
order of 0.01% up to the onset of clipping at
moderate output frequencies, disregarding for
the moment any additional non-linearity
introduced by the output impedance
conversion components.
Between these two possibilities it is
difficult to make aclear prediction on the
basis of performance alone, although the
lower voltage gain necessary to obtain agiven
THD level makes the ' current source'
construction attractive, in that it simplifies
the design of the voltage amplifier stages and
also eases the problems of transient performance and loop stability. The deciding factor
is, however, most probably that apair of
transistors is likely, in the long run, to be
cheaper than alargish electrolytic. Ihave
therefore illustrated this in the final form of
the design.
Some form of Darlington driver may be
employed to increase the collector load
impedance seen by the first amplifier stage,
but this leads to additional stability problems
and appears hardly justified in view of the
performance capability of the two-transistor
arrangement. A diagrammatic power
amplifier employing this sort of amplifier
configuration with apair of notional output
emitter-followers is shown in fig. 3.3
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Bb Best for record and tape care
Record Care

Of • de

GROOV- KLEEN
automatic record cleaners
ALL GROOV-KLEENS remove and collect dust
whilst records are played. Improve reproduction
and reduce record and stylus wear. Models 2000,
42, 50 and 60 have arm- rests and counterweights
to ensure lightweight tracking and operate silently.
Quick and simple to fit.

11111111r 1
Model 2000

Model 2000 This latest Bib advance in automatic record cleaning has it all- efficiency, beautiful
styling and chrome finish. A separate roller and
stylus cleaning brush is provided, plus spare velvet
roller, self adhesive base pad and tracking brush.
Des. Reg. App. No. 967842
£2.94
Model 2000L This model has all the features of
the Model 2000 but the over-all size of the base is
reduced to suit low turntables.
£2.94

a

IL

Model 42 Finished in chrome, bright anodised
aluminium and shiny black.
£1.99

Model 42

Model 50
Finished in white and matt black.

£1.17

Model 60 All

£1.86

chrome finish.

Model 45
AUTO- CHANGER GROOV-KLEEN
Finished in chrome- fits most units with flat top
cartridge housings. Adaptoravailable forZero 100.
Velvet and stylus cleaning brush included.
Model 45

Model 60

Golden Record Care Kit
Complete maintenance outfit for record
lovers and clean- sound fanatics.
Attractive presentation pack makes
ideal gift Includes latest de luxe
Model 2000 GROOV-KLEEN plus
roller cleaning brush and spares,
calibrated Stylus Balance, Record Dust- Off
with cover, Record Handler. Stylus Inspection
Mirror and Stylus Cleaner fluid
and brush in container
RE

£1.06

Pat. No. 1361732
Reg. Des. No. 958457

Record
Dust- Offwith cover
Velvet pad gently collects and removes
dust from delicate grooves. Reduces
record and stylus wear. Can be used dry
or moist.

REF 71
71p

Other items include

Ref

Stylus Balance
Turntable Levelling Kit
Stylus and Turntable
Cleaning Kit
Indexa Record

32A £ 1.60
49 £3.00
70
71p

Price

75

£1.62
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Cassette
Care

90'
1
°4

Cassette Fast Hand Winder

Cassette

Care Kit

Ideal gift Contains Head Cleaner,
Salvage Cassette Re- Record Kit,
Editing and Joining Kit.

REF 51

£4.00

Very simple and easy to use. The BIB
cassette fast winder enables you to
wind tape in one cassette whilst you
are listening to another cassette. If
you have abattery recorder, always
use the Fast Winder to save the high
battery consumption when fast
winding. It winds aC.90 cassette in
60 seconds-faster than most
recorders. Patent Pending.

REF 78 £1.06

Other items include
Ref
Cassette Tape Recorder
Care Kit
Salvage Cassette
Cassette Case ( holds 12)
Luxury Cassette Carrying
Case ( holds 30)
Cassette Wallet ( holds 61
Cassette Tray(holds 10)
Cassette Re- Record Kit
Cassette Containers (2>

Price

26A £ 298
29A
48p
34 £ 199
37
39
52A
54
55

£2 89
£1 10
58p
86p
32p

Hi- F1
Stereo
Test Cassette

/

Cassette Index Cards(10) 61
Cassette Head Cleaner
(liquid)
62
Deluxe Cassette Storage
Rack ( holds 30)
65
Cassette Rota Rack
(holds 40)
73
Casseite Title & Contair.er
Labels (20 & 10)
83
Cassette Album ( holds 12) 85
Cassette Cabinet
(holds 30)
86

28p
60p
£ 5.18
£397
39p
£34:12
£7,13

Prices shown are recommended retail including VAT. Prices correct at time of going to
press. Available from all good Audio shops or send direct. Add 25p p&p on orders up to
£3.00. £ 3.00 to £ 5.00 send 40p p&p. Over £ 5.00 send 60p p&p. Writeforfullyillustrated
colour catalogue.

How to get the best Stereo and
Mono reproduction and recording.
Devised by BIB, recorded by Decca.
Plays for 5aminutes.

REF 53

e
mzewast..,
iimip_meja..
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Cassette
Head Cleaner
For all cassette machines. Removes
oxide and dirt from heads in one quick
operation. Packed in
plastic ' library' case. REF 31 75p

1
/
4"Tape

£2.60

Cassette
Editing Kit

Enables cassette
tapes to be edited
..-.1
and joined quickly
and easily. Kit
includes Vs" ( 3.2mm) Splicer,
Precision Cutters, Tape Piercer,
Cassette and Container Labels,
Splicing Tape, Tape Winders and
.
F1
Instruction Leaflet.

:

REF 24 £1.99

Care

Tape Head
Cleaning Kit
Non-Flam cleaner, 4 head
tools. 5 sticks and cloth in
wallet. Recommended by Ferrograph,
Revox and Tandberg. REF J
90p
Other items include
Tape Splicer
Tape Editing Kit
Splicing Tape on plastic
dispenser

Hi Fi Maintenance
Hi -Fi Stereo Hints & Tips
3rd enlarged edition, completely revised. " How
to make the most of your equipment" by John
Borwiclç B.S.C.,TechnicalEditororGramophone
56pages of information, 57 invaluablereference
charts and illustrationsforHi-Fi enthusiasts.
VAT exempt
REF 56
48p

Ref
Price
20 £ 145
23 £ 194
33

41p

Other items include

FIG. 3

GENERAL LAYOUT OF AUDIO AMPLIFIER HAVING CONSTANT—

CURRENT SOURCE AS LOAD FOR VOLTAGE AMPLIFYING STAGES.

Ibelieve that direct-coupled output stages
are better than capacitor-coupled, but they
are also more expensive and require two
power supplies instead of one. Since, for the
highest quality, the supplies should be
stabilised, this extra cost cannot be ignored.
There is, moreover, aconsideration which
the manufacturer will inevitably keep in
mind, and that is the event of output transistor
failure. If a 140 volt transistor is used on an
80-90 V line, output device breakdown may
be unlikely. lf, however, a ' selected' 60 V„,„
device is used at 70-80 V in the interests of
low purchase price, this possibility cannot be
ignored. We are then left with the situation
that if the output device fails, in adirectcoupled amplifier the ' half-HT' line in
question is connected across the output load,
and the manufacturer may then have claims
for damage to loudspeaker drive units. In
the capacitor coupled design the load is
automatically protected—unless, of course,
the same cost reduction techniques are also
applied to the output electrolytic!
The ideal servant is unobtrusive: the

amplifier should place itself at its user's
disposal with the minimum of noise. In a
capacitor-coupled system this can be arranged
very conveniently (as shown in fig. 4) if the
amplifier is internally DC-coupled, so that
the output ' mid-point' DC level follows that
of the input to Trl. The input bias voltage
is then arranged to ascend from zero to its
normal 'half-HT' value on switch-on at a
rate which is slow in relation to the output
load and output capacitor time-constant.
This input capacitor also serves to decouple
the HT line from the input.
If the negative feedback line DC blocking
capacitor is returned to the same point, a
low-voltage, larger capacitance electrolytic
may be used—since it will only require to
work at ap.d. of avolt or so. A small diode
across this feedback network will allow the
charge stored in the input decoupling
capacitor to decay through the feedback
resistor without reverse-biasing this
electrolytic or causing Trl to ` zener'. The
switch-off click is due to RF radiation from
the main switch, and can be minimised by a

small capacitor across this. The resistor
across the LS output terminals prevents the
output capacitor from remaining uncharged if
the equipment is switched on without an
output load in place.
Ihave deliberately left the output
transistor ` boxes' empty since there are a
large number of possible configurations which
are practicable in this position. The three
most probable two-transistor forms are shown
in figs. 5(a), (b), and (c). Of these, (a) and
(c) give arather more gradual Vb/L turn-on
characteristic than (b), which makes the
setting of the quiescent current less critical.
Other things being equal, these forms also
tend to arather higher optimum l
q,because
of the influence of the emitter circuit
resistance. Figure 5(b) and (c) are much less
prone to variation of l
q with output transistor
junction temperature. It will be understood
that ` complementary' forms of these
arrangements are also applicable.
A variety of output triplets is possible, and
will be used in more expensive apparatus
because of the better internal linearity
possible. The penalty is that the intrinsic
feedback stability of the output compound
emitter-follower is lost, and some form of HF
compensation network is necessary even
within the output triplet, making good
transient response under reactive load
conditions harder to obtain. The
arrangement of fig. 5(b) and (c) where the
power transistor is one of apair of
complementary power ` Darlington' devices
looks interesting. Care is needed in the design
of such atriplet to preserve stability in the
MHz region.
Fully complementary output stages will
probably be used, with the greater
availability, at low cost, of n-p-nlp-n-p pairs
of epitaxial base construction. However, a
well designed quasi-complementary configuration will preserve its symmetry better at

NOTE:- IF Rbe IS OMITTED, THE SAFE Y
ee
RATING IS REDUCED, AND
SOLE- STORAGE .PHENOMENA
WORSENED LOW FREQUENCY THO
WILL, HOWEVER, BE IMPROVED,
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Audio Patents
Adrian Hope
'HOWLING INSULATOR', patented
A (BPI
422 255) by Kuraisura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha of Tokyo, proves, despite its
odd title, to be a rather interesting suspension
system for a record turntable, intended to prevent acoustic feedback. The Japanese inventors
claim that conventional insulators such as
rubber mats are ineffective, and describe an
elaborate alternative.
The entire deck is supported by three or four
resilient balls, formed from natural or synthetic
rubber and pumped full of air. Each ball sits
in a mount rather like an egg-cup, which is
formed from two halves screw-threaded together, so that twisting one half with respect to
the other alters the effective height of the
mount. The weight of the record deck partly
flattens the balls and in so doing provides a
secure and resilient mount which is claimed to
serve as a vibration damping means. Readers
can easily establish for themselves whether or
not the claim is true because, with disarming
frankness, the patent document suggests that
'a tennis ball may be substituted for avibration
damping means, since it is similar to a soft
tennis ball'!
A READER recently bemoaned the fact that too
many quadraphonic or surround sound patents
were being reported here. The truth is that over
the last year there have been more patents for
surround sound ideas than any other area of
audio, the patents now being published all
dating back to the surround sound boom of
two or three years ago. There is now, however,
a tail-off of surround sound interest, as
especially indicated by PBI 425 396 from CBS
Inc. This patent discusses the various systems
available for re-creating concert- hall ambience
in the home, and effectively dismisses quadraphonic encoding as the answer! The new CBS

The Shape of
Amplifiers to come

high frequencies where hole-storage
phenomena become important.
The choice of optimum quiescent current is
to some extent at the disposal of the designer,
in the choice of the output transistor
configuration and the emitter resistors used to
establish the bias voltage DC feedback. In
practical terms it is much easier to contrive
a very low distortion at low power levels if
the optimum
is not too small, in that
low- power operation may approach Class-A
conditions. However, all of this assumes that
the output stage is biased to its optimum
level, and this is nowhere as easy as it may
appear.
In very inexpensive designs, it may be
assumed that the quiescent current level will
be zero, and the forward bias level between
the two halves of the output pair will be
chosen at such a value that the output
transistors will always be cut off under
no-signal conditions, even allowing for some
variation in components. This will
50

idea ( v‘hich dates back to 1973) is concerned
with ambiophony, along lines which interested
Haas aquarter of acentury ago. Haas artificially produced ambience using atape delay from
the main sound source feeding extra loudspeakers round the room. Subsequently there
have been attempts to derive the signals for the
extra loudspeakers direct (
i.e., without delay)
from the stereo pair feeding the front speakers.
Such derivation can be à la Hafler or by
tapping off a blend of the stereo pair and feeding it with artificial phase shift to the ambience
loudspeakers. But CBS argue that even varying phase shift is insufficient to create realistic
concert-hall ambience, and can exaggerate unnatural standing waves. The new approach is
to shift not the phase of the ambience signals
but their frequency, on a random basis.
According to the CBS patent, the left and
right stereo channels are fed through separate
frequency changers, in some respects resembling the vibrato circuit of an electronic organ.
A rotary capacitor with stationary plates fed
with signals differing in phase by 0°, 90°, 180°
and 270° is driven by a motor running at
variable speed to create a shift of frequency
which varies. The order of shift envisaged is
from 440 Hz to 442 Hz, the nominal 2Hz
shift producing sound components from the
ambience speakers which are in continuously
varying phase relationship. This is claimed to
simulate concert-hall ambience, while deemphasising the directional aspect of the
sound and preventing the build-up of standing
waves in any one position. It is claimed that a
listener ' can remain stationary in the room and
actually sense the movement of the standing
wave pattern past him'. It is also claimed that
'the random pattern of sound reproduction
provides animation in a room with carpets
and curtains and the result is a good musical
inevitably introduce asubstantial amount of
'crossover' distortion, but this may not be
noticed, or may even be liked by the user.
In somewhat more expensive designs, bias
component values may be chosen which give
an anticipated mean
value, over the range
of components expected, in the hope that the
bulk of the specimens may be near to the
target value.
If an assembly line adjustment can be
afforded, the bias voltage value may be set to
give aquiescent current value of a magnitude
which is found in practice to be about
optimum. If output and driver transistors of
the same make and type are always available
this is probably a reasonable decision.
Unfortunately, in the final event, however
reproducible one hopes the components may
be, it will be necessary for the
value to be
set using some form of harmonic distortion
meter if the optimum performance envisaged
by the designer, in a Class-B or AB stage, is
to be attained. This degree of hand-tuning
will remain the province of very high-cost
equipment. However, within this range the
choices are open.
A convenient feature of the two-transistor

presence.'
It is unlikely that, in practice, the small frequency shifts envisaged will offend even the
most musical ear, and it is to be hoped that
CBS can arrange a demonstration of this
interesting new system in the UK as soon as
possible.
of course applied for by firms who
wish to prevent others from using their ideas.
But in return for the monopoly granted by
patent the inventor must disclose full details of
his invention to the public. Often this necessitates publishing details of laboratory work
and research that the firm involved would
prefer to keep secret, as perhaps in the case of
the CBS ambience system referred to above.
CBS are also involved in activities in the
closely related area of trade marks. The
European Court at Luxembourg is any day
now expected to give a final judgement on
whether CBS UK can import CBS USA quadraphonic discs into this country carrying the
trade mark Columbia which is owned in the
USA by CBS and in the UK by EMI. At the
same time The Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
of Huntingdon are anxious to point out that
their British trade marks 994446 and B961061
protect the name Quad for virtually all audio
equipment. Clearly they have not failed to
notice the current series of quadraphonic
record adverts from CBS UK which refer for
instance to ' the mystery of Quad' and invite
enquiries at ' CBS Quad' in Soho Square. In
the context of whether the public is or is not
actually confused over all this Ican only cite
the recent true example of afriend who phoned
a London dealer asking for advice on converting an old mono Quad valve amplifier into
stereo and was given garbled instructions on
how best to end up with four channel sound.
PATENTS ARE

constant-current source of the type shown in
fig. 6(a) is that the upper transistor, Tr4, can
be made to ' track' the thermal changes in
base-emitter potential of the output transistors
or their drivers (as appropriate) thereby
allowing the conventional ' amplified diode'
bias transistor to be replaced by a simple
resistor, by-passed if required. This leads to
a further reduction in cost and helps tip the
balance in favour of the constant-current
source.
Three developments in this field, which an
enterprising semiconductor manufacturer may
provide, are a monolithic three-terminal
constant-current source, an output transistor
with a temperature sensing diode diffused onto
the same chip (with appropriate connections)
and a dual, single-pack, output transistor
pair.
Next month's article will commence with a
consideration of loop stability and transient
distortion. •
REFERENCES
4. Tobey, R., and Dinsdale, J., Wireless World,
Vol. 67, No. 11, p. 565 ( November 1961).
5. Lin, H. C., Electronics, Vol. 29, No. 9, pp. 173-175
(Sept. 1956).
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Suddenly, other 2-head cassette decks
look like toys.

Nakamichi WO cassette console.
£.269 .10 inc VAT at 111
2 ,%
/

Take alook at the new Nakamichi DT600 above.
Such an astonishing cassette recorder, that it makes the
competition look like no competition at all.
For astart, compare its dynamic range.
With the 600. you can record up to + 7dB without
distortion.This is unprecedented by any other cassette decks
because no other model has the Intermodulation Distortion
Suppressor that makes it possible.
Secondly. take the frequency response.
Other cassette deck makers may be proud of reaching
I
5,000Hz. Guaranteed minimum specification of the 600 is
40-I 8,000HZ ± 3dB. As for wow-and-flutter, at 0-08%, you
can virtually forget it.

It doesn't stop there. Here is acombination of other
features you won't find on any other 2-head deck.
Nakamichi's exclusive focused-gap crystal permalloy head.
Built-in test tone and record level calibration controls.
User adjustable bias.
Peak reading meters from — -40 to + 7dB.
Amemory tape counter.
Master recording level contro.
Even asystem for unattended recording or playback.
We could go on.
Only Nakamichi could have made the DT600.
For the first time, 3-head performance in a2-head
machine

Natural Sound Systems L. Strathcona Road. Ncr,h Wembley Middx. -ref: 01-904

NAKAMICHI

PEM gives you the pros

without the cons.

When you own ahigh-quality tape machine, you want a
professional tape to match it. Agfa-Gevaert's PEM Series gives you a
professional standard without the serious disadvantages you may find
when you use studio tapes at home.
Studio tapes can be very expensive. And, because of the high
winding speeds of studio machines, studio tapes are nearly twice as
thick as long play tapes.
That's why Agfa have developed the PEM series. PEM 368
Long Play and PEM 268 Double Play. They give you the pros without
the cons.

A matt black back for better winding.
Agfa's PEM tapes have amatt black coating on the back of each
tape, an innovation developed from our studio tapes.
Ordinary tape often warps in the reel when rewound at the high
speeds of today's tape machines; this can lead to permanently deformed
tape and distorted recordings.
The matt black coating provides firm, even winding, particularly
on the new generation of semi-professional machines.
In addition, it prevents static build-up, so your tapes are
always dust-free.

Needle-shaped oxide for sharper sound
Unlike the black coating, you can't see Agfa PEM's other innovation, but you'll be glad to know it's there: the ferric oxide layer.
Very fine needle-shaped particles are used to give abetter high
frequency performance, lower HF distortion and 40% less tape hiss than
conventional low-noise tape.
Because the oxide coat is compressed and polished, it reduces
head wear and flutter due to friction.

Hearing is believing
Agfa PEM Professional tape is available on 10 1
2 in., 7in. and 5in.
/
spools in either plastic or metal. The PEM series is especially suitable for
high quality machines like Revox,Teac and Nagra.
If your machine has pressure pads, like the Ferrograph, Tanberg
and Uher, Agfa PE36 Low-Noise tape is more suitable.
If you want the full specifications of Agfa PEM tape, simply
send us the coupon.
But the better way to find out about Agfa's Professional tape
is to try it for yourself. All the words in the world can't describe the
difference that you'll hear.

Join the PEM
Sound Improvement Movement
Agfa-Gevaert Ltd., 27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9AX.
Please send me the specifications of the Agfa PEM tapes.
Name

Address
HFN 2
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Oureeaders
.about BASF record origins
From: John Kehoe, BASF Classics Label
Manager, Classical Marketing Department,
The Decca Record Co. Ltd., 9 Albert Embankment, London SEI 7SW.
It has been brought to our attention
that certain record dealers in this country are
offering for sale BASF records manufactured
in the USA and imported. In view of the
significant number of complaints received
about the quality of these records, and to
safeguard our customers, may we clarify the
position.
Under our agreement with BASF, we market
and distribute their records in the UK. BASF
records supplied by this Company derive from
two sources only: those manufactured by us
from BASF master tapes ( prefix BAB, BAC,
BAP); and those imported by us directly from
BASF in Germany (two-digit prefix followed
by six-digit number). BASF German pressings
are imported only when we are satisfied that the
quality meets with our own requirements.
This Company does not import or distribute
BASF American pressings, nor are these
pressings imported with our approval. These
pressings, often with prefix KHB, are identified
on the sleeve as being from BASF SYSTEMS,
Bedford, Massachusetts. We must point out
that we cannot guarantee the pressing quality
of these records, and that we cannot accept
responsibility for records not supplied by this
Company.
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

.about distortion again
From: G. Williams, 12 Crusader Gardens, Park
Hill, Croydon CRO 5UJ.
Ishare your correspondent Kenneth
Donnelly's surprise at reviewers ignoring the
edgy distortion which, despite your reassuring
footnote, still afflicts usually at least one voice
in any opera set and remains abuilt-in risk for
the buyer of the operatic recital disc.
The weakness has always seemed to me to
originate in the extended treble introduced by
the LP record. The comb-and- paper effect on
voice complained of by your correspondent is
first cousin to the fizzing string sound which
characterised the early Decca LPs, and neither
has ever been completely banished. How many
hi-fi owners can listen unperturbed as massed
strings or the soprano voice ascends the scale in
the comfortable knowledge that the dreaded
buzz will not occur at some point?
Treble brilliance can make orchestral detail
strikingly vivid but does nothing for the voice
except push it another step towards the Dalek
sound, so aptly emphasised by your correspondent in his comparison with the warmth of
the Gigli recordings. Listen to Gigli in the final
duet from the complete Andrea Chenier and
then compare with Correlli's voice as reproduced in the same duet on ASD 2359, a
highlights disc taken from EMI's top-quality
Angel recording. Whatever other improvements the intervening 25 years between these
DEAR SIR,
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two recordings has brought, it certainly hasn't
been in vocal realism or ease of reproduction.
A top-class cartridge and arm will, for
around £ 100, lessen the comb-and-paper
distortion but will not eliminate it. You can go
on to careful matching of amplifier and speaker
characteristics with this one idea in mind and
still get abuzz round the ' wrong' sort of voice.
But what Ithink your correspondent is really
asking is why distortion requiring such
expensive antidotes should even be present on
the modern disc.
Yours faithfully

. . . about concert hall phasing
From: John C. Nuttall, 68 Grahvicke Road,
Worthing, Sussex BN11 4BJ.
DEAR SIR, It was fascinating to read about
phase distortions in loudspeakers ( April issue)
and especially that we have been living with
time-delay distortion for years without our ears
suspecting it.
One implication of the stepped baffle theory
for improving phased information has surely
been overlooked. For years, the concert-going
public have been putting up with shocking
phase distortion. (They probably weren't hi-fi
enthusiasts though!) 1would humbly suggest
to conductors, concert organisers, recording
companies, and the BBC that they rectify
things without delay—pardon the pun! After
considerable research the best solution Ifind is
as follows: the cellos and double basses must
be up front, with violins and brass section
1.5 metres behind; the woodwind section
should flank either side at adistance not greater
than 0.5 metres from the brass. Unfortunately
the percussion and timpani section is notorious
when it comes to time-delay distortion;
certainly they should be kept well clear of walls
or glass. Solo instruments and singers should
be somewhere between cellos and brass and
preferably with their lids down (that applies to
piano only, not singers) to minimise reflections.
Of course the real bugbear is the concert hall
itself; it should be as dead as possible. Perhaps
architects and audio engineers would be good
enough to oblige in future and not build concert
halls which introduce time delay distortion,
thus ruining the pleasure of millions!
Yours acoustically

.about pre-echo via the turntable
From: D. J. Jefferies, Physics Department,
Nottingham University NG7 2RD.
DEAR SIR, Having recently purchased aGarrard
Zero 100 SB turntable and Audio Technics
ATI2S pickup, 1 was startled to hear considerable pre-echo on records which had not
previously exhibited this fault. Moreover, the
pre-echo seemed to be originating many
revolutions ahead of the stylus and to be

A little research revealed that this was
caused by acoustic coupling to the cartridge
from the vibrations of the Dust Bug bristles,
through the alurrinium turntable platter;

removing the Dust Bug stopped it completely.
Taking the turntable off, Iheld it by the belt
drive surface and gave the rim asharp tap with
ascrewdriver. It took more than seven seconds
for the ringing to stop!
Iapplied strips of PVC insulating tape to
both front and back surfaces of the turntable to
damp it. More than 2/3 of the surface was
covered and the tape distributed uniformly so
that the balance was not upset. This considerably reduced the pre-echo, but did not
subdue it below the inherent rumble level.
Possibly a treatment with car undersea!, or a
sheet of rubber glued to the underside, would
prove more effective. Unfortunately it is not
possible to stick the turntable mat down while
still retaining access to the belt.
Even without the Dust Bug, the acoustic
energy fed to the turntable by vibrations of the
stylus will excite resonances and increase the
noise level, not necessarily only at low frequencies where rumble is usually a problem.
Perhaps Garrard will consider damping future
turntables.
Yours faithfully

. . . about those who were great
From: Keith Fagan, 76 Evelyn Road, Otford,
Sevenoaks, Kent.
SIR, While I hesitate to question your
undoubted omniscience, could it possibly be
that you were wearing blinkers when you wrote
your April leader? ,There is practically no
music that is, or ever has been, considered
worthwhile that you cannot acquire on records
nowadays.
Certainly Iconcede that you will not find all
you may be looking for currently listed in the
UK catalogue, but there are such things as
deletions and foreign records that you can buy
quite easily if you are enthusiastic enough to
find out where to look for them; and on some
record, issued somewhere in the world at some
time, you are almost bound to find just what
you want.
Ihave in my own collection quite a lot of
Clementi, Raff, Thalberg, Moszkowsky and
other composers who, to most people, are no
more than names in the Personalia ' sections
at the backs of biographies of the great
composers. Some of these records in my
collection come from Britain, some from
Russia, France, Germany, Czechoslavakia,
Hungary, Spain, Sweden and other European
countries, and a very large number from
America. Apart from afew that have been sent
to me for review from the country of origin, I
have bought the vast majority in London.
Yours faithfully
DEAR

Note: Yes, we agree that quite a lot of once
famous but now obscure music is available on
record jar those prepared to hunt it out; but most
people are not motivated to do this and we would
like to see acollection of' those who were great'
put together by afamiliar major record company
in order to give Thalberg, Moszkowsky, et al., a
better chance of revival—if they deserve it. Ed.
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FIANRS

BTL
CD-4When JVC invented the
CD-4compatible discrete
4-channel record system, anew
level of musical realism and
dimensional creativity was made
available to millions of listeners.
Handling the sound information
in the four channels
independently from the moment
of recording to the moment of
playback, the system ensures
maximum inter-channel
separation and superb high
fidelity quality.
ANRS Yet another JVC innovation,
this advanced Automatic Noise
Reduction System reduces
cassette tape noise without
distortion or cutting out any
music. It eliminates undesirable
tape hiss over the whole
frequency range without affecting
frequency response, and,

although originally developed for
the CD-4subcarrier system, it is
now incorporated into the
majority of JVC stereo cassette
tape decks.
SEA This sound equalizer amp. —
innovated by and exclusive to
JVC — is the ùltimate in tone
control. Instead of dividing the
audible frequency spectrum into
two or three bands, this system
provides aminimum of five and,
in some cases, seven tone zone
controls, each responsible for a
particular portion of the high
fidelity sound range.
SA The revolutionary and
exclusive Senalloy head
combines the long life of ferrite
heads and the superior sound
quality of permalloy heads.
Overall sound quality is improved
because distortion of high level

JVC (U.K.) LTD., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner,
6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF. Tel : 01-45o 2621

signals is reduced, linearity is also
improved and the high Curie
temperature of the " Sendust"
alloy means stable performance
characteristics when fluctuations
occur in temperature due to bias
current and tape friction.
BTL The BTL ( Balanced
Transformer-Less) circuit design
in JVC 4-channel receivers and
amplifiers results in better power
handling when the equipment is
used to reproduce a-channel
stereo sources. Combining two
amplifiers (or groups of
amplifiers), BTL can more than
double the front-channel power
of a4-channel unit for use in
reproducing a-channel stereo
sources.

ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

See JVC on stand 3011 at Sound and Vision, Birmingham, May 23-31

QS encoded discs as well as material of the
station's own origin. Unfortunately, Ihave not
heard of any specific reactions to the broadcast,
and just at present very few commercial records
are available recorded with the QS matrix.
It is obviously vital that the BBC and IBA
should work together in the choice of amutually
acceptable system which must have excellent
stereo compatibility and a reasonable mono
compatibility, and here lies the difficulty. While
Iadmit that lpersonally prefer the QS to the
SQ matrix, the IBA have made it clear that any
matrix system must give acceptable results on
all types of quadraphonic material likely to be
broadcast. Unfortunately, the QS system,
while being good, is not ideal for all types of
source material as far as stereo compatibility is
concerned, and leaves quite alot to be desired
in mono compatibility. However, by very
carefully balancing the four channels into the
T last I am able to report some definite
QS matrix it is possible to get a reasonably
news about quadraphonic broadcasting
and its future. In the last week of March I compatible mono, but on some types of
surround sound the information from the rear
received news that the Home Office had granted
channels is rather backward in sound in mono.
the IBA permission to allow its group of radio
Nevertheless the quadraphonic images are far
stations to transmit on any recognised quadrasharper at the rear, in my opinion, than with
phonic matrix system, but with strict conditions.
SQ. The BBC are obviously very surprised at
The station concerned must make clear that the
this sudden development, and Ican well imagine
broadcast is experimental, and the IBA must be
that they will probably take steps to advance
notified six weeks in advance of the experiment.
their own tests. It seems likely that they will
No commercials pertaining to the experiment
choose the BBC matrix H encoded system, and
are to be allowed, and it must be clearly
will define this operationally so that manuexplained to listeners that the station does not
facturers will be able to build decoders for it if
favour any specific system at this stage.
it is ultimately chosen. This system is one that
Listeners must in no way be encouraged to
Ihave previously referred to as being reasonably
purchase any quadraphonic equipment, and
compatible with QS provided that a90° phase
especially equipment which might be suitable
shift is applied to the latter's input signal of the
for decoding any particular experimental
broadcast, since otherwise there might be a decoder on one input channel only.
Iwould not be at all surprised if the BBC
moral responsibility to continue broadcasting
choose to make an announcement during July
with the same system.
about some experimental quadraphonic broadManchester's Piccadilly Radio did transmit
casts from this year's Promenade concerts, and
QS matrix material on Friday and Saturday
if they do make a decision to go ahead with
April 2nd and 3rd, and this material included

A
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HATEVER the long-term implications
may be, I see nothing but confusion
resulting immediately from the announcement
in Japan of the development of ' Elcasee,
described in the first reports as ' recording
tape of a new kind' requiting ' a whole new
generation of tape recorders'.
Writing within a few hours of the Tokyo
announcement, Iam restricted to a report in
the Financial Times which raises more questions in one's mind than it answers. ' Elcaset'
appears to be a unit about four times the size
of the familiar ' compact cassette' developed
by Philips as a world-wide standard, and it
uses magnetic tape twice the width (quarterinch) and playing at twice the speed ( 3.75 i/s).
Not surprisingly, given this specification, it is
claimed to give better sound reproduction and
more accurate tape travel over the heads.
'Elcaset ' has been developed by aconsortium
of Matsushita, Sony and Teac, so it is certainly
not going to ' go away'. These three manufacturers have made clear their intention to
mount a world-wide marketing exercise and
have promised to produce their own machines
on which to play ' Elcasets' within six months.
Once they have established their lead, they
will make the specification available to other
firms, presumably on the same basis as Philips
did with the ' compact cassette'.
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announcements that some of the relays will be
quadraphonic matrix ones, Isuggest that if you
are interested you listen carefully to some of the
others in case they might be encoded with other
systems without announcement.
Ihave been asked quite frequently recently
what additional costs may be incurred in
transmitting matrix quadraphony, and furthermore why the BBC are even considering
quadraphony before the whole country is
equipped for stereo. The answer is fairly
simple, for while a transmitter may cost
between 5and 10 thousand pounds to modify
for each channel, and stereo links in effect cost
twice as much as mono ones, quadraphonic
matrixing only costs a relatively small amount
for the encoder, though engineers also of
course have to take quite a lot more trouble
with microphone arrangements.
There is
already afeeling of great interest in the medium
among BBC studio managers, who Iam sure
will be prepared to accept the increased
complication of techniques, and so all transmitters relaying stereo should be able to
transmit quadraphony if the encoder is used at
the concert hall. As to the potential of
quadraphonic sound, Ican only say that while
very impressed with the best quadraphonic
tapes that Ihave heard, lam rather disappointed
with the majority of commercial discs. Many
critical words have been written about quadraphony, but surely most are based upon
inadequate demonstrations. Itrust that if the
BBC do go ahead with it, even in an experimental form, many will be truly converted to its
potential realism.

The key question, from the consumer's viewpoint, is: do we need a third system? Within
the last couple of years, the progress of tape
technology has produced, with the ' compact
cassette' format, a standard of recording and
replay quality that satisfies a majority of
amateur audiophiles. For the minority of
more discriminating enthusiasts, there is still
available an adequate range of open-reel
recorders.
From the manufacturer's viewpoint, there
is one very good reason for launching a new
system: the two existing systems have now
saturated the market, leaving only replacement
sales at amuch lower level for the future. The
problems of sustaining existing production
capacity in such a situation are probably at
least as great as the problems of launching a
new system from scratch.
The three manufacturers concerned have a
duty to produce the fullest possible information
as quickly as possible, and preferably to make
their new machines and tape system available
for expert and independent evaluation without
delay.

Contest (CIMES), which this year celebrates
its 25th anniversary in Lausanne next October.
It is hoped that the Bulletin may become a
regular publication catering for creative sound
recording amateurs, who are now without a
publication exclusively devoted to their
interests.
Readers who would like to receive acopy of
the first issue may obtain one free, provided
they send a stamped, addressed envelope in
which it can be posted. Apply to John Bradley
at 33 Fairlawnes, Maldon Road, Wallington,
Surrey.
Mr. Bradley is the Contest Secretary for the
British Amateur Tape Recording Contest and
will be happy to send as well the rules of the
1976 Contest and an application form. There
is still a full month in which to record entries
THE
INTERNATIONAL
Federation of Sound
Hunters has just produced the first issue of a and to submit them. The winning tapes will
be played, and prizes presented, at a special
news bulletin describing its activities, particuevent at the Audio Fair in London in September.
larly the International Amateur Recording
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revolution counter on acassette player enables the use t
THErelocate
any position on acassette tape. If, however, one is

r o

interested in elapsed playing time there is, unfortunately, no simple
linear relationship between counts and time. This relationship
depends markedly on the thickness of the tape as well as on the
standardised characteristics of cassette and player. Fortunately
minor differences in tightness of winding (e.g. when fast wind'
has been used) or in lengths of leaders create only very small
fractional differences in the count/time relationship, so that three
graph-lines can give aready and reasonably accurate reference for
each type of tape (C60, C90, C120).
The accompanying graph shows theoretical curves for each
thickness of tape. Experimental points from awide variety of tape
brands, winding speeds and player types were obtained by fastwinding tapes of known playing time, but even the most extreme
deviations of these gave figures for aparticular count with less than
5% error. Readers may find the curves useful when composing
programmes or re-recording individual items. For accuracy it is
important that the counter be set to zero at the beginning of the
tape itself, ignoring any thin leader, but not waiting until the music
commences if there is an appreciable length of blank tape. A
normal three-digit counter running to 999 for C120 cassettes is
assumed, so an allowance must be made for alternative types of
counter.
Will that three-minute waltz fit onto the remaining turns of your
recording tape? Two counter readings translated on the appropriate
curve will quickly give the answer.
(It may be noted that for atape of thickness w units the playing
time, tminutes, corresponding to acount cis obtained from the
formula
t = k,c + k2wcz

C120
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55
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C90
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where k, and k, are constants depending on cassette/player
characteristics, namely the standard tape-playing linear speed, outer
radius of cassette spool and gearing ratio of counter.) •
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Time on Cassettes
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Converting digits to minutes
by G. M. Ridler
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Pleasures & Pains of Cassettes
Robert Kelly looks at progress & prospects of the medium

cassette has come along way
THEin acompact
comparatively short time. Probably

the turning point—so far as the hi-fi
enthusiast was concerned—was the marriage
of the cassette to the Dolby noise reduction
system.
For the first time, on the basis of AB
comparison tests, commentators were forced
to take the medium seriously, although
doubts remained about the ability of the
off-the-shelf cassette deck to keep to its
original performance over aperiod of normal
wear and tear. The cassette might be
admitted on sufferance to the world of hifidelity, but was generally regarded as the
weakest link in the hi-fi chain.
Today, as Ihope to prove, the medium is
much closer to the mainstream of high
fidelity. It has already proved its reliability
over along period; the better machines have
for some time been capable of matching the
performance of stereo FM receivers with
little or no degradation in the recorded
sound compared with the original. And the
Japanese monopoly in this field has been
broken by the entry of such European names
as BASF, Bang & Olufsen, Dual, Grundig,
Sonab, Tandberg, Telefunken and Uher.
All now have at least one Dolby deck in
their catalogues. Philips, the originator and
licence holder of the compact cassette in its
present form, have also—after an initial
flirtation with their own DNL noise reduction
system—introduced decks in this category.
Not every model with aEuropean name is
a 100 per cent European product.
Nevertheless, the entry of so many European
manufacturers mostly associated with open
reel equipment into the cassette field has
made many traditionalist open reel
enthusiasts think twice about the possibilities
and performance of the cassette.
Now, another advance has been achieved
by the cassette medium, both in hardware
and software.
The visual, one might almost say symbolic,
sign is the emergence of the front-loading
front-controlled deck designed to be stacked
with amplifiers and tuners of the same
manufacturer. Note the distinction. The
clear sales pitch is that such decks can take
their place not merely with the same marque's
receivers but with their no-compromise
'separates'. One can take this philosophy
with apinch of salt and it would be ridiculous
to argue that the front-loading machine is
superior to the conventional looking deck
merely by virtue of its shape. For example,
few front loaders ( including those in the
Sony range) can match the comprehensive
specification of the traditional looking Sony
TC-177SD.
However, the front-loading machine has
arrived at just that moment in time when
cassette technology has reached afurther, and
significant, point of consolidation. Such
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models as the Akai 700 series, the Pioneer
CT- F9191, the Technics RS-671US and
676US tend to be top of their respective lines
and to include most or all of the latest
improvements in cassette technology. ( Even
the cheaper front- loaders now coming on the
market have failed to debase the currency
simply because they are up-to-date models.)
None of these recent improvements in
cassette, considered singly or in total,
compare with the Dolby breakthrough—
which, lest it should be forgotten, allowed for
the first time the recording and playing of the
softer passages of classical music without
intrusive hiss. But taken as awhole they
show the cassette is not standing still in the
face of open reel and cartridge developments,
at least on the stereo front.
In real terms one would expect the latest
models in acertain price category ( indicated
by the models listed) to boast wow and
flutter figures below 01 % ( RMS) over a
wide sample of the same model; ferrite heads
with an improved high frequency performance
over original designs, or long-lasting
'permalloy' types; the adoption of accurate
peak light indicators to beat the distortion
bogey, or alternative methods such as twospeed meters; and separate bias and
equalisation controls to make the most of
both chrome and the newer ferrichrome
formulations.
Certain models may also include the facility
of phasing out the MPX filter, fitted as
standard to Dolby decks, for best results
when recording from non- FM sources, and
user calibration control and adjustment for
maximum Dolby performance from varying
brands of tape. At least one deck on the
market also includes avariable bias control
for ferric tapes.
Ferrite v. permalloy
Mention has already been made of the
improved ferrite heads being fitted to some
of the latest machines. One of the ironies of
the cassette world is the qualified welcome
given to long-life heads in some quarters.
At first sight the ferrite head would seem
the ideal solution to the alleged increase in
wear caused by chromium dioxide tape. And
irrespective of the tape formulation used,
cassette head wear was undoubtedly a
problem in pre-ferrite days when mu-metal
heads were mostly used.
However, some of the early ferrite heads
undoubtedly saturated at high frequencies as
well as exhibiting more noise content than
alternative permalloy types. It was rumoured
that Dolby laboratories, though issuing no
public statement on the matter, preferred the
permalloy heads being developed for cassette
use. These had afair working life, if not
anything like as good as ferrite.
Permalloy heads have been fitted to some
machines in obvious preference to ferrite,
including the Dual 901, Goodmans SCD 100,
NEAL 102 and Tandberg 310—the latter
after abrief flirtation with ferrite in the
Tandberg 300. The wheel has turned full
circle with some permalloy heads now being

advertised with aworking life of 10,000
hours, the sort of performance originally
claimed for ferrite. Nevertheless it is
recognised that up-to-date ferrite heads,
whatever their other drawbacks, still have the
edge over other types for long working life,
and there is no evidence of declining
popularity of their use in cassette decks with
hi-fi pretensions.
Indeed, we have reached the stage where
new cassette decks are coming on the market
with redesigned ferrite heads showing a
definite improvement on early types, especially
with regard to high frequency performance.
Iunderstand that Dolby laboratories were
particularly impressed with arecent deck
from one famous marque in this respect, and
it would seem that the ferrite-permalloy
contest is by no means played out.
It is true that one of the chief drawbacks of
ferrite heads is increased susceptibility to
temperature changes compared with
permalloy. But some machines are more
successful at remaining cool over long
periods than others. (This is one reason why
cassette well lights are not always desirable,
useful as they might be for visual indication
of tape movement and measurement.
However, one manufacturer has come up
with the obvious solution to the problem—a
switchable well light.)
Ferrichrome confusion
There has been much publicity recently
about the improved tapes coming on the
market, particularly the ferrichrome varieties
which are said to achieve—and even exceed—
chrome performance without the bother of
special switching. But nothing is ever quite
this simple in the cassette world.
One manufacturer of ferrichrome says that
it ' does not require aspecial bias switch' but
in the same advertisement advises users with a
three position bias switch—for normal;
ferrichrome (or ' high'); and chrome—to opt
for the middle setting, and only use the
'normal' or low setting where there is no
alternative apart from chrome.
Although this advice sounds contradictory
it should be remembered that even
conventional two-position machines of fairly
recent vintage are normally equipped to take
amedium rather than alow-biased tape.
In pre-ferrichrome days the additional ' high'
or ' medium' bias setting was originally
provided to accommodate cobalt- based types
(of which we have not heard agreat deal
lately). But with some high- bias tapes of
more conventional formulation, the ' high'
setting often had the effect of damping down
the top frequencies.
Modern machines now enable the user to
switch the equalisation as well as recording
bias—so that there are often six switch-points
to cope with in making the final dual choice.
However, several machines incorporate what
is virtually adummy equalisation setting,
since in many cases both chrome and
ferrichrome equalisation share the same
characteristic. Just to confuse matters
further, at least one machine on test with
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NOW, FOR AFEW PENCE MORE
HERE'S THE CASSETTE
THAT'S HALF AS GOOD AGAIN.
This cassette contains aremarkable new tape
from BASF: LH Super.
It's so effective, it can make even the cheapest
recorder sound good - and the best sound even better.
It even lasts longer than ordinary tape.
Briefly, here's why.
The performance of any tape depends on its
coating- usually iron oxide particles. The smaller the
particles, the lower the noise level.
That , simply, is how aLow Noise tape works.
LH tape (Low noise/High output, invented by
BASF in 1967) also uses smaller particles for less
noise- but at amuch greater density. So the output is
considerably increased as well.
And LH Super does the same, but more so.
_
It uses anew
High Density coating
process and arefined
iron oxide called
Maghemite, which has
smaller and more,
evenly sized particles.
The result is a
full 50% increase in
sound quality- half
the distortion allowed by the Din standard at OVU
recording level.
18.1.

5

It even gives a3dB higher recording level and
some 2dB less noise than BASF LH Tape, (see graph
of dynamic range).
And LH Super has amuch smoother coating
that reduces drop-out and head wear to an absolute
minimum. So both the tape and your recorder last
Much longer.
What's more, every LH Super cassette is
protected by the unique BASF Special Mechanics'
system, which stbps the tape from tearing or jamming.
LH Super. It just had to come from BASF, the
.people whd started the tape industry forty years ago.

BASF-you've been listening to us for years.
Please tell me all about the BASF cassette system.
Naine
Address

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Knightsbridge House, 197 Knightsbridge,
London;SW7 1SA. Tel: 01-584 5080.

three-element bias actually performed better
on ferrichrome with the low' or ' normal' bias
setting despite the fact that it was an
up-to-date deck with the middle position
reserved specifically for ferrichrome.
It can, therefore, come as no surprise that
tests on machines with dual bias and
equalisation controls ( four in all) have shown
that perfectly satisfactory results can be
obtained from ferrichrome with the bias set at
normal and the equalisation at chrome, the
latter equalisation presumably damping down
any excessive high frequency response
recorded in the normal ferric setting.
Nevertheless this is not quite the same as
recording—and playing back—with tailormade settings, and Iawait future test reports
on appropriate machines with interest. At
the moment the combination of ferrichrome
bias and what is virtually chrome equalisation
does seem to cause acertain middle frequency
droop despite the good overall frequency
performance possible with ferrichrome.
Many older decks on the market carry no
equalisation control whatsoever and the
customer usually assumes that this is built
into the original bias switching from normal
to chrome. Ferrichrome is supposed to be
compatible with such machines but it may
well produce atoo ` toppy' high frequency
response without agreat deal of treble
attenuation on playback.
Ferrichrome is without doubt an exciting
tape development. Nevertheless the tapes
themselves cost approximately double the
price of the latest improved normal types, and
the latter are probably abetter investment for
the owners of such machines.
Chrome tribulations
Would ferrichrome have been developed at
all if chrome tape had fulfilled all the
expectations aroused when it was first
promoted? Again and again one hears
reservations about chrome, notably in test
reports where on paper at any rate it would
seem to have the edge over ferric. But as one
reviewer has pointed out, frequency response
figures do not tell the whole story.
At one time it was hoped the universal
adoption of the 70 izs equalisation standard
for chrome would resolve the matter. And
there is no doubt that chrome tape
performance at its best does give something
approaching the openness and vividness of
sound of good open reel and its virtues
should not be overlooked while ferrichrome
is in the process of proving itself.
My own experience with chrome, based on
long-term use with two decks with chrome
bias and athird with bias and equalisation
has been of the parson's egg variety. Only on
one machine—not, Imay add, the one with
the equalisation control—did chrome fulfil its
promise and only then by using the
recommended brand of tape (which Ihad to
find out for myself since it was not in the
manufacturer's handbook). Even here the
difference in cost between chrome and ferric
tape would make the former asomewhat
speculative venture.
It is only fair to add that outsiders who
have listened to recordings made with chrome
tape have had no such inhibitions and have
gone away deeply impressed.
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The new ferrics
One would expect the problems associated
with normal ferric tape to be more manageable, and indeed they are. Nevertheless they
do exist. Some machines seem to be able to
co-exist with most brands of tape but others
undoubtedly show apreference for some
more than others and it is up to the users to
find out which. It is always worth the effort,
particularly where anew machine gives a
somewhat disappointing performance.
Ihave worked for some time with a
machine which was biased for BASF LH in
the normal mode. Results were satisfactory
in most cases but alittle too much hiss
intruded when recording classical music—a
situation common to other low noise tapes.
To be fair to BASF, Iwas recording at too
low alevel, mainly because the peak indicator
light of the cassette deck was also set too low
relative to distortion.
However, when Imade my original
recordings no test reports had appeared.
Extremely fine adjustments were necessary to
obtain arelatively hiss-free performance on
classical music with awide dynamic range,
without bringing the peak indicator light into
play more than intermittently.
The amateur recordist always has to steer
between these complementary obstacles.
Record at too low alevel and there is
perceptible hiss despite Dolby; record at too
high alevel and hiss is banished but distortion
enters and high frequency performance may
also suffer.
At any rate Itended to experiment with
more expensive ferric tapes such as Agfa
Super, Hitachi Ultra Dynamic and Sony HF.
These were among the successes, along with
the earlier Memorex formulation, but there
were one or two unexpected failures, notably
with atape which is accepted as the norm for
Japanese machines—and was roughly in the
same medium- bias category as BASF LH,
whereas Sony HF is considered amedium-tohigh bias tape by ferric standards. Nevertheless updated machines of the same
manufacture, while still biased for BASF LH,
have performed successfully on test with Sony
HF— all very puzzling.
More recently BASF have introduced a
tape called LH Super which has enough
sensitivity to push it into the classical music
recording category so far as my machine is
concerned. Another happy recent discovery
has been Capitol's Master Tape which has a
nice forward sound inclining to sweetness
rather than harshness—but no information
has appeared to indicate the bias
characteristic of this tape.
However, one well-advertised brand from
nearer home produced results so dim that the
head cleaning tape was hastily pressed into
service, to no avail. Yet the machine
concerned had been perfectly happy with the
previous and by now unobtainable formulation produced by the same manufacturer.
Although the newer formulation is still in
production, it too has been superseded as the
manufacturer's top of the line tape.
Anyone inclined to experiment in this
fashion should bear in mind that if amachine
is biased for aparticular tape, choosing
another in alower bias category will result in
afaster high frequency roll-off. And choosing
atape requiring ahigher bias than the

machine can provide may result in ahigh
frequency peak and toppy response. In
practice acertain amount of latitude is
possible, particularly if one is working from
the medium-bias position. After all, even
tapes of the same brand often require
different bias for C.60 as against C.90!
In general, manufacturers producing the
new super de-luxe tapes have tried to
combine amore extended frequency response
with lower distortion without radical changes
in the required bias. But even when these
conditions are fulfilled there remains one
minor problem.
If atape with similar bias characteristic but
greater sensitivity is substituted for the
formulation for which the deck was adjusted,
this could affect Dolby performance and result
in aslight high frequency plateau when the
noise reduction system is switched in. But
the effect should be fairly minimal in terms of
aural quality. (According to reports from
America, Dolby laboratories are far more
worried about unqualified users having
access to Dolby calibration controls.)
Interestingly, the Aiwa AD1800 has avariable
bias control for ferric tapes and in view of the
variety of tapes on the market this would be
auseful accessory on other decks.

Compatibility and skill
Tape and recorder compatibility plus
accurate recording levels do seem to be more
critical in the cassette medium than with
open reel—in certain machines, even making
the difference between an unsuccessful and
successful recording session with classical
music. ' Easy listening' and pop are less
critical.
The best settings will vary according to the
type of material being recorded. As arough
guide handbooks often recommend — 5to
—10 dB for average music or speaking voice,
— 15 dB for soft music passages, and + 1dB
for peak music passages.
Perhaps the overriding message from the
cassette scene is that development has been so
rapid in the last two or three years that
generally speaking it pays to invest in an
up-to-date model, particularly one with
separate bias and equalisation controls. This
is not to imply that all cassette decks that have
been on the market for some time are
outdated, but some undoubtedly are, despite
often being available at bargain prices. In
addition, manufacturers do not always
indicate in their publicity their recently
introduced models, although the other side
of the argument is that models still in
production which have been on the market
for some time have at least proved their
reliability.
Even with recent machines, some will have
certain features at the expense of others and
many customers may prefer the uncluttered
layout of agood quality but basic machine
without too many frills, capable of being
worked by less technical members of the
family. It is hoped that this review of the
cassette scene will be helpful in this choice,
and in obtaining the best performance from
the machine once purchased.
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Decca Operas Nov on Tape
Six of them for the first ever!
All in the finest Decca stereo, with incomparable sound quality,
and presented in special tape boxes with complete libretti.
bettasseili

DECO

1.1.e1A D1 LANINIERMOOR

MARIA STUARDA: Donizetti

Sutherlam i , ‘es-arottit

PORGY AND BESS: Gershwin

Sutherland Pavarotti Tourangeau
conducted by Richard Bonynge
K2A 33 £9-75 the set

The new complete recording with
The Cleveland Orchestra
under Lorin Maazel
K3Q 29 f11-99 the set

LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR:Donizetti
Sutherland Pavarotti Milnes
Covent Garden Orch / Bonynge
K2L 22 £ 10-95 the set

Caballé Pavarotti Milnes
National P.0 / Maag
K2L 25 £ 10-95 the set

Mitues

DER ROSENKAVALIER: Strauss
Crespin • Minton • Jung wirth
Vienna P.O. / Solti
K3N 23 £ 14-95 the set

LUISA MILLER: Verdi

Ghiaurov

411.4.44.1t

AIDA: Verdi

Donath

Tebaldi Bergonzi • MacNeil
Vienna P.O. / Karajan
K2A 20 £9-75 the set

OTELLO: Verdi
Del Monaco Tebaldi
Vienna P.O. / Karajan
K2A 21 £9-75 the set

Protti

DECO

GROUP

TAPES

Tn. O.,,. Elebee0 Company Urn ea Debt.. Mee. Mgt/ Embankment London SOI OS,

All the answers for your
Cassette storage

BIB HI-FI,
ACCESSORIES LTD.,
PO Box 78,
Hemel Hempstead,
Hens HP2 4RH
Tel 61291

Cassette Album

Cassette
Rota
Rack

Attractive brown
grain finish PVC.
Moulded inner faces
provide individually
fitted accommodation for12 cassettes.

REF 73
£3.97

Cassette Storage Rack
Can be used in the horizontal or vertical position and is
attractively finished with teak appearance. It is fitted
with inserts in order that cassettes can be removed
quickly and easily without touching each other.
Dimensions16" long by 9" high by 2'/2" deep Stores 30

REF 65 £5.18

Cassette Cabinet
This elegant unit with hinged acrylic tinted cover
complements any equipment. Provides individual
accommodation for 30 cassettes. Attractive teak- finish
base fitted with protective feet. Dimensions15" long by
10" wide by 4" high, approx.
REF 86 £ 7.13

REF 85 £ 3.02
Revolves
easily on felt base pad.
Holds 40 cassettes for easy selection..
Solid wood ends with
teak finish.

High quality
black padded
PVC case with
carrying handle
for home and car.
REF 34 £1.99 Holds12.

Cassette
Tray

Specially
designed tray
with divisions to
REF 52 A NJVehold 10 cassettes in
thek library. The tray is
58 P
moulded in asmoke grey plastic.
* Available from all good Audio shops
or send direct. Add 25p p&p on orders up to £ 3.
£3 to £ 5 send 40p p&p. Over £ 5 send 60p p&p.

• Please write for fully illustrated colour catalogue showing our comprehensive range of HI- Fl Accessories.
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Cassette Case

Cassette
Wallet

Luxury version with moulded
inner tray. Holds 30.
REF

37 £ 3.89

Holds 6cassettes in
their containers for
quick and easy selection.
Ideal for car or home.
Folds to convenient size
93/
4x4 1
/ in. ( 249mm x115mm).
2
Held closed by stud. Finished in
REF 39 £ 1.10
high quality brown grain PVC.
• All prices shown are recommended retail, including VAT.

Dolby Replay without Dolby
R. H. Wallace examines what happens when Dolbyed
cassettes are played on non- Dolby machines

from those who have nonENQUIRIES
Dolby cassette equipment why some

Dolby Musicassettes sound much better than
those not Dolbyed, while others do not so
benefit, led me to think that aproper factual
examination of the considerations involved
might help readers unable to do this for
themselves. It would also assist others to
decide whether to spend the extra for a
Dolby-fitted deck, when adding this facility
to their outfit. Since the solution requires
gathering information from many sources,
and quite atime plotting what will happen
with various combinations of corrections—or
without any at all—Ioffer this present article,
where Ihave done all the work and readers
have only to look at some graphs.
For new readers, and those who have not
bothered to follow the technical details as
they have appeared, Ishall recapitulate the
salient features of the Dolby-B system as
applied to cassettes. After this Ishall show
what happens when such cassettes are played
back under various conditions: ( 1) when the
correct replay is available; (2) when no
compensation is possible; and ( 3) when
Philips, or other decks with DNL (dynamic
noise limitation) are used. Because the
Dolby system depends for its action on a
selective treatment of different levels of
recording (volume of the music) it has an
effect which varies with the type of music,
except when played back on Dolby decks.
Many readers will already have systems

FIG. 1

suggest that Dolby is rather ahotch-potch,
this is not so and there is no doubt that
recordings made with this system are vastly
improved if played back with the appropriate
correction. This is most noticeable when the
music in question has awide dynamic range.
Recordings of music at more or less asingle
level will not benefit, nor do these need any
such aid, which is why some types of pop
recording are not so treated.
The concept of the system depends on the
fact that the ear is more sensitive to random
fluctuations (white-noise) arising from
imperfections in the resolution of the particles
in the tape coating—both in size and distribution—over the range from 500 Hz to
10 kHz than over the lower part of the audio
spectrum, and also above 10 kHz. In addition
it is said that the overtone content of quiet
notes is generally less than when these same
notes are played loudly. While there may be
some debate on this latter, there is no doubt
that tape noise can be very obtrusive during
quiet passages, and asystem which depresses
it below audibility can be justified due to the
peculiarly annoying quality of hiss.
Dolby's ' 13' system depends, then, on a
selective boost, during recording, of the
higher frequencies, from zero at peak
recording level (where there is no hiss
problem) and increasing pro rata as the
recording level falls; so that avery
considerable enhancement of the whole band
from 800 Hz up to the top end occurs for the
very quietest passages. On replay through
Dolby circuits the compensation is inverted
(see fig. 1), hence the music should emerge as
it went in, but with the hiss—having been cut
by the replay compensation—much reduced.
Note that all the graphs are drawn assuming
no loss of frequencies up to 15 kHz in the
replay. In actuality there will be ag reater
loss of frequencies above 10 kHz than is
Pr

capable of first-class reproduction from radio
and disc, but some will at times wish to be
able to replay commercial cassette recordings,
an increasing proportion of which have been
made with Dolby-B characteristics. There
will also be some who are still at the stage of
deciding what sort of cassette deck to buy;
particularly whether to pay from £ 100 to
£350 for decks with Dolby facilities, which
cannot be expected to do more than equal—
and will often fall short of—the results
obtainable on arecord deck costing no more
than £ 100, and sometimes even less, yet with a
good cartridge and turntable. Of audiophiles
already possessing agood disc system, only
those with plenty of money (not necessarily
those with the greatest musical interest) will
find it easy to justify the acquisition of a
first-rank Dolby-fitted deck, which may well
be used only occasionally.
But first, for those not familiar with Dolby
principles, avery basic explanation. The
essence of the Dolby-B system is to provide
ameans whereby the tape hiss, present
noticeably on quiet passages, can be made
much less noticeable, or inaudible. This can
be done without the loss of high frequency
response which would accompany severe cut
of treble by the tone control. The Dolby
system does this by boosting selectively the
recording level of frequencies above 500 Hz
(C above middle C) according to arather
complex law, which is acompromise between
their importance to the music and their
contribution to audible tape hiss—all
adjusted to the response of the ear. Fig. 1
shows graphically what happens, and Iwill
explain the reasons presently.
While what Ihave just written might
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We were talking about it 50 years ago.
There are afew people who have been
living, loving and making high fidelity
sound reproduction equipment for a
very long time. Which is one of the
reasons why Skantic is the name that
matters in Swedish audio. Unlike
some people you could name Skantic
leave nothing to the outsider. All the
key components are made by Skantic.
Designed by Skantic. Assembled by

Skantic. Packed by Skantic. Shipped by
Skantic. Rechecked before final delivery rkantic (UK) Ltd, Station Road,
Edenbridge, Kent. TN8 6EY
by Skantic. And the range speaks for
Please send me the 1976 brochure
itself: 2record decks, 3cassette decks,
on
Skantic Audio and stockists.
2tuner amplifiers, 8audio systems,
including 2music centres,7 loudspeakers. Name
If you are interested in the combination
Address
of technical performance and superb
Swedish design then send off this
coupon now.

S

A AITI'C
simply beautiful
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Dolby Replay without Dolby

shown, depending on the quality of the
replay deck and other factors.

5

A point which Ishould perhaps make here
is that, with all automatic volume control
(AVC) circuits, whether affecting the whole or
part of the spectrum, there must be some
compromise in the response time of the
control. If this is made too short then a
change in the harmonic content during a
single note would arise, if too long then the
start of asudden loud note or chord might be
still robbed of its harmonics when this should
not occur. While it is possible to correct this
considerably when recording, by having an
extra anticipatory circuit reading the level of
the music and using adelay-line to the
recording head, this would be difficult to
provide for replay. In this case it would be
necessary to provide an extra head scanned
by the tape just before it reaches that which
is reproducing the music, but this is clearly
ruled out on the score of cost for all but the
most expensive decks. Hence there will
always be some slight degradation of sudden
changes of volume, either up or down, when
using this type of volume-sensitive
compensation. How much this will matter
clearly depends on the importance of such
transient changes to the instruments and
music in question.
Now Iwill come to the effects obtained
when replaying aDolbyed cassette on adeck
not fitted with Dolby-B correction. From
fig. 2, for adeck not fitted with any volume
compensation for hiss we see that loud
passages will emerge quite unaltered; this is
just what we should expect since Dolby
makes no difference here and hiss is not
noticed on such loud music. For quieter
passages there will be an increasing emphasis
of higher frequencies, compared with their
correct value, and the more quiet the music
the more noticeable this will be; as also the
hiss, which will not be reduced because we
have no automatic reduction. Hence the note
on some Dolbyed cassettes, ' reduce treble
response', or ' reduce tone control'.
Unless we have the tape recorder beside us
and alter the tone control all the time the
cassette is playing, turning the treble to ' flat'
for loud passages and down further and
further as the music gets quieter, we shall
have to adopt the advice of the Musicassette
makers and reduce the treble by an amount
which is acompromise between what is right
for loud pieces and for quiet ones. Fig. 2
shows what will happen in the latter case,
plotted for two amounts of treble cut. From
these plots we see that the replay will be
deficient in treble at full level, nearest to
correct at medium loudness and carry agood
deal too much upper-middle at the lowest
level. Amplifiers with a ' middle' control
would permit asomewhat better compromise,
but they are few in number, while the
alternative use of treble filters would be of
little use as they start to have effect much too
high in the range. These discrepancies should
not surprise us, though they do have more
effect than we would expect had we not
plotted out the graphs; it is not possible to
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correct alevel-sensitive reponse by acontrol
which has the same effect at all levels!
What will happen with various types of
music using, say, cut No. 1? Look again at
fig. 2and you will see that peak passages will
be lacking in top, especially higher up the
spectrum, so the sound will be dull, e.g. very
noticeable for loud cymbal clashes, etc.
Medium volume parts will be most nearly
correct, but even these will have arise of
4dB at 4kHz. Quiet passages will have
much more than their share of top: + 5dB
at 1kHz, reaching + 8dB at 3-5 kHz! So
mezzo-forte parts will tend to be ` overbrighe
and pianissimo ones ' hard'. If we used tone
control setting No. 2it is fair to say that
practically all levels would be dull, save for
the region from 500 Hz to 8kHz for quiet
parts, where it would still be ' hard'.
Thus the curve for cut No. 1would seem
to be the best compromise. With this I
would expect, say, that Tchaikovsky's 1812
Overture would be strident without treble cut
and rather dull for the most part with;
Mendelssohn's Midsummer Night's Dream
with treble cut No. 1would dull on climaxes
and bright for the quieter passages, the
strings in pianissimo passages particularly—
which are part of the charm of this piece—
would tend to be hard where they should be
delicate. Such acomposition as Walton's
Be1shazzar's Feast, with its wealth of
percussive instruments at all dynamic levels
and alternating loud and quiet passages
would, Iam sure, be affected more than most.
The reader might spend some time considering
the effects on his favourite pieces before he
decides to buy anon-Dolby model.
There is another variant on the theme of
replay correction, not normally associated
with recording compensation. This is the
Philips DNL (dynamic noise limitation)
which might sound promising; however, this
works to quite adifferent law from that of
Dolby. This is because it is designed to
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reduce the hiss and scratch on older records,
particularly 78s, or cassette recordings made
straight. Like the Dolby system, this is
sensitive to the reproduction level, imposing a
cut progressively as the music gets quieter,
but only taking effect at the extreme top.
Full compensation for aDolbyed cassette
cannot be achieved with DNL. The results
are shown in fig. 3, and by-and-large it seems
to me that the effect of this system would be
worse than the use of treble tone control of
moderate amount. But of course DNL
was not designed to be used except when
replaying poor recordings anyway. It is
possible that in some cases acombination of
treble cut and DNL might be found which
was marginally better than tone control
alone. A further consideration is that
machines fitted with DNL are little cheaper
than those of similar quality with Dolby
correction on replay.
We have arrived, therefore, at the point of
decision, armed, if Ihave made myself clear,
with facts and not just intuition on which to
base our conclusion. Those who demand the
highest standard of reproduction will have no
choice but to get one of the high-class decks
with Dolby: or wait until they can afford one.
Meantime, if we have the need to replay
cassettes, but are not in the market for an
expensive deck and need to make only
occasional use of Musicassettes, we might as
well get one in the £70 bracket. It certainly
would not seem worthwhile to pay much
more and yet not have Dolby facilities. If we
do this we shall have to close our ears to the
deficiencies of the cassette, compared with
disc and radio. U
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AMPLIFIERS
Delivery £ 200
Akai
AA 5210 ( Spc)
E67-50
AA 5210 DB
E102-55
AA 5510 . .
000-75
AA 5810 ..
E112-50
Rotel
RA 212
E44.95
RA 312
00-95
RA 412 ..
£61-95
RA 512 ..
E88-95
RA 812 ..
£110-95
RA 611 ( Spc)
E71-95
RA 1212 ..
£148-95
Marantz
1030
P.O.A.
1040
P.O.A.
1070
P.O.A.
1120
P.O.A.
1200 B
P.O.A.
Sansui
AU 220
P.O.A.
AU 3900
P.O.A.
AU 4900
P.O.A.
AU 5500
P.O.A.
AU 7700
P.O.A.
Sony
TA 70
P.O.A.
TA 88
P.O.A.
TA 1130
P.O.A.
TA 1150
P.O.A.
TA 5650
P.O.A.
TA 3140
P.O.A.
TA 8650
P.O.A.
Leak
2100
£104-50
2200
mom»
Pioneer
SA 5300
P.O.A.
SA 6300
P.O.A.
SA 7300
P.O.A.
SA 7500
P.O.A.
SA 8500
P.O.A.
SA 9500
P.O.A.
J.V.C.
P.O.A.
JAS 8
JAS 310
P.O.A.
TUNERS
Delivery £2•00
Akai
AT 550 ..
£78-95
AT 580 ( Spc)
E109-95
Rotel
RT 221
£44•95
RT 324
[58-95
RT 624
E86- 5O
RT 824
E109-75
J.V.C.
JVT 6
P.O.A.
JVT 310
P.O.A.
Leak
2300
E89-95
Marantz
112
P.O.A.
125
P.O.A.
150
P.O.A.
Sansui
TU 4400
P.O.A.
TU 5500
P.O.A.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

BARCLAYCARD

for top quality Hifi,cameras;rV
and electrical appliances
TU 7700
Sony
ST 70
ST 88
ST 5055 L
ST 5066
Pioneer
TX 5300
TX 7500
TX 9500

••
•.
•.
•.

••
.•
••
••
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E55-95
E106-75

£14800

RECEIVERS
Delivery 12-00
Akai
AA 810
AA 1020
AA 1030
AA 1050
J.V.C.
JVC 5505 ..
JVC 5525 ..
JVC 5446 ..
JVC 5426 ..
JVC 5456 ..
Goodmans
Mod 90 ..
Mod 1-10 ..
Mod 1-20 ..
Mod 90 ( Corn)
Leak
1800
2000

£91 - 75
E114-50
025-95
£179.00

••
•.
••
••
••

£600
042-95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
014-75
028-50
028-50
E202-95

• . E122-50
• . £ 15100

2015
2220 B
2230
2240
2245
2275
2325
2220
Rotel
RX 152
RX 102
RX 202
RX 402
RX 602
RX 802
Sansui
210
441
551
661
771
881
Pioneer
SX 300
SX 434
SX 535
SX 636
SX 737
SX 838
SX 939
Sony
HST 139
STR 7015
STR 7025
STR 7035

•.
••
.•
••
•.
••
.•

•.
••
•.
••
.•
•.
•.
••
••
••
•.
.•
•.
••
••
.•
.•
••

CASSETTE DECKS

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£69-50
£61-95
09-95
E110-50
046-50
£186•95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

STR 7055 A
STR 7065 ..
REEL TO REEL
TAPE RECORDERS
Delivery £ 2.00
Akai
1722
..
4000 DS
..
4000 DB
..
Sony
TC 280
TC 377

014-75
£105-75
E143-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Delivery £ 200
B.I.C.
960
J.V.C.
JLA I
JLA 3
JLA 44B
Goldring
102 P
75 Ch.
75 T/C
78 P/C
85 P/C
72 P/C
G
d
SP 25 IV ..
SP 25 IV Mod
SP 25 IV Cart.
100 SP Mod
Without Cart. ..
125 SB W/O Cart..
125 SB With C
86 SB With cart ..
Thorens
TD 125 II .
TD 125 II AB
TD 160 C .
TD 160 B/C
TO 166
Sansui
SR 212
SR 313
SR 525
Sony
PS 5011
PS 1350
PS 2350 • •
PS 4750 • •
PS 6750 • •
Rotel
RP 1500 ..
RP 3000 P/C
RP 2500
Akai
AP 001
AP 003
Leak
2001
Pi
PL 12-D MK 11

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£31-75
05-37
£41-138
E50-68
E66-93
E30-60
E18-85
£7-00
£31-50
08-50
05-00
09-55
al 16
E78-68
022-00
E67-43
E58-50
£61-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E53-00
00-50
E66-50
E66-50
09-00
£106-00
E45-00

Delivery a 00
Akai
CS 34 D • •
D35-50
GXC 39 D•
• 017-00
GXC 39 .. • . 02600
GXC 310 D• • £ 2900
GXC 75 .. • • 058-00
GXC 510 D•. 045-00
GXC 710 D•. 062-00
GXC 325 D• • £ 18000
GXC 740 .. • • 01000
GXC 760 D• • £ 256-00
GXC 82 D .. • • 008-00
J.V.C.
1667 II
003-50
1635
P.O.A.
1740
P.O.A.
1950
E103-50
Sansui
SC 636 ..
P.O.A.
SC 737 • •
P.O.A.
SC 3000 • .
P.O.A.
SC 2000 . •
P.O.A.
Sanyo
RD 4300 • .
003-00
RD 4600 . •
072-00
Sony
TC 117 ..
P.O.A
TC 135 SD
P.O.A.
TC 136 SD
P.O.A.
TC 138 SD
P.O.A.
TC 153 SD
P.O.A.
TC 204 SD
P.O.A.
TC 177 SD
P.O.A.
TC 146 A ..
P.O.A.
TC 209 SD
P.O.A.
Nntional
RS 260 ..
P.O.A.
RS 269 ..
P.O.A.
Pi
CT 2121 . • • • 009-95
CT 3131 • • . •
08-75
CT 4141 • . • • 005-75
CT 5151 • • •
E125-60
CT 6161 • • .. 031-95
CT 7171 • • .. 046-50
CT 9191 .. • • 013-50
Goodmans
SCD 100 ..
023-25
Rotel
RD 20
..
£ 123-00
Hitachi
D 2150 ..
P.O.A.
2360 ..
P.O.A.
2330 ..
P.O.A.
8-Track Cartridge Deck
TPQ 124 D .. £ 545
D 135 D ..
E66-50
National 8-track
RS 806 US
£64•25
MUSIC CENTRES
Delivery 13-00
Sanyo
2611 Super
[175•50
With Speakers
2611 KL
E15200

2511 KL
051 95
2411 KL-1-Cass Deck £ 132 00
2615 N
..
£ 78 75
J.V.C.
1845 Without Speakers
P.O.A.
Hitachi
2480
P.O.A.
2680
P.O.A.
2690
P.O.A.
3412
P.O.A.
National
SG 2500 L
P.O.A.
RE 7550 B
P.O.A.
1020 L P.O.A.
10701
P.O.A.
10601
P.O.A.
2050 LD
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
2070 L
Sony
HMK 20
P.O.A.
HMK 30
P.O.A.
HMK 40
P.O.A.
HMK 70
P.O.A.
HMP 40
P.O.A.
HMP 70
P.O.A.
Philips
RH 943
£193-50
RH 953
C216•00
-

••
••
.•
•.
••
.•
•.
•.
••
•.
•.
.•

SPEAKERS
Leak
2020
2030
2060
2075
Celestion
County ..
Ditton 15
Ditton 33 • •
Ditton 44
Ditton 25 • .
Dicton 66 . •
Marantz
4G
5G
6G
7G
Wharfedale
Denton 2 XP
Linton 3 XP
Glendale 3XP
Dovedale SP
Kingsdale
Goodmans
Minster ..
Mezzo SL
Achromat 100
Ach 400
Sansui
PS 30 W
ES 50 W
LM 110
Sony
SS 70 ..
SS 5088 ..
SS 5177 -SS 5300 A ..
SS 3050 ..
SS 7200 ..
SS 5050 ..
SS 8150 ..

£52 95
08-75
E128-75
E294-50
01-50
07-50
E120-50
E141-50
E168-25
026-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£36-00
£52.00
£67-00
E128•00
f173-00
£45-00
E107•00
02-00
E141•00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. 111% REDUCTION FOR EXPORT. POSTAGE, PACKING & SHIPPING EXTRA.
Carriage and insurance under £50, £1.50. Over £50, £2.00. Prices are correct at time of going to the press.
4 Prices are subject to change without prior notice.
Please allow 10 to 14 days for delivery of merchandise.
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LIKE the rest of British industry, the hi-fi sector
is not in the best of economic health, though no
doubt the Chancellor's recent VAT relaxations
will bring amodicum of cheer into the gloom.
Not that things have ever been as bad, say, as
the motor industry, but the reduction in
disposable income has led to adecline in the
UK market that has been felt by all sides of the
business.
Recently Imet four men very much at the
centre of things in the UK: Derek Smith,
Managing Director of the Lasky's chain of
audio stores, representing the larger more
general audio dealer; Raymond Cooke, MD of
KEF, representing the smaller high quality
manufacturer; Gordon Provan, aDirector of
Rank Audio Visual, and General Manager of
Rank HiFi for the large manufacturer and
importer; and John Read, Marketing Director
of KJ Leisuresound, for the smaller ' specialist'
retailer. The idea for the meeting arose from a
suggestion of Derek Smith who felt that the
industry was now at acrossroads in its development and that it would be beneficial to get
together and try and answer the question:
where will the business have to go to stay
profitable and thriving?
Though our brief was to look to the future,
we began by looking back to the immediate
past—to the boom of the early seventies which
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everyone felt had considerable bearing on the
present situation. First though, the present.
Derek Smith summed up: ' Poor, demand is
very low, there is simply not enough spare cash
to buy equipment that has gone up around 30%
in real terms since this time last year!' For
manufacturers this has led to an export drive.
KEF, never behind when it comes to exports,
are very active in that area, and even Lasky's,
retailers, are going into Europe in search of
profits. They have lately acquired an interest
in achain of stores in Holland—Allwave—and
by all accounts the venture is going weH.
Audiotronic's subsidiary company, Eagle
International, is already established in Belgium,
and Derek Smith is looking at France, as the
next expansion area for Laskys. To alarge
extent this sort of expansion is the prerogative
of the bigger firm, but as the EEC becomes part
of our lives rather than abig unknown this sort
of growth may become commonplace.
Raymond Cooke felt that many of our
present difficulties could be traced back to the
boom of the seventies. ' Booms are nearly
always abad thing because they get the
situation out of perspective—that has been the
biggest evil of the ' 72-74' boom. There are of
course benefits of aboom: it generates money
with which to safeguard the future. The trouble
is that, for example in ' 73, it appeared that there

was a20% shortfall on world capacity to
produce loudspeakers, and everybody was up
against it. It didn't matter where you looked,
everything was in short supply and there were
firms who were thinking of doubling their
capacity—thank God they didn't; what they
were looking at resembled apower station: a
sudden peak demand with no relation to the
long-term.'
Gordon Provan agreed, and related things to
the worldwide position. ' The boom was, in
economic terms, almost entirely synthetic—it
was not related to any increase in world
earning/producing power; the problem was that
most industrialists failed to spot this. The effect
was not only on the hi-fi industry—in fact, we
have come off rather better than most. As a
growth area we shall probably ride out the
depression. Certainly we are doing better than
the colour TV industry which is suffering badly
at present.' Everyone agreed that the boom had
deleterious effects, though obviously manufacturers had felt its problems more than the
retailers, but it was agreed that there had been
one very beneficial result—that of making the
public very much more aware of
In an industry where agreat many of the
products on sale are imported it was inevitable
that we should discuss the effect on home
producers of such large-scale importation.
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Gordon Provan representing Rank, alarge
importer of Japanese hi-fi, is obviously very
aware of the damage this can do. ' There is no
doubt that the industry is suffering from the
effect of the Japanese in Europe and the UK,
and if we are not careful not only will the
British TV industry be taken apart, but other
areas as well, because frankly, when it comes to
price, it is very difficult to compete. For example,
they could well take over the loudspeaker
market; unless we invest very heavily we could
well be in trouble there.' Raymond Cooke
pointed out that ' currently, Pioneer employ 150
engineers on loudspeaker development alone-as far as Iknow KEF and Rank between us
employ about 30!
Most British manufacturers are small firms
and as such at aconsiderable disadvantage
when competing on price with the Japanese
giants, particularly when it comes to production
engineering. Gordon Provan made this very
clear: ' One Japanese firm has atotal turnover
of in the region of £200 M per annum; their
capacity is around ten times that of the largest
European producer and there are other
companies in Japan nearly as big. To compete
we have to invest in techniques which will allow
low-cost production. Ibelieve very strongly
that this country has development and
innovative talent second to none. What we
lack is the export volume to allow us to build
down to aprice where the UK consumer can
buy in quantity'.
At this point the retail side of the business
came in: Derek Smith and John Reed. Who is
this consumer at present, how old is he, from
which social group, and what is he looking for?
Due to the different bias of their firms,
experience differs slightly, but overall they were
in agreement. According to Derek Smith the
bulk of Lasky's business is done in the £ 150—
£250 system area, despite the fact that they
now carry some of the more prestigious names
on the market. In the last 18 months, as a
result of inflation and direct and indirect
taxation, the pattern of spending has changed.
The real spending on hi-fi now, Iwas told, was
by the C2' socio-economic group. It would
appear that the factory floor now has agreater
disposable income than the middle-class. Once,
if you wanted to sell a £350 system you
advertised in the colour supplements, now you
don't advertise in those media at all. Derek
Smith: ' This has been confirmed very strongly
in the retail trade and as aresult we now spend
most of our advertising budget in The Sun and
Daily Mirror. We are going for the C2 group
as these are the only people to have had arise
in real income over the last few years'.
John Read saw things slightly differently, as
of course the top end of the market, which
includes the real enthusiast and simply rich, has
held up rather better than the middle and lower
end. He finds the real enthusiasm coming from
younger people. ' The middle aged buy a
system, take it away, and you don't see them
again till it goes wrong, whereas the younger
buyer is always trying to upgrade—he is more
technically aware and his financial commitments may be less. Though his initial purchase
may be modest, he is the sort of person who is
going to be the basis of the KJ market over the
next few years'. John Read also suspected that
many of their customers were second-time
buyers who were upgrading, having made their
initial foray into hi-fi at one of the larger stores
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such as Lasky's—once they become an
enthusiast they go to aspecialist retailer.
Derek Smith mentioned that the position was
rather different at Lasky's European outlets,
where consumers expected to pay alot more for
their equipment, and their initial outlay was
usually much greater in real terms than in the
UK.
All parties agreed that the current inflation
would increase the sales of home entertainments—as in the period before the second
World War when there was an unprecedented
boom in the demand for gramophones and
records. It is significant that at present all the
record companies are enjoying high sales for
their classical full-priced product. The pop side
is, by all accounts, not so happy and the
situation is being exacerbated by the current
marketing policy of the big multiples. Gordon
Provan felt that it was very important that they
did not lose sight of the end product—music.
'
In the last few years the industry has moved
away from music more and more to equipment.
This is dangerous, particularly for loudspeaker
manufacturers. We must remember that finally
hi-fi is about good sound, and if we forget that
it will affect our sales. We must convince the
public that what we offer will lead to greater
listening pleasure'.
Generally, all agreed that the industry would
have to mature and stabilise in order to take full
advantage of the upturn when it eventually
arrived. Though the enthusiast market would
remain, the bulk of sales would be on amass
market basis with hi-fi eventually (hopefully?)
becoming as commonplace as the TV set. To
this end Raymond Cooke felt that there would
have to be avery different approach from
manufacturers when it came to designing gear.
'Present products are far too complex, it is
designed by technicians for technicians. The
ultimate development of any product is to
achieve the function with the minimum of
complexity and opportunity for error. Much of
today's equipment has been designed as toys
for grown-up boys, it must be simplified for the
mass market. Ihope to see astudied approach
to simplicity of operation and installation.'
Gordon Provan was not quite so sure on this
point, feeling that it was perhaps very much in
the future, and both retailers were certain that
the more knobs the more likely were public to
like it. There is still avery large element of
'
prestige' buying, and ' mine is more complex
than yours' about, though of course when hi-fi
becomes acomplete commonplace this may
change; when asort of super-quality music
centre becomes the norm.
We live in an increasingly technical age, and
all agreed that on one level technical awareness
was growing, and that the retailer would have
to become more sophisticated to deal with that
type of customer. On another level, if the mass
market arrives, then there will be an increasing
number of first-time buyers who will need
particular guidance if they are to reap the full
benefit of their purchase. Everyone was sure
that in future success would not be judged by
the number of cartons over the counter, but by
the number of satisfied long-term customers.
This attitude is the only thing that will ensure
long-term prosperity; turnover by itself is no
guide. Raymond Cooke suspected that few
were getting the full value from their equipment
and that retailer and manufacturer would have
to get together to find out not just who was

buying, but what they were doing with it when
they got it home—again the theme of the
satisfied customer.
The man in the front line then is the
retailer, and both Derek Smith and John Read
were very aware of the problems facing them
over the next few years. Staff is perhaps the
biggest problem—next to surviving that is—
and this is closely allied to product knowledge,
or more likely lack of it. John Read: ' Ideally
what one is looking for is someone who
combines good salesmanship with extensive
product knowledge, and this seems to be avery
rare combination at present.' Lasky's are very
keen to promote product knowledge amongst
their sales force, and are actively encouraging it
by staff seminars, etc., though with the high
staff turnover common to the retail trade this is
sometimes difficult. Gordon Provan believed
that manufacturers could do alot more in this
field: ' We are under an obligation to ensure
that retail salesmen understand our products.
In the past few years the boom made it
difficult to get staff at all, much less good staff,
now we are in aposition where we must start
training staff, as when the upturn comes it will
be those establishments with efficient welltrained staff who will benefit most—we will
need those people who really know the
business.'
John Read expected anatural process of
professionalisation' within the retail trade.
'With amore demanding consumer and the
increasing size of the retail organization he will
have to become more efficient—the inefficient
will simply fall by the wayside.' Mention was
made of the continental-system whereby retail
trade staff had to attend what amounted to the
local technical college for training before they
were permitted to work on the shop floor—
another thing that might come with greater
'Europeanism'.
Overall it was agreed, then that things must
get bigger ( unless our industrial and economic
system undergoes really radical change). If this
did not happen, with all the attendant benefits,
particularly production engineering, then—
well, one of the Japanese giants has acapacity
on loudspeakers of 5¡ million units per month.
Need we say more?
It was made very clear though that there
would still be aplace, aneed, for the small
specialist producer to supply the continuing
hobbyist market, small though it may be, as this
was something the large organisation just could
not do.
Before the depression the industry was
riding high on the wave of the boom, and the
prospect of instant profitability attracted
several ' cowboys' into the business. Fortunately, hard times have weeded out most if not
all of these individuals, and the remainder will
hopefully be those with along-term commitment. As previously mentioned, one of the
blessings of the boom was the sudden increase
in public awareness of just what hi-fi could
mean in terms of listening pleasure, and the
market expansion this generated. This process
of ' education' has now been slowed down by
the slump, but hopefully will pick up again
when the industry recovers. To some extent the
UK industry has suffered from the same malaise
as other areas of production: under-capitalisation and lack of production expertise.
Fortunately, its labour relations have always
been pretty good—due to small firms perhaps ?
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To follow P. Atkinson's State- of-the- Art loudspeaker design ( April issue), we print below a parts list
supplied by the author.
We apologise for omitting this list from the 50p package posted to readers who sent 50p for drawings
and photographs. The three firms supplying components/materials have now been joined by Wilmslow
Audio and Nicholls Audio Systems.
Items per speaker (excluding chipboard)

Even if large firms do become de rigeur we can't
see British workers lining up in the morning to
sing the company song as their Japanese
counterparts are reputed to do!
Raymond Cooke felt that part of the solution
must be political. ' Industry is like people, it
thrives on stability, security, and encouragement, nothing less will do. We haven't had any
of these ingredients since the war, and the result
is ruination. We must find away, like the
Japanese, of taking industry out of politics.'
The last, in the short-term at least is highly
unlikely, in fact the opposite may be more
likely, as growth in size of the industrial unit
has so far gone hand in hand with increasing
governmental control.
However, the art of the entrepreneur, if one
may call it that, lies in juggling with future
imponderables, and it is reassuring that men on
both retail and the manufacturing sides of this
industry can spare time from the exigencies of
day-to-day industrial existence to look to that
future. Our thanks to all those who gave up
their valuable time to contribute, to Derek
Smith for sponsoring the event, and-while I
think of it-for the excellent luncheon during
which it took place! Icame away more aware
of the difficulties waiting in the future, but sure
that whatever happened there would, in this
industry at least, still be one.

Resin W PVA adhesive
Copydex adhesive
Thixofix or Time Bond adhesive
Ronseal Satin Coat Varnish
1r x No. 8 wood screws csk head
1"x No. 6 wood screws csk head
2" x No. 10 chrome plated instrument
head wood screws
Long fibre wool
BAF wadding 1' wide, 1" thick
Velcro strip
16 mm x16 mm ramin wood
3 mm hardboard 29'x13
3 mm hardboard 21' x13"
Aluminium angle 19 mm x19 mm x
3 mm
Grille cloth
Teak veneer ( Handi-pak or similar
iron-on)
Items per pair of speakers
Araldite adhesive
Rawlplug plastic wood
Polyfilla
Coopers anti- moth spray for long
fibre wool
Matt black paint
Stanley Screwmate for 1r x No. 8
screws

Crossover components, per

Capacitors non- polar electrolytic
(reversible) tolerance ± 5%

1 pint
1 small tube
4 litre
250 ml
300
30

Or specially selected

2
1lb
4' 6'
6"
8'
2
1

Resistors 9/12 watt
5 watt
Matrix board

10'
3'x1' 6"

Tyraps Tri
Tr2
8 ohm 12 pad attenuators
Recessed flanges for ' L' pads
knobs for ' L' pads
4 mm insulated terminal red
4 mm insulated terminal black
Recessed flanges as for '
L' pads
Lighting type screw terminal connecting strips (ten units)

8' x 1' 6"

1 pack
1 small tin
1lb
1 aerosol
1 aerosol

Drive Units per speaker

1

KEF B139 8 ohm impedance
KEF B110 8ohm impedance
KEF T27 8ohm impedance
Celestion HF1300 Mk II 15 ohm
impedance
Coles (STC-ITT) 4001K 8ohm
impedance
Paxolin panel (or similar non-metallic
material for HF1300 units)
x44"

speaker

Iron cored } 8mH ( high power)
inductors,
9mH
tolerance ± 5%

1

Air cored
0.6 mH
inductors,
0.35 mH
tolerance ± 5% } 0.5 mH

1
1
1

{75 le
62 mF
5.5 MF
20 MF
4.4 mF
(or 2x2.2 14F
3 e‘F
(or 2.2 MF+
0.82 MF)
2.2 MF
2 ohm
15 ohm
149 x114 mm
(5.9"x 4.5")
reduced to
x3.5"
before
assembly
5
5
2 (optional)
2
2
1
1
2
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1
1
1
2
1
1

BETTER EQUIPMENT - BETTER PRICES - BETTER SERVICE %
RECEIVERS
Armstrong 625 and 626
Nikko STA5050, 24 wpc
Awai AX7500
Harman Kardon 330B..
Harman Kardon 630 ..
Harman Kardon 930 ..
Marantz 2230 Sp. off...
Marantz 2245 Sp. off. ..
Marantz 4230 4 ch. Sp. off.
Marantz 4300 4 ch. Sp. off.
Leak 2000 ..
Lux R800 ..
N.A.D. 140 and 160
Sansui 441 ..
Sansui 331 ..
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Trio KR2403 Sp. off.
Toshiba SA300
Toshiba SA500
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Lecson AC I/AP Ior A.
F;3
Leak 2200 ..
Amcron..
Akai AA5510
Cambridge P.60 ..
Kensonic Accuphase
Lux L308
Marantz 1060 Sp. off. ..
Marantz 4100 4ch. ..
Marantz 1030 ..
Marantz 1070 Sp. off. ..
Quad 33/303 ..
Rogers A.75 ..
Rotel RA6I ISp. off. ..
Rotel RA2I I

•.
••
.•
.•
••
••
.•
••
•.
•.
•.
••
•.
•.
••
••
••
.•
•.
••
.•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

P.O.A.
£103•50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£I72•90
£25-00
£206-00
£510.00
£140.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E92•52
£eirs6
veto
£111-50
£7-00
£83.25
£I38•50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£3•50
£123•90
P.O.A.
£810
£82•10
£39-I5

FOR IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH QUOTE
CREDIT CARD NO.
PERSONAL EXPORT
PART EXCHANGE
OPEN 6DAYS A WEEK

Rotel RAI412 .. • • f.243-00
f.SS•90
Sansui AU2200.. .. • •
£4.70
Sansui AU4400.. .. • •
P.O.A.
Sugden A2I and A48 .. • •
£25.90
Teleton SA020615 .. • .
£52.60
Trio KA I
200
co.00
Trio KA3300 Sp. off. .. • •
Trio KA6004 .. • • £I25.00
TUNERS
P.O.A.
Armstrong 623 and 624 • •
P.O.A.
Cambridge T.55 .. • •
mineo
Akai AT580
Marantz 112 Sp. off. .. . • £11690
P.O.A.
Lux .
P.O.A.
Kensonic »
Accuphase .. • •
P.O.A.
Quad FM3 ..
P.O.A.
Sugden R2I
TURNTABLES
P.O.A.
Ariston RD11
P.O.A.
ERA Mk 6X
P.O.A.
Dual CS601 and CS701
P.O.A.
Fons CQ30
P.O.A.
Linn Sondek RPI2
£93.0
Leak 2001 .. . •
E44-00
Pioneer PL I2D
£73-80
Rotel RP3000 .. • •
£47.90
Sansui SFt212P .. • .
Trio KP5022A . • £141.75
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Reference • .
P.O.A.
Micro
REEL TO REEL DECKS
P.O.A.
Tandberg-full range
£I07•90
Akai 4000D5/11
[115.70
Toshiba PT862
P.O.A.
Teac-full range
P.O.A.
Revox
SPEAKERS
P.O.A.
Bose 301. 501, 901

Aad7
5 6 HARRIS ARCADE,
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Bowers & Wilkins-full range
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8 . .
P.O.A.
Celestion ULIO P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 66 ..
P.O.A.
Dynastatic
P.O.A.
E.S.S. and Tempest range ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
J.B.L. LI6
J.B.L. L26 ..
P.O.A.
J.B.L. L100 ..
P.O.A.
KLH 331
KLH 317 • •
P.O.A.
KLH CB8 • • • •
Gale GS401A or B • •
£69•90
Marantz 4G Sp. off. . •
P.O.A.
Marantz 5G ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MAS • •
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MAS
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MAI ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA3 ..
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic ..
P.O.A.
Rogers BBC Mon. LS35a
£13.50
Leak 2030
£I35.00
Leak 2060 • • • •
P.O.A.
Leak 2075 • • • •
P.O.A.
SMC ALI2 and AL22
Videotone Minimax ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Videotone Sapphire ..
£256.00
Nightingale N.M.I.
CARTRIDGES
£24•90
ADC XLMII
P.O.A.
Micro Acoustic QDC le
£32.40
Shure V15/111
P.O.A.
Stanton 681/BEE
P.O.A.
Supex range ..

.•
••
•.
••
••

eedeig e
FRIAR STREET,

zsrF,„

READING,

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD 1300
Aiwa AD 1600
Aiwa AD6500
Aiwa AD 1800
••
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC5 IOD
Akai GXC710D
Dual C901 ..
Harman Kardon HK 1000
Neal 102 & 103
Rotel RD20
Sansui SC201» ..
Sansui SC636 ..
Tandberg TCD3I0
Teat A360 ..
Teat A400 ..
Teat A260 .
Teat AN 180 Dolby N.R. Unit
Trio KX620
Trio KX7 10
Trio KX9I0
HEADPHONES
AKG KI40
.
•
Koss HVIA . . • •
Koss Pro 4AA .. • •
Micro Mk I .. • •
Sennheisser HD4I4 . •
Wharfedale Isodynamic • •
Stax SRS/SRD6
Superex
Accessories etc.
SME 3009/S2 Imp...
Zerostat (inc. P & P)
Microsorber MSBI
Metal Reels, all makes from ..
Formula 4 Silicone Arm ..

r

BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£II5•90
£I33•90
£I45•50
£164•90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
meta
£10890
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£107.60
£125•90
£135•90
P.O.A.
C13-90
C28-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£40-95
£0.04)
£6•75
£2•00
P.O.A.

ALL ABOVE CASH
PRICES INC. VAT
AND ARE CORRECT
AS AT 12.4.76.

•
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T

T ELEVISION has often been regarded as a
cultural desert. As that peerless analyst
of British society, Anthony Sampson, once
put it: ' The huge omissions of television, in
the fields of culture, education or serious
discussion, are apt to be forgotten by the
viewer who watches television as if it were
there like the weather, or ( to use the current
phrase) like electronic wallpaper. The gap
between what television is and what it could
be is only beginning to become a major
grievance.'
Even John Scupham, once controller of
educational broadcasting at the BBC, is
critical of the medium. ' Television faces the
complex problem of presenting the arts to its
great mixed audience.... Television can
bring a foretaste of the pleasures that music
and painting can offer to those who as yet
only stand on the brink of new enjoyments.
It can through a lively but inevitably
superficial journalism keep asurprisingly
large audience in touch with the changing
climate of these arts. Its contribution,' he
concludes grimly, ' remains marginal.'
As far as music goes Walter Todds, BBC
TV's senior producer music and the arts,
doesn't agree. ' In comparison with other TV
services in the world,' he said, ' we compare
very favourably . There can't be many
countries who do better than we do for
music, with the possible exception of the
Japanese, perhaps, who are besotted with
Western Music at the moment.'
He explained that between October 1974
and September 1975 the BBC had transmitted
55 hours of programmes with British artists,
47 hours with foreign artists and 17 hours
with a mixture of artists of British and other
nationalities. He put the total, including
music- related programmes such as Face the
Music, with which he was concerned, at about
120 hours. The BBC Handbook shows that
even he underestimated. It claims a total of
137 hours, about 1.6% of output. That does
mean, however, that music is given less air
time than religion, further education or
schools programmes, and only 0.1% more
than programmes in Welsh; although these
last three are to some extent determined by
social pressures. Even so, the music total is
just over a third of the time given to
announcers.
So what did we get during those 137
hours? On BBC- I, Mr Todds told me, there
was Omnibus, which was about an hour long
68

John Dwy
Walter To
Walter Todds
and was shared throughout the year between
music and the arts, and on BBC-2there was
the Sunday night programme once called
Music on Two, also roughly an hour long.
'Those are the two regular things. Now in
addition to that of course as far as music is
concerned there are all sorts of other
programmes which have placings at odd
times.... For example the one which thave
done called Face the Music, the quiz, which
went out on Wednesday nights. We also have
had Master Classes, and various other
concerts from time to time in the week.'
Both radio and television music
programmes were under the ultimate
surveillance of the controller, music, Mr
Robert Ponsonby, and there was considerable
liaison between the two, he said, ' particularly
since Stephen Hearst became the controller
of Radio Three, because of course he came
from television.... As a result we've had
more simultaneous broadcasts in the last
year than before; for example the first night
of the Proms in 1975, which was Mahler
Eight, was done on sound and television
simultaneously. And that means that you
can, if you have stereo equipment, hear the
stereo sound while looking at the TV picture.
... That's the only way at the moment when
we can, as it were, improve television sound;
make it better than it might be if heard
simply through a domestic receiver.'* The
amount of co-operation between radio and
television in this and in other ways was likely
to increase, he said.
On reflection, perhaps what is surprising is
not that we get so little music on television
but that there is so much. Television is, after
all, a visual medium, and many would argue
that music has no place on it at all, particularly when you consider how much music is
• It is usually worth bypassing the average TV sers
shoddy audio section even in the absence of stereo—Ed

available on radio. ' My basic answer to that
is: we do it because there is an audience for
it. And Ithink this is undeniable. The size
of audience that we get on BBC- 1for an
orchestral concert—it may be a Promenade
concert, which is one of the main ' moments'
on BBC- 1as we do quite a lot of concerts
during the Prom season—varies from about
11 to 21 million. Now if you take that as a
norm for aconcert you can't truthfully say
that nobody's looking at it.' It was also
arguable, he said, that many couldn't or
didn't get current music from any other
source. But he did admit that perhaps both
these arguments in favour of televised music
were a little basic. There was a better, if more
controversial case to be made for music on
television, and here he again challenged
Sampson's assertions: ' Ithink it could be
argued, and it's not just an academic point,
that music even on the gramophone—and
certainly to some extent on the radio—by its
very accessibility and because it's all around
us all the time, has verged towards becoming
aural wallpaper. People just have it on without listening to it. Now it is very difficult,
unless you are determined not to watch, to
have aconcert on television without paying a
greater degree of attention to it than you are
if you just have the radio on without actually
listening.' He thought music on television
had to some extent restored asense of
occasion to performed music.
Further, he argued that television was a
more natural medium for music than either
radio or the gramophone. ' Because we live
in an age where the radio and the
gramophone are very much part of life, we
tend to think that, on the whole, perhaps
that's the ' normal' way of listening to music.
Well of course it isn't the normal way. It's
really the way which has only gown up in
the last fifty years. Until fifty years ago you
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Colin Davis conducting Sibelius

couldn't hear music without to some extent
seeing it. Television is continuing along
tradition of looking and listening; it's radio
and the gramophone that are the odd men
out in the history of experiencing music.'
Iput to him the view of one television
sound man who said that, even ai concerts,
most people shut their eyes when they
listened to music: ' It's always nice to have a
big name on your side,' he replied ' and let
me bring forward the name of Stravinsky.
You see Stravinsky says in Chronicles of My
Life that the people who sit and listen to
music with their eyes shut—and damn it all
we all do it from time to time—they are
really not listening to the music, alarge
number of them; what they're doing is
allowing the music to give alittle shove to
their private fantasies. And that's true, isn't
it?'
'You see, it's quite difficult to listen to
music. It's not easy, you have to concentrate.
Ihaven't got any scientific evidence for saying
this, it's just my hunch, that if you're
listening to music and looking at it at the
same time, some of your peripheral interest,
your psychic energy almost, is absorbed by
the mere fact of looking. You are less likely
to stray away to some little private world
than if you were just listening.'
Of course, some musical events, such as
opera or ballet, have abuilt-in visual element
which makes them suitable for television, but
Walter Todds argues that the presentation of
aprogramme can even enhance astatic
event like an orchestral concert: ' Ihappen to
believe that if aconcert is properly shot, if
the camera plan which the director lays out
for a particular musical work is done in a
way which Ipersonally think is right, it can
give you an insight into the formal structure
of that piece. If you believe— and if you are
at all musical you must believe—that form
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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has some expressive influence upon awork,
then the way that work is shot can actually
reinforce its expressive power.'
He gave the example of asonata movement,
which is shaped first subject, second subject,
exposition, recapitulation and first subject.
In very simple terms, ' you can have one shot
for the first subject, or one group of shots
for the first subject, another group of shots
for the second subject or second subject
group, and you can develop those when the
music itself is going through its developmental
section, and return to them when you come
to the recapitulation. Now it seems to me
that is one way in which television, and of
course film, can make apositive musical
contribution to the experience of aconcert.'
He admitted that when watching a
television concert you saw only what the
director chose you to see. ' Some people feel
that that is alimitation, and that it has
limitations is undeniable, because there's no
absolutely perfect way of doing aconcert on
television which satisfies everybody, let me
admit that. We've been doing it since 1936,
since the start of the television service, and
Ithink we've arrived at some degree of
expertise in the matter; but nobody can say
with their hands on their hearts that
anything in this line is ever perfect.'
Definitions of what abroadcast concert
should try to achieve are hard to come by,
but in an article in the Sunday Times Robert
Ponsonby said: ' The broadcaster's job is to
convey as much as possible—and if possible
"live"—of the sound, the " presence" and
the atmosphere of the occasion to those not
present.'
Iasked Walter Todds why programmes
should be thought better ' live' than recorded.
'I think there is asense in which a broadcast
which you feel you are witnessing as it
actually happens does have an extra little

punch.' Some television music programmes
were broadcast live, but not most, because it
was difficult to schedule alive event. ' If we
were limited to purely live things it would
diminish our output very considerably.'
He sometimes wondered whether the
audience felt any great difference between
live and recorded programmes. An exception
was the Leeds Piano Competition, where the
audience had no advance knowledge of who
was going to win. ' The mere fact of it being
live was adistinct plus. But if you say it is a
distinct plus to hear, say, Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony done live as opposed to recorded
aweek later, Ithink that is open to question.'
He didn't agree that the audience were
subject to aGrand Prix syndrome, in that
live events were made more interesting by the
possibility that the artist would make amistake.
He thought 99% of the audience wouldn't
notice afluff if they heard one. ' The real
disaster is very rare. We did of course have
one in the Proms last year. You may
remember in Carmina Burana, the baritone
Thomas Allen fainted in the middle of it.
That was an extraordinary happening because,
as you know, asinger who was in the prom
came forward and took over without the
conductor, Previn, knowing even who he was
... Ibelieve it is true to say that Tom Allen
did have astand-in in the chorus who, should
anything have happened to him, was there to
take over. But he happened to be adoctor,
and when Tom Allen fainted and was taken
out, the doctor, being adoctor, went out to
look after him. Previn thought that he'd
gone out to change in order to come back in
at another scene. .
This kind of incident would be more
dramatic if seen live. In fact it was broadcast
afew days later and the incident was wellpublicised, but it was still dramatic even
though it was known of in advance. These
incidents were rare, and ' with the degree of
expertise that is demanded of any public
performer nowadays, on the international
scene at any rate, fluffs are so minute as to be
imperceptible to other than the very
sophisticated, Iwould say.'
Why were standards higher now than they
were? ' Ishould have thought that the main
influence in demanding very high technical
standards of perfection—that is to say
performances which are without errors of any
kind—comes from the gramophone, and I
don't see how that can be denied.... You
can't issue gramophone records which have
musical faults on them, can you?'
One effect which he hoped television might
have had was to break down the association
of ' serious' or classical music with social
class. ' Ithink classical music has been
regarded in the past somewhat as the
property, if you like, of the middle and upper
classes—there's been atinge of class about it.'
This arose for historical reasons out of the
patronage of music by the aristocracy.
Television was ubiquitous and very available
to everyone. ' It has made music, which is by
no means aclass thing in terms of individual
response, open to all people. That may be a
bit pie in the sky-ish, but Ihope there's some
truth in it.'
One wonders, however, if the traffic in
attitudes hasn't been alittle one-way. E. G.
Wedell, in Broadcasting and Public Policy,
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The name
says it all

quotes Lord Simon of Wythenshawe: ` The
staff of the BBC Music Department consists
of musicians, all of them lovers of classical
music ... they always want to move more
and more towards the classical .
Ibelieve
now that all this amounts to agreat
unconscious conspiracy by the lovers of
classica/ music. The result of all this is I
think that classical music is admirably dealt
with, and light music badly.' His words,
originally from The BBC From Within, were
written twenty years ago and seemed to be
directed towards raffle', but Walter Todds
tended to confirm that there was still some
truth in the charge in present-day television,
although there is no longer a separate music
department, and music and the arts form a
single department in the charge of Humphrey
Burton, who moved from London Weekend
to the BBC at the end of last year.
When Ijoined the Music Department in
1958 it was very small' said Mr Todds.
'There were in fact four producers in it. And
its only brief, really, was to do performance
programmes of classical music, plus a little
light music. For example once a week there
was a programme by the Max Jaffa Trio, and
an occasional, but only occasional Jazz
programme.... So historically the emphasis
of the music department in television has
been on the serious music side.' Any pop
programmes, or shows like those featuring,
Vera Lynn. which had a ' musical'
content, were done by Light Entertainment.
'Naturally you can only do programmes
with people who are interested in doing that
particular kind of programme, and the people
who are interested in doing serious or classical
music have gravitated towards the music
department in television, whereas people who
are interested in other k nds of music may
not have done so. The sort of knowledge,
talent and enthusiasm demanded is obviously
.lightly different—you don't get people, on
the whole, who are equally interested in both
kinds of music.'
Over the years the Corporation has been
particularly criticised for giving insufficient
coverage to Jazz. Indeed, in February 1973
Jackie Tracey, wife of pianist Stan, formed
the Musicians' Action Group to promote the
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music. She said at the time: ' Young British
musicians are among the best in the world.
They are recognised as such in many
European countries, and further afield in
Japan, even in America, and get a lot of work
abroad. Not here in Britain, though. It's
not that the players are cold-shouldered or
disapproved of, it's just that people don't
know about them. Quite simply they don't
get the exposure they need. And a lot of the
blame for that must go to the BBC.' Miles
Kington commented in The Times: '
Adhering
to its own rigid, establishment slanted,
fossilising categories, the BBC has carved up
music so that respectable art music gets its
own waveband, mass entertainment music
gets the lion's share of two more, and jazz—
well, jazz creeps into the few knot-holes that
are left.' Jazz players were also usually
classed as Light Entertainment players and
got a minimum fee of £8as opposed to £ 18
for a chamber player.
Did Walter Todds feel that jazz got enough
coverage on television? ' We do, in fact, do
jazz programmes both in this department and
others. Some aspects of light entertainment
cover jazz. Now there are many enthusiasts.
of course, for all sorts and aspects of music—
jazz is just one of them—who would say we
don't do enough. The avant garde is another
case in point. I'm sure there are many avant
garde adherents who would say " Well you
don't do enough." So far as Iknow it is still
true to say that jazz is rather a minority
interest. This has no reflection on the quality
of British jazz musicians. I'm quite sure that
they are of world standard. But music is a
minority interest, and jazz is just one of the
minorities within the world of music.'
Another, he explained, was the organ, which
was difficult to make visually interesting and
the sound of which was not well captured on
domestic television receivers.
As far as jazz was concerned, he added, the
BBC had shown three programmes on the
influence of American music on this country,
The Friendly Invasion, as well as the Jazz Ship
series. They had also done programmes on
Bix Beiderbecke and Dizzy Gillespie. Because
of union agreements it was not possible to
ask visiting American musicians to appear on

television in this country unless reciprocal
appearances could be arranged in the U.S.A.
for British musicians.
Another criticism of the Corporation has
been that it draws a great deal upon the live
arts without reinvesting in the source of so
much of its artistic strength. A letter to The
Times acouple of years ago had suggested
that the licence fee ought to be increased by a
large amount and that much of the increase
should go to the Arts Council. Another
letter from around the same period suggested
that there should be fewer spectaculars and
outside broadcasts from concert halls and
opera houses because these were ' notoriously
extravagant'.
Mr Todds said that for four years the BBC
had been prevented from going into either the
Royal Opera House or the English National
Opera because of a dispute with one of the
unions over staff rates of pay. ' Many people
take the view, and Iagree with them, that it
is part of television's function to show
something at least of what goes on in these
national opera houses because of course they
are very heavily subsidised by people all over
the country, by income tax payers, and if you
don't live within striking distance of London
or one of the places where they tour, your
only chance of seeing what they do is on
television.' He was sure the broadcasts
would continue.
He agreed that they were extravagant, but
it was not because of the cost that opera
from these places had not been seen as often
as some would have liked, but rather because
of the dispute, now resolved. As to the
donation of licence money to the Arts
Council, ' This is robbing Peter to pay Paul,
isn't it? Every government of whatever
persuasion is always loathe to increase the
licence fee.' The BBC was already very short
of money even though they had an increase
in the licence fee last year. That increase had
been hardly enough to meet present needs,
let alone take care of the future. Government
would hardly be likely to go through such an
unpopular exercise once more in order to pay
someone else, in this case the Arts Council.
'We do inevitably feed back money into
artistic enterprises by virtue of the fees that
we pay.' Indeed, as this magazine has
reported, the BBC employs a third of the
country's musicians and spends at least as
much on arts programmes as the Arts Council
spends on all the arts it supports.
As to television's artistic contribution,
Walter Todds didn't want to make any
extravagant claims. ' It would be nice to feel
that through the medium of television people
who wouldn't otherwise have known very
much about music have been given some
small insight into it from time to time,
putting it rather modestly, and even that
those who do know something about music
have also had their knowledge extended and
their appreciation—dare 1say it ?—deepened
by television.' One of television's great
virtues was that it could report the total
event, and tell you something of what was
going on around the music. But it was very
difficult to make categorical assertions as to
the effects television had on music or anything else: 'As with all broadcasting, you
loose arrows off into the air and you don't
know quite where they fall.'
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Gramophile
Record & Music Scene
that he did not write much for the
tenor to sing. If you ask me to
choose just one composer from
all others Ichoose Mozart, Ihave
no doubts ... but .. atenor, well,
it is difficult to sing everything.
In my recital Igo from Bellini to
Baroque to Respighi, and that is
very difficult, you ask some of my
colleagues; it is good though
because it gives something to
everyone in the audience.'
On the present life of an opera
star he was unenthusiastic. ' These
days it is more difficult, the TV
and mos ics have changed totally
the taste of the public. If my
daughters go to opera they expect
to see soprano and tenor act, if
they are big and fat they do not
accept this.
Now the opera
singer must be a TV star. Also,
the star of the past was the singei.
these days the real star is the producer or conductor. Of course.
Ibelieve the singer is the one
matters, though he must be more
flexible than in the past.' Apart
from the fatigue he finds no
artistic drawbacks to the extended
travelling. ' Everybody knows me,
it is like a big fitmily. I arrive
here at the last moment and Ifind
all the cast just like I always
know them.'
The world
is
obviously asmall place.
Recording he likes, though he
is not certain whether the ability
to get everything perfect is agood
thing. ' It gis es you a chance to
correct if you don't feel so good,
but it is better that you go on
and suffer like you do On stage.
The record is a phenomenal help
to the artist as it helps round the
world to get the singer known; it
also helps make money for the
house ves? Also it is good for
the public to hear their favourite
singer, conductor or orchestra at
home.' The ' audience' at an end,
we left him discussing. we suspect
very shrewdly, business aIfairs and,
'money l'or the house'.

Pavarotti
artists
give
interviews,
Luciano Pavarotti givesaudience3.
We met him before his recent
Covent Garden performance in
Bohème, in his suite at the Savoy
--where else? Pavarotti has a
very powerful presence. He is a
big man, over 20 stone, and this,
combined with an impish wit and
a certain sense of his own ability,
makes him a slightly daunting
person to interview.
Bohème was obviously very
much on his mind. Twelve years
ago Isang Rodolfo for the first
time, and it has always been a
special part for me, always Ihave
good luck when Ising it. At the
Met Isang it for my debut and at
Covent Garden; I have always
chosen it for my first performance
at any of the big theatres. It was
my first role so it is always a bit
special, you know?'
SOME

The other thing concerning
Pas arotti was the recital he had
given a few days earlier. The
recital is an activity new to him,
what made him want to give
recitals; was it awish to free himself from the stage? ' Well, in the
past the recital has always been a
particular art form for the tenor.
If you go back to Caruso, Bjiirling, McCormack, they were all
great tenors on the stage but also
great singers in the recital. The
recital is something where the
public can meet the artist alone
and where the singer can meet
the public for himself and try to
entertain them with a different
kind of music. OK, not all the
music is fantastic, no, but it is all
very pretty. I will never be a
lieder singer because I am not
built like that and it is useless to
go against nature.' The question
did he enjoy the recital more than
opera brought a wry grill. ' Well,
when you have 20 pieces to sing
over two hours then Ithink enjoy
is not the right word. I am
thinking to do good music, but I
enjoy myself when Ifinish because
two hours is not so good.'
Mention of Caruso and the
other ' greats' of Italian singing
raised the question did he identify
closely with the Italian tradition?
the answer was a disconcerting
and laconic: ' yeh'. Fortunately,
after a brief pause he decided to
take pity on us and elaborate
further. ' The question shows
you don't know about Italian
people of my age. When Iwas a
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Luciano Pavarotti

kid of six or seven my house was
full of records of the great tenors,
and all the hours of the day we
were looking for opera on the
radio, we never hear pop music.;
we just want to hear tenor music,
and even if you don't want to
you have to sing tenor!
My
father, he is a tenor, and we are
going to make record together.
All my friends at school they
want to sing the tenor, this was
something very
normal.
Of
course I hear the singers of the
past. Imust, but once Ibegin to
study I leave ever) other singer
and try to be myself. 1think for
the singer it is most important to
be recognised once you have sung
just two notes. The listener says
"that is Mr X" and that means
you have your own personality.'
The stock problem of stage
technique cropped up. ' I never
think about voca! things on stage.
Fortunately the vocal thing comes
by itself these days; Idon't think
about opening and closing you
know? Of course Istudy, Istudy
yesterday, tonight and tomorrow'
morning, but tomorrow night
when Igo on stage I try to he
Rodolfo. It is not easy to be

convincing, but once you are
convinced inside then the public,
they understand.'
Romantic Italian Opera is
obviously his main interest, but
will he bran:h out farther in the
future? ' Iwill be very honest. I
think a tenor sings lieder because
he cannot sing anything else- if a
tenor can sing sotllethitig else Ile
will— perhaps he will sing lieder
as well, but for areal tenor lieder
does not hase the maximum
range.
Musically speaking or
course it is very .great, but it does
not exploit the voice in the wav
other music does. There is so
much good music about that to
call it good or bad, serious or not
serious is meaningless, it is all
music Idon't think there is that
much
difference
between
a
Schubert song and the best of
Tosti's. When they are at the top
they are at the top. different OK,
but still worthy, hoe.'
Overall he is aware of his
strengths and his limitations and
w:II stick to what he is certain he
can do well, even if this means
not singing th c music of his
favourite composer, Mozart. ' I
adore Mozart, adore it, it's just
1
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inay have tried
to obtain the Royal Artillery
Band's LP ' Out of the Box'
(Lismor LI 1_1 350I I), mentioned
in W. G. F. Boag's Music on
Record: Military Baml Music in
February: the record can be
obtained ( at time of going to
press) for £ 2.25 post free from:
The Band Office, Royal School of
Artillery, Larkhill, Wiltshire.
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Hans- Hubert
Schonzeler
0EsPiaii the name, Hans- Hubert
Schanzeler is a conductor resident in the UK for many years;
though he has spent a considerable part of that time working
abroad. Born in Germany, his
family were forced to leave that
country following, as he put it.
•Some slight disturbances between 1933 and 1945'. His family
eventually ended up in Australia
where he received his musical
education, but as at that time the
chances of a career for a young
conductor in ' Aussie' were not
exactly sanguine he came to
Furope. ' Though 1 have spent
some time working in France and
Italy 1 have always paid British
income tax!'
Schiinzeler has been hack to
Australia as a conductor several
times since leaving in 1950. How
did he see musical life there these
days? ' You hase to view the
Australian musical world in a
totally different light than in the
UK. Remember, you only have
seven major citie:, and if Britain
had the same number of symphony orchestras per capita as
Australia we would have approximately 35 permanent orchestras.
The enthusiasm for music is
great. but very often the vast
distances and the very loss population density make things
I once went on a tour of
Western Australia which is an
arca as big as India with a population of around a million: if we
had an audience of two hundred
we were doing very well! Iwell
remember one couple who drove
87 miles for the concert and then
drove back without a second
thought. Since the coming of
broadcasting and records the
strides made have been enormous,
and to say it is a land without
culture is just not true.'
We have met to talk about his
latest release for RCA, the two
Weber symphonies. ' 1 ans not
really a Weber specialist, but I
am glad to be involved with him
:is lately Ihave been concentrating
sery much on Bruckner. and was
in danger of becoming a Bruckner
specialist;
seriously
though.
Weber has always been a great
love of mine.'
Though
he
wouldn't like to be thought of
as
a specialist. Schiinzeler's
enthusiasm for the composer
is considerable. Weber is not
the most popular composer. Are
we all missing something very
special? ' We are, very much so.
Weber is a very special and unusual case. There are many composers who are household names,
and everybody knows their music,

there are many composers who
are a bit esoteric and known only
to a few. but Weber, everybody
knows the name and nobody
knows the music. He has written
a lot of very beautiful piano
illLSie, fine orchestral pieces, a
great deal of clarinet music— he
was the first composer to really
exploit that instrument, and his
opera. even Freischutz, are very
rarely pc- formed, despite being
some of the most " stagey" there
are:
With all this fine music around
why then has Weber never caught
on? ' Ijust don't know. People
always think of Weber as a
Romantic composer, but he died
a
r before Beethoven—these
two symphonies were written
around one and a half years after
the Evoker: he was far more
inatienced by Haydn and Mozart
and that generation than by tite
Romantics. Iam sure that many
people think of him as later than
he really was, they expect something like Schumann, and are
disappointed when they don't
get it. His piano concertos for
example are very virtuoso pieces,
very difficult to play, but they are
not
Rachmaninov.
I think
another drawback, particularly
with the concertos is that they
are a little short by modern
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standards. Around 18 minutes,
and just too short for a concert.
The bassoon concerto is used
everywhere as a teaching piece,
but it is a glorious work.
Stravinsky called it " One of the
greatest works ever written" and
as we know he didn't praise other
composers easily.'
Schtinzeler went on to point
out that on the whole we ignore
the greatest part of Weber's output.
He lived to be forty odd,
and turned out around 306 works.
In some ways his music is ahead
of its time, and there is a lot of
pioneering stuff in it, not all of
which had gelled completely.
Many think of him in terms of
the few operas we have left, but
really, in terms of quantity this
is the smallest part of his work.'
The character of much of the
music is such that Schonzeler is
certain it would find ready
acceptance if given achance. ' He
had a melodic gift plus. There
are many songs in Germany
which people think of as folk
songs, but in fact they were
written by Weber; people just
don't realize.'
Other interests include Dvorak,
on whom he is at present engaged
in writing a book. Having been
born in Saxony on the Czech
border he feels Dvorak is natural

to him. ' Iheard that music from
childhood, and Ilove Czechoslovakia, the people, and the whole
Bohemian tradition.'
Much of his musical appreciation one suspects stems from his
childhood.
Both parents were
musical, and he recounted how
on Thursday evenings it was his
special treat to have his bedroom
door left open so he could hear
his father playing quartets with
his friends. His interest in conducting also began early. ' When
1 was eight my mother took me
to a rehearsal of Furtwiingler's
with the Gewandhaus—I went
straight home and " Iwant to be
aconductor", she said " don't be
silly", but that's how it all started!'
His musical taste is wide, and
he feels very strongly that we
should get out of our musical
straitjackets and increase our
awareness of all music. ' I tell
you, a few years ago an orchestra
held a Tchaikovsky concert in
which they played the second
piano concerto, the third symphony, and the Hamlet overture.
Nobody came, they only wanted
to hear concerto number one, and
four, five or six— ridiculous!' The
music of the early 20th century is
very dear to him. ' 1love Bartok,
Hindemith, Martin, but I am
afraid Idon't go along with the
serialists, it does not communicate to me; Berg I love but not
Schoenberg. 1 always say that
Bach used mathematics to make
music,
but
Schoenberg
used
music to make mathematics. Iam
as fervent atonalist as Hindemith.'
An unfashionable point of view
maybe, but one gets the feeling
that Schiinzeler is not one of
those who is afraid to stand
up and be counted.

NFGS Weekend
National
Federation
of
Gramophone
Societies'
1976
weekend
at
High
Leigh,
Hoddesdon,
Herts.—now
an
important date in the musical/
record calendar—proved to be
one of the most successful in
its long history.
Upwards of
160 enthusiasts attended the
sessions, extending over Friday
evening till
Sunday evening,
April 9th to II
th.
For many visitors, the highlight occasion was the visit of
André Previn, engaged in conversation on his life and work by
Christopher Bishop ( EMI's senior
recording producer).
Anyone
who has seen the BBC television
series Music Night will know the
friendly personality of this eminent conductor, who spoke of his
Hollywood film music period
THE

continued on page 75
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ATREMENDOUS
BREAKTHROUGH
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DYNASTAIIC
Incorporates the world famous Shackman Electrostatic Unit that has reached
virtual perfection after 20 long years of research and development. Also incorporates the latest
development in moving coil woofers — The Bextrene Cone.
WE ARE CONVINCED that for realism and sheer
purity of reproduction the Dynastatic will
outperform every other make of loudspeaker,
whether moving coil or electrostatic regardless of
price. We make this claim in full awareness of the
Trade Descriptions Act.
VVE ISSUE THE CHALLENGE knowing that
the above claims cannot possibly be disproved by
anyone no matter how authorative because the
moving coil tweeter has finally reached the end of
its development and must be regarded obsolete as
against the takeover by the Electrostatic. This is a
fact and not amatter for argument.
Adelicious stew cannot be made with bad meat
and by the same token aloudspeaker is spoilt by the
presence of moving coil units operating at middle
and high frequencies. The Dynastatic does not
suffer from this major handicap.
"Also on Demonstration:
DYNASTATIC AS1. A floor model. Incor-

WE URGE MUSIC LOVERS to attend
demonstrations in their own interest as a
precaution against buying loudspeakers that are
now completely out of date.
You may bring your own records for quality
assessment purposes.
Literature will be sent on receipt of astamped
addressed envelope. Credit facilities available.
Now in production :—
DYNASTATIC COMPACT. Incorporates a
powerful Bextrene coned moving coil unit to provide
the woof. This replaces the mode
This is now on demonstration a
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the Quad Electrostatic Speaker is
available for direct comparison.
Dimensions of Compact - Height 11 "
Width 15, Depth 8, Price [59 each.
(ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT)

HEAR THE DYNASTATIC
FOR YOURSELF AT

porates a Bextrene coned moving coil woofer of
great power and smoothness in the Bass.
Moderately priced at £ 75 each.
NEW DYNASTATIC AS200. A loudspeaker
suitable for auditoriums, recording studios and
large salons.
LEADING MAKES OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE AT UNPRECEDENTED DISCOUNTS
to purchasers of Dynastatic Speakers.

SERVICES LIMITED
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel: 01-449 6605.
Shop hours 09.30-18.00 Monday to Saturday. Closed all day Thursday.
AUDIO ENGINEERS, CONSULTANTS. COMPLETE SYSTEMS AT EXTREMELY GENEROUS DISCOUNTS.
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TO PURCHASERS nbr4\13
OF APAIR OF THE LLII.M

DYNASTATIC
SPEAKERS

This offer applies to amplifiers, tuners, tuner
amplifiers, turntables, cartridges,
pick-up arms, tape recorders,
cassette recorders,

A.D.C., Akai,
Amstrad, Arms:rong,

etc.

Garrard, Goldring, Goodm an,
Fisher. J.V.C., Koss, Leak, Lustre, Marantz,
r Macdonald, Ortophon, Philips, Revox, Rega, Rotel, Sansui.
Sanyo, Shure, S.M.E., Tandberg, Thorens, Wharfdale, etc.
Our cost prices are genuine and are pounds below the
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leading on to his work with
various orchestras and, latterly,
with the LSO. The overseas
tours of such top orchestras
revealed the exhausting schedules
involved today for musicians of
this calibre, both in the concert
hall and recording studio.
The twelve other sessions
opened on Friday night with an
original presentation by Vic
Bellerby (formerly Decca, now
with Tannoy).
Entitled ' The
Choice is Yours', several versions
of familiar compositions were
played unannounced to the audience, who were given sheets on
which to mark their preferences.
The final results were surprising:
for instance, of the three recordings of La Boutique Fantasque,
Mantovani's ( Decca SPAI) was
chosen against the Ansermet,
with LSO, and the SNO, with
Gibson. The chosen disc of Symphonie Fantastique proved to be
Ozawa (Toronto SO) against versions conducted by Beecham,
Martinon and Davis. The Planets
produced Haitink ( LPO) at the
top, against Bernstein, Boult and
Karajan. Elgar's Enigma Variations brought Monteux's version
with the LSO to the top, in contrast to Ormandy ( Philadelphia),
Boult (LSO) and Del Mar ( RPO).
For accurate cueing of the
excerpts, it was necessary to
transfer to tape cassette, and the
degrading of quality in the transfers may have influenced assessments, but the session was eminently worthwhile in revealing
'blind' listening tastes.
Other
record
presentations
were given by Quita Chavez
(Philips), Joan Coulson ( EMI),
Ray Crick ( Decca)— including an
excerpt from the first complete
recording of Gershwin's Porgy
and Bess—and a selection of
material from various labels
under the Supraphon umbrella

(such as Artia, CRI, etc.), introduced by Norman Austin ( Rediffusion).
Jerrold Northrop Moore dkcussed every recording made of
Elgar's Gerontius, and Saturday's
'live'
programme
included
'Counterpoint', six male vocalists, all ex-choral scholars of
St. John's College, Cambridge, in
adelightful programme of songs.
HFN/RR S
Music
Editor, Peter
Gammond, aided by his wife
Anna, stirred the audience into
song with a personal programme
of favourite records.
The technical sessions were
contributed by Raymond Cooke
(KEF) with asuperb ' live'/reproduced demonstration, and Bob
Harrison (BBC) with recorded
extracts from experimental BBC
quadraphonic
programmes.
Equipment was in the hands of
Reg Williamson, Bert Webb and
Len Schofield ( Lentek Audio).
Congratulations to Gilbert Parfitt
and John Bulman for the arrangements. The 1977 NFGS gettogether will start on April 1st.
We have been warned.
'

Y memories of ['Agar's The Starlight
cAs go dimly back to acouple of 78s
I once possessed ( but which disappeared in
some distant attic as 78s were wont to do)- I
think the singer's name was Robertson: Inever
liad the original Elgar recordings. Sonie years
ago Irediscovered two of the songs, as many
must have done, on a delightful LP called
•The Miniature Elgar' ( CSD1555) which has
since been one of the most often played records
in my collection. Two songs there mere sung to
absolute perfection by the late Frederick
Harvey. A truly whetted appetite was only
partly assuaged by a selection from Hurst and
the Bournemouth Sinfonietta ( Polydor 2383
224) which failed to live up to Harvey standards.
Now at last The Starlight 1:xpress is with us
complete ( HMV SLS5036). There is something truly magical about this score. Maybe it
is not great music, but it's completely endearing
music. Maybe it's a mite sentimental but it
never hurts us to he Peter Pannish occasionally.
Imust say that Frederick Harvey still has the

I MADE my recording debut for EMI when,
happening to he in the studio for Sir
Malcolm Sargent's recording of Trial by Jury.
Iwas summoned to join in the cheering at the
end. Not before time, Decca have now caught
up with my talents, and my guffaws will contribute ( not excessively, I hope) to a record
made by that superb prima- donna- impersonator, Michael Aspinall. Dainty ballads like ' A
fairy went a- marketing' as well as the emotional
wallow Mg of Tosca are fair game for Mr
Aspinall as acounter- soprano. The record will,
alas, lack the impact of his outrageous wigs,
gowns and headdresses.
The session took place at the Henry Wood
Hall in Southwark. principall arehearsal room
for the London Symphony and London Philharmonic Orchestras, but also used by Decca
for its forthcoming Carmen.
BACH ( bOir'S immediately post-war Si
Matthew Pa‘ .ion ( almost complete) remains in
the catalogue I
ACI.. 109 II), a monument to
the late Reginald Jacques style as conductor—
as well as the repository of a Kathleen Ferrier
performance. David Willcocks as the choir's
current conductor takes a brisker tempo, as his
Palm Sunday performance demonstrated at the
Albert Hall. The convention of ' no applause'

edge in getting wholeheartedly into the music
with warmth and sincerity, but the new set
under Handley is apretty good one. God bless
EMI for once more coming up trumps and
efficiently filling agap in my musical love life.
1have admitted with asigh on more than one
occasion that Iam an incurable collector-- and
one of the things Icollect is Mozart, as you may
be tired of hearing by now. Since about 1953 1
have been ticking off the items in my ' Kleine
Kocher with the gaps being closed up with
tantalising slowness. But this month has been
agala one. For some reason Serenade No. 5in
D, K204 has been studiously avoided by
everyone. At last it is ticked off in KK
Strange because it is in no way inferior to K203
or K205 on either side of it: indeed it is Mozart
of avery attractive vintage. Philips, who appear
to be as dedicated as Iani to Mozartian gapfilling, provide us with asparkling performance
under Edo de Waart ( 6500 967). Decca likewise earn my gratitude by filling in KI67, the
Trinitatis Mass of 1773, an interesting work
eloquently
performed
under
Münchinger.
coupling it with Haydn's delightful Kleine
Orgelmese, eminently civilised music for these
unce, il sed times ( SXL6747). Mozart's most
open1 attractive music is to be found in the
ballet Les Refits Riens which he wrote ( at least
most of it) for the Paris Opéra in 1778. If you
arc not acquainted with the music don't miss
the chance offered by afine new recording under
Zinman sensibly coupled with the nobler
Nonieneo ballet music ( Philips 6500 861).
A new
Dukas Symphony
by Weller
(Decca 5)(1.6770) couples it with the familiar
Sorcerer's Apprentice and proves astrong rival
for the only other recording by Martinon
(HMV ASD2953). Prokofiev's Summer Night
suite extracted from the music to his opera
Betrothal in a Nunnery is both attractive and
unusual, highly romantic stuff for this composer. Coupled with Rimsky's Le Coq d'or in

seems to me now merely an embarrassment.
but the institutionalizing of musical performances in the calendar might be extended to
secular events. A resplendent Ninth Symphony
for United Nations Day, it' anyone could
remember when it is ( and why?).
RAYMOND LERPARD made it clear, when I
interviewed him for the BBC World Service, how
much he relished the opportunity given by his
BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra appointment to develop in non- baroque directions.
There is evidently difficulty in persuading
Manchester music- lovers that any orchestra
other than the Halle can claim allegiance at
public concerts, but 1 enjoyed Leppard's
Manchester performance of Britten's Sprim,
Symphony— with. incredibly. Peter Pears ( aged
65), whom Iheard at the very first performance
of the work in Holland in 1948.

THE
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bright performances by Berglund and a good
recording, this is on HMV ASD 3141.
Some familiar friends in new guise: first a
re- issue of Carnival of the Animals by Smith &
Sellick, a gay and charming performance
(HMV SXLP30181) made attractive as an issue
by a mixture of items from other S & S discs:
notably,
for
me.
Poulenc's
ingratiating
L'embarquement pour Cythère mid Arensky's
light-hearted Waltz.
New recordings: I've
particularly enjoyed a useful compendium of
orchestral Grieg, including the Ho/berg suite.
brightly performed by the National Philharmonic under Willi Boskovsky ( Decca
SXL6766): a really sparkling performance of
Paganini's 3rd Violin concerto by Salvatore
Accardo ( DG 2530 629), made even more
attractive by a rare coupling, the Solana per la
gran riola (
for viola and orchestra) well- played
by Dino Asciolla--music of immense charm
throughout: a really deep- searching and finely
controlled performance of that old war-horse.
Tchaik 1in B. minor by Lazar Flerman with
Karajan conducting ( DG 2530 677). Should
you be requiring a new version you should
certainly consider this one. Finally, ! et nie
reiterate my enjoyment of Barbra Streisand
singing classical lieder and vocal pieces on
'Classical Barbra' ( CBS 73484). Something
intriguing to enjoy if you are of a not too
straight and narrow mind.
An appeal! Iam always hearing people say
'we threw a lot of old music away the other
day: didn't know what to do with it; old songs
and things you know!' This is a tragedy as we
are now beginning to find that much material,
particularly in the popular field, is disappearing,
there being no national archive. If you are
throwing out any Victorian ballads, music-hall
songs, nowadays popular songs up to and
including World War II, already far enough
back to be of historical interest- please let me
kno‘‘. I'll collect it or pay postage.

"HAT BURLESQUE of a blackfaced minstrel show
is, as Peter Gammond remarked in his review
of the new Decca recording, one of the best
things in Gilbert and Sullivan's Utopia Limited
But can anyone discover for me why at this
point Sullivan quotes ' The Keel Row'? I
imagine that this Northumbrian folktune
might itself have been borrowed by the Christy

Minstrels and that Sullivan's is therefore a
quotation of a quotation-- but hwould like to
be sure.
Iam less happy than Peter Gammond about
this particular recorded package: without a
printed libretto, Iwould almost defy anyone to
follow the synopsis in relation to the musical
numbers!
Better luck, perhaps, with The
Grand Duke (
the very last collaboration of
G and S) which Iunderstand will be the next
D'Oyly Carte release.
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b~kateria
iffmenstnies
by Peter

I 1 takes

Garnmond

some

temerity

to

predict

how - soon making his mark. Aner graduating from
Har\ard in 1939 he st ent to the Curtis Institute
and studied conducting under Fritz Reiner,
then became a protégé of Koussevitzky. He
made a sensational debut st jib the Ness . York
Philharmonic in 1943 appearing as alast minute
substitute for Bruno Walter is ho was ill. He
was appointed musical director of the New
York Philharmonic in 1958. Since then he has
risen to be one of the storld'›, great conductors.
Certainly to be at a recording session \\ it hi
Bernstein is to be back in the world of the great
maestro. With many of the younger conductors
it is all cool efficiency no \\ aday s: which is

Leonard Bernstein s\ ill be best remembered.
\\ bile this bombshell of a man is still in lull
,p.ite. but the temptation is .i,treat. There are
crt leo like hini around today who combine
being one of the world's great condliCtors \\ it h
being a considerable pianist, as well as
composer, author and lecturer; each or these
toles performed with immense flair and
success. He's a great romantic 19th century
virtuoso nourishing in 20th century guise.
Almost certaink he would prefer to he
remembered as t ' serious' composer. In fact,
the world has still got to familiarise itself with
this side of the man for they are deeply introspect ite. Jest isli ilaVOUred ss orks that have
mainly relied on his ott n ads ocacy for obvious
casons beyond the merely,. musical. Most of
those that he has recorded are temporarily out
of the catalogue apart from his 1st Symphony
'Jeremiah (RCA SM A7002) st rit ten in 1942 in
memory of his Iiither and based on traditional
lebraic music; it is a sad and moving work.
Most
approachable and
gradually
being
accepted as a choral classic is the Chichester
Ps(tIms of 1965, written for the festival there and
ill of a mixture of innocent melody and high
.p.rits. There is the composer's oo n performance linked with the ' choreographic essay'
Facsimile (1946) based on the recurring, yet
unexpected, theme in his music of loneliness
(CBS 72374); or a fresh \ ieri from King's
College ( HMV ASD3035) st here it is linked
with
siorks h\
Britten.
Both excellent.
I3ernstein's Mass oritten in 1971 is a strange
amalgam that still puzzles most people; perhaps
it dra \\ s on too man\ musical streams to be
thoroughly integrated, but it is intriguing and
sets st holehearted advocacy from the composer
1CBS 77256: 2 records; highlights on 735411.
With greater certainty he will be remembered
as the composer of West Side Story ( 1961) a
•choreographic' musical that has been one of
the greatest theatrical, and film, successes of our
Um,. Its vitality and memorability go beyond
anything else he has created. The Original Cast
ccording ( CBS 70025) or the Soundtrack
(CBS 70006) are available, but arefined taste of
the work can be gained through the Symphonic
dances based on the score recorded by Bernstein
(CBS 61096) with his fine film score On the
Hato:Mom or combined with music by Russo
under Ozatt a ( DG 2530 309). We can excitingl \
sample some of his other theatrical work,
Candide, On the Town, Fancy Free ttith those
mentioned above on ' The Music of Leonard
Bernstein' by Erie Rogers ( Decca PFS42I ).
..\s performer and conductor Bernstein was
Ni Sis S.:
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precisely hou many of their Pnlformances
sound. With Bernstein it is all high drama,
sueztt, blood and tears. Host else should one
brought up in the great Toscanini tradition act?
The restilis iire not necessarily rredictable or
100% successful but they are neatly always
exciting. To cover his st hole range in this brief
piece is not possible. To tie in with Bernstein's
U.S. Bicentenary celebration tour of Vurope
with the New York Philharnimiie, CBS are
releasing his recordings of Silas insky's Oedipus
Rex (Boston SO: 76380); Dvorak's Piano
Concerto ( 76480); Tchaikot sky's 4th Symphony
(76482): Weber Overtures ( 76505) ( July): his
own
Ballet ( 76486) and the 3rd
Symphonies of Copland and Harris ((il 6S D.
This gises a st ide cross-section. To these we
must add sonie 01' the great Bernstein recordings. The Verdi Requiem (
now re- mixed
and re-cut ( 77231); Strauss' Dec Rasenkaralier
(CBS 77416
not currently at ailable but
certainly worth looking for); Pizet's Carmen
(DG 2740 101; highlights 2530 534): his tarious
Mahler recordings especially the nett No. 2
(CBS 78249); It es' Symphony 2 ( included in the
set 774241: all these and many more including
a recent
ramble through the
Beet hos en
symphonies with Nos. I & 2 an excellent
sample ( 72694).
Meantime we much look
forward to his Berlioz Requiem recorded in
Paris last Autumn which will have been shot\ n
on BBC on May 9th, and should be issued in
October.
The Bernstein followers will he eager to hear
two programmes of American music With the
New York Philharmonic, during the tour, at
the Royal Albert Hall on June 3rd and 4th.
'Aquarius* will be filming them l'or screening
on TV on July 4th. We have only touched the
fringe of Bernstein's whirlwind acto. ities. All
one can say is ' Thank you Lennie keep
conducting, keep playing, keep talking' but,
abo\ e all, more music and, perhaps one day,
another West Side Story!
77

ho would have thought
Stravinsky had acomplex...
and that Leonard Bernstein would
come all the way to London to play
Rhapsody In Blue?
Well, Stravinsky may have confined his complexes to Oedipus,
but what is certain is that he discovered afew things about music
that the Ancient Greeks didn't
know. And he put them to good
use in his thrilling work Oedipus
Rex— a not very happy story
about a king who suffered all
sorts of misfortunes. Happily
for us, Leonard Bernstein's new
recording of this work is as
exciting and fiery as the Greeks
themselves.

OE

IPU`.
1
1)/'

Leonard Bernstein
conducts Stravinsky
Oedipus Rex

Harris, and will be giving performances of two of Gershwin's
best loved compositions,
Rhapsody in Blue and An
American in Paris— Available
on CBS Records No.72080 and
Cassettes No.40-72080.

Verdi: Requiem with Martina
Arroyo, Josephine Veasey,
Placido Domingo, Ruggero
Raimondi.
Now available with new improved sound, and bright new
box
77231

More Bernstein
recordings released
this month:

And on Mid-Price:

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No.4
New York Philharmonic 76482*
A World Prèmiere recording of
aComplete Ballet written and
conducted by Leonard Bernstein:
Dybbuk — with the New York
City Ballet Orchestra
76486
Highlights from Bernstein's Mass
Conducted by the Composer
73541
A Complete performance of
Dvorak: Piano Concerto in G
Minor, Op. 33.
Justus Frantz, Piano.
New York Philharmonic 76480'

Plus

Remixed and Repackaged—
Leonard Bernstein conducts the
London Symphony Orchestra

Saint-Saens: Carnival of the
Animals ( Verses by Ogden Nash)
Walton: Facade** Sir Noel
Coward/Andre Kostelanetz &
His
Orchestra/Dame
Edith
Sitwell**/Ch amber Orchestra
conducted by Frederik Prausnitz **
61693
Harris: Third Symphony/
Copland: Third Symphony
Leonard Bernstein/New York
Philharmonic
61681
Mozart: Symphony No. 35
"Haffner"; Overtures to The
Marriage of Figaro, The Magic
Flute & Don Giovanni. Antonia
Brico Conducting The Mostly
Mozart Festival Orchestra 61692
Brahms: Concerto in D For
Violin & Orchestra.
Isaac Stern/Eugene Ormandy/
Philadelphia Orchestra
61325

with Tatiana Troyanos
& René Kollo The Boston
Symphony Orchestra
76380
What is also certain is that
Leonard Bernstein is visiting
London and will be giving two
concerts at the Royal Albert Hall
on June 3rd and 4th. He will be
conducting works by Copland,
Ives, William Schuman and
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Also available on cassette
CBS Records & Tapes
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3
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tone is good though modern of course, and
the continuo makes an invaluable contribution.
The recording is pleasant and
sensitively balanced and it is gratifying to
have these charming little pieces recorded for
posterity. [A: 1]
Victor McAloon

ARNE: Symphony 1 in C
2 in F
3 in E,
4 in c S. WESLEY: Symphony in D
Bournemouth Sin fonietta Montgomery
HMV CSD3767C) (£2.99)

Anyone who invested in and enjoyed the
recent L'Oiseau Lyre recording DSLO 503
(Christopher Hogwood/Academy of Ancient
Music) of Arne's eight overtures can scarcely
fail to derive pleasure from the present
recording. These four symphonies demonstrate Arne's predilection for the ' Modern'
trend in foreign symphonic writing, and are
in the galant style throughout. In her memoirs
Fanny Burney said that Arne was so dazzled
by the brilliancy of his success that he gave no
thought to the theory of his art. Even accepting this criticism, it is my belief that having
heard these symphonies no one will wish to
deny that Arne had a remarkable facility for
infusing his music with elegance, style,
charm and melodic freshness. In form these
works are derivative of the Italian Sinfonie,
they exhibit ( approximately) the fast- slow- fast
three movement format popularised by the
Venetians.
The Wesley symphony, the
second of a collection of five, clearly reflects
the influence of J. C. Bach. It is a delightful
little piece which, Iam sure, will repay close
attention.
The Bournemouth Sinfonietta give us
lively and forthright performances. String
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Symphonic Bach from Fiedler
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Donizetti's ' Maria Stuarda'
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Instruments of the Middle Ages
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Brendell plays Mozart piano

93

Orff's Trionfic Triptych
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Verdi's little-known Corsair

99

Tudor Church Music

101

RECORD FAULTS: '
Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take
account of individual pressing faults encountered with our test samples. Readers may assume that a certain
proportion of such variable faults might occur among commercial pressings.

J. C. BACH: Two quartets for two flutes and
strings ' W. F. E. BACH: Trio in G for two flutes
and viola , W. F. BACH : Duet in F for two flutes
Jean-Pierre Rampal and Eugenia Zukerman ( fit)
Pinchas Zukerman ( vla and On) ICharles Tunnel! ( v/c)
CBS 73497 (£2.99)

A very attractive offering of chamber music
by members of the Bach family: two of the
four quartets by Johann Christian that were
published by Preston of London in or around
1785 as opus XIX ( other editions called them
op. 18 and 20!), a trio by Wilhelm Friedrich
Ernst ( Johann Sebastian's grandson, via
J.C.F. of Bückeburg) that proves a valuable
addition to his slender discography, and afine
three- movement duet by Wilhelm Friedemann
in which the central Lamentabile is the largest
and most striking. Only one of the J.C.
quartets is otherwise ii the record catalogue
now, and the recital as a whole is a very
desirable acquisition. Rampal's well-known
deftness and sense of style are pleasingly
matched by Eugenia Zukerman, excellently
supported by the strings ( violin in one of the
J.C. quartets, viola in the other, and cello in
both).
My one reservation concerns the
rather shrill, shallow sound- quality; the flutes
are otherwise clearly recorded, and the
balance is quite acceptable, though the cello

is less clearly audible than the upper string
instrument. The playing fairly sparkles, and
the phrasing in slow movements is suitably
tender. [
B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
J. S. BACH: THE COMPLETE CANTATAS,
Vol. 13
'Wer sich selbst erhiihet', BWV47 ' Ich elender
Mensch', BWV48 ' Ich geh und suche mit
Verlangen', BWV49 ' Nun ist das Heil', BWV50
Peter Jeloists ( Vienna boy treble) IPaul Esswood ( con)
IKurt Equiluz ( ten) IRuud van der Meer ( bass) IVienna
Boys Choir ( CM: Gillesberger) IChorus Vienniensis I
Concentus Musicus Wien IHarnoncourt
Telefunken ' Das site Werk' EX6.35284/1-2 (£5.98)

February
1972
saw
lees
enthusiastic
welcome to Volume 1 of the collected
cantatas, and now here we are, already
applauding a 50th birthday. Bravo! There is
superb music in all four cantatas of this new
volume, especially in BWV 47, which has been
known for some time in a very respectable
London Bach Society performance on Bach
Recordings 101 ( January 1967), [ reissued on
Oryx BACH 1101 ( October 1971)], and BWV 50,
a double- chorus movement of great elan,
splendidly
accompanied
by
a sizeable
orchestra of trumpets, wind and strings.
These two make very special demands on the
choir. Ignoring this very obvious point, Ihad
been playing my way through earlier volumes,
wondering whether perhaps the present
Vienna Boys quite match the standard of their
predecessors. But no, the sound is much as
it ever has been: merely that no two cantatas
so far have involved such exposed and tricky
fugal writing— parts that move, in truth,
79 / E

rather too fast here and there for the boys to
focus the separate notes accurately. Ihad,
moreover, forgotten that the Vienna choir had
recorded BWV 50 some time ago on SAWT
9539 ( see HiFi News June 1970) and not
altogether successfully, there being some
'unpleasantly sharp' singing here and there.
A pity then that BWV 50 was not re-recorded
for this collected venture.
The text of BWV 47, on the theme of
Christian humility, offers comparatively little
scope for dramatic illustration, yet Bach
builds upon ittwo of his most attractive arias—
for treble ( avery capable boy here) and bass.
The double fugue for an opening chorus is
symbolically divided
into two
sections
illustrative of the words ' Whoso exalteth
himself shall be made low, and he who
humbleth himself shall be exalted for ever'.
The text of BWV 48 plays rather more
dramatically on the theme of sin and the need
for repentance, the mood being reflected in a
superbly- scored opening chorus, and two
extended arias for alto and tenor. The
conventional closing chorale is here transfered to ahalfway position in the work dividing
the earlier preoccupation with sin from the
ensuing discussion of the power of forgiveness. BWV 49 is adialogue cantata between
the bridegroom Christ ( bass) and the faithful
soul, the bride (treble). There is accordingly
no extended choral movement, the entire
weight of the work being carried by the two
soloists. It is a measure of the solo boy's
effectiveness that the cantata comes off so
well. Of course the boy does not sing with the
sophistication of aSutherland, but then Bach
would surely argue that the soul will have
little enough sophistication when measured
against Christ. There is incidentally a long
introductory concerto for organ, strings and
oboe d'amore ( which turns up again later
as the last movement of the harpsichord
concerto BWV 105) fluently played, if a little
slickly, by Herbert Tachezi—but on a small
chamber organ that seems almost to be
recorded on a different plane from the
orchestra.
If nothing has been said of the admirable
team of soloists, and of the orchestra, it is
because they measure up to the highest
standards set in earlier volumes.
The
tendency that has been observed in the past
to treat each note to its own crescendo and
diminuendo is little in evidence here. The
sound is absolutely first rate. Remembering
that these two- disc sets are being offered for
under £6, elegantly boxed with miniature
scores, extensive notes on the cantatas, full
text translations ( not perhaps literal enough)
and a very up-to-date essay on the use
of obbligato organ in the cantatas, there can
be no doubt that Telefunken are offering
splendid value for money! [ A: 1/2]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: Concertos for Violin and Strings
with Continuo in a [ BWV 1041] and E ( 1042);
Concerto in d for 2Violins and similar ensemble
(1043)
Kenneth Sillito IHugh Bean l Virtuosi of England I
Davison
Music for Pleasure CFP 40244 (
V . 25)

These are competent chamber- scaled performances with firm direction and thoroughly
prepared solos, although the interpretations
of Kenneth Sillito ( A minor) and Hugh Bean
(E major) are quite strongly contrasted,
especially in the slow movements, with Bean
decidedly the more romantic and subjective
of the two ( not necessarily virtues, these).
Curiously, the orchestral accompaniments
are far more effective in the E major solo
concerto than they are in the other two works
—a pity, since Irate Sillito the more stylish
soloist.
80

Neither of the soloists is among the most
golden-toned of violinists—one longs for the
bloom of a Zukerman or the vitality of a
Schroeder or a Melkus—and Ifeel that the
recording engineers have not helped much
here, since they have placed the soloists in
particularly close focus, and have in this way
emphasised the rather hard timbres of the
two players: I also found the recording
contrast between ' chamber- style' for slow
movements and ' orchestral style' for the fast
outer movements rather over- pronounced,
especially in the solo concertos. On the
other hand, there is a very real sense of
involvement and presence here, there are
interesting contrasts of interpretation, and
the ever- popular slow movement of the
'double' gets a sympathetic performance. A
new budget recording like this will, for many,
form an introduction to the music featured:
subject to the minor qualifications outlined
above, the disc will serve this purpose well.
[B: 2]
Stephen Daw

Delightful
Boston Bach
'SYMPHONIC BACH'
Arrangements by Stokowski, Hoist, Whittaker, Bachrich, Walton, Cailliet
Boston Pops IFiedler
DG 2584 001 (£1.98)

Iapproached this record with some trepidation, but found it absolutely delightful.
My reservations were based on previously
reviewed records of Bach arrangements, in
which—even good ones like that of Stokowski
with the LSO—the lack of real sympathy with
Bach that such arrangements almost inevitably display was emphasised also in internal
monotony within each recording. The point
about this new record is its striking diversity:
just as Bach's music, like other great music,
is open to widely contrasting interpretation
in performance, so it is also to many contrasting forms of re- clothing in the form of musical
arrangement. The arrangers here stretch from
Sigismund Bachrich—an Austro-Hungarian
string specialist born in 1841—through
Whittaker ( b. 1876), Hoist (the ' Jig' fugue,
arranged for strings in 1928) and Stokowski
(b. 1882) to Walton and Louis Cailliet (the
Franco- American film composer/arranger).
In nine contrasting arrangements, they
entertain as they intended to entertain—for a
brief spell, rather than a whole concert.
Bachrich's name was new to me, but his
transcriptions of fine-textured chamberworks are absolutely delightful: Ihope that
more of his work may be made available, if it
exists. The complete programme is presented
with professional precision and delicately
pointed sensitivity: it was no surprise to me
to find yet another orchestra which specialises
in elegant light music excelling in Bach. All
credit to Fielder, to the fine Boston musicians
and to DG for producing what is certainly my
record of the month. [A*: 11
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Sonatas and Partitas for unaccompanied violin ( BWV 1001-6)
Yehudi Menuhin ( vIn)
HMV SLS 5045 (
3records) (£5.50)

Yehudi Menuhin has been associated with
these works throughout his performing life;
for years, his live and recorded performances
represented the most catholic as well as
among the most sympathetic interpretations

available. Few of the artists who have recorded these works for LP distribution will
have done so without having heard Menuhin's
interpretations, and much credit must be
given to an individual who has always set high
standards of responsibility and in attitude
whilst remaining flexible and apparently
spontaneous in performance.
These are recent recordings: those who are
in a position to compare the 1957 set will
immediately notice that the new set is tighter
in interpretation, less indulgent in expression:
possibly the infinitely richer bloom of the
recorded tone has meant that the element
of romanticism lost in this way has been
more appropriately replaced. However, comparisons reveal some less admirable facts,
also. There is a considerable degree of
detailed lack of control, especially on sides 1,
2and 6—control of intonation, of bowing and
of tempo where the interpretative element
does not seem to be the motivation. There
are some common features to the two
interpretations also: the third note of the
prelude of the E major Partita, which Ihad
always thought was a momentary lapse of
tone on the old recording, is if anything
harsher still, the snatched arpeggiations still
worry me as before, the Louré of the same
Partita is still played far too slowly, etc. etc.
The situation is strongly competitive in the
present market: an earlier ( 1951) monophonic
recording
made by Heifetz,
beautifully
restored by RCA for reissue three years ago,
reveals a remarkably pure and classical
reading, which is little removed in stance from
Menuhin's, but has more accurate bowing
and tuning; Milstein's recent DG recording is
another one that has the retrospective quality
of awise and experienced virtuoso approach.
Grumiaux and Szeryng are cooler than
Menuhin: Szeryng will be too cool for many,
Grumiaux has a rather fussy style of bowing,
which Ifind irritates with repetition. My own
favourite recording— unaccountably missed
out of our usual Classical Catalogue, but still
readily available—is by Bretislav Novotny on
Supraphon 111 1101-3: there is drama there,
all right, but an almost incredible technique
and musical perception: the violinist's tone
has aslight bite which some will not like, but
our QM agreed with my original A* rating for
the natural recording. EMI have given Yehudi
Menuhin such an excellent sound- quality that
where things are going well—as, for example,
in the slow, but beautifully proportioned
Andante of Sonata Il — the overall effect is
quite breathtaking. [
A*: 2/3]
Stephen Daw

J. S. BACH: Choruses and Arias from the St.
Matthew Passion ( BWV 244)
Soloists, Wiener Singverein IBP° IKarajan
DG 2530 631 (£3.25)

This is aseries of excerpts from the complete
recording of 1973, a recording which treats
Bach's masterpiece rather operatically, and
which found the famous Singverein in a
curiously inconsistent mood. It is true that
the large scale of the reading and of the actual
performance present Karajan with particular
problems, and it is true that he does not solve
all of them, as even this excerpts record
shows: for example, the chorale Wenn ¡ch
einmal soli scheiden is not only sung in a
hushed reverence which Ifind inappropriate,
but it is also out of tune and poorly coordinated rhythmically. However, there are
some fine moments in both playing and singing, and the excerpts LP highlights these
and has, in fact, brought to my attention
riches which had previously gone un remarked, most particularly with regard to
Walter Berry's Mache dich, mein Herze, rein,
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which, given the rather emotional performance- style in which it is set here, is very fine.
For a Matthew Passion with strength and
drama as well as pathos, Istill return—as I
notice that most of my reviewing colleagues
do—to the VCM/Harnoncourt/Viennensis
performance of 1970: there are two fine
excerpts records from that performance, and
for a first choice Ishould recommend either
of those. The recording of the Karajan
performance suits its grand style very well—
indeed, it would make a fine demonstration
disc of the correct way in which to present
oratorio in the grand style. [A*: 113]
Stephen Daw

BINKLEY: MUSIC OF THE MINSTRELS
Early Music Quartet IBinkley
Telefunken ' Das Alte Werk' AW6.41928 (£2.99)

The Early Music Quartet need little introduction to devotees of medieval or early renaissance music, and on this album they explore
the music of the minstrels, agroup of people
who unlike the troubadours and trouvères
were musicians pure and simple. Some
minstrels not only enjoyed legal rights, but
were capable of rising into court circles, while
others had few or no rights at all and had
about the same social status as a court
acrobat or juggler. As the minstrel was
basically adance musician, the pieces on this
record are predominately instrumental. Most
minstrel music was either improvised or
played from memory, and so very little has
come down to us. The examples on this
record are taken from collections in both
England and France.
In performances of music of this period, it
is usually pointless to discuss authenticity,
but the players have avoided elegance in
their playing, which seems sensible. The
playing is very good throughout, apart from
one or two hairy moments in the shawm solos.
The string playing is very striking in its energetic bowing and sureness of technique, and
there is some modern- sounding tambourine
playing in the Italian Salterello which could
only be described as funky.
Predictably, the recording is of the highest
quality, with apleasant stereo separation and
lively acoustic. The troubadours and the
trouvères have been well served on record
recently, so this collection of minstrel music
is awelcome addition to the catalogue. [
A : 1]
Colin Evans

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1-9
Overtures—
En mont, Op. 84
Coriolan, Op. 62 ILeonora 3,
Op. 72a
Schwarzkopf ( sop)
Hoffgen ( con) IHaefliger ( ten) I
Edelman (bass) I Musildreunde Chorus Vienna I
Philharmonia IKarajan
HMV SLS5053 T (seven records) (£8.95)

There is a strong demand in Germany for
these mid- 1950s recordings, which first
appeared on the Columbia label, and the
accompanying booklet contains an essay ' The
young Karajan's Bacchanalian Beethoven'
which is printed, regrettably, without translation for UK purchasers. In fact, most of
these recordings were reissued in î by
World Records, but these are entirely new
transfers, with distinctly improved definition,
plus the three overtures. Symphony 8, which
Karajan conducted here last month, is a
genuine stereo recording, 1956 vintage, and
most convincingly demonstrates the qualities
of the Philharmonia Orchestra in the Karajan/
Legge era.
In the 6th, 7th symphonies Karajan's speeds
are less extreme than in his DG cycle of the
following decade; but in general the consistency of approach is most striking.
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Obviously, many readers will not be interested
in such dated material, but EMI have given
followers of this conductor an excellent
chance to acquire this fascinating and by no
means negligible set in the best possible
quality. I would hope other vintage Philharmonia recordings, such as the Sibelius,
Brahms, or Tchaikovsky done with Karajan,
might reappear. [B/C: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 12 in A
Piano Sonata 16 in G, Op. 31: 1
Emil Gilels ( pno)
DG 2530 654 (£3.25)

Op. 26

This is the fourth Beethoven sonata coupling
to come from Gilels—dare we hope for a
complete cycle on DG? The present disc has
two early works, the A-flat with its opening
variations movement, and funeral march, and
the G major with its adagio gracioso of heavenly
lengths and elaborations.
Iam sure that anyone who knows Kempfts
Op. 31: 1doubts that he will ever hear another
pianist to rival the achievement; until Iheard
this superb new version, Icertainly felt that.
In some ways the new account has an affinity
of approach, but taking a more literal path
Gilels illuminates even more. He adopts a
rather dry manner, and whereas Ifelt that in
the last record, in the slow movement from
Op. 79, he was too extreme in his touch, here
he sounds marvellous. The semi- staccato
semi- quavers in the slow movement can only
be redolent of ajourneying ( a motif common
in the Schubert songs). Incidentally, since
my last review Ihave come across an interview
in which Gilels explains that that Op. 79
movement for him evokes the northern
German landscapes.
Op. 26 too is superlatively played. If Gilels
takes an almost leisurely speed for the Op. 31
finale, and for the opening Variations, his
final allegro, with its ' disappearing descent'
reminds us what a brilliant technician he is;
the movement is taken with lightning speed
without loss of clarity or expression.
These
are
deceptively
easy- sounding
works, and perhaps the amateur should be
warned that after struggling with the business
of themes passing to the left hand, or triplets
to be maintained whilst the other hand
fingers some complex rhythmic pattern, the
ease and clarity of Gilels' execution will make
him frustrated and envious! A supreme
example of ' art that conceals art'.
The instrument chosen for these Beethoven
recordings has a compactness of tone very
suited to the period, and the engineering is
faultlessly clean. [
A: 1*1
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Sketchbooks — the Piano Sonatas
Denis Matthews
Discourses ABM7 (£2.99)

Professor Matthews discusses the keyboard
New Testament, dwelling on some of the
named sonatas, the first and last, and
Op. 10: 3in particular. His examples from the
sketchbooks that Ifound the most surprising
were a major- key coda intended for the first
movement from the Tempest—only the vaguest
similarity with the final decision—and awildly
uncontrolled passage of development for the
first sonata. One or two striking suggestions
are made, such as that linking the arietta
theme from Op. 111 with the relatively trite
Diabelli waltz-theme; or that linking the
opening Hammerklavier motto with a greeting
Beethoven had been preparing for his patron
Archduke Rudolph ' vivat vivat Rudolphus'
(the syllabic pattern mirrored in the sonata).
For the player the sketchbooks contain hints
as to interpretative problems.

The recording was made in the University
of Newcastle, and voice is biased to the left,
with reference to the pianoforte examples.
The voice excites a lot of resonances, and I
would have preferred a drier, more intimate
acoustic. However, such technical reservations hardly count here. [
B: 1]
Christopher Breunig

BERLIOZ: Overtures: The Corsaire
Beatrice
and Benedict
Roman Carnival
Benvenuto
Cellini
Les Francs Juges
LSO IPrevin
HMV ASD 3212(:) (£3.20)
Most other collections (apart from Boulez)

have been reissued from earlier couplings,
and so good were the Davis performances
that his have remained our standard recommendation for nine years despite slight
reservations over recorded sound quality.
One cannot get all seven works onto one
disc ( although Pye did manage six for Boult)
and the logic of the Philips issue was exclusion
of the two overtures belonging to separate
operas. This fresh collection omits Waverly
and King Lear, but Previn and the LSO give
such splendid performances of the rest that
the precise selection becomes an academic
point.
This is no routine run-through, but firstclass and perceptive Berlioz. The admixture
of light and heavy in Beatrice & Benedict, so
easily mismanaged, is especially convincing;
the first part of Roman Carnival is played
with a lovely sense of devotion, while the
subsequent saltarello is extremely exhilarating; and Les Francs Juges, acomplex rhythmic
trap if ever there was one, is performed with
breathtaking mastery. It emerges here as
such a compound of mystery, terror, beauty
and energy that I had to listen to other
recordings to make sure it really was the same
work!
The three items mentioned reach star
performance quality, while The Corsaire and
Benvenuto Cellini are also very fine. One still
needs two discs to encompass all the Berlioz
overtures, but for the items they have in
common the new Previn now outshines the
early Davis. Icannot imagine anyone failing
to enjoy this excellent record, which is
favoured also with superb sound of great
range, sonority and spaciousness, though the
dynamics of performance demand a high
replay level for full impact. [
A*: 1/1*]
John Crabbe

The Dybbuk
BERNSTEIN: ' Dybbuk'—complete ballet
David Johnson (bar) IJohn Ostendorf (bass) INew
York City Ballet Orch. IBernstein
CBS 76486 (£2•99)

The Bernstein faithful, among whom Icount
myself, have not had much from the composer
on record recently. Even the current reappraisal to coincide with the American
Bicentennial celebrations and the New York
Philharmonic tour can only muster one new
Bernstein work. Dybbuk promisingly renews
the collaboration between Bernstein and
Jerome Robbins who first worked together in
1944 on Fancy Free and most recently on West
Side Story in 1957. Their ways parted as
Bernstein concentrated more on conducting
and Robbins was involved with Ballet USA
and the New York City Ballet. It was this last
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rds to our
value than
ever ! And the moment you join the Library, Britain's most
comprehensive collection of records and cassettes is all yours.
Beethoven, Bowie and everything in between. It's the sort of selection
every collector dreams of . . . but only pop stars can afford.

How does it work?
You can join the Record Library or the Cassette Library. or both. On
payment of the annual subscription (£2.80 for records, £2.85 for
cassettes), you'll be sent the Library Catalogues. You choose the
recordings you want ; we send them to you in a specially designed
protective pack. You pay the hire charges on returning the
recordings.
When you stop to think just how much stereo and quadraphonic discs
cost these days ( not to mention stereo cassettes), you can appreciate
why thousands of new members are joining the Wilson Stereo Library!

Finest condition
Every record and cassette we send out, is in superb condition. Our
advanced testing equipment instantly rejects any recording with the
slightest flaw.

W.S.L. Stereo Unplayed Service
If you want ultimate perfection, join the Unplayed Service. Then you
can hire brand new, never-played copies
of the latest releases - for a: traction of
what they would cost to buy.

You like it? Then buy it!
You want to keep a recording ? Fine ? Because you can buy it at a
big discount price. The exact amount depends on the number of
previous hirings - one reduces the price by 70p followed by reductions
in 30p steps.

New - the W.S.L. Catalogue
First, we select what we consider to be the best stereo and quad
records on the market. Next, we carry out polls to check- that our
opinion tallies with other people's. Then we publish our Catalogue - it
contains all the best recordings available today. A quick glance will
convince you that this new Catalogue is invaluable. But copies are
limited, so order yours now, to avoid disappointment.

Records-at-cost Service

Membership entitles you to buy any factory-fresh record at Cost Price,
plus asmall handling charge. On astandard classical or popular De luxe
LP, it means a saving of 86p. In addition, members receive monthly
lists of new and nearly new record and tape bargains - some at a
quarter of the recommended retail price!
The speed at which W.S.L. has attracted thousands of new members, is
your proof of the value we offer. Send off the coupon for details today and next week you could be into a whole new world of low-cost
listening.

THE WILSON
STEREO VVIâL
LIBRARY
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To: The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London SE27

Please send me:
Free booklet ' The Wilson Stereo Library' which gives
Efull details of all W.S.L. services. Ienclose 6+p postage.
• W.S.L. Catalogue,-stereo record section. I enclose
1
-1 80p* inc. postage.
• W.S.L. Catalogue, stereo cassette section. I enclose
I-1 50p* inc. postage.
Tick items required.
•Iunderstand that this will be credited to me in full, should I
decide to become a member of any section of The W.S.L.
Name
Address

Total sum enclosed £
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CHERUBINI: The six String Quartets
Me/os Quartet, Stuttgart
DG ' Archiv' 2733 044 (
3records) (£7.50)

Leonard Bernstein
company that brought them back together,
having previously used The Age of Anxiety as a
ballet and choreographed Serenade for Seven
to the score of Bernstein's Serenade for
Violin, Orchestra, Harp and Percussion.
Dybbuk was premièred in New York on May
16th, 1974.
It is a score which seems to be tugged
betweer two forces; there is occasionally the
Bernstein who looks back over his shoulder
to the other collaborations with Robbins,
Fancy Free, On the Town, Facsimile, Wonderful
Town and West Side Story and admirers of
this strain will enjoy the occasional rakish
dance that appears in this idiom, raising the
ghost of Gene Kelly; but mainly Bernstein
looks back over the other shoulder to the
Hebraic inspiration of the Jeremiah and
Kaddish symphonies. Hebrew prayers and
Hassidic Melodies are the basic material of
Dybbuk; a ' fifty minute series of related
dances depicting the hypnotic rituals and
hallucinations that exist in the dark magicoreligious ambience of the play and in the
obsessions of its characters'—as only an
American sleeve- note writer could put it.
There is more mystic inspiration in Jewish
numerology lore which is so complicated that
Ileave it as read. It is mainly, as one would
suppose, a solemn and serious score, full of
characteristic Bernstein touches and is very
satisfying in parts. It suffers as music, to my
mird, by being so inextricably linked to its
choreography; not a deadly fault in a ballet
score, but while listening Iwas constantly
aware that there was much music here that
would only have significance when linked with
the dancing. In that context certain dramatic
touches and pregnant pauses would take on a
meaning that is not obvious from the music
alone. This is perhaps inevitable; the answer
is that ballets should be re- arranged and
condensed for record as history has shown.
A suite from this work taking up one side of
an LP would have produced something
musically satisfying and exciting. We don't
often want to hear ballet scores intact; there
is too much padding. There is no sign of a
new Bernstein here but certainly a sign of
undiminished vigour. With the composer at
the helm, Iassume the performance is all it
should be, and the recording is of avery good
standard [ A: 1].
Peter Gammond
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That Cherubini wrote string quartets Iknew
from lists inside old Eulenburg scores; until
now I had not heard a note of them, nor
suspected that Ihad been deprived. Listening
to the six works in succession has been a
fascinating experience.
They date from
between 1814, when he was 54 and still
writing operas, and the summer of 1837, when
he still had five years to live. They are fine
pieces, richly varied, strong, unfailingly
attractive.
As played here, they all last
between 26 minutes and just over half an hour
—though five of them were written after
Beethoven's death, they are innocent of the
profound extension of the medium he undertook. Three of them have solid slow introductions to their opening Allegros; all have
scherzos in third place, following extensive
slow movements that are rather shorter than
the first movements; the finales are rapid,
spirited but also solid. Within almost every
movement there are surprises of one pleasing
kind or another— irregular phrase- lengths,
improvisatory
figures,
melodic
contrast,
harmonic variety, operatic touches including
almost savage outbursts, and dramatic
changes of direction. The second quartet
(1829) is largely a reworking of the C major
symphony written for the Philharmonic
Society of London 14 years earlier; it suits the
new medium finely, though I would not
consider it necessarily the best of the bunch
(all in all Ithink Ienjoyed no. 5in Fthe most).
The performances are energetic, restlessly
forward- moving in the fast movements to just
the right extent; witty in the varied scherzos
and trios; and expansive in the slow movements, usually the emotional core. The
Melos Quartet reveal a pleasingly generous
dynamic ( and emotional) range. The care
with which they approached their task is
made clear in the leader's ( he is Wilhelm
Melcher) detailed note about textual problems
—the published texts of the last three quartets
contain innumerable distortions, as Melcher's
comparison with the autographs revealed.
Indeed, his essay along with that of Ludwig
Finscher, the foremost authority on the string
quartet, are an important contribution to
Cherubini studies ( they deserve a better
English translation).
The recording has
presence, immediacy and fine balance, with
silent surfaces and hardly a blemish on very
long sides. Very fine. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

CHOPIN: Etudes, Op. 10 and 25
Sylvia Kersenbaum (pno)
Classics for Pleasure CPF 40329 (£1.25)
The twenty four studies are played by
Sylvia Kersenbaum in a most direct manner,
as written, letting the music speak for itself
and without idiosyncracy or affectation,
almost the Barenboim approach to Chopin.
The works are, of course, technically demanding but the necessary skill and understanding
are there together with a supple left hand of
near masculine strength.
At first Iimagined that there might be some
fudging in the more exacting passages, but a
fairly heavy treble boost proved that this was
not so and, with this adjustment, every note
came through clear and correct. There are
other faults too in the recording, a touch of
pre- echo here and there and some tape hiss
at the beginning of the second side, possibly
accentuated by the need to turn up the treble;
nothing, however, that was serious enough to
mar the performance.
The twenty four studies can just be fitted
comfortably into two sides of a 30 cm

LP. This always causes the other three
studies, Trois Nouvelles Etudes of 1839, to be
left out.
These were commissioned by
Moscheles for the pianoforte tutor ' Méthode
des Méthodes de Moscheles et Fétis'. Part
Ill of this work ' Etudes de Perfectionnement'
in addition to the Chopin Etudes contained
studies by other composers, among them
Liszt and Mendelssohn.
Perhaps some
enterprising company will give us a recording
of this collection on the lines of the Telefunken
version of the Diabelli variations which in
addition to Beethoven's 33 variations provided
also the individual variations by fifty other
composers, including Liszt and Moscheles.
[B: 1]
Isla Tait

COMPOSERES OF WALES: DANIEL JONES:
String Quartet No. 9 ( 1957)
Sonata for three
unaccompanied kettledrums*
String Trio
(1970)
Gabrieli String Quartet ITristan Fry ( Kdrums)
Argo ZRG772 (£2.99)
Daniel Jones is in his sixties and— like many
born before the first World War—is superbly
free of any cramping self-consciousness as a
composer. He is modern enough however to
be prone to self- explanation and theory. Thus
the sleeve- notes ( which Iassume from their
style to be the composer's) are replete with
explanations of the composer's system of
Complex Metres, his use of ' sonata allegro
form' and mirror image ( palindromic) scherzi.
All of this matters to the composer and his
manifest self-confidence more than it explains
to the listener and could describe bad works
just as validly as it does these vivid, vital ones.
Both the string works are effective, expressive
—and very traditional. The Trio ( 1970) throws
strong Beethovenian shadows in its two
middle movements, both in the bumptious
(palindromic!) scherzo and in the instruments'
passionate search to find the answer to the
rather rhetorical problems which the outer
sonata allegro movements pose. The strongly
cyclic String Quartet ( 1957) is even more
extravert and less reminiscent. The first
movement is taut and strongly argumentative.
The second is intense and lyrically expressive.
The scherzo displays Jones' fine sense of
structural proportion and the work ends with
aknotty finale. By contrast, despite its theorising and a very good performance from
Tristan Fry, the Sonata (
1947) fails as a work
precisely because it clings to traditional
form: sonata allegro depends on a dynamic
use of tonality—a process not available when
the composer chooses to limit himself to
three notes per movement. ' Complex Metres'
don't prevent the shorter movements becoming monotonous (!)—the best is the long,
freely fantastic third movement. ( This Sonata
is also available on Classics for Pleasure
CEP 40207 but this recording and performance are finer). [ A*: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker

COMPOSERS OF WALES: WILLIAM
MATHIAS: Divertimento for flute, oboe and
pianoforte, Op. 24
String Quartet, Op. 38
Sonata for violin and pianoforte, op. 15"
Quintet for flute, oboe, clarinet, horn and
bassoon, Op. 22*
Nash Ensemble IGabrieli String Quartet / William
Bebbett(171)*I Anthony Camden (ob)• IMartin Jones
(a) . ILevon Chilingirian ( yin)** IClifford Benson
(a) ••
Argo ZRG 771 (£2.99)
Apart from having more live performances, I
can think of no better way of serving our
living composers than by recordings as well
played and recorded as this one. By such
sponsorship the Welsh Arts Council is going
its own composers proud ( cf. also the record
of Daniel Jones reviewed above 3)— why
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isn't our English equivalent doing the same?
That the music recorded is relatively conservative is a pity, but an understandable
one—the protagonists of the Avante Garde
will howl, yet this is well written stuff superbly
played and well merits the hearing. The most
overtly entertaining work on this record is the
Wind Quintet. In turns lively, ( deliberately)
parodistic and beautifully elegiac, it shares
most of these qualities with the Divertimento.
The latter is a shade more serious: pleasant
ideas presented with a straight face but no
pretensions. Its second movement is expressive and its third is lively ( shading somewhat
toward the mechanical). In both works special
praise is due to the playing of William Bennett
and Anthony Camden. The Sonata and the
String Quartet are weightier pieces. Both are
carefully composed and both contain a
curiously haunting reminiscence of one of the
main themes in Britten's opera The Turn of
the Screw—which material proves central to
the Quartet. This is the most serious of these
works. It is not innovative either technically or
expressively and the treatment of the material
is rather selfconscious, yet the piece is very
impressive. The performance of all these
chamber works is first rate and the recording
(with a slight reservation about the piano
sound in the Divertimento) is outstanding.
[A/A*: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
'CONTRASTS IN BRASS'— Works by Barber,
Buxtehude, Gordon Carr, Grieg, Haydn, Kauffmann, and Tcherepnin
Locke Brass Consort IStobart
Unicorn RHS 339 (£2.75)

The Locke Brass Consort has since its foundation ten years ago done much to popularize
its chosen medium, and in this its first gramophone record it presents a well-chosen and
attractively played programme. The biggest
and most recent of the works is Gordon Carr's
Prism for Brass; he wrote it for the group,
whose principal horn he is, two years ago.
Of its three well- contrasted movements the
longest and most strikingly evocative is the
middle one, which explores particularly imaginative sonorities. I liked Leo Kauffmann's
Music for Brass of 1941, well- written, brief—
almost a miniature symphony; and Haydn's
March for the Prince of Wales comes over nicely
in its weightiertranscription. Buxtehude opens
the recital—a fanfare and chorus arranged
from acantata; and acheery fanfare by Tcherepnin begins the second side. Samuel
Barber's Mutations from Bach, transcriptions
of a chorale, is a point of noble repose.
But the one great piece is Grieg's Funeral
March, exalted, radiant, consolatory. The
range of music is wide, and both the playing
and the quality of the recording are very good
(apart from persistent crackle on most of the
first side of my copy). A pleasing issue, in
every respect. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

Fi rst-rate
Maria Stuarda
DONIZETTI: ' Maria Stuarda'
Sutherland (sop) I Tourangeau (m-sop) I Pavarotti
(ten)
Soyer (bass) I Chorus and Orchestra of the
Teatro Comunale, Bologna IBonynge
Deese D2D 3 (3records) (£9so)

The only rival to this new Maria Stuarda is
EMI's version with Beverly Sills as Mary,
Queen of Scots, and Eileen Farrell as Elisabeth I. Ifound that an enjoyable performance,
but on comparing it now with the new one, I
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Richard Bonynge

have no hesitation in recommending anyone
wanting a recording of the opera to invest in
the new Decca. As a recording, it has more
presence, more atmosphere than the EMI,
and Richard Bonynge conducts with such
feeling for the shape of Donizetti's melodies
and with real dramatic thrust as well, that he
seems to me to do even better by this exciting,
though uneven, score than Aldo Ceccato
who conducted the earlier recording.
Maria Stuarda is the forty-sixth of Donizetti's seventy o so operas, and the composer
was in his ate thirties when he wrote it. It is,
therefore, no apprentice work, and its unevenness, the variability of its musical quality,
must be put down to the pressures under
which Donizetti, and most composers of his
day, worked. In the case of Maria Stuarda,
Donizetti experienced a particular difficulty:
having quarrelled with Romani, he was working with a new librettist, and a not very good
one. But the subject was good: the juxtaposition of the two Queens, their confrontation with each other, and Mary's tragic end.
In most of the music he wrote for the two
protagonists, Donizetti was functioning at
hs best, and in his final scene for Mary
Stuart, he rose to his greatest heights.
Joan Sutherland sings the role of Mary
Stuart, Queen of Scotland, and brings to it
her profound knowledge of Donizettian style,
her gleaming tone, and that individual, highly
affecting quality of sympathy with which she
invests her finest performances. She can
be both commanding and plaintive, and has
opportunities here to be both. In her fiftieth
year now, she has lost nothing and has gained
much in tonal variety. The quality of her high
notes is as pure as ever, and the confidence
with which she places and projects them is
absolute. Hers is a masterly performance.
Opposite her, as Queen Elizabeth Iof England,
Ishould have preferred a more subtle artist
than Huguette Tourangeau. Nevertheless,
Miss Tourangeau too has a confident style
and a superb voice, and she injects great
momentum into her scenes. The male roles
are less important, but they are in the safe
hands, or rather voices, of Luciano Pavarotti
as Leicester, and Roger Soyer as Talbot. A
first-rate recording and performance of a
highly enjoyable opera. [A: 1]
Charles Osborne
DVORAK : Piano concerto in g, Op. 33
Justus Frantz (pno) INY PO IBernstein
CBS 76480 (£2.99)

Dvorak's Piano concerto is the least often
heard of his three concertos and with the

good reason that it is the least effectively
written and the least distinguished in the one
field where the composer is usually regarded
as at his most masterly, namely melody. The
solo part as written is evidence that Dvorak
was no pianist, and the version made by
Vilem Kurz is now commonly used. Kurz's
revision is certainly more effective, but is
occasionally inclined to thicken up the texture, and in the present recording Justus
Frantz makes judicious excursions back to
the Urtext when clarity seems to demand it.
Even so, especially in the first movement, the
orchestra still threatens to mask the soloist.
The orchestral contribution under Bernstein's
energetic direction is admirable and as might
reasonably be expected is to be preferred to
the only other version on Turnabout. This
present version also has the advantage over
its rival of being complete: the Turnabout
has a large cut in the first movement. This,
of course, may be regarded as a mixed blessing by those who fail to respond wholeheartedly to the work. Ponti, the soloist in the
Turnabout version, is a master of this type of
music and Frantz does not surpass his performance. The quality of the CBS sound is
very good, well balanced and less edgy than
some of the products of this company received recently. On balance this new recording is the better of the two, if only because it
is quite complete, but the price is aconsideration and may decide those who are willing
to accept a cut in what, despite its inclusion
in this series, is hardly a masterwork. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

ELGAR: 'The Dream of Gerontius', Op. 38
Nicolai Gedda ( ten) I Helen Watts (con) I Robert
Lloyd (bass) l London Philharmonic Choir I John
Alidis Choir INPO IBoult
HMV SLS 987® (
2 records) (£6.60)

It might as well be said at once that this performance is not in the same superlative class
as that of The Apostles conducted by Boult
on SLS976. Which means that it is still ' very
good' but without that ultimate rapturous
glow which disarms criticism. How strong a
challenge you consider it to the performance
conducted by Britten on SET52516—the principal rival, rated A: 1—will depend on awide
range of personal preferences. For these
two versions are different in general approach
as well as in the style and character of the
main solo contributions.
When reviewing The Apostles, Iparticularly
singled out the unfailing response to all the
little fluctuations in pace and expression that
are essential to the Elgarian flow. In Gerontius
Boult's approach isbroader and at times tends
to smooth things out; it is Britten who resembles a seismograph, registering every
subtlety of movement and nuance. The difference is very marked in the prelude to Part II;
Britten is slowish and gives full value to all
Elgar's markings, perhaps to the verge of
fussiness; Boult seems atrifle hasty, keeping
the music on the move and, for me, rather
missing the inwardness and magic. Inoted
many points of this kind. On the other hand,
the big things stand to gain from Boult's
approach: for instance, in the Demons episode the orchestra fairly sizzles and the choir
makes a weightier impact than in Britten's
version. There is much good work from both
the NPO and the choir—the choral parts are
greatly helped by the recording—but there
are also places where a closer attention to
shaping and finish might have been beneficial.
Nicolai Gedda will not be everyone's Gerontius. The part is undeniably operatic in its
demands, and Elgar, you remember, claimed
to have filled it with ' a good healthy fullblooded romantic remembered worldliness'.
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But woe to the singer who is ' operatic' in the
pejorative, opportunistic sense! Gedda, it
must be said, seldom yields to temptation,
and yet there is in his expressiveness more
than atrace of the ingratiating manner of the
star with a ' present repertory of 60 stage roles',
as the blurb has it. The contrast with Peter
Pears is certainly striking. The two Angels
are also very different: the quality of Helen
Watts' voice ( Boult) maximises the deeper
contralto aspect of the part; Yvonne Minton
is lighter and, Ifeel, more compassionate. In
the Boult, Robert Lloyd does admirably with
the two bass roles. ( An accompanying booklet contains the text and an excellent article
by Michael Kennedy.)
Though not quite of star quality, the recording is outstanding in most respects— balancing, distancing, overall consistency—and
has at least an edge over that of its rival.
Perhaps the main weakness is in the focusing
of the Angel. My own preference is clear,
but readers should consider well—and,
ideally, hear the whole of both versions—
before deciding which Gerontius to buy. [
A:
1/2]
Hugh Ottaway

FAVOURITE SPANISH ENCORES: Sonatas
by M. Albéniz and Soler, dances by A. Albéniz,
Granados, Turina
Alicia de Larrocha (pno)
Decca SXL6734 (£2.99)

Whereas the prospect of two sides' worth of
piano encores could be daunting, Alicia de
Larrocha's galaxy of ' Favourite Spanish Encores' is entrancing. It is not just that she is
a magnificent artist anyway, but she has
chosen well. Each item is of real merit,
whether dating from classical times, like the
post-Scarlattian sonatas by Mateo Albéniz
or Soler, or from the earlier part of the present
century, represented by Isaac Albéniz, Granados and Turina—but not Falla. As Geoffrey
Crankshaw writes in his sleeve note: ' At the
heart of Spanish music lies the dance', and
the unmistakeable, unique and compulsive
rhythms of Iberia characterise everything on
this outstanding issue. Larrocha demonstrates that built-in mixture of fiery incisiveness and exquisitely yielding languor that is
so hard for foreigners to catch.
Some very familiar pieces turn up, such as
the Tango and Sevilla by Albéniz, Granados'
Andaluza and the splashier Sacro-Monte and
Zapateado by Turina, but they are flanked by
one or two others which may come as delightful novelties. The late 18th century or
early 19th century Sonata in D by Mateo
Albéniz for instance is new to this reviewer,
but John Williams included it on a CBS
guitar record some years ago. Highly recommended. [
A: 1]
Christopher Grier

THE FINE OLD ENGLISH TORY TIMES
An Eighteenth Century Entertainment
Martin Best Consort
Argo ZDA171 (£2•99)

Even in more serious musical terms, we are
kept in strange ignorance of English music
of the 18th century. The great overshadowing
figure of Handel seems to have blocked out
nearly everything else. It was paradoxically
a time when English composers were most
successfully active, taking up much of the
stage time at Covent Garden and Drury Lane,
the Haymarket and othertheatres, with Thomas
Arne one of the leading figures. Composers
like Shield and Dibdin were prolific but soon
to be lost in the flood of Italian and German
imports. The best-known English music is
either pre- 1700 or post- 1900.
This record gives us a unique opportunity
to savour what semi- popular, middle-class
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music- making and entertainment would have
sounded like. This is music of the drawingroom, and popular entertainment centres like
Vauxhall and Ranelagh, less so of the lower
class though street ballads are included.
Presumably their music was much more vulgar than this in the D'Urfey mould. The flavour
of Gay's The Beggar's Opera will most closely
suggest what you will hear on this record;
the music predominantly 6/8 with Italian opera
overtones; the literary attachments of that
curious mixture of satirical moralising and
crudity that we know from the drama of the
period.
Quite apart from the historical and sociological associations this is a most delightful
and entertaining record. The voice of Martin
Best pleasantly dominates; the Consort play
a quietly polite and subdued accompaniment
that sets the tone nicely, with the added mandolin of Hugo D'Alton lending a pleasing
flavour. It is all performed with taste and
clearly recorded. Our musical understanding
is much enriched by an issue like this, and I
hope there will be more like it. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

FRENCH RECORDER MUSIC
Music by Dornel, Rebel and Gautier
Quadro Hotteterre
Telefunken ' Das Alte Werk' AW 6.41927 (£2.99)

This curiously uneventful selection of French
recorder music includes four works which in
many ways are typical of the French baroque.
Some of the music falls pleasantly enough
on the ear, but there do seem to be long passages of rather ordinary stuff. The suite by
Louis- Antoine Dornel—a contemporary of
Bach—strikes me as the worst offender in
this respect, and far more interesting are the
two works by Jean- Ferry Rebel. In terms of
sheer listenability, his B minor sonata has
much to offer, with its attractive thematic
material and very poetic, lyrical moments in
some of the slow passages. The same cannot be said of the suite by the unfortunate
Pierre Gautier, something of a musical success in the south of France who ended his
days beneath the Mediterranean when the
ship in which he was sailing sank off the port
of Sète.
Quadro Hotteterre is evidently a Dutch
group which includes both Kees Boeke and
Walter van Hauwe on recorders. The playing,
both of the recorders and the continuo, is
excellent. The intonation and phrasing leave
nothing to be desired, and the ensemble is
tight, with a nice feeling of buoyancy in the
faster numbers.
The recording is typical of this company,
but to my ears the sound seems alittle harsh
and edgy. The pitch of the music, incidentally,
has been set at a low A=392 Hz which could
prove a problem for those people who like
to play along with the record. Interesting
programme notes. [
B: 1]
Colin Evans

GEMINIANI: Six Cello sonatas, Op. 5
Anthony Pleeth ( v/c) " Richard Webb ( v/c cont) I
Christopher Hogwood ( hpd)
Oiseau -Lyre ' Florilegium' DSLO 513 (£3•25)

What an excellent series the ' Florilegium' is
proving! The records are finely played and
recorded, and in respect of their full and
scholarly yet lively sleeve notes they set an
example that certain other labels could emulate with advantage. The music here played
so persuasively has frankly surprised me by
its novel, exciting and beautiful qualities.
These sonatas were published in 1746 when
Geminiani was nearing 60; to judge by editions in The Hague and Paris in that year,

and at least two London editions shortly after
(one an arrangement for violin), they enjoyed
a popularity that Ican well understand—and
that is in contrast to the puzzled and slighting
comments on Geminiani's music from many
contemporaries.
Irregular phrase- lengths,
startling harmonies, improvisatory touches,
lively rhythms, expressive and mainly short
Andantes and Adagios— pedants may well
have been baffled when the works were new.
But now, in sparklingly fresh and poised performances, using fine mid- 18th century instruments ( Anthony Pleeth's is a beautiful, lighttoned modern copy) Ican imagine any lover
of late baroque music finding lasting joy and
satisfaction in this record. The engineering
is of comparable standard: awarm yet natural
chamber acoustic, with good aural perspective. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
GLINKA: Trio Pathétique / SCHUMANN:
Márchenerziihlungen, Op. 132 / WEBER: Grand
Duo Concertant, Op. 48
The Music Party: Alan Hacker (eft) IRichard Burnett
(Pno) IDuncan Druce ( via) lHuns-jürg Lange (bsn)
Oiseau -Lyre ' Florilegium' OSLO 524 (£3.25)

Three nicely contrasted 19th century chamberworks, of which only the Weber is otherwise
available ( de Peyer/Preedy, a recording first
issued as far back as 1961). The Glinka,
scored for clarinet, bassoon and piano ( here
played on afine Broadwood of 1823) is interesting rather than memorable; it was written
in Italy in his late 20s, and has an opening
Allegro and slow movement of substance—
the other two are charming if slight. Hansjürg Lange's late 18th century Viennese bassoon ( by Griesbacher) is a beauty; here and
in the Weber Alan Hacker's Goulding clarinet
(around 1800) is both vivid and warmly expressive. The Weber also displays to advantage
Richard Burnett's Conrad Graf fortepiano of
1826—an exciting meeting of partners nicely
balanced in opportunity and virtuoso achievement. The Schumann ( which spans the
generously filled sides) is alate piece, indeed
his last chamber work; Mr Hacker here uses
a Buffet Crampon clarinet of afew years later
than the music (1853), supported by Mr Burnett's Graf again, and Duncan Druce's modest
and poetic Viennese viola ( Thir, around 1760).
There is nothing pedantic about the care
lavished on selection of works and instruments; a very pleasing recital, excellently
balanced and cleanly recorded, is the stylish
product. [A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
HANDEL: Concerti grossi, Op. 3
La Grande Ecuire et la Chambre du Roy IMalgoire
CBS 76474 (£2.99)

Six of the seven concertos which complete
the opus 3 are given on this record, No. 4 in
F Major being the missing concerto. The
label gives one to understand that concerto
has in fact been recorded but in effect it is
concerto No. 4A, also in FMajor, that is given.
Jean-Claude Malgoire's interpretation lacks
some of the verve and vitality which he was
able to bring to his Water Music production
(CBS S72971); in fact this reading of the
opus 3 seems to be very conventional. The
music is competently performed and Melgoire
makes effective use of double continuo, a
harpsichord and a very pleasant- sounding
chamber-type organ which may be heard at
its best in the beautiful solo of the D minor
concerto. Here and there amovement seemed
a little on the slow side and Idid not altogether understand the reason for the entry of
the organ continuo thirteen bars early in the
slow movement of the first concerto. The
solo part of the G Major is here given to a
flute. Apart from ashort cadenza prior to the
commencement of the initial allegro, Ifelt
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Unretouched photographs show how the Shibata plays
with less wear, ensures longer record life,truer sound.
And because the stylus is shaped more like the
groove itself, the pressure is reduced to one quarter
of that with any other stylus.
The grooves on your record get less distorted than
with conventional styli and your records last at least
four times longer
The increased high frequency tracing ability of
the Shibata stylus is essential with discrete 4-channel
records.
The delicate modulations on these are wiped off
by aconventional stylus.
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The AT 15S is one cartridge that will make every
record in your collection sound better, whether SQ,
QS, CD4, stereo or mono.
There are 4other cartridges in our range with a
Shibata stylus.
Ask your HiFi dealer for more details or write to us.

audio-technica
Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House,
The Ridgeway, Ive zBucks, SLO 9JL.Tel: Iver (0753)652222.

CLASSICAL
that a splendid opportunity for some tasteful
ornamentation had been lost.
The recording is clear and well balanced
but the cutting level is on the low side, thus
requiring a comparatively high gain setting to
bring out the best reproduction. [ A/B: 1/2]
Victor McAloon

ness to let the music breathe, smile, sparkle,
that Ilargely missed in nos. 1 and 2 of the
set a couple of years ago. Since DG have
provided a warm, spacious yet clear sound,
living rather than clinical, the set can be
warmly recommended. [ A: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Symphony 83 in g ' The Hen'
phony 86 in D
Menuhin Festival Orch IMenuhin
HMV ASD 3214 ( E3•20)

HAYDN: Mass in 135, Hob. XXII: 12, ' Theresienmesse'
Elisabeth Speiser ( sop) IMaureen Lehane (alt) / Theo
Altmeyer ( ten) IWolfgang Schone ( bass) ITeilz Boys
Choir ICollegium Aureum IMaier ISchmidt-Gaden
BASF Harmonia Mundi 20 22287-3 (£2.99)

Sym-

A spirited and satisfying conclusion to a
series that began in December and was continued in April. Menuhin has a winning way
with Haydn, combining vitality and freshness
with due weight and warmth; and his orchestra,
though it sounds quite a bit smaller than the
large Paris one for which Haydn was composing, has both individual and corporate
distinction. The recording is excellent— The
Hen, produced by Ronald Kinloch Anderson,
is even, sonorous, mellow; no. 86, which is a
marvellous and undervalued symphony, is
endowed with an entirely appropriate vibrancy
and bite by John Mordler. In both works
balance and space are grandly realized; every
detail tells, yet there is no unnatural highlighting. For once there is no hint of preecho to spoil the vivid if outbursts in the
Andante of no. 83. If Menuhin's tempi are
sometimes just a shade fast ( minuet of 83,
finale of 86), he has a perceptive regard for
contrast between movements, as well as for
dynamic contrast. His affection and understanding for Haydn are nowhere more evident
than in the lilting finale of 83 ( one of only two
12/8-time finales in Haydn's symphonies) and
the extraordinary slow movement of 86. Distinguished achievements from every point of
view, and warmly recommended. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: The ' Prussian' Quartets ( Op. 50, 1-6)
Tokyo String Quartet
DG 2740 135 (3records) (£ 7.50)
Although it is presumably only a matter of
time before the Aeolians reach opus 50 in
their progress through the Haydn quartets,
there is at present no other version of the
set available. This recording of the first two
quartets was originally issued in July 1974,
and DG have sensibly completed the six
with the same excellent team. In reviewing
the earlier record Ipraised the Tokyo Quartet's teamwork and style though Ialso expressed the hope that they would mature
towards adeeper and more personal insight—
at times they seemed well- taught rather than
spontaneous. If Isometimes felt the same
with these new performances of the remaining four quartets, I have few reservations,
mainly because the quartet are more selfconfident, more adventurous, less obviously
well-mannered. They are prepared to relax
more, to shape a movement with greater individuality, to phrase more meaningfully. They
are even capable of a real miscalculation—
the slow movement of no. 3, Andante più
tosto Allegretto, is taken so fast that it loses
poise and even its point; but the finale of the
same work is just right— no scramble. They
are generous but not unthinking in their treatment of repeats, great care has gone into
matters of phrasing and dynamics; they play
so naturally and well together that every part
tells, even where it looks dull on paper.
They have beautiful instruments—all by
Nicolù Amati of Cremona, lent by the Corcoran Gallery, Washington. So there is a
wealth of beauty here— in the works themselves, of course ( which date from just after
the ' Paris' symphonies), and in the performances. Above all, there is a poise, a willingHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Argo's series of the six late Haydn masses
dates from 1962 to 1970 and is still available
on individual discs as well as in a boxed set
(September 1972). The impact that series
made is still just as strong today, and any
new recording of one of them will have to
stand comparison with its rival from Guest/
St John's College, Cambridge. The new Collegium Aureum performance was recorded
in the monastery church at Benedikbeuren,
with the excellent Tifilz Boys Choir ( some 30
boys and 10 or 12 men) and a pretty good solo
quartet. Strangely, neither sleeve nor label
makes it clear whether the chorus- master,
Gerhard Schmidt-Gaden, or the Collegium's
normal leader and director, Franzjosef Maier,
actually conducted. As it happens, no very
strong guiding hand can be felt— some passages are rather glib, others give the impression
of a conscious striving for expressiveness
that is hardly in place with one of these
splendid late masses ( this is the last but two
of the series, 1799). It is tantalizing that the
engineers have masked the Collegium's
famous old instruments behind the choral
texture—the timpani ( an exciting pair, made
in Munich in 1770), and quite often the trumpets ( modern copies of aJ. L. Ehe instrument,
Nuremberg, 1746), penetrate the rather opaque
sound, but much of Haydn's detail goes for
little or nothing. It is the 11- year- old Argo
version that produces the vividness and
clarity that makes one sit up expectantly, and
that is the version Irecommend. The new
one makes a weaker, more generalized impression. [ C: 2]
Peter Branscombe
BERNARD HERRMANN CONDUCTS GREAT
BRITISH FILM MUSIC
BAX: ' Oliver Twist'-2 lyrical pieces / BENJAMIN: ' An Ideal Husband'— Waltz and Galop /
BLISS: ' Things to Come'— Suite / LAMBERT:
'Anna Karenina'—suite/ VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
'The Invaders'-49th Parallel / WALTON:
'Escape Me Never'—Ballet
National Phil IHerrmann
Decca ' Phase 4' PFS4364 (£2.99)
This is a highly desirable issue that was
really badly needed. Of the works included
only the Bliss suite was available and this in
a fairly old recording under the composer.
If we wanted to illustrate what excellent music
had been written for the British film industry
by our eminent composers— most of it knocking the much- lauded Hollywood equivalent
into a cocked hat—we could only refer to
intriguing titles in the reference books. Apart
from a1940 documentary Anna Karenina (
1947)
was Lambert's only film score, partly based
on Glinka, and it is very expressive and atmospheric and suitably Russian. Arnold Bax's
Oliver Twist (
1948) music is full of rhythmic
verve and manages to sound nothing like the
typical Hollywood background music; and
Benjamin's gracefully tuneful music is ideally
suited to An Ideal Husband (
1947). Walton
was to become the most active all these composers in the film world, with 14 films to his
credit. Escape Me Never (
1935) was his first
film score and attractively near to Façade
days. Whereas Walton started writing for
films at 33, Vaughan Williams was 70 before

he tried his hand at The Invaders (
1941). Much
of the music on this record was instigated
by the late Muir Mathieson, for a long time
Korda's musical director, who believed that
the best composer should be employed in
the industry. Vaughan Williams' last score
for Scot of the Antartic eventually became his
7th Symphony. Perhaps the best score ever
written for British films, and one of the composer's finest works, was Bliss' music for
Things to Come (
1935), imaginatively transcending even the strange celluloid world
contrived by H. G. Wells. All this music is
conducted in full-bloodedly romantic but not
insensitive manner by the recently deceased
Bernard Herrmann, himself a great writer of
film music; and it is the best memorial he
could have wished. Excellent, filmish recorded sound adds to the pleasure of this
most fascinating issue. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond
HOME SWEET HOME
Songs by Bishop, Clay, Parry, Sullivan, Wallace etc,
Robert Tear ( ten) IBenjamin Luxon (bar) IAndré
Previn ( pno)
EMI EMD 5528 (£2.70)
In Victorian times all the great singers
lavished their talents upon the ballads which
were a feature of the musical life of the day.
The songs have a certain nostalgic charm
for those of us who remember hearing them
sung by our parents and there are recordings
made in the first decade of this century which
preserve the style of Patti, Santley, Lloyd,
Ben Davies and many others. In general I
feel that Robert Tear and Benjamin Luxon
do not always give us the absolute purity of
vocal line which these songs often demand.
Thus in ' I'll sing thee songs of Araby'
Robert Tear makes a definite break in the
repeat of the phrase ' In thine eyes', which
Edward Lloyd certainly does not do in his
recordings of the song. Lloyd sang it at The
Dome, Brighton, in 1877 for the first performance of Clay's cantata La/la Roo/ch from which
the song is taken. The choice of songs for
this second volume seems rather arbitrary
and Ican see little justification for including
'Pansy Faces' which smacks more of the
music hall, as Peter Gammond points out in
his note.
André Previn, as one would expect, makes
much of the often uninspired piano accompaniments, and adds a few decorations here
and there, and was it my imagination or did
Ihear an echo of ' Bobby Shaftoe' in the concluding bars of ' Yes, let me like a soldier
fall'? Excellent recording and first-rate surfaces. [ A: 2]
John Freestone
IN SEARCH OF ANCIENT GODS
Absolute Elsewhere
Warner Brothers K2 56192 (:)(£3.29)
In a substantial series of books Erich von
Dâniken has presented evidence for his hypothesis that our ancestors were visited by
people from outer space.. These books have
created both controversy and cult.
This
record is a product of the latter. Its subtitle
is An experience in sound and music based on
the books of Erich von Dâniken. Each side has
three pieces of varying length ( some with
several subsections) whose titles are derived
from von Dâniken's work. And there, Ifear,
the resemblance stops, for the music is quite
ordinary Pop. The group— Absolute Elsewhere— uses the usual assortment of guitars,
percussion and various keyboards. To this
they add flute ( splendidly played by Paul
Fishman—the composer and arranger of this
record) and ' Sounds from Space recorded at
the University of Manchester's Nuffield Radio
Astronomy Laboratories, Jodrell Bank, and
by the British Astronomical Association'.
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CLASSICAL
Frankly— however authentic these sounds
may be—the same sonic effects could easily
have been produced by filtered noise if the
group had bothered to use their synthesisers
as anything other than electronic organs. The
numbers vary from the good Miracles of the
Gods (
the longest number, sadly spoilt by a
very naïve imitation of a rocket taking oft at
the end) to the bad: The Gold of the Gods and
Toktela which sound like abysmal attempts at
'popularising' the contrapuntal processes of
'Classical' music—Moog strikes Bach is much
better at that sort of thing ( thanks to Bach)).
As Pop it is not as good or evocative as, for
example, Pink Floyd's Interstellar Overdrive
and the lack of vocals makes it rather monotonous. The playing is fair; the recording
good. [
B: 3]
Benedict Sarnaker

Munrow's
Middle- Age
connection
INSTRUMENTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES AND
RENAISSANCE
Early Music Consort of London Munrow
HMV SLS 988 (
2 records, and 98 page booklet)
(£7.95)

This is one of the most welcome and valuable
releases that Ihave seen for a long time. On
the face of it, the price might look a bit steep,
but it is a small sum to pay for two excellent
records containing over sixty pieces played
by as many different historical instruments,
excellently documented, and accompanied
by a beautifully produced book containing
dozens of photographs and diagrams.
The first record covers aselection of instruments of the Middle Ages, which have been
sensibly divided into woodwind, keyboard,
brass and strings. The second record features Renaissance instruments, and is similarly divided. Percussion instruments, although given a separate chapter in the book
are not treated in the same manner on the
records, perhaps for reasons of space, but
also because the most common medieval
and Renaissance percussion instruments
appear in other ensemble pieces. In his preface to the records, David Munrow mentions
that one or two instruments for reasons of
recorded time limits have had to be left out.
Most people would be hard-pressed to find
which ones were missing, and it can safely
be said that this collection encompasses descriptions and recordings of every early instrument one is ever likely to see or hear.
The musical items follow each other without verbal commentary, and as each track is
banded it is possible to locate particular
examples easily. The music itself has obviously been very carefully researched and
prepared. Although many of the composers
are anonymous or obscure, there are pieces
by some of the better known figures of early
music, such as Landini, Guillaume de Machaut,
Dufay and Susato. It would be invidious to
try to mention specific items from such a
wealth of material, but it can safely be said
that the standard of performance is about as
high as anyone is likely to hear, and the pieces
have been arranged attractively for both solo
instruments and ensembles.
The recording is excellent throughout, the
instruments being placed in close perspective. The OUP book that comes with the
record could well stand on its own as an
authoritative commentary. Written in Mun row's pleasingly readable style, it explores
the instruments and their background in great
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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detail and is accompanied by high quality
photographs,contemporary prints and various
musical examples.
For those who already have Munrow's
earlier Oryx record, ' The Medieval Sound', it
is perhaps worth mentioning that this set
surpasses it in every way, and should find its
way into every educational institution as well
as into the homes of all who love early music.
[A*: 1*]
Colin Evans
ALEXANDRE LAGOYA
BACH: 3 pieces from Anna Magdalena Bach
Notebook (
tr. Lagoya)
Prelude and Fugue from
Lute Suite 3 ( tr.)
HANDEL: Sarabande in D
WEISS: Fantasy SCARLATTI: Sonata in A
Sonata in a , VANHAL: Cantabile
Alexandre Lagoya ( gtr)
Philips 6581 017 (
Et 85)

A pleasing recital disc ( new to UK) released
to coincide with Lagoya's QEH appearance
on 14th June. The music is mostly from the
17th century— Weiss was friend of Bach, and
a keen lutenist. Vanhal was a self taught
musician, of Bohemian origin, prolific in output and popular until eclipsed by Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven. His Cantabile is a
romantic essay.
Lagoya too treats the music here in romantic
manner, varying the tone- colours and pulse
quite elaborately, delaying the beat and so
on. His approach is fastidious, although I
think that for recording purposes he miscalculates dynamic effects: for instance, in the
popular Magdalena pieces ( 14, 3,12) his accentuation is almost vehement. Probably in the
recital hall the impact would be diminished
by the acoustic; not so with the microphone.
Most successful is the Handel Sarabande
transcription, which is highly atmospheric.
The recording balance is rather close, and
fingering noises are occasionally obtrusive.
[A: 2]
Christopher Breunig
LALO: Cello concerto in d
Symphonie
Espagnole
Paul Tortelier ( v/c) Yan Pascal Tortelier ( yin) JCBSO I
Frémaux
HMV ASD3209 ®(£3.20)

For no special reason, that Iam aware of, the
record companies seem to be rediscovering
Lalo this year. Already we have had two versions of the symphony, and of the Cello concerto: the elderly Fournier/Lamoureux DG
reissue, and a new but unrecommendable
version on Hungaroton.
Now that the Symphonie Espagnole in full
five- movement form presents no problem in
transference to a single side, the present
coupling, although innovatory, could hardly
be more logical. In a way it reminds me of
the old Vox habit of pairing two essential
repertoire works together ( eg. Beethoven
5/Mozart Jupiter), so that the collector could
hopefully kill two birds with one stone.
In this instance, one might fear that the
Symphonie might not compare with alternative recordings by soloists with a greater
reputation. As it happens, Tortelier's is one
of the most persuasive versions we have ever
had. Both he and Frémaux seem to relish the
rhythms and dynamic contrasts, and their
lively jointapproach I
find captivating. The only
comparable
partnership—Perlman/Prévin—
was unaccountably withdrawn from the RCA
lists, and has never reappeared. One has
only to compare Szeryng, say, to find an
example of a masterly violinist making so
much of the part that he only succeeds in
drawing attention away from the music to
himself, and the effect is artificial and sterile
(Philips).
The Cello concerto may be less of amasterpiece, but it is practically superfluous to say
that Paul Tortelier's supreme eloquence

makes for compulsive listening. A marvellous version.
The recordings are very good, with a nice
solo balance. The resonant acoustic of the
Birmingham productions sometimes makes
for a ' grubby' quality, but this is one of the
clearer recordings. [
A: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
LOVE, LUST, PIETY AND POLITICS
Pro Cantione Antigua I Early Music Consort
London ' Turner
BASF Harmonia Mundi 25 22286-1 (£2.99)

of

There are those who will rush out and buy
this clumsily titled record at the first opportunity regardless of what they read about it
here or anywhere else. This is not to imply
that the record has defects; on the contrary,
it has much to commend it, and will probably
delight the many fans of Pro Cantione
Antigua and the Early Music Consort. However, Ithink there are a couple of important
reservations. The first concerns the content,
all of which is representative of music in the
English court or tavern during the fifteenth and
very early sixteenth centuries. Many of the
compositions are predictably anonymous, but
although on the surface there would seem to
be much variety, Ifeel that acomplete playing
of the record makes for an odd feeling of
sameness. Like other records which include
a number of short pieces it's often preferable
to select bits; however, in this case the listener
would be in for an energetic time, as some of
the pieces last only a couple of minutes.
The second reservation concerns the
curious recording quality. It would seem that
the singers have been recorded in a rather
lively acoustic which is not really appropriate
for some of the lusty songs full of double
entendre which would be more at home in a
noisy tavern. In addition, the singers and
players have been placed rather a long way
off, so there is little feeling of presence or
involvement in the music on the part of the
listener.
If all this seems somewhat carping, let it
be said that the record does hold some
musical delights, notably John Browne's
Woefully array'd and Cornyssh's Hoyda, jolly
Rutterkin, the second of which is sung in
modern vulgar English with appropriate
abandon. The vocal and instrumental work
is naturally of a high quality but it is a pity
that the recording leaves something to be
desired in terms of instrumental and vocal
balance [
C: 1]
Colin Evans
MACDOWELL: Second Modern Suite, Op. 14
8 Sea Pieces, Op. 55 ' Shadow Dance', Op. 39
'Witches' Dance', Op. 17
Andrea Anderson Swem ( pno)
Ember ECL 9045 (£ 1.75)

If we say that Macdowell was a notable talent
in the Schumann- Liszt tradition, are we
getting him right? A small number of devotees
would make a larger claim, but the music on
this record impresses with its naturalness
and ease rather than with any more deeply
imaginative quality. True, there is a genuine
vein of poetry, and yet the overall effect tends
to be bland rather than distinctive. The reason for this is that, repeatedly, inventiveness
gives way to commonplace precisely at those
points where it most needs to proclaim itself.
Even the best of the 8Sea Pieces, Op. 55 seem
to me to suffer in this way. Still, it is valuable
to have these representative additions to the
catalogue: two extended works, one early,
one late, and a couple of well-turned showpieces. The performances are very persuasive, and at its best the piano tone is
thoroughly acceptable. The recording quality
does vary, however, and sustained notes
tend to be ' swimmy'. [
B/C: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
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CLASSICAL
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 3 in a, Op. 96,
Op. 56 ' Scotch'
Overture— Calm Sea and
prosperous Voyage, Op. 27
NPO IMull
HMV AS D3184C) (£3•20)

This is Mutis first recording of a symphonic
work, presumably dating from September ' 75
when he gave concert performances at the
RFH then at Fairfield Hall (the latter performance broadcast live). Frankly, Iwas not
impressed by these, but some magic spell
seems to have been cast over the EMI sessions, for this is a distinctly impressive disc,
with shaded playing reminiscent of the Philharmonia at the height of the Legge era. Ifind
myself echoing the remarks of the Observer
critic who found promise in the initial concerts given by Muti as principal conductor
of the New Philharmonia.
Muti's
declared
sympathies
with
Mendelssohn are certainly evident in his
handling of the becalmed prelude to the
little- heard overture ( otherwise poorly represented in the catalogues), and the transition
into the difficult peroration in the symphony
is comparably memorable in effect. The
allegros bristle with energy, and the adagio
movement has much affection lavished upon
it.
The recorded sound is very good, with
clear stereo separation, but like some other
quadraphonic- compatible issues from EMI
has a certain acoustic vacuity that yields no
clues concerning the location used for the
project. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
MENDELSSOHN: 9 Lieder / WEBER: 13 Lieder
Robert Te ir ( ten) IPhilip Ledger (pno) I Tim Walker
(g (r)
Argo ZRG827 (
E2•99)

Some of the Mendelssohn songs which Robert
Tear gives us on this disc were also included
in Peter Schreier's recital on DG 2530 596.
In general Iprefer Schreier's more intimate
style for these songs, while his manner is
more relaxed and less dramatic than Tear's.
Nevertheless the latter sings with great conviction and well moulded phrases and his
more operatic approach may well make a
greater appeal to many music lovers. Philip
Ledger is the accomplished pianist in these
songs.
The works by Weber on the reverse are
more extrovert in nature and with their well
played guitar accompaniments by Tim Walker
they make a very welcome addition to the
recorded repertoire. Robert Tear in excellent
voice sings them with obvious enjoyment.
Good recording and clean surfaces. [
A: 1/2]
John Freestone
MONTEVERDI: ' Lettera Amorosa' D ' Con che
soavita"Lamento d'Arianna' D ' Mira, deh
mira, Orfeo' .... '
In un fiorito prato' [Orfeo]
'Disprezzata Regina' [ L'incoronazione di Poppea] D '
Tu che degli avi miei''Maestade, che
prega' L ' A Dio Roma'.
Cathy Berbezian (m-sop)! Nigel Rogers (ten) IGunther
Theuring ( ten) I Lajos Kozma ( ten) IPaul Esswood
(c-ten) Concentus musicus Wien IHarnoncourt
Telefunken AW6 41956 (£2.99)

Cathy Berberian is a highly intelligent artist
whose performances are always worth hearing. In these excerpts from works by Monteverdi she gives a less ornate account of the
vocal line than is often heard today and her
few ornaments are modest and well executed,
with the exception of the occasional suggestion of atrill which amounts to no more than
an intensified vibrato. Unfortunately, Miss
Berberian's strong personality does not
emerge in this highly specialised field and
her voice is not sufficiently individual in timbre
to sustain one's interest in these circumstances. She is joined in some of the pieces
by other artists who are not mentioned except
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in the sub-titles and whose contributions are
slight, as the title of the record, ' Cathy Berberian sings Monteverdi', rightly suggests.
The English sleeve note, which is a literal
translation of the German original, does not
always make for easy reading, viz: ' Nor are
the parts entirely through composed, but
expect the singer to provide his own arrangement of the improvising figures'. The recording is clean and the surfaces are quiet.
[B: 2]
John Freestone
MOZART: Symphony No.35 in D, K385 Haffner'
Overture: The Marriage of Figaro
Overture:
The Magic Flute
Overture: Don Giovanni
Mostly Mozart Festival Orchestra , Brico
CBS 61692 (
El.99)

In spite of the reportedly wide acknowledgement of Dr Antonia Brico's talent as a conductor, Iregret to say that Ihave never heard
of her until now. The loss, I may say, is
wholly mine, for on the evidence of this programme she has considerable gifts as a
Mozart interpreter. All her performances are
straight-forward and uncomplicated by any
sense of the conductor interposing herself
between the composer and the listener. This
does not mean that she is dull. Ifeel sure that
anyone studying her photograph on the sleeve
will recognise in her face the same contained
strength of purpose that one sees, for instance, in the face of Golda Meier. And her
performances reflect this same apparent
characteristic, for they are controlled yet
very strong. Sometimes, as in the Figaro
overture, the results are inclined to explode
upon the ear with adetonation that is far from
genteel. Much of this, Isuspect, is due to the
quality of the recording itself. For one thing
it is very resonant, and there are places in
the Haffner where rests are filled out with
echoes; for another it is, like so much from
CBS, unkindly steely in the upper registers
and it needs tempering. On the credit side
though, there is a quite remarkable amount
of detail coming through. Ihave never heard
Mozart's viola parts, or his oboe and bassoon
parts in such splendid clarity, nor does one
normally savour the Magic Flute's trombones
as richly. Of course, this argues against the
balance, but except for one moment in the
Don Giovanni overture where the oboe comes
out finstead of p, and the added flutes in the
adagio interlude in the Magic Flute fail to
come over, Ihave no complaint on that score.
To return to the playing, the cumbrously
titled Mainly Mozart Festival Orchestra are
clearly a well- drilled and accurate group.
Apparently they take their name from afestival
which features ' mainly Mozart' and which
occurs each summer in the Lincoln Center,
New York. The present recording apparently
dates from 1975 when Dr Brico returned to
New York for the first time since 1939 to take
part in the festival. Iam rather glad she did,
for Ihave derived a good deal of pleasure
from listening to these carefully considered,
alert, no-nonsense performances. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Cassation in B', K99
in D, K131
Dresden Phil IHerbig
Philips 6500 703 (
f.3.10)

Divertimento

Gunther Herbig's series of the early Mozart
cassations, divertimenti and miscellaneous
entertainment works that Philips are running
in tandem with Edo De Waart's of the larger
serenades continues with two of the most
attractive of them. The Cassation K99 is an
enchanting piece, full of felicitous scoring
from the thirteen- year- old, the purling strings
of the first Andante and the lovely little tune
of the second Minuet, and the ingenious
association of the opening ( and closing)

March with the finale's alternate fast and
slow sections. The Divertimento is equally
attractive but more developed and showing
the influence of the Haydn brothers. This
offers scope for the wind players denied in
the Cassation, especially the four horn
players who have a Trio all to themselves.
The playing of the Dresden Philharmonic
justifies the challenge, and lives up to the
standards set by their two previous recordings
reviewed in May 1975 and last month. Herbig's
sense of commitment to the music shows no
sign of flagging or of condescension, and the
engineers similarly keep up the high standard
they have set themselves in the previous
issues. Boskovsky and the Vienna Mozart
Ensemble offer the only serious rivalry, with
similarly excellent playing, though with perhaps not quite the grace that Herbig offers
in the Cassation. The couplings are different
though. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade in D, K204 .7 March in D,
1(237 i= March in D, 1(215
Pinchas Zukerman ( On) IECO IZukerman
CBS 76489 (£2.99)

Hard on the heels of Edo de Waart's pioneer
recording of this serenade with the Dresden
State Orchestra on Philips, reviewed in our
March issue, comes this rival from Pinchas
Zukerman and the ECO. Odd that we should
have had to wait so long for a recording only
to risk being spoilt for choice. In many
respects this is a challenging alternative,
notably in the lighter textures of the ECO, but
compared with De Waart, Zukerman's tendency to romanticise the music, noted also
in his version of K203, is something of a disadvantage. This is clearer when we compare
his solo playing with that of Uto Ughi in the
rival version. Here Imust apologise for having described Ughi as the leader of the
Dresden orchestra, and thank the reader who
pointed out my error, for Ughi, like Zukerman,
is asoloist in his own right. The concertante
wind instruments which feature in the fifth
movement are equally good in both recordings, but in the Philips version the players
settle better into the ambience of the orchestra than in CBS, very bright and occasionally
even harsh recording. The March which
properly belongs to this serenade is K215
with which De Waart begins and Zukerman
ends. For some reason he chooses to begin
with K237 which is usually associated with
K203, though since both are in the same key
it may not matter too much except that K237
has bassoon parts and K215 does not. A
final march, which De Waart does not employ,
helps to round out the proceedings and is
stylistically correct, but Mozart would probably have used the same one to begin and
end the work. [
B: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade in D, K250 Haffner'
March in D, 11(249
Uto Ughi ( On) IDresden State Orch IDe Waart
Philips 6500 966 (£3.1o)

f]

This is the fourth of the Dresden State
Orchestra's series of the Mozart orchestral serenades
under
Edo De Waart's
direction. This, arguably the greatest of
them all, lives up to the expectations
aroused by its predecessors in the quality of
the interpretation, stylishness of the playing
and excellence of the recording. Some may
cavil at the apparent size of the orchestra,
but this is, after all, aserenade of symphonic
proportions, and far from suffering from a
fuller string section (within reason) the richness accrueing offsets anythreat of flatulence.
Not that there is a trace of that ailment here,
for De Waart is meticulous in sustaining a
light touch which the engineers have matched
with meilifluous sound and asensible balance.
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CLASSICAL
The result is enchanting. Add to it Uto Ughi's
stylish violin playing in the three solo movements with a particularly apposite cadenza
in the Andante and a really sprightly account
of the famous Rondo, and we have a severe
challenge for the rival versions, the most
recent and most serious being Boskovsky's
on Decca which came out in 1974. This has
the advantage of the smaller body of players
and, of course, Boskovsky's always satisfying
Mozart playing, but the recording is, to my
mind, not quite as good as Philips. It is
swings and roundabouts though and you will
not go wrong with either. De Waart includes
the March K249 whereas Boskovsky does not.
[A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano concerto 14 in E,, K449
Piano concerto 24 in c, K491
Murray Perahia (pno) IECO IPerahia
CBS 76481 (£2.99)
This is Murray Perahia's debut as soloistconductor, and, I believe, his first Mozart
piano concerto recordings. The choice is
interesting, at least the choice of K449 is, for
this is not a work most pianists tend to opt
to cut their Mozartian teeth on, and the contrast between it and the C minor is wide and
demanding. A few months back Ienthused
about Karl Engels recordings of these two
works, differently coupled, on two superbly
engineered Telefunken discs, and if Perahia's
playing did not give me the thrill that Engels
did in K449 that is not to decry his performance. He is possibly more conscious of
modern Mozart praxis than Engel, certainly
his treatment of detail suggests as much, but
Ifind the results curiously bland. Compare
his treatment of the C minor with either Engel,
or more particularly with Brendel and Marriner
on Philips, and the absence of dramatic tension in Perahia's direction becomes apparent.
He contrives the transitions of tempo from
the first to the second movement well yet fails
in my view to wrest the tragedy from the music.
It remains small scale and elegant, and as
everyone knows, there is a lot more to the C
minor concerto than elegance. Technically
his playing offers much to enjoy, but Ido not
feel that he really understands what the music
is about, and though he may just get away
with the Eflat concerto, he certainly does not
satisfy my expectations in the C minor. The
recording is better tempered than the other
CBS issue of the Serenade K204, but is probably still a shade too stark for most tastes.
[A: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin concerto in D, KA294a ' Adelaide' IViolin concerto in D, K271a
Yehudi Menuhin ( yin) I Menuhin Festival Orch
Menuhin
HMV ASD3198 (£3.20)
On the evidence of these two performances
Menuhin commands the same eloquent tone
as he had when he recorded both concertos
way back in the Thirties, but it is clear also
that at sixty his technique is not what it was.
Several times during the course of these by
no means 100 per cent Mozart concertos, one
is aware of passages less flawlessly handled
than of yore, of notes not quite so meticulously
bowed. The orchestral playing, too, strikes
one as clumsy and heavy-handed compared,
say, to Suk's recent version of K271a on RCA
which, Ifear, totally eclipses Menuhin's on all
counts. The claims of this particular concerto
have at least a genuine Mozart origin, are
strong if not wholly conclusive, and Ifor one
am prepared to give it the benefit of the doubt.
The so-called Adelaide concerto is quite
another kettle of fish, however. Ihave put the
case for it, such as it is, in my sleeve notes to
the record, but in brief Iincline away from
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Friedrich Blume's suggestion that it may
belong to the period between the Concertone
and the first of the known Mozart violin concertos largely because the music as we have
it is so anonymous. Faulty the Concertone
may be, but it contains much that is obviously
Mozart, whereas this concerto might be by
anyone writing between c. 1750 and 1770,
certainly by any of the hundreds of French
composers of the period. In which case the
dedication to Princess Adelaide may be correct after all though obviously the work would
then not be by Mozart fils, nor, I suspect,
could Mozart père be saddled with it. The
cadenzas to the first and third movements
(this is a pleasant gay trifle) are by Hindemith
and quite out of character, though Menuhin's
own to the Adagio is better, better even than
Enesco's familiar but somewhat otiose
cadenzas to K271a. The recording is adequate
but not as clear or as well balanced as one
has come to expect from this production
team. Mr Menuhin's myriad admirers among
whom Iclass myself will, Iexpect, be rather
disappointed that this remake of two works
which he recorded in the springtime of his
genius is not better. As I have suggested
Suk's version of K271a is preferable, and the
Concertone with which it is coupled is more
interesting than the Adelaide which remains a
curio, not perhaps the ' mystification à la
Kreisler' that Einstein called it, but a ' mystification à la Marius Casadesus who made it
available from the still unpublished and unseen manuscript. [
B:2/3] Kenneth Dommett

Brendel's
Lifelike Mozart

similar spareness of style yet who seldom
achieve either his elegance or his quietly
reserved dramatic intensity. His last solo
Mozart appeared several years ago on a less
than well recorded Vanguard issue. Now with
Philips' lifelike sound one can hear Brendel
without compromise, and Iwould urge everyone to sample this truly lovely record. [
A*:
1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: ' Don Giovanni'— highlights
Shirley- Quirk 1Armstrong
Tear Mathes
Scottish Chamber Orch , Gibson
Classics for Pleasure CFP40246 (£ 1.25)

Dean ,

These highlights from Scottish Opera's production of Don Giovanni concentrate on the
arias. After the Overture and the opening
scene up to the death of the Commendatore,
the only other ensembles offered are the
Act II Sextet, Sola, sola' and the final sextet
after Giovanni has been dragged to hell. One
does not, therefore, get much idea of a distinct Scottish Opera production, but merely
a collection of arias ( and the usual duet, ' La
ci darem la mano') sung by a number of
excellent singers. Perhaps this is why there
is not much drama in the performances of
those arias, or in Alexander Gibson's otherwise serviceable accompaniments. One has
the feeling one is listening to a performance
in which the artists are lined up on a concert
platform in evening dress.
That said, there is much to admire in the
individual performances. John Shirley- Quirk
is a mellifluous, though hardly dangerous
Giovanni, Stafford Dean does manage to
project some personality into his Catalogue
aria, but Robert Tear fails to impress himself
upon II mio tesoro' though he sings it impeccably. The ladies are allowed one aria,
except for Zerlina who is deprived of both her
songs. Sheila Armstrong's Elvira lingers in
the memory longer than Rachel Mathes'
Anna. Quite good recording, with the voices
much favoured. [
B/C: 2/3] Charles Osborne

One, two, three:
Orff!
ORFF: ' Carmina Burana'
Catulli Carmina'
'Trionfo di Afrodite'
Ruth-Margret Pütz ( sop) IMichael Cousins ( ten) I
Donald Grobe ( ten) IBarry McDaniel ( bar) IRoland
Hermann ( bar) / Hans Günter Nocher ( bass) and others
ICologne Radio Choir and SO ILeitner
BASF 59 21346-3 (
3records) (£9.50)
Alfred Brendel
MOZART: Piano sonata in A, K331
in b, K540
Piano Sonata in 13,, K333
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 9500 025 (£3.10)

Adagio

Here is Brendel making a belated and most
welcome return to Mozart's solo piano music
with a programme that combines the familiar
A major sonata with its Turkish finale with
the less familiar companion sonata in B flat
and the even less familiar but very beautiful
Adagio in B minor. This is a little gem of a
piece, less overtly dramatic than the A minor
but no less searching in its content. In all the
varied moods of these three works Brendel
demonstrates again and again his mastery
of poetic understatement, of restrained eloquence and superb technical control. This is
playing of rare refinement and strength and
an interpretative genius of a kind unique
among a company of pianists who adopt a

Despite one or two minor reservations about
the recording, this boxed set can be recommended whole-heartedly to anyone wishing
to take three representative bites at the work
of Carl Orff. Strictly, Isuppose, three in one,
for although written separately over a period
of some 15 years, Carmina Burana, Catulli
Carmina and Trionfo di Afrodite were brought
together by Orff to form the three-part stage
work Trionfi. Only the most spellbound of
home listeners is likely to take all three at a
sitting, but there is value in having acoherent
set of performances shaped by one conductor
using the same forces. Actually, this is
approached by three separate Supraphon
records ( Smetacek), but not, Ithink, with the
authority that Ferdinand Leitner achieves.
There have been three other new versions of
Carmina Burana within the last year or so ( see
HFNIRR, May, August and December ' 75),
and it is tempting to say that Leitner's
combines many of the most notable qualities
of all of them. The performance of Catulli
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CLASSICAL
Carmina is, if anything, even finer and strongly
challenges the best of its rivals. The relatively
little-known Trionfo di Afrodite lacks nothing
in dramatic impact and throws alot of light on
at least one aspect of the excellence of these
performances—the superbly disciplined unanimity of both the chorus and the instrumentalists.
Such discipline is by no means the be-all
and end-all of an Orff performance, but
without it little else is likely to matter. Here it
is associated with plenty of vigour and, where
appropriate, with human warmth. There are
also some outstanding solo contributions,
often exemplifying the highly stylized virtuosity
that Orff demands. The consistent interpretative approach seems to bring out the
differences between the three works. In
Carmina Burana Orff's method is at its
simplest and freshest, and it is there, too,
that the inspired turn of phrase is most
evident; but in popular appeal Catuili Carmina
ought surely to be a closer second than it is.
The more severely ritualized Trionfo di
Afrodite-1 suppose hieratic' is the word,
bearing in mind its Stravinskian associations
—savours too much of Orff imitating Orff and
is the least successful away from the stage.
The rather resonant recording is inclined
to be oppressive in one or two of the fuller
choral numbers—the opening and close of
Carmina Burana, for instance— but is in
general very satisfactory. Here and there a
balance may be less than ideal, and there is a
little internal pre- echo. I thought that in
Catulli Carmina, which is fully of A quality, the
sound had a slightly cleaner edge than elsewhere. The original texts and German translations ( not English) are provided in a
handsomely produced booklet, which also
contains articles and notes in German,
English and French. [
A/B:
Hugh Ottaway
THE ORGAN OF CHELTENHAM COLLEGE
Music by Berkley, Bridge, Ginastera, Mulet, Parry,
Saint-Saëns
Eric Suddrick ( oro) lSteven Holies ( org)
WealdenWS 149 (
52.50)
The insert sheet promised by the sleeve was
not included in the review copy, but the organ
is said to be a 1930 Harrison rebuild of an
earlier Norman & Beard, and the programme
is chosen accordingly, with the emphasis on
compositions from around the turn of the
20th century, not all of great distinction. The
instrument sounds pretty much as one would
expect in a sizeable design of the period, well
endowed with weight at the bottom end and
less well with brighter upperwork and general
harmonic development.
Side 1 is played by Eric Suddick, a former
member of the College staff, and side 2 by
Steven Hollas, a recent scholar. Both give
good accounts, and, to judge from the
apparent ease with which he brings off the
three pieces here, Hollas should have a
promising career ahead of him.
The 1973 recording has very good perspective and balance, the organ being set just
behind the loudspeakers in a natural way,
and the lower bass notes are excellently
reproduced. One or two passages, e.g. the
start of Bridge's Adagio, are really a little
too soft for comfort, edging near the organ's
own minimum signal/pneumatic noise ratio,
and side 2 has just a trifle more background
than side 1. In general, however, a good
recording, probably with quite a lot of popular
appeal. [ B: 1/2]
Trevor Attewell
ORGANS OF CLIFTON COLLEGE
Music by Bach, Brahms, Guilmant, Howells, Raison,
Schumann, Stanford, Yon
David Pettit (org)
WealdenWS/Q134
(
52'50
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Unusually for Wealden, the organ specifications are not given, but we are told that the
Chapel organ is a Harrison, dating from 1911,
while the Big School instrument is a 1973
rebuild by Daniels ( Clevedon) of the 1873
Father Willis. Side 1 features the Chapel
organ in a programme of romantic- style
music which suits it well. Unfortunately, the
sleeve adds awork which is not recorded (the
Canon in D) and numbers the last three
bands wrongly, while the label lists the
bands correctly, but interchanges the numbers of the Brahms chorales. Side 2 is
played on the Big School organ, and includes
some Bach, which sounds well enough, but
the classical French piece by Raison fails to
convince with the available tonalities. The
organist is also Director of Music of the
College, and his performance is certainly
capable and well considered.
The recording was made in 1973, and is
QS quad, stereo compatible. The dynamic
range is not outstanding, the general level
being slightly on the low side of average, but
the sound is clean with little background,
and the stereo image is very satisfactory.
The majority of purchasers will have no decoder, but rear speakers fed with the difference signals, as in the Hafler system, add a
worthwhile ambience. [
A/B: 1]
Trevor Attewell

Powerful
Penderecki

women ( each with a soloistic part) and large
orchestra.
I cannot summon much enthusiasm for this work. This is not for any
lack of skill on Penderecki's part— he is avery
substantial composer— but he can sound
second-hand and he can sometimes create
effects without causes. Thus his use of the
chorus has more than shades of Lutoslawski
(Trios poemes d'Henri Michaux) and Berio
(the third section of Sinfonia) and his treatment of the orchestra ( both rich and varied) is
too reminiscent of earlier works like Threnody
or De Natura Sonoris. These, to my mind, are
better works. Penderecki's strongly instrumental ideas fare better in shorter spans and
their impact ( which is very strong) is in less
danger of sagging through overextension.
For these two works alone, the record is worth
having. They are powerful and evocative—
and receive splendid performances ( as does
the whole record) [
A: 1].
Benedict Sarnaker
PURCELL: Theatre Music
Joy Roberts ( sop) I Academy of Ancient Music 1
Hogwood
L'Oiseau Lyre DSLO 504 (
53.25)
The songs and orchestral music which
Purcell wrote for more than 40 plays are
a little-known treasury. A few of the songs
are famous ( among them ' Nymphs and
shepherds' and ' Music for a while') but the
only instantly recognized orchestral piece is
that from Abdelazer on which Britten based his
Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra. On
this record Christopher Hogwood and his
Academy ( who, unlike a more famous
Academy, play baroque stringed instruments
and play them well) give us the music not only
to Abdelazer but to three other plays, Distressed
Innocence, The Married Beau, and The Gordian
Knot Untied.
Splendid
music,
stylishly
played!
These overtures, entr'actes and
dances are rich in Purcell's melodic and
harmonic genius. All on this record call for
strings and harpsichord only.
In rating this record very high, and indeed
in hoping that Mr. Hogwood will continue
ploughing this fertile field of Purcell, Ipass
over the two songs which are included. They
are delivered in one of those milk- and- watery
English soprano voices by Joy Roberts, who
supposes that the oft- repeated English name
Lucinda is to be pronounced in Italian fashion:
I was almost afraid she would pronounce
'Celia' ( on the other side) as ' Chaylia'. Never
mind: enjoy the orchestral numbers in
their delightful variety and in an admirably
balanced, intimate recorded atmosphere.
[A: 1]
Arthur Jacobs

Krzysztof Penderecki
PENDERECKI: Canticum Canticorum Salo monis
Threnody to the Victims of Hiroshima
The Dream of Jacob
De Natura Sonoris,
No. 1
Polish RSO IKrakow Phil Chorus IPenderecki
EMI EMD5529C) (
52.70)
Krzysztof Penderecki is possibly the most
easily identified member of the Avante Garde
establishment. His instrumental imagination
is vivid and impressive even on a first encounter—some would say too impressive.
The earliest work on this record is the
Threnody dating from 196; the newest is The
Dream of Jacob (
1974). The Dream is a slight
work; rich in orchestration, it summons the
spectre of Bartok ( a formative influence on
Penderecki) a little too lightly. The most
substantial work here is the Canticum
Canticorum which occupies side 1. This
Gulbenkian commission was written between
1970 and 1973. Its erotic text— barely comprehensible in its fragmented treatment—is a
Latin setting of passages from the Song of
Solomon for a mixed choir of 8 men and 8

RAMEAU: ' Les Fêtes D'Hébé'—ballet music
Ursula Connors ( sop) 1Ambrosian Singers jECO l
Leppard
HMV ASD3084 (
53.20)
To my knowledge, this is the first recording
of selections from Rameau's opera- ballet
Les Fêtes D'Hébé, and very jolly it is too. This
type of work became enormously popular in
eighteenth century France, and in them dance
and song played an equally important role.
Composed in 1739, Les Fêtes D'Hébé shows
Rameau at his most inventive, and is full of
charming melodies and dances that have
something of a singalong quality. A classic
example of art concealing art.
The story, predictably, involves large
numbers of Greek nymphs, gods and
shepherds all of whom do their thing in the
conventional manner. The songs and dances
have not been arranged in dramatic order, but
for this recording have been arranged as a
musical sequence. The total effect is very
pleasing, and there is a sensible dispersal of
vocal and instrumental numbers to provide
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contrast. It is therefore better to hear the
record as a complete work, rather than to
select individual tracks. The folky tambourins
have tremendous appeal, as does the
vivacious Sailors' Chorus.
The English Chamber Orchestra respond
well to Mr. Leppard's direction, with appropriately rhythmic playing. In the slow reflective movements, like the Air gracieux, the
orchestral sound is quite beautiful. Obviously,
the vocal work is very competent, and there is
agood feeling of gaiety in the Sailors' Chorus,
as well as suitably restrained treatment of the
more lyrical choruses.
This is a very attractive record, well recorded too, although the sound in the
orchestral passages seems very slightly
chunky to my ears. Nevertheless, still worth
[A: 1].
Colin Evans
'RENAISSANCE BRASS: MUSIC FROM 1400-1600'
Works by Agricola, Byrd, Farnaby, Franchos,
Gibbons, Lassus, Passereau, Susato and Vecchi
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble
Argo IRG 823 (£.3.25)

I have enjoyed this record greatly.
An
interesting programme has been put together,
consisting almost entirely of transcriptions
made by members of the ensemble, and the
performances are stunningly fresh, lively and
sonorous. Inoted just a touch of pre- echo,
but otherwise the sound quality is fully equal
to every demand: well-balanced, even and
true. There is plenty of variety in the pieces
chosen— indeed, one or two longer works
would have been welcome among so many
short movements. The six Farnaby virginal
pieces on the second side and six movements
from Susato's Danserye on the first side are
the focal points, though only the Gibbons ' In
nomine' that ends the recital is of real size and
dignity.
The many dance- measures are
exuberantly and affectionately put across—
some of the tuba playing ( an instrument often
thought to be clumsy) is of stunning virtuosity
and nimbleness. The brass sound is of
course modern; Ifound it interesting in the
Susato pieces to compare the PJBE performances with those of David Munrow's group
on HQS 1249, using mainly modern copies of
Renaissance instruments and producing a
much wider variety of timbre. Both are very
enjoyable. The sleeve- note might have told
us more about some of the music and its
sources, but Ihave no hesitation in recommending this record very warmly [ A: 1].
Peter Branscombe
RESPIGHI: Ancient Airs and Dances, Suites 1,
2 and 3
Los Angeles CO Marriner
HMV ASD3188® (£3•20)

Respighi's Three Suites of Ancient Airs and
Dances, arranged in 1917, 1924 and 1932
respectively, were largely based on collections
of 16th and 17th century continental lute
music edited and
published
by Oscar
Chilesotti. Virtuoso orchestrator as he was,
Respighi made no claims to being an expert
on Renaissance and early Baroque performing practice or on authenticity of sound. He
was reinterpreting rather than recreating the
past. The results therefore have more in
common with Peter Warlock's Capriol Suite
than for instance with David Munrow's
reconstructions. In that respect, these Suites
are typical of their time, and providing you are
not an absolute purist, most attractive.
As an example the Villanelle from No 1for
flute, oboe, harp and strings is hauntingly
beautiful, and there is a bold, sinewy splendour about the Passacaglia for guitar by the
Spanish composer Roncalli, here transcribed
for strings. What apity it is so short. The full
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orchestra is deployed in No 2, including on
occasion trombones, cor anglais, celesta et al.
Well- upholstered as it is, too much so
sometimes, it is certainly most effective
in the springy and sprightly concluding
Bergamasca.
Neville Marriner draws uniformly excellent
playing from the Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra, with an exceptionally high standard
of stereo/quadraphonic tone. Read however
the sleeve note with caution. Though full of
information, it is written in American and
is occasionally slightly misleading [ A: 1].
Christopher Grier

Immaculate
Gilels Schubert

Emil Gilels
SCHUBERT: Piano quintet in A, D667 ' Trout'
Quartettsatz in c, D703
Emil Gilels ( pno) Amadeus Quartet ,' Rainer Zepperitz
(bass)
DG 2530 646 (£3.25)

It came almost as a suprise to find no
Amadeus recording of this most popular
Schubert work in the existing catalogues, but
then it is not really quartet material and only
three of them are employed with Siegmund
Nissel given the day off. The competition is
so great, with over adozen listed recordings—
many of them excellent, that it is almost
impossible to choose an order of preference.
Taking this simply on its own merits, it is the
sort of performance that you would expect the
Amadeus to be involved in; easy, flowing, full
of charm and the wonderful sense of spontaneous music- making that their intensive
and long collaboration has achieved. And
who better could they have to partner them in
such a performance than Emil Gilels, whose
similar immaculate technique is so often used
as a medium for a free- flowing, spontaneous
sounding performance?
He matches the
Quartet in every way and Zepperitz provides a
sound bass part. Without making detailed
comparisons, then, Iwould rate this as high as
any performance of the Trout currently
available; it held my attention completely as a
truly committed reading should. Many of the
recordings around simply have the one work.
This has a bonus in the Quartettsatz which,
was also coupled with their recording of
String Quartet 14; I assume that this is a
brand new performance—it is certainly an
excellent one. Often this Trout rises to the

inspired level. Icould find no fault with the
recording which gives the strings a rich,
smooth sound well suited to the music and
achieves a good balance between clearly
recorded piano and strings. It is processed
at a low level but mercifully the surface is
quiet. [ A/A*: 1]
Peter Gammond

R. STRAUSS: Don Quixote
Mstislav Rostropovich ( dc)
Ulrich Koch ( via) 7BP°
'Karajan
HMV ASD3118C) (£3•20)

Another reviewer expressed reservations
about the technicoloured' sonic aspects of
the earlier DG Don Quixote which Karajan
recorded with Fournier and his Berlin
Orchestra. That disc sounds very ordinary
beside this startling EMI production. Like the
recent Heldenleben it begins with the orchestra
well back in a somewhat vacuous acoustic,
but after the muted brass ' fanfares' a woodwind voice suddenly looms into the foreground. It so startled me that Iwent back and
checked it again. But this is only the first
signal of a production decision, presumably
fully in accord with Karajan's own wishes, to
bring all sorts of scoring details into bold
prominence. Imust say that for those who
rely mainly on headphone listening this sort of
engineering destroys most of the Straussian
illusions ( rather as CBS did for Boulez's
complete Firebird: to invert a saying ' closeness subtracts enchantment').
A type of recording with which Iam not
sympathetic, together with afinished pressing
with a persistent grumbling ridge- fault, did
not help my review. And the moving ' vigil'
section comes at an unexpected place, right
at the end of side 1: a decision which means
the listener has to break the spell at acrucial
juncture to turn over his LP.
So much for the negative aspects of the
record. As a performance it is astonishing;
the Berlin playing is superlatively good, with
Karajan's concentration and power over the
orchestra at maximum intensities. A superior
version to the 1967 DG, now available on
Privilege. But of equal importance is the
cellist: Rostropovich at last committing to LP
his Knight, to hear alongside Tortelier's, and
Fournier's.
Rostropovich's reading is incomparably
detailed, with the vivid dynamic range we
know from his concert performances, and the
keenest eye for the great beauty of the part.
Arguably his intensity of expression precludes
the final magical assumption of the role that
Tortelier has mastered so convincingly. ( And
the complexity of detail does tend to make me
feel the composer is Britten again!)
A
seriousness in Rostropovich's musical personality, a sense of unnerving responsibility
to the score, limits the fantasy that is crucial
to Don Quixote. Karajan too, although he
brings a kind of perfection to the work, an
impeccable smoothness and spaciousness,
also lacks important characteristics here.
There is little of Kempe's humanity and
humour: Sancho Panza's great snore—to
give just one example—is just abrass phrase,
a cadence perfectly resolved.
Thus the Tortelier/Dresden/Kempe ( HMV)
remains my first choice, with this almost an
'essential' supplement. It clearly warrants the
star, and Ikeenly await other assessments of
this Rostropovich/Karajan Don Quixote. [
B:
Christopher Breunig

STRAVINSKY: Le Sacre du Printemps
VP0 IMaazel
Decca SXL6735 (£2.99)

Having praised Abbado's recording of The
Rite of Spring with the LSO last month, Ican
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Lan)Perto Garde//i
VERDI: * II Corsaro'
Carreras (ten) I Norman (sop) I
Caballé (sop) I Mastromei (bar) I
Ambrosian Singers lNew Phil IGardeIli
Philips 6700 098 (2 records)
62O)

With the arrival of II Corsaro on
records, it does really look as
though, very soon, all of Verdi's
operas will be represented on
disc, for the general opinion of
Verdi scholars has been that
'with the exception of Alzira, this
is the worst opera ever written
by the composer' ( Francis Toye),
and that it is simply ' another
piece of hackwork' ( Grove's
Dictionary). That opinion was
arrived at by people who had
never seen II Corsaro on the
stage, and who merely played
through it on the piano, probably
never having seen an orchestral
score. Idid not write my book
on the Verdi operas until Ihad
seen every one of them on the
stage: not because Iam incapable of fumbling through them
on the piano ( Iam capable of
precisely that!), but because I
know how dangerous it can be
to dismiss any work by Verdi
having only looked at a score.
Much that looks banal or brutally
simple on paper can work
magnificently in the theatre.
Verdi was, above all, a man of
the theatre. My chapter on II
Corsaro, therefore, comes to
quite different conclusions from
those of my distinguished predecessors in the field of Verdi
studies. Admitting that, musically and dramatically, it left much
to be desired, Isuggested that
'number by number, much of the
music is immensely enjoyable,
and [that] if the whole mysteriously adds up to less than a
sum of its parts, the parts themselves are well worth listening
to.' Ithen went on to describe
the opera, number by number. I
stand by what Iwrote more than
seven years ago.
I strongly
doubt whether anyone who really
loves middle- period Verdi will be
1-11-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

able to resist a more than
sneaking affection for this opera
which its composer, though he
succeeded in not making it
'important', failed to make un enjoyable.
The unevenness of Verdi's
score is demonstrated most
tellingly in the opera's opening
scene.
An
undistinguished
chorus of pirates is followed by a
beautiful andante aria for Corrado, the Corsair. This, in turn,
is succeeded by fifty-five ploddingly consecutive crotchets in
which aminor character delivers
a message, after which Corrado
sings a splendidly exhilarating
cabaletta a la polacca. There
are two leading ladies, Medora
and Gulnara. Medora, Corrado's
beloved, pines on her island
throughout the opera, while he
is getting to know Gulnara, the
favourite slave of the villain of
the piece, Seid, the Pasha of
Caron. Medora's aria in the
first act is highly suggestive of
Leonora's first- act aria in II
Trovatore which was to follow
five years later. The opening
phrase of the orchestral introduction to Medora's recitative
and aria was eventually to become ' Amami, Alfredo' in La
Traviata. As the opera proceeds,
Verdi's writing not only for the
voices but also for his orchestra
becomes more confident, more
individual, and increasingly imbued with that strangely sweet
melancholy which was to become one of his major characteristics. (
II Corsaro is, incidentally,
no student work: Verdi was
thirty-five and already had eleven
operas behind him, including
Macbeth.)
The opera is, of course, based
on Byron's poem The Corsair,
dramatised and put into Italian
verse by Verdi's faithful Piave,
who was soon to write the
Rigoletto libretto. Byron's poem
is not really very good, and no
great harm has been done to it in
JUNE 1976
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the operaticizing process. Its
best-known lines are its final two,
an epitaph for the corsair: ' He
left a Corsair's name to other
times, Link'd with one virtue,
and a thousand crimes.' The
corsair, Conrad (altered by Verdi
or Piave to Corrado), is a typically Byronic creation. Man of
action, yet introvert, he has opted
out of the social contract and
taken to a life of adventure and
excitement, rather like Schiller's
Karl von Moor who became the
hero of Verdi's / Masnadieri.
Piave's libretto is one of his
best, and in a way is curiously
faithful to the spirit of Byron's
poem.
Philips have assembled a
magnificent cast who do full
justice to this exhilarating opera.
Corrado, the corsair, is sung by
José Carreras, who has just the
right blend
of energy and
smouldering romantic passion
for the role. His darkly attractive
tenor is displayed at its best in
his opening scene, and he rises
well to the more dramatic
numbers of the second and third
acts. He and Jessye Norman
(as Medora) do full justice, too,
to the ravishingly tuneful duet of

farewell in Act I, scene ii. After
that scene, in which she has
also sung her Leonora- like aria,
Medora is neither seen nor
heard again until the final scene
when she is dying ( cue for a
magnificent final trio).
The
slave, Gulnara, in love with, and
rescued by Corrado, is sung by
Montserrat Caballé. If Isay the
soprano is at the top of her form
what need to add more? Gulnara is the most fully characterized figure in the opera, and
Caballé projects character as
well as glorious sound. The
villain, a kind of rough sketch
for the Count di Luna, is sung
superbly by that fine Verdi baritone Gian-Piero Mastromei, who
has recently been giving much
pleasure at the Royal Opera,
Covent Garden. The comprimario roles are excellently done
by Clifford Grant, Alexander
Oliver and John Noble, and the
chorus and orchestra respond
well to
Lamberto Gardelli's
direction. He conducts firmly,
but affectionately. The recording does not obtrude its qualities
upon the hearer: in other words,
it is excellent in its unobtrusiveness. [
A:

Giuseppe Verdi ( and friends)
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only say that this new record seems equally
fine. There is very little to choose between
the two performances, so it is best to discuss
recording qualities. The new recording was
made in the Sofiensaal, Vienna, and has afull,
warm acoustic with a bit of resonance;
Abbado's record has a brighter, harsher
sound but is admirably clear. Both orchestras
play with great spirit and also with good
lyrical tone in the quieter passages. Iwould
suggest that intending buyers hear at any rate
part of both versions before choosing. The
Decca has a slight price advantage. [ A: 1]
Humphrey Searle
TOHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 in f, op. 36
NYPO IBernstein
CBS 76482 (£2.99)

is seventeen years since Bernstein's last
New York recording of this work appeared.
Unfortunately—rather like the recent Solti
Tchaikovsky fifth on Decca— the remake is
disappointing. Some things Bernstein does
with the orchestra are masterly, yet Icannot
help wondering what would be the reactions
of a listener unaware of the identity of
conductor and orchestra.
Apart from the oboe playing there is little,
for instance, of real distinction in the orchestral execution—even the very opening motto
suggests a late entry in the ensemble—and
the string playing in the scherzo is distinctly
untidy. Surely the turning of pages at the
meno mosso could have been more discreet,
too? There is nothing to suggest that this is
the same orchestra that gave such a fine
Daphnis and Chloe under Boulez ( CBS), and
in this very symphony there is evidence of
consistently superior playing in Daniel
Barenboim's recording ( also CBS, an underrated version). Both contain squally piccolo
parts in the third movement, and Barenboim
is unconvincing in his handling of the linking
bars 21-7 leading to the movimento di Valse,
which Bernstein does very well.
Bernstein adopts extreme tempo contrasts
—the andante before the final coda is interminably drawn out—and although his overall
timing for the first movement is only one
minute longer than average, the feeling is one
of sluggishness.
Bernstein's emotionally
exaggerated
reading
sounds tired
and
mannered in detail ( e.g. somewhat fay flute
sequence at 133 in scherzo, following oboes),
unconvincing in a work which is especially
well served on LP—there's Abbado and the
VP0 to come from DG soon, too. His
recording is undistinguished, hardening in
loud passages, less warm than the Barenboim
production. In fact, it is the young conductor
who leads the ear on persuading the listener
that the score still offers fresh adventure, that
we haven't heard it all before. [ B/C: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
It

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin concerto in D, Op. 35
n Serenade Melancoligue, Op. 26
Arthur Grumiaux INPO IKrenz
Philips 9500 086 (£3•10)

Grumiaux's admirers will welcome this new
version of the Tchaikovsky concerto, now
that his early stereo version with Concertgebouw/Haitink is deleted. But it is very odd
that he should want to redo the charming
Serenade, since only in 1971 Philips gave us
his recording with the NPO under de Waart,
as part of acollection of Romances (6580 047).
The new recording takes its place as an
appendage to the concerto, with side 1 devoted to the first movement. Incidentally,
Grumiaux does not make the customary cuts
in the last movement of Op. 35 ( nor did he in
1961).
The concerto opens beautifully, with delicate atmosphere, and in the tender themes of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The instrument is boldly projected, in a
the first movement Grumiaux is superb. It
fairly dry acoustic. Fingering is unobtrusive,
is a continual source of pleasure to hear the
EMI's surfaces flawlessly quiet. [ A: 1]
work played with such taste, although some
Christopher Breunig
feel the soloist has a rather small voice' for
Tchaikovsky—in the finale, Icertainly think
Milstein shows he has a better temperament
YARDUMIAN:
Armenian
Suite
Cantus
for the score. The orchestra and conductor
Animae et Cordis
Symphony No. 1
are at best in the positive, dramatic moments;
Bournemouth SO IBrusilov
about the slow movement Iam less happy,
EMI EMD55270 (£2.70)
for the woodwind arabesques are earthIn the words of the proverb: Nemo propheta
bound. And in the finale the excitement is
suggested rather than truly incandescent. I in patria sua and, from Berlioz to Yardumian,
we have no shortage of misunderstood comfeel no true bond of partnership between
posers. Berlioz had some cause— Richard
Grumiaux and Krenz, and in that respect his
Yardumian has less and his elaborate explaearlier version was preferable.
nation of his composing ' method' ( complete
However, the recording quality is enorwith some bogus theorizing) is irrelevant to
mously improved ( understandably), and Gruthe listener. He is a composer of the old—
miaux's own interpretation has become more
the 19th Century—school. One feels that he
refined. This new production is very impreswould be approved by the Socialist Realist
sive indeed. [ A/A*: 1]
Christopher Breunig
critics of the USSR. The works on this
record are full of good old-fashioned tunes
and his harmonic usage is easy listening.
The fact that he works at the keyboard and
produces modal structures by building up
thirds of alternating black and white notes is
no better guarantee of good music than
composing serially or tonaly—it is the product
that concerns the consumer, not the tools of
the composers' workshop. The product here
TUDOR CHURCH MUSIC
is pleasant and should delight those who hate
Music by Tavener, Parsley and Sheppard
the music of our contemporary Avante Garde.
Pro Cant/one Antigua
Turner
Yardumian's style works better in the ArBASF Harmonia Mundi 25 22065-6 (£2.99)
menian Suite (
by its nature episodic) than in
The curiosity on this record is the Lamentathe Symphony—a vastly programmatic piece
tions for five voices by Tudor composer with
based on the story of Noah. The Cantus
the extraordinary name of Osbert Parsley.
Animae et Cordis is a less colourful and more
He was almost an exact contemporary of
thoughtful work in which he uses 16th CenThomas Tallis, and his setting of the Lamentatury canonic and fugal techniques on his
tions only appears to take a fragment of the
brand of twelve- note material. The performtext. Lasting only about seven minutes, it is
ances by the Bournemouth Symphony Ora beautifully expressive piece, restrained and
chestra under Anshel Brusilow are nimble
dignified. Parsley's setting of the Hebrew
and committed and the quality of the recordwords Mem, Nun and Samech is particularly
ing is very good with a fine, natural balance.
striking, and he gives them a quiet brooding
[A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
beauty.
Somewhat less obscure is John Sheppard,
represented on this recording by his PlaynPINCHAS ZUKERMAN
song Mass for a Meane, a simple work techK. STAMITZ: Viola concerto No. 1 in D
TELEMANN: Viola concerto in G
HANDEL
nically, lacking extensive ornamentation and
CASADESUS: Viola concerto in b WEBER:
decoration. Perhaps it is this quality of simAndante
e
Rondo
unciarese
plicity that makes the work so attractive. It is
ECO IZukerman
a moving work, and the sighing phrases of
CBS 76490 (£2.99)
the Kyrie are especially expressive.
Pinchas Zukerman's prodigious talents exJohn Tavener's Meane Mass is the longest
tended to conducting as well as playing the
work on the record, and is interesting in that
violin, Iknew, yet here he appears in another
it appears to date from his later years. Like
and unfamiliar light: as a viola player of
the other two words on the record it is characremarkable poetry, fluency and power. The
terised by simplicity of style and reflects the
biggest of these works is Stamitz's oftenchanging tastes in English church music.
published and several times recorded earlier
Pro Cantione Antigua perform the works
concerto for viola, afine piece with a particuadmirably: there is avery close-knit ensemble
larly ingratiating rondo finale. The whole
and perfect intonation throughout. The vocal
work comes across with great brilliance, yet
sound in the Parsley work is particularly
I do wish Zukerman had heeded the ' non
beautiful. The only problem is that although
troppo' that qualifies the opening Allegro
the recording quality is good, some of the
marking; there are signs of haste ( and of loss
countertenor notes may cause tracking diffiof impulse in the cadenza). Ulrich Koch on
culties with some cheaper cartridges. [ A: 1*]
the recent BASF version is generally more
Colin Evans
leisurely, though on most counts I prefer
Zukerman and the as- ever excellent ECO
TURINA: Fandanguillo, Op. 36
Rafaga, Op 35.
(Wallfisch on Turnabout, with a nice coupSonata, Op. 61
Homenaje a Tarrega, Op. 69
ling, is older but worth consideration). The
Sevillana, Op. 29 / VILLA- LOBOS : 5 Preludes
Telemann concerto has often been recorded
(1940)
Irma Constanzo ( gtr)
(there are seven versions now!); when played
HMV SXLP30215 (£1.99)
as beautifully as this it is easy to see why it
is so popular. The Weber ( later revised for
This is essentially an intimate guitar recital,
bassoon) is pleasing though hardly notable;
drawn from EMI's European catalogue—at
the Handel is really rather amistake ( arranged
mid- price, presumably, because the five Villain the 1920s by H. G. Casadesus, the violaLobos preludes and Turina's Op. 36 have also
playing member of that distinguished family,
been done by the two best-selling artists
from dubious sources), though it too is comBream and Williams. Ican't pretend Ifind
pellingly played. The works are well recorded,
the music wholly absorbing, but as a backthough the soloist/conductor is sometimes
ground which from time to time takes my
favoured at the expense of the orchestra.
attention fully, Ilike the disc. It comes into
[A/B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
that ' late night listening' category.
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A reissue roundup conducted by
Richard Anthony, Gary Bellamy, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Peter Gammond,
Geoff Jeanes and Leon Thompson
ORCHESTRAL/
SYMPHONIES

B

EETHOVEN'S
Symphony
No. 7 & Overture Coriolan'
are the latest in the Beethoven/
Solti series on Decca SXL 6764
(price £2.99). Taken from the
1975 box set, both recordings
are of the finest sound quality.
Solti conducts the CSO with
a master's touch, performing
with every ounce of feeling and
emotional excitement for these
musical masterpieces. Recommended. [
A*: 1*]
Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony and Prometheus Ov./OSR
Ansermet on Decca ECS 781
(£1.50) is, as reported recently, a
very
fine
recording
of the
Symphony, but a rather unconvincing performance. [
A/B:
3]. It is coupled with a run of the
mill Prometheus Ov., this time in
occasionally congested sound.
[C: 2/3].
On records, one does not
readily associate Barbirolli and
Beethoven, let alone the BBC
SO, with whom Sir John recorded a warmly expansive, and
finely executed Eroica (
1968).
Transferred to HMV SXLP30209
(£1.99) [
A/B: 1]: the acoustic
sounds synthetically bright: this
is a less ' safe' recommendation
than Monteux/Universo, but
welcome for the strong feeling
of interpretative
commitment
and individuality.
Decca Eclipse ECS 782 (£ 1 - 50):
good, solid 1960 Bizet Jeux
d'enfants, Ibert Divertissement,
Saint-Saëns Danse Macabre
and Rouet d'Omphale. Martinon
and Paris Cons. give plenty of
verve and motion. Recording a
little boxy, but fine old-fashioned
tub- thumping dem stuff. [
B: 1].
Copland's Third Symphony
(taking
41.15
minutes)
and
Harris'
short
one- movement
Third ( taking 17.13 minutes)
make up a disc in the group of
Bernstein issues put out for the
NYPO tour and American Bicentenary ( CBS 61681, £ 1.99).
The Copland, a fascinating,
powerful work full of every
influence he was ever exposed
to— Mahler, Shostakovitch, jazz,
American folk- music, you name
it, used to take up a whole
record, so this is a great bargain.
A very high-powered,
slightly inflated performance:
and a vivid reading of the Harris
which is a sinuous sort of
reduction of Copland.
Both
receive full-blooded American
style recordings [
A: 1].
Available
respectively with
Souvenirs
de
Florence
and
Grieg's Holberg, Marriner's
Academy recordings of string
serenades by Tchaikovsky and
102

Dvorak are paired on Argo
(ZRG848; £3.25). A clear first
choice for this popular coupling,
with delectable pointing in the
Tchaikovsky and improved transfer, almost ' star' rated [
A: 11,
Dvorak [
A: 1]. A pity there's
no price concession though
(p. 1969/70).
Haydn's 94 (
Surprise) and 101
(Clock) with LPO/Jochum on
DG 2530 628 (£3.25) are delightfully performed and excellently
recorded. It is such a happy
coupling that we envy readers
newly coming to this most
ingratiating music and hearing
these superb performances for
the first time. Highly recommended. [
A: 1].
Sir Malcolm Sargent conducts
the VPO in selected works by
Sibelius ( CFP 40247). Finlandia,
The Swan of Tuonela, Karelia
Suite and En Saga are powerfully
performed with excellent clarity
of sound on this 1963 publication.
Well worth a listen for £ 1.25.
[A: 1].
Tchaikovsky's Symphony
No. 6—Pathétique/Paris Cons./
Erich
Kleiber is
on
Decca
ECS 787 (£ 1.50).
It is in reprocessed mono sound—and
pretty poor too. Such recording
quality is only acceptable when
the performance has something
outstanding to offer—and this
certainly hasn't. [D: 3].

CONCERTOS/
IN

A

MIXTURE:
DG 2740 137
(£7.50) is a box of 3 records
featuring the Violin concertos of
Beethoven, Brahms, Tchaikovsky and Sibelius, all performed
by Christian
Ferras/
BPO/Karajan. The recordings
(dating from 1964 to 1968) are all
very good, and the concertos
well performed without displacing
any of the established
favourites. However, Karajan's
contribution
is
distinguished
throughout. [
A/B: 1/2].
Beethoven's String Quartet
No. 12 op. 127 and Haydn's
String Quartet No. 83 op. 103 are
on Decca SDD 442 (£ 1.99) performed by The Weller Quartet.
The recording is vividly realistic
and merits a star. The performances seem lightweight. The
lacks
the
full
Beethoven
emotional
content,
and
the
Haydn, somewhat rushed, is
lacking the pathos of this last
quartet which Haydn
hadn't
the strength to finish. You may
well form other impressions, for
this is a group of distinguished
performers, and certainly you
will never hear better quartet
sound. [A*: 1/2].
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Beethoven's
second
Piano
concerto ( Philips 6580 123, £ 1.85,
1964) gets an interesting performance from
Arrau and
Haitink, with all the authority
and individuality we have come
to expect from Arrau. Orchestral
contribution is eminently sane if
unlikely to set the world on fire.
Sound is typical Concertgebouw
of the period with pronounced
bass roll- off and rather thin
strings— not bad
at bargain
price. [B/C: 1/2].
The filler, sonata No. IOp. 2,
is worth hearing, and sound is
better. [B: 1/2].
An attractive compilation of
Baroque concertos on Philips
6580 121 by I Musici (£1.85).
Composers
include
Corelli,
Manfredini,
Torelli,
and
Locatelli. IMusici play with all
their usual sumptuous tone and
Italian fire; very lovely, if not
strictly
correct'.
Apart from
Corelli's well known Christmas
Concerto the music is pleasant
without being earth- shattering.
Sound is excellent. [A: 1].
Sir Adrian Boult and Campoli's
LPO performance on ECS 775
(£1.50) of Mendelssohn's Violin
concerto maintains the affection
it has enjoyed for some 16 years.
Unfortunately the recording itself
now sounds thin and dated
[B/C: 1], whereas the Bruch
Scottish
Fantasia,
a
richly
sonorous romantic work, of
similar vintage, majestically performed, still retains its impressive sound. [
A/B: 1].
Sensitive finely judged performances
from
Christoph
Eschenbach of the entire Mozart
piano
sonatas ( DG 2720 031,
7LPs, price £ 14.00). Eschenbach
approaches these works ( often
regarded as inferior Mozart) in
a more ' serious' vein than some
other artists and generally the
results justify this. He never
attempts
to
over- romanticise
them ( dynamics are carefully
controlled) but neither does he
present them as Rococo candy
floss. He keeps them within
their small scale but exposes its
microcosmic
structure.
The
engineering is similarly subtle
and refined. [
A: 1].
Vital
performances
from
Ashkenazy
and
Previn
of
Prokofiev's Piano concertos
1 & 2with the LSO in tremendous
form. If you can't afford the full
set from which these are extracted then this ( SXL 6767,
£2.99) is well worth buying.
Can't do anything more than
agree with original review. [
A*:
1*].
'The Queen of Instruments'
—the sex- change occurred appropriately in Womens' Year—
HI- F1 NEWS

is a Philips sampler (6833 141,
99p) on which Chorzempa plays
K594 ( 6500 598, 1972), Lehotka
plays Sweelinck ( 6540 066, 1970),
Piasetzki plays BWV 530 (6540
033, 1968), and there is another
brand new, incisive BWV 565
from Leonhardt. Fine playing,
fascinating
instruments,
with
sound as clean and bright as a
new pin—if a shade brittle in the
extreme
top — make
this
a
genuine bargain. [
A/B: 1].

VOCAL
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general
reaction
to
Bernstein's Mass when it
appeared in its full two- record
form was varied and suggested
that many critics were affronted
by such a lavish display of uninhibited catholicism. It is certainly
less
overwhelming
in
one- record highlight form ( CBS
73541, £2.99) yet the result may
simply be to whet the appetite
for the whole work. Its stature
will increase as more people
hear it beyond the range of
critical snipings; for it is an
exciting and immensely moving
work; intentionally theatrical yet
also deeply religious and it has
a powerful message [
A: 1/1*].
A
Melodiya
collection,
Cavalry
Song,
from
1962
to 1971 with the Soviet Army
Ensemble ( HMV
ASD 3200,
£3.20), has the expected strength,
enthusiasm and boundless sheer
energy. With several old favourites, even the older recordings
still sound well and convey that
glorious, massive sound very
accurately. [
A/B: 1.]
The classic 1957 Flagstad
Mahler
Kindertoten
and
Fahrenden Gesellen cycles, last
seen on Ace of Diamonds
SDD 215 ( 1969), reappear on
Decca Eclipse ECS 780 (£ 1.50).
Fine orch./voice balance, perfect
delicacy/control in orchestra—
breadth and clarity from VPO/
Boult. Flagstad with purity and
mellow wisdom. [B: 1/1].
Margaret Price sings Italian,
German & Welsh Songs, on
Oiseau -Lyre SOL 345 ( L2.30),
with great artistry and musical
understanding. James Lockhart
(pno) is a very fine accompanist.
The 1969 recording is very
good indeed, well worth buying.
[A: 1].
Recorded in the Albert Hall in
1970, Bernstein's Verdi Requiem
comes out again on CBS 77231
(2
records, £5.49)— not
just
reissued but remixed. Always a
top choice, this presents a
clean, spacious and weighty
sound with superlative spread
and ambience. With fine soloists and an exciting performance,
& RECORD REVIEW
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this remains well up in the top
strata. Perfect surfaces. [ A/A*:
1/11 Recommended.
FAVOURITE

COMPOSERS

D

ECCA are once again rearranging their standard
wares under new titles.
Bach on DPA 535/6 (£2.99) is
largely devoted to performances
by Munchinger and his Stuttgart
Orchestra. We have Brandenburg No. 2, the Suite No. 3, an
extract from the
Matthew
Passion, another from the Mass
in B Minor, and the whole of
Part 2 of the Christmas Oratorio.
Then George Malcolm's ( hpd)
famous performance of the
Italian Concerto, Karl Richter
(org) plays The Toccata and
Fugue, Simon Preston ( org)
performs delightfully a Chorale
Prelude, and finally a rather
steady Jesu, Joy with the choir
of St. John's College/Guest.
Some attractive performances
nicely recorded. [ B: 1/2].
Beethoven on DPA 529/30
(£2.99) opens with Egmont Ov.
from LSO/Gamba. A fine performance in dated sound. [ C:

1].
Then Katchen joins the
assembly for a very good
performance and recording of
the Emperor concerto. [ A: 1].
Leonora 3 with the Israel PO/
Maazel is impressively performed and recorded. [ A:1]. A
very professional Moonlight
SonatalGuIda in good recorded
sound is followed by a very well
recorded Pastoral Symphony
from OSR/Ansermet, but in a
rather unconvincing performance, as a comparison with the
cheaper CFP/Cluytens will show.
[A/B: 3].
Dvorak
on
DPA 539/40
£2.99): Carnival Overture, 0,
Silver Moon, Scherzo Capriccioso,
Serenade for Strings, New World
Symphony and Slavonic Dances
Nos. 1, 8 & 10. Throughout, the
sound quality is enjoyable with
good stereo presentation. Recordings date from 1960-1969,
and are performed by avariety of
artists and orchestras. [ A/B: 1].
Elgar on DPA 537/8 (£2.99)
Monteux/LSO give a fine, very
well recorded Enigma [A: 1].
ASM/Marriner offer their longstanding premier placed performance of the Introduction and

Allegro in top- grade Argo sound.
[A/A 5 :1]. Boult/LPO Chanson/
Matin de Nuit in mock stereo
with a i' date of 1972! [ C: 2].
Serenade for Strings Cox/RPO
[A/B: 1/2].
Five Pomp and
Circumstance Marches: Bliss/
LSO. [ B: 2]. A pity one cannot
buy the first record only, as an
SPA.
Puccini on Decca DPA 533/4
(£2.99), should suit you very
well-unless you have all the
original issues from which these
excerpts are taken.
All the
great names, like Bergonzi,
Tebaldi, Cossotto, Del Monaco,
Serafin and Molinari-Pradelli,
and all the popular set- pieces,
music from Tosca, Turandot,
La Bohème, Manon, Butterfly
and others.
Both performance and sound
are good throughout, especially
considering Tosca and Bohème
date from the late 50s. Overall
[B: 1/2].
Sibelius on DPA 531/2 (£2.99)
gives a good if somewhat
brittle Finlandia. [B: 1/2]. A
good Swan of Tuonela. [A:1]. A
first class 3mov. Karelia Suite
(LSO/Gibson) [ A: 1]. An out-

standing Violin concerto/Ricci/
LSO only surpassed by the
world shattering Heifetz performance. [ A:
1].
LSO/
Monteux's
one
time
highly
recommended performance of
Sym. 2 in new improved sound,
and an excellent Valse Triste.
[A: 1]. Fine recordings, excellent surfaces. Recommended.
Joseph Cooper's rather ' cosy'
introductory notes to each album
are
best ignored
by adult
readers: but the unsigned sleeve
notes for each separate work are
excellent.
MISCELLANEOUS
'Heroic Music' for organ,
brass, percussion: E. Power
Biggs / New England Ensemble
(CBS 61648; £1.99): collection of
Handel, Clarke, Telemann, Purcell etc had rave reviews 1962.
Reissue has details of Harvard
organ, instrumental layout, helpful notes. Rousing items, although some will fund the
overall feeling too modern (
lack
of hall ambience a factor?).
Tapes hissy, otherwise clean.
[B: 1].

.c.
À
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UHF TV Aerials
The famous Fuba XC 3 range
of UHF TV aerials, and the
unique AKV 450 " Active
Capsule" amplifier which
converts the passive aerial to
an active one, will often
provide out of area TV
channels.

XC39I

FOR 100 OR MORE CASSETTES,

PLEASE PHONE FOR ASPECIAL QUOTE.

5Year Replacement Guarantee Lcetig
-i
.,.
Memorex MrX2
Memorex Cr02
Scotch HIE
Scotch Cr02
TDK(D)
TDK(SD)
TDK(ED)

C.45

C.60

C.90

49p
66p
58p
69p
45p
57p

60p
82p
69p
87p
50p
67p

80p
El.09
86p
ENO
73P
91 p

C.60/66.
Sony K
Sony HF
Sony CR

All products available from us CWO. Access or Barclaycard

5"
900 .L/P
51" 1200

r 1800'

10f" 3600' NAB
10}" 4200' Cine
10}" 4200' NAB
r 1200' D/P
5f" 1800'
r 2400'

l
i
r91Z1

Audio Workshops Ltd
29 HIGH STREET. ROBERTSBRIDGE. SUSSEX, TEL ROBERTSBRIDGE 880580
(STD 05801
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REEL-TOREEL TAPES

AUDI

.

113

RECTORY

33p
54p
43p
4Ip
54p
AGFA SFD(SM) •56p
AGFA CrO2
7Ip
BASF LH
49p
BASF Super(SM) 68p
BASF Cr02(SM) 99p
PHILIPS
43p
BUDGET
26p
Super

GROVE,

AGFA
AGFA PEM
LN Low (Super Metal
noise
spool)
£1.47
£1.69
£2.45
£5.97
EA 86
£1 74
£2 45
£3.06

C.90/96.

40p
53p
57p
73p
88p£1.14

Audio Gold
Scotch Classic
Emi x moo
EMI H D
AGFA LN
AGFA

81R £.'.'•
R £.11?
3,,,,
,".
T DK(KR)
'''
.-..
TDK ( Super Ayilyn)
...•._
El in £48
_.......
M A XELL-please phone for prices.

Callers welcome at

FU BA-The Quality Aerial
With Fuba mu get performance and quality. Remember Fuha products are
used by many Broadcasting Authorities- when Fuba issue a specification
they always meet it and they use internationally agreed measuring methods.
All Fuba outside aerials are fully protected against corrosion, the bane of
so may aerials. Fuba Aerials are either anodised or cadmium plated and
this protection lasts and lasts. Fuba Aerials are sometimes a bit more
expensive, but they offer so much better value for your money.
As well as a full range of Fuba Aerials and accessories, we can also supply
a full range of standard cables, lashings, rotators, masts etc. for the DIY
enthusiast.
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Prices correct at 4/3/76 and include
VAT at 8%., but are subject to change
without notice.
Cash with order- UK only.
SUPER- FAST MAIL ORDER!
Post and Packing, 45p.

The unique Fuba
indoor active FM aerial
gives a level of performance
not previously obtainable
with indoor aerials.

ft

MEMOREX

COMPARE OUR PRICES!

FM Aerials
The Fuba UKa Stereo range of
aerials provide complete
coverage of high quality and
high performance FM aerials.
The Fuba Uka Stereo 8 is
famous for really good long
distance reception.

UKa
Stereo 8

10

,1.
1
:
rceic
BASF . Ayte

£2.18
£2.23
£.05
1.2100 £ 3.95)

Memorex

£2.80
-

£1.30
£2.10
£5.78
£1.71
£2.83

All Mail Order to Dept. HF
la Highbury Station, Highbury
Corner, London NS ( 01-607 0644)
Callers Welcome 10-5.30

73p
92p
-

45p
£1-63
72p
57p
54p
72p
•73p
93p
63p
85p
£113
62p
32p

LEIGH- ON-SEA,

TDK
Audua

BASF
LH

C.I20

55p
70p
78p
95p
£1.01
£1.34
89p
El • 18
£1.61
80p
-

ESSEX.
BASF
Super

£2.02
£2.18
£2.45
£2.62
£.20
£.74
12-45
£2.86
£3.20
14 12
1 £4.05 1 ES 12

Callers also welcome at:
113 Rectory Grove,
Leigh- on- Sea, Essex
(Southend 712861)
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TRIO'S SUPERIOR 3300 RANGE: WE'VE
MADE THEM EASIER TO MAKE SO
YOU'LL FIND THEM EASIER TO BUY

The simple fact about our new
amplifier and tuner here is that equipment
of this kind has never before been
available at this price.
Up till now, to find their kind of highly
rated performance you'd have to have
invested in equipment costing agreat
deal more.
So how have we been able to make
them so much easier to buy?
The simple answer is because of a
breakthrough in production techniques.
In the past, you see, we've always had
to fit numerous individual parts such as
transistors, capacitors, chokes and other
related components.
Now, instead, this sort of complicated

assembly has been replaced by the
development of two simplified circuits
called power blocks.
By using them we've actually been able
to cut production costs, at some stages,
by 50%. And we've been able to pass on
these reduced costs to you.
Not that these changes affect anything
else though.
The KT 3300 tuner still gives you
excellent stereo reception.
The KA 3300 amplifier still manages
what we call 'true and honest' continuous
power of 30 watts RMS per channel into
8ohms from 20- 20,0001-1z.
And all this without the slightest sign
of overload, distortion or any other

sound discolouration.
The only difficulty with them it seems
will be how to resist.
41>

Please send me your 3300 amp and
tuner leaflet.
Name
Address
HFN4A

B. H. Morris & Ca (Radio) Ltd., Trio House,
The Hyde, London, NW9 6JP. Tel: 01 205 6441.
Agents in Eire: Peat Wholesale Ltd., Dublin.
See and hear us at the High Fidelity 76 Exhibition.

CASSEITES
Peter Gammond
Cassettes played on an Allai GXC-310D
cassette unit.

THE Beecham collector will be
BALAKIREV to SCHUBERT

delighted to find that more of
the maestro's inspired performances are coming back on cassette. His 1956 recording of Symphony No. 1 by Balakirev ( EMI
TC-EXE193, £2.15) is coupled
with a wonderfully exuberant
performance of Borodin's Polovtsian dances ideally heard, as in
the opera, with chorus. It is an
ardent and persuasive account
of the symphony, with the RPO
in fine fettle, and keeps a fine,
big- scale romantic symphony
safely in the catalogue. The recording has been well transferred, although there is inevitably some confusion at the
louder moments, and provides a
rich orchestral sound [ B : 1].
Karajan's new recording of the
Berlioz Symphonie fantasque
(DG 3300 498, £3.50) was not preferred to his older version when
reviewed on disc in March. It
may lack the Beecham bounce,
but it is still a finely controlled,
beautifully balanced performance, taking a calm but intense
view of the work. The recording
leaves nothing to be desired,
limpidly clear and missing no
orchestral strand even though
giving along concert- hall sort of
perspective [
A : 1]. Still, there
are many excellent rivals on
cassette, Davis, Boulez, Solti
among them, so choice remains
difficult. The two Bruch Violin
Concertos 1 & 2 ( EMI TC-ASD
2852, £3.40) are significantly
handled by Menuhin and Boult.
A rich and rewarding performance of the ever- popular No. 1
is backed by amuch weaker performance of the weaker No. 2, of
which this is the only available
recording. But it is certainly
the most interesting and logical
coupling to have and the purchaser will be well served in
terms of No. 1. The sound is
full-bodied but slightly overreverberant [A/B : 1]. Boult's
Elgar needs no explanation or
promotion. His recording of four
Overtures—Cockaigne, Froissart,
In the South and Handel in d,
arr. Elgar ( EMI TC-ASD2822,
£3.40) was duly acclaimed in
1972 and offers excellent performances of each; refined and
yet masterful.
The recorded
sound is not perfectly clear with
a certain boxiness about it, but
it has the right warm Elgarsound.
Rating [ 6: 1]. Arthur Davison's
lively advocacy of the complete
Handel Water Music is the first
Classics for Pleasure cassette
we have received (TC-CFP40092,
£1.45). At this sort of price,
cassettes are at last beginning
to get really competitive. There
is certainly no lowering of stanHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

dards in this case; bright performances and a clear recording
in well- spread stereo [
A:1].
Ravel's Daphnis et Chloe complete gets a stunning performance from Maazel and the Cleveland
Chorus and Orchestra
(Decca KSXC 6703, £3.50) excitingly
played
and
excitingly
recorded. No need to quibble
here but simply afirm recommendation [
A: 1/1*]. Another Ravel
cassette this month includes
La valse, Rapsodie espagnole and
Bolero (
DG 3300 459, £3.50)
played with the usual expected
vivacity and expertise by the
Boston Symphony under that
mercurial oriental Seiji Ozawa.
Choice of these works is involved and near impossible,
such are the permutations. Anyone wanting this
particular
selection will be well served by
agood clean recording and alert
performances [
A : 1].
Boult
conducts Rimsky-Korsakov's
Capriccio espagnol and excerpts
from Mlada and Tchaikovsky's
Capriccio italien and Marche
slave (
HMV TC- ASD3093, £3.40)
with immense spirit and warmth.
He gets atypical nicely rounded
EMI recording and again, considering a mixed bag, anyone
wanting such a compendium
will be well served [
A : 1].
Saint-Saens"Organ' symphony
No. 3 in c has become quite a
popular piece on record with no
less than seven recordings currently available. Among several
excellent ones this new recording by Barenboim and the
Chicago Orchestra ( DG 3300 619,
£3.50) stands out on the strength
of its fine string sound, the rich
tone of the Chartres Cathedral
organ, presumably added later,
and a thrilling performance in
every respect. Its strong rival
on tape is the Frémaux recording, but this new one is marginally the best [
A : 1]. This appears to be the first Schubert
Octet to get onto cassette—
Munich Octet (Turnabout KTVC
34152S, £1.99) and it is an enjoyable performance by a team of
virtuoso players. The recording
is a bold one slightly favouring
the wind in favour of the strings,
but its robust quality is pleasant
and is the right sound for a
generally lively group of players
in tune with some of Schubert's
livelier music [ A/B: 1/2].
SHOSTAKOV1TCH to
TCHAIKOVSKY
The first of those attractively
boxed two- cassette sets to come
my way this month contains
Symphonies 5 & 10 by Shostakovitch ( HMV
TC-SLS5044,
£6.60) performed by the Bournemouth
Symphony
Orchestra
JUNE 1976

under Paavo Berglund. Apart
from doubting the wisdom saleswise of inextricably linking the
two works ( artistically there is
everything in favour of it) there
can be no question that it makes
an exciting and interesting boxful. The 5th is established as a
masterpiece and being a great
work usually commands a great
performance. Berglund's is a
noble and deep- sounding performance and it is aided by a
really first-rate star- quality recording, clear and in the right
perspective. No. 10 is less immediate and might create the
impression of a less convincing
performance
and
recording.
Anyway it is 5that gets the stars
while 10 rates a mere very good
[A/A*: 1/1]. Strauss' Alpine
Symphony is drawn from one of
the excellent boxed sets of the
orchestral works by Kempe (
EMI
TC-ASD3173, £3.40) and
is
totally commendable in all respects. The sound is impressive
to match a performance of noble
proportions
and
controlled
grandeur. We have to look over
our shoulders to Maazel, due to
arrive on cassette. Kempe, perhaps the more human in an older
style; Maazel, youthfully exciting
and impulsive. A choice is probably to be dictated by a known
preference for either conductor
[A*: 1*]. The appearance of the
Gilbert & Sullivan Utopia Ltd.
on cassette ( Decca K2C17, 2cassettes, £6.50) in one of Decca's
larger- scale boxes is a good
omen for Savoyards, putting
them in the serious category.
Utopia Limited is not amongst the
best G & S but it had to be done
and it has been done in great
style under Royston Nash and
producer Ray Horricks. Excellent
and lifelike performance. The
recording too is very impressive
with star withheld only because
of an awareness of aslight hardness and artificiality in the sound.
The set also includes the otherwise unrecorded Imperial march
as a sort of extra overture
[A/A* : 1]. It is hardly unexpected
that
Tchaikovsky
should come in for as much
coverage on cassette as he does
on record. His 6th Symphony is
warmly and romantically performed by Giulini, a revival of a
1961 recording ( EMI TC-EXE191,
£2.15). This is on the verge of
being a very great performance,
tautly controlled yet managing
to be expansive and free in spirit.
Recorded sound acceptable [B:
1]. The dear old Piano Concerto
No. 1 continues to flourish and
two exciting performers caused
interesting comparisons on their
disc issue last month. The first
by Vered & Kord ( Decca KPFC

4362, £3.25) with the advantage
of the added 3 Movements from
Petrushka (
Stravinsky) is an
extrovert performance, full of
fireworks, with the piano hit hard
enough to distort its tone at
times. It is an impressive recording but it sounds like a recording. Still, very exciting [
A:
1]. Berman & Karajan ( DG 3300
677, £3.50) with only the Concerto
to offer, seem restrained by comparison, but there is an immediate realisation of greater depths,
more introversion, more control.
The recorded sound is more oldfashioned and there is acurious
thumping bass quality when
things are at their most hectic
1A/B: 1/11.
TCHAIKO VSK Y TO VERDI
Boult's recording of Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet is
coupled with works by Smetana
(Bartered Bride overture and
dances and Vltava) (
EMI TCEXE182, £2.15), originally a 1968
World Records issue, this can
be commended on all counts,
good balanced performances
and an excellent recorded sound
[A: 1]. Karajan's performances
of Tchaikovsky Swan Lake and
Sleeping Beauty suites (
EMI
TC-EXE183, £2.15) dating from
1959 and
1961 ( with
some
Mussorgsky) can be recommended for the same reasons.
Suave sound and satisfyingly
full-blooded performances [
A:
1].
Neville Marriner couples
Telemann's Don Quichotte with
Viola and Wind concertos on a
very
commendable
cassette
(Argo KZRC836, £3.50) and I
can reinforce Victor McAloon's
recommendation of the disc last
month. The playing is crisp and
clean and the recorded sound
is only denied a star by acertain
sharpness of quality [
A:1].
Some not too familiar music
that should please. Although
Boult's older Decca recordings
of the
Vaughan
Williams
Symphonies have been superseded by his later EMI ones,
these earlier performances are
still worthy of preservation and
offer a good lower- priced alternative. The deep understanding
to p. 109
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NEAL Tandberg Pioneer KEF
Superb professional NEAL
102 Mk 2cassette recorder
£2194)0.
NEAL 101 Resolver £ 17-95 for surround
sound effects. NEAL 103
Professional.
On special
offer for limited period.

Quality equipment at most competitive prices.
TR2075 75 wich
TCD3I0 Dual capstan
TRI055 55 w/ch
3341X, 3441X, 354IX
TRIO4OP 40 w/ch
364IXD Dolby, open reel
machines.

For the perfectionist.
SX1010 £269
9(838
£221
SX737£ 173
SX939
£252
SX636 £ 153
SX535 £ 132

TOP
RECOMMENDED
SYSTEMS
PIONEER SX434 SYSTEM

ROTEL RX402 SYSTEM

Comprises
Pioneer
5)(434
Receiver,
Pioneer PL I
2D Deck with Shure M7SE.1
Cartridge and pair of KEF Chorale
Speakers.
OUR PRICE

Comprises Rotel RX402 Receiver, Rotel
RP 1500 Deck with Shure M7SED Cartridge and pair of KEF Cadenza Speakers.

£220

OUR PRICE

£285

0

AKAI 1020 SYSTEM
Comprises Akai 1020 Receiver, Pioneer PL I
2D Deck with Shure M75E.1
Cartridge and pair of KEF Chorale
Speakers.
OUR PRICE

Real professional quality. Latest
Mk 4 Series A77, A76 tuner,
A78 amplifier and the superlative A700 Series in stock with
substantial discounts.

OUR PRICE

C Series. Chorale
Cadenza, Concerto
Coda,
Cantor.
Reference series
104 and the new
103. New Calinda available now.

Tannoy
New range of leading British high
power loudspeakers in Teak, Walnut
or Ash.
Arden. Berkeley, Cheviot. Devon and
Eaton.

Spendor

£230

The Spendor BC IMonitor loudspeaker with
the BBC pedigree from £ 195.75 per pair.
Available in Teak, Walnut or Rosewood.
Stands available.
The superb BC3 on
demonstration.

Hitachi

Most comprehensive range of quality music centres
being introduced by Hitachi, which we consider
to be the best and outstanding value. Model SDT
2370 £ 144; SDT 2480 £ 178; SDT2 660 £212; SDT
2690 with Dolby £270.

Leak
2000 ..
£124.00
2001 ....
£
86 50
2200 .. £924/0

INCREDIBLE
LOW PRICES
2020 ..
2030..
2060..
Exciting

San 3ui Rot I

SENSATIONALLY
REDUCED PRICES
331 £ 94 00 AU3900 £84.00
551£1 24 00 AU9090 £351300
661 £ 158 00 SR2I2P £51-00
TU3900 £ 89 50 SC636 £ 1534/0

£
50 oo

£105 00

SANSUI 331 SYSTEM
Comprises Sassai 331 Receiver,
Sansui SR2 I
2P Deck with Shure
M75E.1 Cartridge and pair of
KEF Chorale Speakers.

£248

Revox

This top quality
rangeoflow colouration
speakers
available
from
stock.

£94.50
£ 103.50
£ 117.50
£43 00

The best of British engineering.
33/303 amplifier FM3
tuner.
Electrostatic loudspeaker. Phone or call for
quotes.
New 405 Power
Amplifier available from stock

417

DCW

SX434
CTF2I21
CT5151
PL I
2D
PLISR
CT4 141

Quad

eg-7em

Unbeatable value and performance.
DM2A, DM4,
DS, DM70 available in various finishes. Contact us
for latest prices. Available
on special offer this month.
New DM6 available now.

00
00
00
00
00
00

£50.50
£79.50
. £ 123 00
range

of

Akai

Top recommended range of receivers and
decks.
AAI020 £ 1254)0
GXC39D ..
AA 1030 .. £ 1364)0
GXC310D .
AAI050 .. £ 187410
CS34D.. .
AP003
£85410
GXC325D ..

Armstrong
621 Amplifier. 623 and 624 Tuners. 625 and 626
Receivers available from stock at competitive prices.

amps,
tuners,
receivers cassette deck
and turntable packages.

RA3I 2
£56 00
RA4I2 £70 00
RA812 £ 124 00
RT224 £45 00
RT324
£63 00

RT624 ..
E94 00
RD20 .. £ 130 00
RX402 .. El 12 00
RX102 .. £57 00
RX602 .. £ 152.00

Chartwell

The BBC design L53/5A Loudspeaker on demonstration. The Monitor PM200 and PM400 available.

All prices include VAT at 12+%
EXPORT

QUOTATIONS • TECHNICAL ADVICE FOR PERSONAL CALLERS.

131 The Parade, High St., Watford WDI INA
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cassette

£ 120.00
£ 135.00
£90.00
£ 192.00

Tel: Watford 34644

this album. And even if one song
was
recorded
on a 2- track
machine in
un -hi-fi
circumstances at an Oxford gig—thus
requiring the warning that ' this
track is lacking in level'— Trucking Company remains a more
than adequate reminder of what
was a very underrated band. I
urge you to buy a copy now, if
only to hear what you missed
when GVTC were making those
spasmodic and often financially
unrewarding trips from their
commune home [
BIC : 1].
If GVTC remained unknown
and unloved ( at least by the
record biz hierarchy) during
their span of life, then the same
could hardly be said of the
original Animals, whose every
single seemed to win friends and
influence bank managers. On
In Concert From Newcastle
(DJM DJSL 069, £ 1.25), you can
hear how Burden, Price and Co.
sounded right back at the very
beginning, grooving at the Club
A Go- Go in 1963. It's the first
time that this album has been
made available in this country
and though the recorded sound
is dire, the atmosphere has been
caught by Georgio Gomelsky's
portable tape- deck, making In
Concert aworthwhile acquisition
for
anyone
concerned
with
British rock of the 60s [D : 2].

As anything Paul McCartney
does generally jets into the charts
immediately upon issue, Iguess
that Wings At The Speed Of
Sound (
EMI PAS10010, £3.25)
will be earning a fair line in profits for its Manchester Square
sponsors by the time you get to
read this piece. But it must be
said that this is the limpest
album that Macca has yet thrust
our way and if he'd have played
some of this stuff back in his
Cavern days, he'd have been
thrown out on the wrong end of
his bass guitar. Linda's selfpenned Cook of the house, is
dreadful, demo- disc rock, while
Denny Laine's two songs provide little indication that he's
capable of writing such classics
as Say you don't mind. Not that
everything's that bad— drummer
Joe English's Must do something
about it is engaging enough, and
Paul's own Let ' em in and Silly
love songs both have that charismatic something, though they're
both basically inconsequential
compositions. But, by and large,
At the speed of sound is dispensable, worthy of only an [
A : 3]
rating, and in these times of
galloping inflation I suggest it
would be a wiser move to spend
one's money on Global Village
Trucking Company (
Caroline
C1515), a low priced (£ 1.59),
offering by a band that's no
longer with us. That the Truckers
could be real crowd-pleasers is
proven by the good-time music
contained within the grooves of

Another previously unissued
recording made at a 60s gig is
Fats Domino's Live In New
York (
Philips 6336 275, £ 1.85),
taped at an open-air concert in
New York's Central Park during
the
Summer of
1968.
Old
Domino
favourites
like
I'm
walkin', Blue Monday, My blue
heaven and I want to walk you
home are trotted out with the
New Orleans' piano- man's usual
good-humoured verve and zest
and there's an additional incentive for Domino fans in that
Phonogram have added both
sides of Fat's first Mercury single
Ileft my heart in San Franciscoll
done got over it to bring the
album's
playing- time
up
to
acceptable proportions.
Back on the contemporary
front there's an extremely palatable Jerry Garcia LP called
Reflections (
UA
UAG29921,
£2.99) which heralds a UA tie-up
with the Grateful Dead's own
Round label. Featuring all the
Dead, plus sessioneers Larry
Knechtel, Nicky Hopkins, John
Kahn and Ron Tutt, the album
provides Garcia with an opportunity to ease his way through
material by Allen Toussaint and
Hank Ballard together with some
tasty originals formulated with
the aid of the ever-present Robert
Hunter. One that'll gain added
affection with the passing of
time, Ifeel. So [B : 1] for now
and maybe that added star later!
Roger Cook's Alright (
Polydor 2383 357, £2.95) and Jimmy
Buffett's Havana Daydreaming (
ABC ABCL5148, £3•25) are
both country- tinged efforts and
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worthy of investigation. Bufiett's
warm-hearted offering is the
stronger of the two and should
achieve at least a modicum of
fame through its inclusion of an
innocuous little ditty known as
My head hurts, my feet stink and
Idon't love Jesus. But Cook's LP,
recorded partly in Nashville with
such renowned residents as
Reggie Young, Johnny Christopher, Bobby Wood and Kenny
Malone, deserves better fate than
that which normally seems to
befall his solo outings. Perhaps
if Polydor could push his infectious Dirty little devil track as
a single, Alright could receive
some
favourable
feedback.
Otherwise I'm afraid it'll head
the way of Minstrel in flight and
Meanwhile . . . back at the world,
both fine but totally ignored
examples of previous creative
Cookery. [
A: 1] and [
A : 2].
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sexy mama, once a hit for the
Moments,
they'll
wring
you
emotionally dry— but you'll enjoy
every
minute
on
the
Nyro
musical rack, believe me [
A: 1*].
If you were, understandably,
disenchanted by Sally can't dance
and absolutely shattered by the
abysmal depths plumbed by
Metal machine music, then the
news that Lou Reed is back to
something like best form with
Coney
Island
Baby (
RCA
RS1035, £2.99) should do something to cheer you on your way
through life. Two songs; Kicks,
an opus in Walk on the wild side
mould with Reed utilising his
usual narrative- style technique
against a background of party
chatter, and the title track, full of
lonely in the wee small hour
remembrances,
are
superb—
though they're placed amazingly
low in the track running order.
And the band— Danny Weiss
(guitar), Bruce Yaw (
bass), Mike
Suchorsky (
drums), Mike Von tara (
keyboards) and Marty Vogel
(saxes)— nearly match the excellence of one Reed assembled
for his live albums. ' Nuff said.
[A : 1]

Laura Nyro

The rather bland, snapshot
decorated sleeve of Laura Nyro's
Smile (
CBS 81171, £3.29) houses
what is possibly the best record
of the month. It's been a long
time since Nyro last put a foot
inside a recording
studio—
about five years, in fact— but
little appears to have changed.
Striking on two levels, using the
easy-to-take approach of her
first album plus the more personal stance typified by such as
New York tendaberry, the grey
lady of the midnight hour slips
her this side up lyrics easily over
a series of immaculately constructed songs, enhanced by a
number of equally thoughtful
arrangements.
All
originals,
with the exception of Hey there,

Often Ifeel like a voice in the
wilderness as far as Melissa
Manchester's concerned.
To
read the reviews ( or, rather, note
the lack of them) appearing in
our musical press, you'd hardly
think the lady had ever put anote
on record. But Better Days
And Happy Endings (
Arista
ARTY 126, £2.99) is, if I'm working
my
abacus
correctly,
Melissa's fourth album to date—
and, once more, it's full of commercially viable originals, the
only borrowed item being Rescue
me, the old Fontella Bass success. So I hereby submit that
Melissa Manchester is currently
making far superior recordings
to, say, Carole King, who seems
to be present queen of the singersongwriter hop. The evidence
you'll find on Better days and
earlier albums. Now all you have
to do is to retire to a listening
booth and check through such
tracks as Stand up woman, Happy
endings and You can make it all
come true before reaching your
verdict. It's possible that you'll
be surprised with the decision
that you reach! [B : 1].
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Peter Neame

VIY one of those odd coincidences that occur from time
to time, I'd been playing some
old recordings by the Beau
Brummels, when Pablo Cruise's
Lifeline ( A & M AMLH64575,
£2.99) was delivered by our Led
Zep-loving postman. A coincidence because, as you probably
know, the Brummels split and
lead singer Sal Valento went on
to form Stoneground, who in
turn split to form Pablo Cruise.
But that's all history and very
dull, unlike the music that Cruise
commit to record. On Lifeline, a
slightly more consistent set than
the band's initial date with adisc,
they get the mixture just about
right. For instance, there's a
beefy ballad with hit potential
(Never see that girl enough), a
glossy,
well- arranged
instrumental that allows
guitarist
David Jenkins to shimmer and
soar (
Zero to sixty in five) and a
number of other immaculately
played and sung punter- pullers
that most bands would give their
eye-teeth to
have
on
their
albums. While Lifeline is by no
means an important record and
I'm not even certain that it's what
most British rockologists require
—I've noticed that many of the
items Irecommend tend to fare
better in the States than they do
in good old Union Jack- land
(Gary Wright's The Dreamweaver
being a recent case in point)—
it's brilliantly entertaining and
nigh faultless technically [
A : 1].

Or how to

collect your favorite music without
buying asingle record.
Acompletely automatic auto shut-off
mechanism. Dolby** noise reducer of
course. Selectable equalization for
normal and Cr02 tapes.
Large VU meters. And more.

UK listeners now have some of the
finest FM stereo transmissions available anywhere. And all you need to
capture them for you own private
enjoyment is an Amateur Recording
Licence* and agood quality cassette
deck.
Sansui's FM check decks.
In Japan, these Sansui front loaders
are called FM check decks because they
have the kind of facilities that make
FM recording adream. The SC 3000
has avery high signal-to-noise ratio
(50 dB with Dolby off) and low wow and
flutter ( 0.09%).
And many features that you will find
on professional recording equipment.
Such as independent left/right recording level controls. Flick switches that
allow you to change from one mode to
another, without going through stop.

So you can choose the model that fits in
best with your listening room decoration.
Judge for yourself.
Ademonstration of Sansui's front
loading cassette decks will prove their
superior quality. So if you're in the
London area, drop into our showroom.
It is just next to the GPO. tower.
Or if you're out of town,
see aqualified Sansui
dealer and ask him to
make arecording for
you. Sansui's FM check
decks: the inexpensive
way to build up atape
library of the music
you love.

SC 2000: solid dependable mechanism and features for better sound.
The SC 2000 is aslightly simplified
version of the SC 3000, offering you
the same high quality sound reproduction. It has the same highly dependable
DC motor with aspecial electronic
system for constant speed. And many
professional features of its bigger
brother, with an equally high signal-tonoise ratio ( 50 dB with Dolby off) and
low wow and flutter (0.1%).

WOW110011

Also available in black.
The SC 3003 is the beautifully
finished black version of the SC 3000.

Closed Mondays.

-S-afirsui_
Thank you for listening.
SC 3003
Sole importer for the UK : Vernitron'Ltd.

Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton, S095 QF England
Sansui Audio Europe SA.. Diacem Building. Vestingstraat 53/55 - 2000 Antwerp, Belgium.
Sansui Electronics Corporation, 55-11 Queens Boulevard, Woodside. N.Y. 11377. USA
Sansui Elettric Co. Ltd.. 14-1, 2-chome lzurni, Suginami-ku - Tokyu 165. Japan
"For more information contact. MCPS-Elgar House, 380 Streatham High Road. London SW 16 6HR
'Dolby' is aregistered trademark of Dolby Laboratories. Inc.
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IRST the nostalgia department. The current delight in
rediscovering the cosy world of
Victorian song has meant that
Messrs. Tear, Luxon and Previn
have been able to follow up a
highly successful album The
Dicky Bird and the Owl (
EMI
EMD5509) with a sequel in similar vein Home, Sweet Home
(EMI EMD5528, £2.70). It naturally includes Bishop's ' Home,
sweet home' with, in similar vein,
Sullivan's ' Once again', Clay's
'I'll sing thee songs of Araby'
and that song of unsurpassable
coyness by William H. Penn
called ' Pansy faces', immensely
popular in its day. It discovers
for us songs like ' The diver' by
E. J. Loder and a strange piece
called ' Creep- mouse'. It has its
noble moments like ' Watchman,
what of the night' and ' Yes, let
me like a soldier fall' from
Maritana. It is all beautifully
rendered (as they used to say)
with scarcely a note of mockery
and will be treasured for years to
come [ A:1]. More fully reviewed
on p. 87. In like vein and concerted
voice The Parlour Quartet
(Transatlantic XTRA 1159, £1.85)
have trawled similar waters without duplication. Two sopranos,
baritone and piano, in various

F

permutations, including one delightfully florid set of piano variations, examine honest ditties by
such composers as Theophile
Marzials, Stephen Glover, Arthur
Sullivan, Henry Russell, Paolo
Tosti, ending with Mr. Molloy's
immortal ' Love's old sweet song'.
They all perform with atremendous vigour and enthusiasm that
makes us feel that these songs
were never the wilting Victorian
wallflowers that some have
made them out to be. Tremendous fun! [ A: 1].
Moving somewhat nearer our
own times, 1914-1923, we are able
to hear the real thing by means of
the basic sound of the 78rpm
recording of the period. Continuing the good work of their
first documentary Jerome Kern
in London (
SH171) we now have
Jerome Kern in London 191423 (
World Records SHB34, 2
records, f2.60) which includes
original cast recordings of such
shows as Tonight's the Night,
High Jinks, The Passing Show,
Theodore ct Co., Oh Joy, The
Cabaret Girl, The Beauty Prize, all
leaping alive from the discographical pages, taking us back
into another world. Kern is due
to be revived wholeheartedly, a
start having been made with

Very Good, Eddie, currently being
well- received in London and
Show Boat not so long ago. The
collector of such well-considered
trifles should not miss this
invaluable documentary [ H: 1].
Keen collectors of Harry Roy will
go for Bands on Film ( World
Records SH197, L1-80) which is
mainly given over to the soundtrack of a 1936 film Everything is
Rhythm which featured the band.
The sound is surprisingly fullblooded and the score was
excellent, the band in great form.
There is a very worthwhile filler
too in four tracks of good British
jazz by Nat Gonella and his
Georgians from a ten minute
short made in 1935. What next
will these marvellous people
discover? [ H: 1].
To leap into the present, two
vivacious and delightful LPs
have just arrived.
The first
Barbara Cook at Carnegie
Hall ( CBS 73483, £2.99) is a live
recording by the likeable star of
many Broadway shows in tip-top
form. It's the sort of record that
makes you feel good to be alive;
and I particularly enjoyed ' Ice
cream' from the 1963 She Loves
Me and a wonderful ' Glad rag
doll'—as it says on the sleeve ' a
triumph' [ A: 1*]. The score of

the London musical Mardi Gras
(EMI EMC3123, £2.99) will bring
a glow to the cheeks of all who
love the spirit of New Orleans
jazz and those who thought they
couldn't write songs like that
any more. It offers the jazz
world a whole new lot of standards and everyone some songs
that are immediately catchy like
'That's that'; even one based
most cunningly and effectively
on the hymn ' Immortal, invisible'.
A score full of vitality and good
music of a highly successful
kind of pastiche, with an excellent cast and first-rate orchestra
[A : 1]. Finally this month Be
My Love ( DG 2530 700, £3.25)
which brings the magnificent
voice of Placido Domingo to
bear on aprogramme of what he
calles ' canzones'— the Spanish
'Granada', the Neapolitan ' Core
'ngrato', the Viennese ' You are
my heart's delight', the English
'Because'—a delightfully mixed
programme of operetta and
ballad magnificently sung and
richly accompanied by the LSO
[A: 1]. A host of other ' light'
delights will have to wait till I
have more space next month.

... and more
Cassettes

Falstaff with such stars as Gobbi
and Schwarzkopf ( EMI TC-SLS
5037, 2 cassettes, £7.00) now
seems to have grown in stature
and can be seen as agreat, even
a definitive performance. Gobbi
is incomparable as Falstaff, the
others are excellent. It has come
up well on cassette and the
voices are remarkably clear, the
diction good [ A/B : 1/11. Another classic performance that
happily finds its way onto cassette is Giulini's Verdi Requiem
Mass with Schwarzkopf, Ludwig,
Gedda and Ghiaurov as soloists
and the Philharmonia Chorus
and Orchestra ( EMI TC-SLS909).
A performance that has long
remained one of
our
top
recommendations.
The
only
possible improvement could be
a crisper choral sound, but the
overall feeling is superb [ A: 11.

chapel acoustic [ A: 1]. Those
responsible for handling the
recordings of the King's Singers
know that anything less than a
crystal
clear
recording
of
these highly professional performers would be sacrilege. In
a recording of a typical concert
performance ranging from madrigals to Puppet on a string
entitled Concert Collections
they get the best of sound ( EMI
TC-CSD3766, £3.25) and we get
the best of performances. 1am
sure that admirers of the King's
Singers need no further recommendation [ A*: 11. From the
professionally sublime to the
professionally ridiculous and
equal satisfaction for George
Formby fans with The World of
George Formby, Vol. 2(
Decca
KCSP446, £1.99). What is remarkable is the crisp, clear
sound of these old recordings,
very variable from one track to
another, but always full of impact [H: 1].
Finally, for the
military band collectors, the
Ceremony of Beating Retreat
and Tattoo by the Band of
H.M. Royal Marines directed by
Lt. Col. F. Vivian Dunn (
EMI
TC-CSD1397, £.2.25) comes over
with terrific power on a 1961
re- issue [ A: 1].

ALSO RECEIVED:
'Little Feat: the Last Record
Album'—Warner Bros. K456156.
'Emmylou Harris: Élite Hotel'—
Reprise K454060.
'Absolute Elsewhere: In Search
of Ancient Gods'—Warner Bros.
K456192.
'Impressions: Loving Powee—
Curtom K456211.
'Gordon Lightfoot: God's Gold'
—Reprise K464033.
'Pierre Bachelet: " Emmanuelle"
Original Sound Track'— Warner
Bros. K456084.
'The Everly Brothers: Walk Right
Back with the Everlys'—Warner
Bros. K456168.
'Bruce
Forsyth:
The
Bruce
Forsyth Album'— Warner Bros.
K456166.
'The Four Seasons: Who Loves
You'—Warner Bros. K456179.
'The Dave Clark Five'—Music for
Pleasure TC-MFP50197.
'Smash Hits Country Style, No.
3'— Music for Pleasure TCMFP50113.
'The Nat King Cole Trio: Too
Marvellous for Words'— Music
for Pleasure TC-MFP50177.
'Jack Parnell Big Band'— Music
for Pleasure TC-SPR90082.
'The Beach Boys: Great Vibrations'— Music for Pleasure TCMFP50234.

of the composer was just as
evident and the recordings,
although lacking in modern
impact are pleasantly clear and
musical.
Sinfonia
Antartica
(Decca KECC577, £ 1.99); Sea
Symphony
(Decca
KECC583,
£1.99) and Symphonies 3 and 5
(Decca
KECC607, £1.99) all
deserve a general [ A/B: 1] and
will make an ideal introduction
to all this fine music. As if to
force the comparison No. 6
coupled with In the Fen Country
(EMI TC-ASD2393, £3.40) now
arrives. All one can say is that
the performance is marginally
more mature but recognisably the
same consistent Boult. The
sound is, of course, better; the
price considerably higher [ A: 1].
Upera has a curious way of
maturing in the bottle, as you
might say, and the Karajan
directed recording of Verdi's

COLLECTIONS
Another uplifting recording is
that of the Psalms of David by
the Choir of King's College,
Cambridge conducted by David
Willcocks ( EMI TC-CSD3656,
£3.25).
It is
a remarkably
impressive choral recording of
great clarity— most of the words
can actually be heard at the cost
of sibillants—and there is atrue
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TEL:

NICHOLAS HI-FI
AT
13
CAMDEN
388-7451-56
HIGH St.
THE ANTI-INFLATION SHOP
NW1.

The ultimate in Hi Fi shops has now been opened right opposite Mornington
Crescent Tube Station. This shop has been designed for those who do not like
the ' type of things' happening on Tottenham Court Road.
Our advice is free — as is our coffee, our tea and our beautiful armchairs. There
are no ' salesmen' on our premises, rather we have keen devotees who would talk
Hi -Fi until sleep drops into their eyes.

THIS MONTH'S STAR ITEPAS
YAMAHA
CR1000
SUPER CLASS
RECEIVER

JVC

JAS 8

ONE OF THE
VERY BEST
60 • 60 WRMS
AMPLIFIERS

PHASE
LINEAR
400 B X
4000 PRE
AMP
FOR THE
LUCKY ONES

RE VOX
A700
WHAT A
CLASSIC!

SUGDEN
P51 x
C51
BEST BRITISH
AT ITS PRICE
,

BOSE

or

301

501

JBL
THE NEW
L166

MONITOR
AUDIO
MA3MK II

THE

THE MOST
OUTSTANDING
BRITISH
SPEAKER

CLASSICAL
JBL

FONS + SME
,V15 III OR SUPEX

(NO T

FOR SALE)

OLD
SENTIMENTS

REVIVED COME

FOR A LISTEN

TRADE UP

OR

STANTON

JOLLY GOOD!

RADFORD
VALVE
AMPLIFIER

-

TO SOMETHING
BETTER

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS
HARMAN KARDON
630 930 HK1000
VERY VERY CHEAP

AR RECEIVER
60 X 60 WRMS
SUPER SENSITIVE
TUNER

REVOX A700
2 ONLY AT LESS
THAN £ 800 each

JVC 5505L
RECEIVER USUALLY
OVER £ 140 NOW ONLY £ 90

PRO- GEAR FOR ONLY £205

UHER C6360
AT CLOSE TO TRADE PRICE

THORENS
160C
VERY CHEAP

OUR PRICES
ON NORMAL
STOCK HAVE
GONE RIDICULOUS

RECEIVERS AT CLOSE

NIKKO
5050, 7070
8080 ETC.

TO TRADE PRICE

AT 25°. OFF LIST

LUX 800 & 600

OTHER THINGS WE DO: WE take photographic equipment in part-exchange. WE accept existing decent Hi Fi from customers wishing to go up
higher still. WE buy top grade Hi Fi for cash. WE particularly like to know our customers and to give the best service we possibly can. WE will
obtain any equipment for you and to this end we are always adding to our range of products. WE are very nice people to deal with! Our sales
personnel aro keen and enthusiastic. WE offer H P. -- Instant Credit for items of £210 and under -Contract Hiro and Leasing to studios. WE also
take ACCESS and Barclaycard although . . WE HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO SETTLE FOR CASH!!!

THIS IS REALLY WHERE TO BUY YOUR
AMCRON, AIWA, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ARMSTRONG, ACCUPHASE, AKAI, BIC, B&W,
BOSE, CERWIN-VEGA, CELESTION, CAMBRIDGE, DENON, DOKORDER, DUAL, ESS, FONS,
GRUNDIG, GALE, LUX, HARMAN KARDON, HITACHI, IMF, JBL, MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI,
NAD, NIKKO, MICRO, SANSUI, S.M.E., QUAD, SUGDEN, REVOX, ROTEL, TEAC, MONITOR
AUDIO, MIRSCH, LEAK, PHASE LINEAR, J.V.C., THORENS, TRIO, TRANSCRIPTOR,
YAMAHA;
plus all the accessories you may need.
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Pioneer CT-F2121

Teac A400

MANUFACTURER'S BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS

PIONEER CT- F2121
Front access stereo cassette deck, with Dolby B, independent bias/EQ selection and fully automatic
stop. Wow and flutter: no more than 0.12% ( W RMS). Frequency re pp . standard LH tapes:
30 to 13 kHz (40 to 11 kHz, ± 3dB); CrO, tapes: 30 to 16 kHz (40 to 12 kHz, ± 3dB). S/N ratio:
Dolby OFF: 48 dB ( standard and LH tapes); Dolby ON: 58 dB (over 5kHz standard and LH tapes).
When CrO. tape used, S/N ratio is further improved by 4.5 dB over 5kHz. Dimensions: 350 ( W) x
142(H) x 282 ( D) mm. Weight: 6.6 kg. Price: £155.85 plus VAT. Manufacturer: Pioneer Electronic
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan. UK distributor: Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House, The Ridgeway,
lver, Bucks. SLO 9JL.

TEAC A400
Front loading stereo cassette deck, with DC servo controlled motor and built-in Dolby B noise
reduction. Wow and flutter: 0-08% ( NAB weighted). Frequency response: 30 to 16 kHz (
Er0_
tape), and 30 to 13 kHz (
overall). S/N ratio ( overall): 50 dB. Can be improved with Dolby up to
5dB at 1kHz, 10 dB over 5kHz. Dimensions: 440 ( W) x 155 ( H) x 285 ( D) mm. Weight: 6.0 kg.
Price: £ 60.00 plus VAT. Manufacturer: TEAC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan. UK distributor:
Teledyne Acoustic Research, High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Bedfordshire
LU5 5CIJ.

AIWA AD 6500
Automatic motor drive for no-nonsense tape loading. Large adjustable VU meters calibrated from
—20 dB to + 6dB, and to prevent overloading during recording 2-step peak indicators flash at the
+3 dB (warning) and + 7dB (saturation) levels. Wow and flutter: 0.07% (
W RMS) and 013%
(DIN). Frequency response: 30-12.5 kHz ( LH tape); 30 to 16 kHz (
Era, tape) and 30 to 16 kHz
(FeCr) tape. S/N ratio: 62 dB ( FeCr tape, with Dolby on) and 58 dB DIN. Dimensions: 450 ( W) x
155 ( H) x 300 ( D) mm. Weight: 8.5 kg. Price: £189-27 plus VAT. Sole UK distributor: Johnsons
of Hendon Ltd., Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN.

PIONEER CT-F2121
THIS month's Equipment Review section has
I turned into something of a cassette deck
special with three machines under test. Initially
the idea was to present independent reviews,
but it was decided that a combined format
would prove more informative. While the aim
is not to present agroup test in the competitive
sense, the joint treatment does allow for comparison and contrast of features, performance
and price.
Readers may have noted from previous
writings that Iam still doubtful about the casHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sette medium for true high fidelity use, and
these three machines have done little to alter
my opinion.
Simply stated, it is a known fact to almost
all hi-fi enthusiasts that adisc will replay with
superior fidelity on amedium priced (say £60)
turntable system, by comparison with acassette,
using a £200 plus deck, and allowing the latter
to replay its own recording.
In addition, the quality of commercial prerecorded tapes is several notches below the
standard achieved by a cassette deck's own
recordings. A significant factor here appears

to be the head azimuth. I recently experimented with the Aiwa AD 6500 which has the
azimuth setting readily accessible during replay. Having set up the alignment to agree
with my reference tape and confirming it by
satisfactory replay of my own recordings, I
tried a number of commercial cassette tapes.
In 9 cases out of 10 considerable azimuth
change was necessary to recover the high treble
sounds, with Aiwa's own demonstration tape,
supplied with the machine, also proving to be
considerably ' out'.
Nonetheless, it is an incontrovertible fact
that cassette decks are popular, as such features as compact size, convenience and durability are justifiably important to the domestic
user. In addition, the average C90 tape
allows an uninterrupted 45 minutes of play
time in contrast to the 20 minutes typical of an
LP side and, as regards distortion, the replay
quality is less affected after heavy usage. The
advantage of tape compatibility with the
hundreds of thousands of battery portable and
car machines sold annually should also not be
ignored.
The three machines tested here come from
noted manufacturers in the tape field and are
all relatively recently released models. The
'desk' format now appears to be less popular,
and these machines demonstrate their recent
origin by the use of their front-loading format.
The smallest and lowest priced of the three is
the Pioneer, model number CT-F2121. This
machine is tidy in appearance and has an
intelligently labelled and laid out front panel.
It is relatively basic as regards its range of features—the level meters are rather small, standard VU types of domestic performance
capability, and no peak indication is present.
les111/F
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Dealer

Your

Dealer

CROYDON'S

gedgzoelley AUDIO

All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO 7AF

e . 111111

I& 2 PEAS HILL

:

CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 54237

Also at SOUTHAMPTON

Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

Charlesvvorths

APPOINTED MAIN AGENTS
BANG & OLUFSEN — SONY —
DYNATRON—KEF—TRIO—ETC.
LARGE RECORD & CASSETTE DEPT.

AND AT

HI—FI CENTRES

GREEN LANE
WILMSLOW
Tel.: Wilmslow 24766.
CHESHIRE SK9 ILW Closed Wednesday.
For personal attention phone Wilmslow 22112
and ask for Mr. Bird.
Car Parking._

AND 14 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56344
For all your Hi-Fi requirements
* Demonstration facilities * After sales service
* Easy parking

64 HIGH ST., ORPINGTON 66 -33101

SONY

..e. -''.

112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075

850-9548

230-232 ELTHAM HIGH ST., S.E.9.

TECHNICS.

PIONEER .

Part
exchange.
Comparator
demonstrations. Home dews, and
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Record levels should thus be set with caution,
as with this type of meter the true peak level
may be up to 9dB higher than indicated.
Dominating the right hand side of the panel
is the large ganged input or record level control. The output is fixed so both it and the
headphone socket level cannot be adjusted to
suit amplifier or headphone sensitivity. Dolby
B is, of course, present, and ferric, ferrichrome
or chrome type tapes may be accommodated
via the two settings possible for both bias and
equalisation.
The transport levers possess a solid, reassuring feel, and there is sufficient space
between them so as not to catch the fingers. In
addition each lever cancelled the next in afoolproof manner. The cassette itself is placed on
a small angled shelf via the entry hatch and a
hinged door is provided to reduce the egress
of mechanical noise.
On the technical side, the transport is made
by Matshushita, such as also used in some of
the Technics decks. This version has a metal
record/replay head, of the new slow-wearing
permalloy type. The motor is DC servo controlled.
Internal inspection revealed a tidy layout
with all electronics on one master printed circuit board, and the other important pre-sets
for Dolby calibrations, bias, etc., readily
accessible and well labelled.

2K
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MIIMMIMIIMI••
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10K
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AIWA AD6500
This imposing deck is Aiwa's first front
loader, its most memorable feature being the
motorised cassette hatch. The cassette is
placed in ametal tray and given aslight push,
whereupon a motor drive carries it back into
the machine where it is locked into the transport.
Control of the transport functions is via the
usual bank of lever tabs, and these were particularly smooth-acting and professional. The
VU meters are large, and are scaled from
-20 dB to + 6dB, with Dolby level 200 nWb/
m set at + 3VU. Two LED peak indicators
are also present, yellow at + 3dB and red at
+7dB ref. 0VU.
The Aiwa AD 6500 is also generously endowed with other supplementary features. The
'review' mode was especially useful, as when
the play is engaged, instantaneous rewind or
forward cueing is possible while monitoring,
thus allowing for rapid tape position location.
A DIN input/output socket is provided on
both front and rear panels and aselector switch
allows changeover from line to DIN without
the need to remove the cables. The tape
counter is provided with a memory facility,
whereby the machine will rewind to a pre-set
'000' point and then stop. Three bias settings
are present, together with 120 and 70 /IS
equalisation, and both these are sensibly
labelled in tape type together with their correct
technical legend. In addition, the output level
to the line sockets and headphone output is
under front panel control, and its setting is
correctly independent of the replay meter
indication.
The complete transport system is designed
by Aiwa themselves, and the mirror-polished
record/replay head is of ferrite, presumably
made by Sony.
Internal inspection revealed arather scrappy
layout with thick cableforms present in quantity. Although the head azimuth screw is
113
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readily adjustable from the front—a good
point—the various presets are not easily reached
from the top, and the base cover must therefore
be removed to achieve alignment. The easy
access to the azimuth adjustment was made
use of during testing, as the nominal deviation
in azimuth of a variety of pre-recorded tapes
could thus be readily assessed.
TEAC A400
Teac established areputation in the cassette
field a few years back with their A450—an
advanced
although
necessarily expensive
machine, capable of achieving an 0-007% rms
wow and flutter figure.
The A400 is their latest model, afront loader
with anovel transport mechanism, whose basics
were derived from acassette memory unit made
by Teac for digital computers. In its consumer
form the cassette hatch is vertically disposed,
with the cassette inserted laterally from left to
right into aslot in the hinged transparent cover.
The usual array of transport levers are absent
as is the double action record interlock—in
their place are two rotary controls, somewhat
reminiscent of the old Brenell reel decks. The
left hand one is responsible for stop, rewind and
fast forward, the right hand one for play, stop,
pause and record. These separated controls
take a little getting used to, as either must be
manually returned to stop before the other
may be operated, and their physical separation
causes some natural hesitation. As with the
Pioneer, two-position bias and equalisation
switches are fitted, but Teac choose to mark
them 1and 2rather than more obviously with
the tape type.
Other features include VU meters which are
rather more accurate than usual and which
work in conjunction with apeak level indicating
LED (light emitting diode) of fast response.
The output level is variable, unfortunately
affecting replay meter indication in addition to
the headphone and line outputs. (Ifeel it is
better to fix the replay meter indication, as the
variable facility complicates Dolby calibration.)
Internally the layout is very open, and highly
accessible for alignment or service. The new
Dolby integrated circuits are employed, using
plug-in sockets for easy replacement. The
record/replay head is a ferrite type, but the
transport itself did not seem to be built to the
same high standard as its more costly brother,
the A450.
PERFORMANCE
PIONEER CT-F2121
Considering the competitive pricing (£ 155.85
plus VAT) of this deck its overall performance
is undoubtedly good.
On replay only, the frequency response using
ferric tape corresponded closely with the calibration tape, the average of both channels
holding within + 1.5 dB limits, 40 Hz to
10 kHz, the unit being correctly aligned to the
latest bass equalisation. The replay sound was
clean and stable with a good signal-to-noise
ratio.
On the record/replay cycle, the DIN peak
weighted wow and flutter was typically 0.15 %,
but occasionally on critical programme—slow
piano and organ music—a trace of wow was
evident. This result is nevertheless better than
average for this price range, and on most
material the wow and flutter will be inaudible.
Record distortion was remarkably low using
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Maxell ` UD' tape—at Dolby level, + 3dB on
the meters, the third harmonic distortion was
0 5%, dropping to 02% at 0VU. On chrome
and TDK SA tape, the distortion was still
better than average, at 1.4% at + 3VU, and
3 % at + 6VU. This new TDK tape is ahomogeneous formulation possessing the low distortion and high dynamic range of the best
ferric tape, combined with the high treble
sensitivity of chrome. The low record distortion and low replay noise allowed an excellent
dynamic range (DR) to be achieved. This DR
figure represents the gap between tolerable peak
record level and the CCIR weighted (effective
physiological weighting) background noise
with Dolby on. On the new SA tape aremarkable 60 dB was attained, with 64 dB also given
with Maxell UD ` XL'. These figures are
very good, particularly in view of the satisfactory record/replay response, which with
Dolby engaged, was typically 50 Hz to 15 kHz,
+3 dB. With optimum biasing the results
could well be better, as Scotch chrome tape
gave 70 Hz to 13 kHz + 1-5 dB, which shows a
fine potential for avery flat mid-band frequency
response.
Separation was also very good at over 35 dB
from 100 Hz to 10 kHz, and the sound quality
was high as cassette machines go, with the only
obvious effects likely to be noted by acritical
user being the slight dimness and occasional
slight wow. This deck certainly represents
good value for money.

AIWA AD6500
This machine's performance was atrifle disappointing considering its price, the shortfall
mainly attributable to calibration problems.
Quality control would appear to be inadequate,
as otherwise the deck obviously has potential.
Taking the replay performance first, the
DIN calibration cassette was well met, + 1dB
40 Hz to 10 kHz, with the correct bass time
constant. Azimuth was reset to achieve the
flat, top-end replay response, and once set, the
replay sound was clear and stable.
On record/replay with Dolby engaged, all
the response curves showed signs of Dolby
level misalignment, with a broad hump
centred at 5kHz. Proof that the Dolby section
was responsible was given by the trace using
Maxell UD, which, with Dolby off, demonstrated a strikingly good 35 Hz to 15 kHz,
± 1dB record/replay response on the left
channel. Likewise and again with Dolby off,
Scotch chrome gave 27 Hz to 16 kHz, + 1dB.
The Dolby on equivalent was 27 Hz to 15 kHz,
+3dB, which is much inferior although still
acceptable.
Another feature of the less than perfect
alignment calibration was the variation in
replay levels when different tapes—Cr0 2, ` SA'
and ` UD'—were recorded to the same metered
level. Up to 3dB deviation was noted. The
wow and flutter was somewhat variable—however, it generally remained about the 0.1 %
point, which is very good and generally

PIONEER CT- F2121
Parameter

Specification

Result

Wow and flutter

0.12°Jc RMS wtd

0.15% Din peak wtd record/
replay

Dolby calibration

N S"

Within 1dB

Dynamic range ref. 3% peak distortion

58 dB '
A' wtd ferric

64 dB CCIR Maxell ' UD'
66 dB CCIR TDK ' SA'
64 dB CCIR Scotch CrO,

Third harmonic distortion at Dolby level

N/S*

1.4% Scotch CrO,
1.3% TDK ' SA'
0.5% Maxell ' UD'

At Dolby + 3dB

N/S*

2.8% Scotch CrO,
3.0% TDK ' SA'
2.0% Maxell ' UD'

At Dolby — 3dB

N/S"

0.2% Maxell ' UD'

Channel separation left on right at
—20 VU record/replay

N/S*

100 Hz- 38 dB
1kHz- 41-5 dB
10 kHz '= 35 dB

Replay response

N S"

See graphs
±1 dB 40 Hz to 10 kHz

Record replay response

40 Hz to 11 kHz ± 3dB ferric
40 Hz to 12 kHz ± 3dB CrO,

}Confirmed see graphs
Good

Azimuth alignment
Inputs Din
Line

10 mV/10 kohm
63 mV/50 kohm

Outputs Din
Line

450 mV

Mic.

0.3 mV/20 kohm

}Agreed

1min 20 sec C.60

Wind time
•Not specified
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GRIFFIN RADIO LTD

LINTONE AUDIO LTD.

(the

FOR
A.R., Teac, Cambridge, Audio, Revox,
Bose, Harman Kardon, Akai, Toshiba,
Castle Acoustics, etc.

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for

9-11, Park Lane, Gateshead, Tyne and
Wear. 774167-772766.

94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

high

fidelity

people)

Stereo and Quadraphonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
021-643
021-692

4339
1359

SUSSEX

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

e WILKINS)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel.Worthing 64141

BIRMINGHAM

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY

A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Maranta, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg. Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM IS.
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

inaudible.
The separation was fine at 30 dB odd for low
and middle frequencies, but it deteriorated to
an only fair 15 dB at 10 kHz—possibly leakage
across the head gaps was responsible. (Top
quality pickup cartridges can achieve 20 dB or
more separation, and the better tuner models
often more than 30 dB.) However, in context,
the listener is unlikely to notice this degraded
separation.
On ferric tape, namely Maxell ' UD', a recording at indicated Dolby level gave 0.8%
third harmonic distortion, which replayed at
— 3dB ref. Dolby. The third harmonic distortion fell to 0.33 % at areplay level of — 6dB
ref. Dolby, and did not exceed 2% at + 3dB
or + 6VU. The resulting ferric dynamic range
was 64 dB. The third harmonic distortion on
SA and Cr0 2tape was rather higher, measuring
4% at Dolby level and thus restricting the
possibly improved dynamic range to the same
figure of 63 dB. Of course, the latter tapes do
have more headroom at high frequencies, due
to the lower level of high frequency record
boost.
Overall the AD6500 performed pretty well,
and with tighter quality control it could be
excellent. Operationally the deck was adelight
to use, with smooth precise controls, and it
offered ahigh degree of versatility.

AIWA AD 8500
Parameter

Specification

Result

Wow and flutter

0.13% Din

0.09% Din rec./replay

Dolby calibration

N/S*

Within 0.75 dB

Dynamic range ref. 3% peak distortion

58 dB wtd ref. 250 nWb/m

64 dB CCIR Maxell ' UD'
63 dB CCIR TDK ' SA' (see
text)

Third harmonic distortion at Dolby level

N/S*

}

4% TDK ' SA'
4% Scotch CrO,
0.8% Maxell ' UD'
0.33% Maxell ' UD'
2.20% Maxell ' UD'

at Dolby — 3 dB
at Dolby + 3 dB

Channel separation left on right at — 20 dB
record replay

N S*

100Hz 33dB
1kHz 32 dB
10 kHz 15 dB

Replay response

N S'

*1 dB 40 Hz to 10 kHz. See
graphs

Record replay response

Ferric 30-12,500 Hz Din
Chrome 30-16,000 Hz

25 Hz to 15 kHz + 3dB
25 Hz to 16 kHz * 3dB

Azimuth alignment

N/S*

Fair—see text

Inputs

Din 5mV 5Kohm
Line 50 mV 100 Kohm
Mic. 0.25 mV 20 Kohm

}Agreed

Din/line 0.77 V

Outputs
Wind time

1min 30 sec C.60

"Not specified

TE AC A400
Parameter

Specification

Result

Wow and flutter

008% RMS wtd

0.2% Din peak rec.;play ( see
text)

Dolby calibration

WS*

Within 2 dB

Dynamic range ref. 3% peak distortion

60 dB ( Dolby on)

65 dB CCIR wtd TDK ' SA'
63 dB CCIR wtd Maxell ' UD'

Third harmonic distortion at Dolby level

N

}Maxell ' UD' L. Ch. 11%
R. Ch. 2.5%
TDK ' SA' L. Ch. 1.5%
R. Ch. 3.0%
Maxell ' UD' L. Ch. 3.0%
Maxell ' UD' L. Ch. 0-3%
Scotch CrO, L. Ch. 3.0%

at Dolby + 3
at Dolby — 3
at Dolby level
Channel separation — 20 VU left on right

N S*

100 Hz 42 dB
1kHz 45 dB
10 kHz 40 dB

Replay response

N S*

*0.5 dB, 40 Hz to 10 kHz

Record replay response ferric
CrO,

30-13,000 Hz')
Hz j

limi ts
no

Good

Azimuth alignment
Inputs

Line 60 mV/50 Kohm
Mic. 0.25 mV/20 K
Din 0.5 mV/1 K

Outputs

0.77 V/Iine/Din

Wind time

•Not specified

35 Hz-13 kHz ± 2dB ' UD'
35 Hz-15 kHz ± 2dB CrO,

}Agreed

1min 40 sec C.60

TEAC A400
Not surprisingly the A400, on replay-only,
agreed well with the TEAC calibration tape
used by most reviewers. Ignoring the test tape
tolerance, the deck showed aresponse over the
range 40 Hz to 10 kHz of + 0.5 dB, with good
agreement between left and right hand channels. Subjectively, replay quality was clear but
not quite stable, and more dropout was experienced with this deck by comparison with the
other two, although it measured only an
occasional 1or 2dB dip.
The first sample (SR. 14053) demonstrated
a poor 0.2 % DIN weighted peak wow and
flutter on the record/replay cycle. Although
to adifferent standard, namely NAB, the spec.
quotes 0.08% replay wow and flutter. As the
importers, Acoustic Research International,
quote a 100% test inspection before delivery, a
second sample was requested.
This was
delivered by two representatives of AR, complete with aTeac, replay-only wow and flutter
test cassette, and AR's own Woelke wow and
flutter measuring instrument. They confirmed
my results for the first machine—for replay
only on the test cassette, it met the 0.08% NAB
spec, but registered 0.15% by the DIN peak
weighting method. The previous 0.2% DIN
record/replay response was also agreed.
Unfortunately the second machine proved to
be even worse than the first. 'A' side uppermost
the test cassette met (H % NAB and 0.18 %
DIN, but gave 0.15% NAB and 0.23% DIN,
'B' side up. On the record/replay cycle, the
DIN wow and flutter often peaked at 0.3 %. It
would appear that Teac have a problem here,
possibly associated with the vertical cassette
position.
In fact, those front loading machines which
Ihave found satisfactory to date use an almost
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Some imbalance between channels was noted
from the distortion figures. At Dolby level,
with Maxell ' UD' ferric tape, the right channel
gave 2.5 % third harmonic but the left measured
the expected 1.1 %. On the latter, the distortion
dropped satisfactorily to 0.33% at 3dB below
Dolby level or indicated 0VU. The 3% distortion level was not reached until 3dB above
Dolby level or + 6VU. Assuming this to be
representative, the dynamic range with ` LJD'
ferric tape was afairly good 63 dB, which improved acouple of dB to 65 dB on using TDK
'SA', as this grade allows the quieter 70 14,S
replay equalisation.
The final aspect of the lab measured performance concerns the separation which remained
good at 40 dB over 100 Hz to 10 kHz.

horizontal cassette playing position, and my
feeling is simply that the deliberately loose
coupling of the cassette hub to the deck's drive
sprocket (part of the cassette design) causes
trouble when vertically mounted, due to the
spool of tape lifting under tension and then
dropping as the friction pads release it. This
'snag' results in the wow peaks.
The A400 is an interesting case of a deck
which apparently met a good spec. and yet
proved subjectively unsatisfactory, a fact confirmed by the DIN figures. These comments
may seem severe but they are made in relation
to the deck's £200-odd asking price.
Record and replay responses at 20 dB below
Dolby level were very flat. On Maxell ` UD',
with Dolby engaged and over the 50 Hz to
12 kHz range, an excellent + 1dB tolerance
was measured. With + 3dB limits, the overall
response extended from 30 Hz to 14 kHz. On
Scotch CrO„ with Dolby, the + 1dB response
was repeated, this time extending up to 14 kHz,
with the + 3dB limits at 30 Hz and 15 kHz.
The channel match was excellent.
The final pair of responses were taken
using the new SA tape. The curve showed good
potential on the machine's chrome settings,
although slightly less bias would lift the top
end to a flat response at 15 kHz. Even with
the bias slightly ' off', the + 1dB response was
avery fine 50 Hz to 8kHz, with + 2dB limits
giving 25 Hz to 14 kHz.
On all curves the 20 Hz level was about
10 dB down, due to head contour effects. This
is not uncommon with tape decks, but otherwise the responses were excellently flat.

Readers
Problems

CONCLUSIONS
Of the three decks involved, it is easiest to
summarise the conclusions for the Pioneer
CT-F2121 as considering its modest price, it
met a good specification and proved particularly capable and consistent throughout. The
unit is compact, well legended and easy to use,
and would satisfy most users. Only a very
critical person is likely to notice the mild wow
and then only on the most demanding material.
The internal construction was to a high standard with good provision being made for rapid
alignment and quick servicing. The only
omission of note is some form of peak record
level indication to back-up the slow VU meter
characteristic.
The Aiwa AD6500 showed agreat potential
which was marred by poor alignment on the

Column Loudspeakers
For details of how to write
to ' Crossover' please refer to
Editorial page

examined by Crossover
Updating LS Design

Dear Sir, in April 1968 the B & W P.2 loudspeaker was reviewed in glowing terms and I
wondered if you could give me some advice
regarding this excellent speaker.
Iunderstand that spares, both bass units and
the Fane unit, while not impossible to obtain,
are fast becoming obsolete. Firstly, then, how
practical a proposition would it be to interchange the units with other similar sized units
in the event of the original models being unobtainable? Secondly, do you still stand by
your comments of excellence for this design,
bearing in mind, of course, the price which
would probably be in the region of £ 100 for
apair?
J. E. H., Beaconsfield, Bucks.
The B & W P.2 was, as our report indicated,
an excellent speaker in its day, and obviously it
is no worse now than it was then. However, a
lot has happened in the field of speaker design in
the last 8110 years, which is why the P.2 is no
longer produced. Like many another good piece
of equipment, it has been replaced by better ones.
We have never had occasion to attempt to substitute other drive units for the originals, and if
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

test sample. Notwithstanding, the overall performance was still pretty good, with a fine
wow and flutter result—genuinely below
audibility—and the dynamic range also
measured to a high standard. The low frequency response was well maintained, in contrast to many other decks, and the sound quality
was subjectively good, with evident clarity. Its
presentation and operational feel were well
liked, and with tightened quality control for
bias, Dolby alignment and azimuth, this deck
would undoubtedly be atop contender.
Finally the third model, the Teac A400,
frankly proved to be disappointing. Despite
its pedigree, the wow and flutter was not compatible with its price, and the transport stability
(which includes dropout and tape wander) was
also less than perfect.
Additionally, the record distortion showed
imbalance between channels, although the
general alignment and inter-channel compatibility were otherwise excellent. The deck was
certainly capable of an accurate replay response
albeit with a slight subjective dimness, and
immaculately flat record/replay responses were
also possible over the mid-band. A reservation
here concerns the extreme bass, which registered
10 dB down at 20 Hz, and the dynamic range
was also a trifle below that typically available
at this price level.
If the wow were brought under control,
general opinion would be much improved,
although slight doubts would still be present,
largely due to the variable meter replay sensitivity, separated transport controls and subjective transport uncertainty.

JUNE 1976

we had we would have sought the advice of the
makers of the P.2 beforehand, and we think
this is what you should do, whether you are
seeking possible improvement in performance or
cover for possible failure of units. A change in
the drive units may well also involve a changed
dividing network— Contact: B & W Electronics,
Worthing.
Graphic Equalisers
Dear Sir, Can you give me the address of a
manufacturer of a graphic equaliser of high
accuracy and low distortion? Is there a professional model made by afirm called Tecknik
Ltd.?
D. P., Dartington, Totnes, Devon
There are many designs of Graphic Equalisers
on the British market, several of which have been
advertised and mentioned in our pages, for
example, the Soundcraftsman (from Gale
Electronics), but the design we think you have in
mind is made by Klark-Teknik Ltd., Summerfield,
Kidderminster, Worcestershire D Y11 7RE. This
company's professional equalisers are used by
the BBC, Decca, EMI and certain commercial
TV stations.

Dear Sir, Due to the layout and arrangement of
my sitting room, Ihave no really satisfactory
way in which I can use ordinary cabinet
loudspeakers for my hi-fi system. It has
occurred to me that the ' pipe' or column
speakers, which had a vogue some years ago,
might be asolution to my problem. Can you
advise and suggest any designs?
A. S., London, SW3.
In the absence of contrary information we
presume that the difficulty is one of floor space.
We have to point out, with reference to the
column speakers, firstly that these are no longer
commercially available, and secondly, that they
employed special drive units, designed to counter
the ill effects on normal drive units of mounting
them cone-upward. After a time the suspension
tends to sag under the weight, and no longer
moves in a linear manner. There are designs
(necessarily dated) in the Briggs' book 'Loudspeakers' ( Rank- Wharfedale Books) which
might interest you. If this book is no longer in
print, you should be able to get it through your
local library.
We think you might do better to take alook at
certain models which have the same general
shape as these columns, but in fact radiate
forwards, and take up less floor space than
columns. We are thinking particularly of the
Ditton 25. Similarly, the use of speakers on
small stands, e.g., KEF 104 or Spendor, might
help. Any of these will provide considerably
better quality than you will be able to achieve
with column models, but necessarily at increased
cost.
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WHAT A
BACKING GROUP!
Capitol is the name that backs the
Master Tape-and ifs aname that's been
very much part of the recording industry
over the past thirty years. In fact, many of
the really big names in American music
have made appearances on
the Capitol label.
So it figures that when a
company like Capitol
produces ablank tape for
domestic use it's going to be
right up to professional
standards.

And make no mistake, it is.
The secret lies in the use ofhigh-grade
ferric oxide particles -particles which
help produce consistent quality and
greater sensitivity at both high and low
levels.
Another interesting
point The Master Tape is
available in only one gradethe finest
But there again, with a
name like Capitol behind it,
that's hardly surprising.

&Ad

THE MASTER TAPE CASSE 1IF./CARTRIDGE/OPEN REEL BY
SUPPLIERS TO THE WORLD'S RECORDING INDUSTRY FOR OVER 30 YEARS
CapRonlagaetic Products.Subsidiary of Capitol Records I
nc, Elstree Studios, Borehamwood, Herts.
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OF GUILDFORD
If you are interested in Hi -Fi you can have a great
time at Merrow Sound! ! In our quiet, private demonstration rooms you can listen and discuss Stereo to
your heart's content. You will be able to compare a
fine selection of record decks, tuners, amplifiers,
cassette decks and speakers, all well chosen for
reliability and value for money. We have been in the
Hi -Fi business for many years and the latest in modern
equipment is always backed by our OLD FASHIONED
service, which is prompt, professional and polite.
BSR TURNTABLES

AIVVA
Music Centres
AP 5080, AF 3060 ..
Stereo Cassette Decks
AD 1300, AD 1800 ..
Stereo Radio/Cassette
TPR 930 .

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CELESTION SPEAKERS

P O.A.

AKG HEADPHONES
K 140
K 160
K 180
K 240

£17-80
£23.90
£24-50
£28-70

Amplifier
621 .
Tuners
623, 624 ..
Receivers
625, 626

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

BANG & OLUFSEN
£72-00

••
••

£115.00
£125-20
£205.50
£290.30
£497.90
£62-00
£71 80
£124 50
£266.50
£347-50

.. £ 195 00
.. £205-90
.. £ 122 00
.. £ 149-00
..
..
..
..
..
..

£68-10
£88.40
£ 133-30
£ 181.70
£99-20
£ 142-20

.. £44-50
.. £53.50

BOWERS & WILKINS
SPEAKERS
(
per
DM 2A
DM 4

(per pair)

UL 6
UL 8
Dicton 15
Dicton Il
Ditton 44

.. £87-40
.. £53.90
.. £ 156.80

DUAL

ARMSTRONG

Amplifier
Beoiab 1700 ..
Receivers
Beomaster 901
Beomaster 1100
Beomaster 2.000
Beomaster 3400
Beomaster 6000
Tuner
Beom aster 1700
Turntables
Beogram 1203
Beogram 3400
Beogram 4002
Beogram 6000
Audio Compacts
Beocenter 1600
Beocenter 1900
Cassette Decks
Beocord 1100
Beocord 2200
Speakers (
per pair)
Beovox S 22
Becvox S 30
Beovox S 45
Beovox 560
Beovox P 30
Beovox P 45
Portable Radios
Beolir 505
Boob( 707

£21.35
£34.90
£53'60
P.C.A.

MP 60+P & C
BIDS 80+P & C
BIDS 95+P & C
Accutrac 4000

.

pair)
£175.80
£125-20

Turntables
CS 701 Direct Drive
(+Shure V151111) ..
CS 601 (+ Shure V15/1(1)
CS 510 (+ Shure M95D)

£216-00
£139.80
£104.80

KEF
Speakers
Coda ..
Cantor
Chorale
Model 102 ..
Model 10.
Units 8. Kits (
per pair)
Kit I
Kit 3
B 110
B 200
B 139
7
27 ..
DF') 13 SPI015
DN 13 SPI017
DN 12

••
.•
.
.•
•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£54.50
£98.90
£15.20
£18.00
£36.00
£11-10
£9.30
£8.40
£12.90

MORDAUNT-SHORT
SPEAKERS

SX 434 Receiver
PL I2D Turntable

Cassette, Radios
CF 170L
CF 310L
Stereo Cassette Decks
TC 133C5
TC 117
TC 1355D
TC 1365D
TC 1535D
TC 20450
TC 209SD .
Stereo Tape Deck
TC 377
Audio Systems
HMK 40
HMK 70
Turntables
PS 1350
••
PS 4750 .. • •
ST 88 Tuner
STR 7055A Receiver
TA 88 Amplifier .
SQA 2030 Decoder/Amp SQ
Portable Radios
ICF 550M ..
ICF 5450L
Global Radios
CRF 5090 ..
CRF 160 ..

TANDBERG
£102 00
£46 30

FM 3Tuner
33 Pre-Amplifier ..
303 Power Amplifier
405 Power Amplifier
Electrostatic Speakers

53 70
£63.50
£102-00
£67.50
£97.00
£122.50
£151.50
£135.20
£211.20
£152.00
£235.60
£337-90
£67.50
£117.30
£58.60
£195-50
£58.60
£117.30
£45-60
£6-20
£135.00
£172-30

TR 200 Rece ver ..
TR 220G Music Centre
TCD 310 Cassette Deck
Tape Decks
344 IX
3641 XD
3541 X

.. £ 110.00
.. £ 193.00
.. £ 179.50
.. £235.00
.. £229-50
.. £ 182.50

TOSHIBA
Audio Systems
SM 270
SM 2200
SM 3000
Receivers
SA 500
SA 304 ( Quadraphonic)
Cassette Deck ..
PT 470
Tape Deck
PT 862

£113.00
£208.00
£197.70
£148-00
£145.00
£95.00
£127-80

TRIO
Amplifiers
KA 1200
KA 3300
KA 3500
KA 5500
KA 7300
KA 8300
Tuners
KT 1300
KT 3300
Receivers
KR 2400
KR 3400
KR 4400
KR 5400
Turntable
KP 1022 ..
Cassette Deck
KX 620 ..

£58.00
£79.00
£116-00
£159-00
£210.00
£268.00
£76-00
£79.00
£106.00
£139.00
£168-00
£198.00
£44.00
£128.00

Prices are correct at time of going to
press but may be subject to subsequent changes without notice due to
circumstances beyond our control.
We endeavour to keep all listed items
in stock but advise aphone call before
travelling.

All prices include VAT at I2T'A.

BARCLAYCARD
Extended Credit

TANNOY SPEAKERS

SHURE CARTRIDGES
E6.00
£9.90

SERVICE/REPAIRS
Merrow S3und is well known for outstanding after sales service.
We have a fully equipped Service Department at 205 Epsom Road,
Guildford (
Guildfo-d 33227) staffed by well trained engineers.
EASY TERMS READILY AVAILABLE.

1

SONY

BC ITeak ..
BC II Teak ..

QUAD

M55E
M75E1/2

£5.50
£7.80
£9.50
£13.00
£15.40

SPENDOR SPEAKERS

Car-rip:al 2 ..
Festival- 2
Pageant/2

PIONEER

£11 50
£14 90
£35.90

M75ED/2
M95ED
VI5'111
Stylii
N55E
N75E1/2
N75ED/2
N9SED
VN35E

MAIL ORDER POST FREE
Wehave afine Classical Record Department too!

Arden
Berkeley
Cheviot
Devon
Eaton

per pair)
.. £360-00
.. £315.00
.. £247.50
.. £234-00
.. £ 188-00

MERROVV SOUND LTD
21-22 TUNSGATE,
Guildford, Surrey.
Telephone Guildford 33224
Open Tuesday to Saturday 9.30 to 12.30 & 1.30 to 5.30
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New from Connoisseur - BD3 Transcription Unit
With a studio style rising turntable giving accurate cueing Run up tinte is only a fraction
of a second.
Other important features include an external power source and consequently no hum field
A belt driven turntable with neon illuminated stroboscopic disc with 3 speeds. 33, 45
and 78 - all featuring variable control.

Connoiseur
Sound
Design

The 803 arm is lightweight and incorporates a unique method of magnetic stabahsatron
with an interchangeable head shell tracking
cartridges down to 0.6 grams.
The unit features brushed aluminium trim and is
mounted on a matched wooden plinth complete
with acrylic dust cover.
BD2 Turntable Assembly
The famous BD2 belt drive turntable features push
button speed change, an SAU2 pick up arm with
damped lowering device, brushed aluminium trim,
and specially designed turntable mat.
It is available in chassis form, or as illustrated
mounted on aslimline wooden plinth, with acrylic
cover which features an easy hinged on fringed off
movement.
BD1 Turntable Kit
The BD1, well known for its excellent performance
and superb quality is available in kit form, which
allows greater freedom of choice for the practical enthusiast with regard to mounting.
selection of arm etc. Construction is simplicity itself with no soldering required. Now it's
easy to own the best.
SAU2 Pick Up Arm
Recognised as one of todays most advanced pick up arms. Among its star features is an
Auto Bias compensator, hydraulic lowering device, precision balance and an adjustable
head shell which can be matched to a wide variety of decks and pick up cartridges, ideal
for the demanding practical audiophile.
For further details of all Connoisseur products, the 003 or 1102, the 801 kit or SAU2 arm.
to the still popular SCU1 cartridge and our precision stylus balance, please contact your
dealer or send a stamp for brochure.

Top left: The 131:11 Turntable Kit.
Top: The SAU2 pick up arm.
Top right: The 802 Turntable Assembly.
Right: The BD3 Transcription Unit.

Colina'ssear
Manufactured by

A. R. Sugden it CO. ( Engineers) Ltd. Atlas Mill Road, Brighouse, Yorks, HD61ES.
Tel

5eVeflOdk5
118 London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN13 IBA
Telephone Sevenoaks ( 0732) 59556
* Comparator- equipped showroom
* Competitive cash prices
* 12 Months parts, labour guarantee
* Access, Barclaycard, creditfacilities
* Home Demonstration and installations by arrangement
C90 CASSETTES
Maxell UD .. £. 10
Maxell UDXL £1.35
AGFA LN ..
53p
AGFA SED
71p
TDK D
73p
TDK SD ..
89p

TDK ED .. £ 1,35
TDK SA .. £ 1.36
BASF LH ..
62p
BASF Sup. LH 86p
Sony K
52p
Sony HF ..
72p

Brighouse ( 04847) 2142. Telegrams Er Cables

1
11-Ii Centre

Bang and Olufsen, Sony, Trio,
Kef, Technics, A.R., Armstrong,
Aiwa, Tandberg, Yamaha etc.
ROTEL
RA212
£44 95
RA312
£52 95
RA412
£65.95
RX202
£79 95
RX402
£108 95
RX602
£142 92
WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
£26.95
Denton 2XP
£36.95
Linton 3XP
£53.95
PIONEER
SA5300

£48.95
E. ri 0.E.

SA6300
£62-95
SA7300
£90.95
SX434
£91 95
SX535
£118 95
SX636
£ 135 95
SX737
£ 165 25
PL12D
£41 95
PL15R
£50.95
CTF2121 £103.95
CTF9191 £203.95

GOODMANS
SCD 100
Module 90

£123.95
£115.95

VIDEO TONE
Mini Max
£ 36.95

SONY
KV2000
KV1810
KV1340
HMK40A
TV110UK
TC138SD
TC136SD
TC377
STR7015
STR7025

£259.95
£206.95
£165.95
£199 95
£66 95
£139.95
£99 95
£125.95
£99.95
£115.95

Prices include VAT at 124% correct on 1314/76.

CASSETTES: Price each includes VAT. ( Minimum order 10). P. & P. I — 59 cassettes 60p, 60
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Connoiseur, Brighouse

cassettes Ip/Cassette.
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DM6 the name on Britain's first
linear phase speaker system.
A system which will reproduce
sound with the transient
accuracy usually achieved by
only the best electrostatic
designs.

the beauty of B&W's
new DM6 is so much
more than skin deep
B&W's DM6 is the result of an intensive
three year research and development
programme. And is brought about by a
breakthrough in the measurement of two
vital aspects that have not been previously
assessed: phase response and impulse
response. This breakthrough has enabled
the DM6 to dramatically improve on
transient impulse waveforms, of which
music is largely composed.
Cabinet in high density
particle board

DM6 incorporates three entirely new
units developed at the B&W factory.
The base unit achieves a performance
level normally associated with a cabinet of
much larger than DM6's 51 litres.
The midrange unit employs totally new
technology and shows significant
improvements in transient and
conventional measurements.
A new high frequency transducer also
shows improvements equivalent to those
achieved in the midrange unit and linearly

Acoustic pads laminated
to approppnate walls

HF unit with lgmm
polyester weave dome

Midrange unit employs
aromatic polyamide
fibre matrix cone

Separate bass and
Mid/HF chambers

extends frequency response to 40 kHz.

HF fuse
System fuse

All three units are integrated into a
linear phase system by mounting in a

Bass unit low resonance
Be.xtrene cone

stepped arrangement, after skilful shaping
of the front baffle to allow for the different
arrival times of the various components.
And when a series of linear impedence
first order filter configurations are
introduced, new levels of linear phase and
amplitude characteristics are achieved.

Internal cabinet brace
Crossover and f
liter
network preserving
substantially min phase
characteristics

FUloy die-cast feet nylon
coated bolted to cabinet

If you want to see and hear the new
DM6, contact your B&W authorised dealer.
Or drop a line to us and we'll send you
detailed literature.

eB&W Loudspeakers
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd (Room 2) Meadow Road
B&W DM is the registered trade mark of B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

Worthing West Sussex

BN11 2RX

Tel. ( 0903) 205611

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
inc. E inc.
VAT
VAT

1OMET'S N1Vi e
BUDGET PRICES 11-

Stereo Amplifiers
AKAI
AA 5210
AA 5210DB
AA 5510
ALBA
UA 700..
UA 900 ..
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk 3 . . • .
Integra 4000 Mk 2 ..
IC 2000 Mk 3 ..
FERGUSON
3490 2/4 channel amplifier SQ. Pan balance
control 4x 14 watts
output
FERROGRAPH
F208 Mk II ..
F608 Mk II ..
GOODMANS
Model 40-40
LEAK
2200 ..
PIONEER
SA 5300
SA 6300
SA 7300
SA 7500
SA 8500
SA 9500
SA 9900
ROTEL
RA2I2
RA3I2
RA4I2
RA6I 2 ..
RA8I2
RAI412
SANSUI
AU 2200
AU 3900
AU 4900
AU 5500
AU 7700
AU 7500
SOLAVOX
20, 10 watts, RMS per
channel
30, 15 watts, Ft .
MS per
channel

120.15
157-95
157.95

85.50
112.50
112.50

62-96
107.96

40-50
76.50

37.97
45-55
56-25

27-50
33.00
40-50

160.38

59.50

121-50
209-25

92.50
157-50

101.39

61-00

156-00

103-50

8+79
57.50
112.99
75-50
160.34 110-50
237.63 159.90
301.36 202.00
40+24 256.90
599-77 394.00
65.25
49.50
77.85
59-50
96.75
71.90
130-95
98.90
169-65 130.50
355.50 274.50
75.55
107.20
129.92
184-73
238.41
225.10

59-50
83-50
101-50
143.90
187-00
143.90

45.53

28.50

53-46

32.50

ALBA
UA 800 AM/FM/MPX
62.96
44-90
AMSTRAD
3000 Mk II AM/FM/MPX
56-25
40-50
FERROGRAPH
SFM 1Mk 11 FM/MPX
147.38 107-90
LEAK
2300 AM/FM/MPX
124-74
80-90
PIONEER
TX5300 AM/FM/MPX
99.50
67-50
TX7500 AM/FM/MPX
189-34 130-50
TX9500 AM/FM/MPX
261.88 176-90
ROTEL
RT224 AM/FM/MPX
69.75
52-00
RT324 AM/FM/MPX
89-91
68-50
RT624 AM/FM/MPX
129-15
98.00
RT824 AM/FM/MPX
161.91 123-25
SANSUI
TU3900 AM/FM/MPX
113-81
89-00
TU4400 AM/FM/MPX
117.07
79.00
TU5500 AM/FM/MPX
15+90 121-50
TU7700 AM/FM/MPX
191-21 149.50

TunerfAmplifiers

124

TUNER/AMPS
Cont.
GOODMANS
Module 90 AM/FM/MPX
Teak ..
Module 110 FM/MW/
LW/SW/MPX ..
Module 120 FM/MW/
LW/SW/MPX ..
Module 150 FM/MW/
LW/MPX
LEAK
1800 AM/FM/MPX
2000 AM/FM/MPX
PIONEER
SX 1010 AM/FM/MPX
SX 838 AM/FM/MPX ..
SX 737 AM/FM/MPX
SX 636 AM/FM/MPX ..
SX 535 AM/FM/MPX ..
SX 434 AM/FM/MPX
SX 300 AM/FM/MPX
ROTEL
RX 102 AM/FM/MPX
RX 152 AM/FM/MPX
RX 202 AM/FM/MPX ..
RX 402 AM/FM/MPX ..
RX 602 AM/FM/MPX ..
RX 802 AM/FM/MPX
SANSUI
22 AM/FM/MPX • •
33 AM/FM/MPX • •
44 AM/FM/MPX • •
55 AM/FM/MPX• •
66 AM/FM/MPX
•.
77 AM/FM/MPX . •
88 AM/FM/MPX • •
8080 AM/FM/MPX • •
9090 AM/FM/MPX

162-41

124-50

184-24

116.90

184-24

139.50

269-10 206-50
170-96
201-56

116.90
134-90

525.62 296-90
366-36 229.50
300.12 179-90
242-40 152-00
207.87 134-90
151-66
99-90
116.55
83-50
94.95
67.50
10+85
74.50
116-91
85.90
159-75 121.50
209-25 160.00
269-91 206-90
107.98
85-50
119-98
94-50
12+64
98-90
156-76 112-50
200-93 157-50
249-40 193-50
322-63 251-90
407.56 314-90
448-11 350-90

Hi-Fi Compacts
GOLDRING
Module 8000 Compact

Tuners

AMSTRAD
5000 AM/FM/MPX
AKAI
AA 810 AM/FM/MPX
AA 1020 AM/FM/MPX
AA 1030 AM/FM/MPX
AA 1050 AM/FM/MPX

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Linc.
inc.
VAT
VAT

253-13

GOODMANS
Module
90
Compact
Module

110,

Compact

116.90

286.38 206-90
306-83

224-90

Quadraphonic Tuner/Amps
PIONEER
QX 646 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
377-69
OX 747 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
493.04
OX 949 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
656.62
QX8000A AM/FM/MPX/
QS
.. Sp. Price
ROTEL
RX 254 AM/FM/MPX/
SQ/QS/CD4 .. 269.91
SANSUI
QRX7001 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/CD4
514.35

197-90
311.50
445-00
179-90
197-90
431.90

Turntables
97-73
134-55
173.25
188-55
256.05

71-90
101-50
13+00
143-90
184-50

AKAI
AP001 inc b & c
AMSTRAD
TPI2D inc b & c
CONNOISSEUR
BD1 kit
BD2 P/C/SAU2

..

85-50 67-50
55-22

40-50

16-77
54-57

13-50
41-90

TURNTABLES
Cont.

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
L inc. E inc.
VAT
VAT

CONNOISSEUR
BD3 inc B & C
95.63
GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV Chass ..
27-56
401 Chass .. ..
81-50
401 inc base and cover
and SME 3009 arm Sp. price
GOLDRING
G IO2/PC .. ..
45-00
L8OPC inc B & C ..
67-05
L82PC Auto stop inc
B & C .. ..
78-30
L84PC Auto return inc
B & C .. ..
89.55
L9OPC Electronic, Auto
stop inc B & C .. 144-00
GL75PC inc Cover ..
66-82
GL78P/Cover with auto
89-43
GL85P/Cover with auto
118.13
LEAK
2001 with b and c
151-05
McDONALD
MP60 Chass
23-74
PIONEER
PLI2D with b and c
68.14
PLISR with band cauto
return
80-42
PL55X with band cdirect
drive auto stop .. 204.53
PL7I with band cdirect
drive .. .. 227-32
ROTEL
RP1500 with band cand
78.75
RP2500 inc band cauto
return •
9+95
RP3000 less arm with b
and c direct drive 110-25
RP3000 with arm with b
and c direct drive 13+91
SANSUI
SR2I2P inc band cauto
return
70-74
SR525 inc band cdirect
drive .. • • 163.67
THORENS
TD125 Mk 11 Chass .. 109-13
TD125AB Mk 11 .. 168-75
TDI45C auto stop .. 118-13
TDI66/C inc b and c
81-00
TDI60/C inc b and c
92.82
TD160BC inc b and c
less arm ..
76.21

74.25
20.50
58-50
103.50
26-90
48-25
56-25
64-25
103-50
35.90
44.00
53-90
80-90
14-50
44-50
53.50
133-25
148.50
53-90
75-50
85-50
98-90
47-50

McDONALD
MP60 TPD with ADC
KS

43-60

TURNTABLES
Cont.
McDONALD
BDS 80 TPD Belt Drive
with ADC K7E
BDS 90 TPD Belt Drive
with ADC KSE
BDS 95 TPD Belt Drive
with ADC K5E
PHILIPS
GA2I2 with GP400 mag
cartridge ..

57.33

36-90

6316

40-00

65-21

42-25

96.30

62-90

Speakers
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AKAI
SAI000
177-75 121.50
SAI200
233.55 157.50
AMSTRAD
Acousta 2500 ..
51.62
39-50
CELEST1ON
Ditton 11
..
70-88
S1.50
Ditton 15
.. 115-04
83-00
Ditton 25
.. 243.05 175.50
Ditton 33 .. • • 169.99 122-90
Ditton 44 .. . • 206-42 148-90
Ditton 66 .... 331-52 239-50
FERROGRAPH
SI
256-50 194-50
GOODAANS
Minister SL TK
.
65-38
44-90
Havant SL
.
80-69
56-50
Mezzo SL
. 119-54
83-25
Magnum SL
150.52 105.50
Achromat 100 Monitor 101-21
70.00
Achromat 250 Monitor 148-64 102.50
Achromat 400 Monitor 195-77 134.90
Stand for 400 ( pair) ..
19-46
13-50
LEAK
2030
113.40
89.00
2060
178-47 141.50
2075
.
PIONEER
473-40 269-00
CST 61
CST 8 --SOLAVOX
TKSOD•
TK
T
K20•
30
•
TK45•

226-17
--540-41
•
•
•
•

Speaker stands ( pair)
WHARFEDALE
Chevin .. •
Denton 2XP .. •
Linton 3XP .. •
Glendale 3XP .. •
Dovedale SP .. •
Airdale SP .. •

152-90
359-00

..

173.02
43-27
59-04
108-74
144-25
16-99

95-50
31.00
40-90
76-50
98-50
11-25

•
•
.
•
•
•

38-48
27.90
54-71
40-90
79-51
57-50
103.86
76.50
181-49 125.90
283.51 206-90

125-90
80-90
116-90
93-50
62-90
71-90
60-25

THE FOLLOWING TURNTABLES ARE
COMPLETE WITH BASE, PLINTH,
COVER AND CARTRIDGE.
FULLY
WIRED AND READY FOR USE.
AKAI
AP 003 with Audio Technica ATI I. magnetic
cartridge, auto return 123-75
89-00
GARRARD MODULES
63SP with Shure M75
ECS less cover _ Sp. Price
Cover for 635P .. Sp. Price
SP25 Mk IV with Shure
M75/6/SM
50.23
125SB with Shure M75/
66-10
86SB Mk 11 with Shure
M75/6/SM
87-35
Zero 100SB with Shure
M93E
97.77

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Linc.
Einc.
VAT
VAT

19-50
3-50
35-50

Speaker Kits
GOODMANS
DIN 20 NT kit ( pair) ..
Mezzo twin kit ( pair) ..
WHARFEDALE
Linton kit ( pair) ..
Glendale 3XP kit ( pair)
Dovedale kit ( pair) ..

37-76
66-21

26-90
46-90

30-11
68-02
85.94

22-50
50-50
63-90

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
PRICED AS SINGLE UNITS
GOODMANS
Audiom I2P
20-55
Audiom I2PG
22-27
Audiom I2PD
23-46
Axent 100 ..
9-90
Crossover network Xi ./
8.74
Hi Fax 750P
21-83

15-25
16-00
17-00
6-90
6-00
15.25

46-50
61-00

Cartridges

68-50

26-90

ALL AUDIO TECHNICA cartridges
listed are fitted with a Shibata Stylus
and are suitable for CD4 and normal
Stereo Records.

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods-without charge. After the initial free 12 month period
you can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.
Chairman

CARTRIDGES
Cont.

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Einc.
Cinc.
VAT
VAT

AUDIO TECH NICA
ATI2S
AT14S
ATISS
AT2OSL
ADC
Super XLM for CD4
XLM
VLM
Q36
Q32
G 0 LDRI NG
G800 Boxed ..
G800E Boxed ..
0800 Super E Boxed ..
0900 Super E ..
EMPIRE
1000ZE/X •. ..
ORTOFON
*SL15Q ( Quadraphonic)
*SLIM ..• •
MISE Super• •
VMS20E
SH URE
M55E
..
M75E1 .. ..
M75ED.
•
M95E1 ..
M95ED .
V15- Mk Ill •.
SONOTONE
9TAHC Diarn/Saph ..
*Ortofon STM72 Transformer for use with
Ortofon SL 15Q and
SL15E

23-38
29-23
41-85
46-76

15-25
18-90
26.90
31.50

54-70
38-68
31-40
18.45
1427
10-45

35-90
25.25
20-75
12-25
9.25
6.75

8-43
12-82
19-57
40-50

4•25
6-75
9-90
28-75

60.20

26.90

67.50
47-25
47-25
27-00

47.25
3315
3315
18-90

10.13
16.54
19.24
17-37
24-98
50.29

6-25
10.25
12 25
10.75
15.50
35-90

3-65

1-75

18.00

12-80

Styli
ADC
RZL for Super XLM
RXL for XLII
RVL for VLM
RK5E for KSE
RK7E for K7E
RK8 for K8 ..
GOLDRING
DI 10 Stylus ( G800) ..
DI 10E Stylus ( G800E)
DI IOSE Stylus ( G800
Super E) ..
SHURE
N75E.1 Stylus .. ..
N75ED Stylus ..
VN35E Stylus ( V15 111)

23431
15-70
13.49
9-50
7-57
5.52

I5•50
10-35
8-90
6.25
5-25
3.80

4.21
9-45

2•60
5•50

14-52

8•50

9-45
12.83
18.90

6-60
8.70
14.50

BASES AND COVERS
CONNOISSEUR
BD Iplinth and cover
GARRARD
BI5 Base and Cover SP25
B20 Base and Cover
86SB 100SB .
GOLDRING
Cover for 75p De Luxe
TH 0 RE NS
TX25 Cover for TDI25AB
Mk 11 .. ..
Base for TD125 Mk II ..
Cover for TDI25 Mk 11

16.88

13-00

17-15

1215

20.70

14-50

7-09

4-75

10-97
II.82
6.64

8-90
8-90
5-75

HI FI Tape Recorders
AKAI
1722L
4000 DS Mk 11 stereo
4000 DB Dolby stereo
deck ., „
GX265D stereo reverse
deck .. • ..
GX630DB Dolby stereo
deck .. • ,
GX630DSS 4 channel
deck ..

170-91

125-90

155-25

121-50

220-95

161-90

357-75

242-90

494-55

359-00

607-50 445-50

HI-FI TAPE
RECORDERS Cont.
AKAI
GX1820D stereo tape
deck .. . ..
GXR82D 8-track deck
BSR
TD8S Eight track deck
FERROGRAPH
7502 2-track stereo deck
7504 4- track stereo deck
7502D 2- track Dolby
stereo deck ..
7504D 4- track Dolby
stereo deck ..
7522/7524 stereo rec
7522D/7524D
Dolby
stereo rec
PIONEER
HR99 8- track rec/play

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
L inc. E inc.
VAT
VAT

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Linc.
Cinc.
VAT
VAT

281.18
155-25

170.90
107-00

30.32

19-75

405.00 364-50
405-00 364-50
478.13

454-50

Microphones
AKAI
ADM20
AKG
D90 HL Dual
(Hi Low)
SHURE
515 SA High
515 SB Low

9-00

7-25

impedance
..

19-69

13-50

impedance
impedance

20-25
20-25

14-50
14-50

478.13 454-50
450-00 405-00
52313

470-75

91.71

67-50

WOLLENSAK
8075 8- track Dolby deck 205.73 166-50
SOLAVOX
7 in. Metal Spool .. Sp. Price
1-99

Blank Tapes
SCOTCH
DYNARANGE
CASSETTES
..
0-98
0-59
C60 ..
..
1.36
0-69
C90 ..
..
1-90
0-99
C120 ..SCOTCH
HIGH
ENERGY
..
1-38
0-75
C60 ..
C90 . . . ..
1-68
0-99
SCOTCH Chrome Dioxide Cr02
C60
1-62
0-99
C90 .. •. ..
2-03
1-20
CI20 -----2-65
1-60
SCOTCH CLASSIC CASSETTES
C60
1-75
1-50
C90
2-33
1-95
SCOTCH Low Noise 8-Track Blank
Cartridges
90 mins
..
2-17
1-35
SCOTCH CLASSIC CARTRIDGES
45 mins
2-05
1-75
90 mins
..
2-48
2•10
SOLAVOX
7 in. metal spool .. Sp. Price
1-99
SCOTCH
HI-FI
DYNARANGE
SPOOLED TAPES
54 in. LP 1200 .. . •
4-19
2-70
7 in. LP 1800 ..
5-51
3-60
SCOTCH
HI-FI
DYNARANGE
DOUBLE PLAY
54 in. DP 1800 ..
5.51
3-60
7 in. DP 2400 ..
6-94
4-50
SCOTCH CLASSIC REEL
7 in. 1200 ft
4-98
4-10
7 in. 1800 ft
6-21
5.00
7 in. 2400 ft
8-41
6.80
104 in. 2400 ft
11-96
9.70
104- in. 3600 ft
14-39
11-60
104 in. 4800 ft
18-91
15•30
SCOTCH VIDEOCASSETTES
VC 30 ..
13-07
11-25
VC 60 .. .•
20-20
16-50

T.D.K. Recording Tape
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D60
1-12
0-69
D90 .. • .
1 - 62
0-99
D120
.
2-14
1-35
TDK SUPER DYNAMIC CASSETTES
SD C60
1-32
0-89
SD C90 . .
1-79
1-25
SD CI20
2-55
1-75
TDK SUPER AVILYN CASSETTES
SA C60
1-90
I • 30
SA C90 .•
2-70
1-99
TDK AUDUA CASSETTES
C60
1-79
1-25
C90 . .
2-55
1-75
TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
4-99
3-45
L3600 on metal NAB
reel ..
13-69
9-50

HI- Fl Cassette Tape Recorders
AKAI
CS34D Dolby stereo
deck ..
GXC39D Dolby stereo
GXC310D Dolby stereo
deck two capstans ..
GXC325D Dolby stereo
deck two capstans.
three heads ..
GXC75D Dolby stereo
auto- reverse deck ..
GXC710D Dolby stereo
deck front loading ..
AMSTRAD
6000 stereo deck ..
7000 Dolby stereo deck
GOODMANS
SCD100 Dolby stereo
deck ..
PHILIPS
2520 Dolby & DNL
stereo deck ..
PIONEER
CT 414IA Dolby stereo
CT 5151

Dolby stereo

CTF 2121 Dolby stereo
front loading
CTF 6161 Dolby stereo

130-95

89-50

175-05

121-50

211-95

152-90

274-05

193-50

247-05

170 90

238-05

170-90

72 05
92-82

51-25
66-25

176-13

130.50

192-72

134-90

173-42

103-50

197-01

121-50

179-41

119-75

208-99

125-90
CTF 7171 Dolby stereo
deck ..
235-31 142-25
CTF 9191 Dolby stereo
366-75 248.50
front loading
ROTEL
R.D20 Dolby stereo deck 177.75 137-25
SANSUI
SC2000 Dolby stereo
deck ------ 174-47 130.50
SC3000 Dolby stereo
deck ..
195-71 146-75
SC3003 Dolby stereo
deck black ..
195-71 146-75
WOLLENSAK
4766 Dolby stereo deck 259.38 170-00

Headphones
AKAI
ASE 11 . •
ASE 20
ASE 22 ..
AKG
K140 • •
K240 •
100
KOSS
Easy Listener
HVIA
HV ILC
ESP-9 Electrostatic
ESP-6A Electrostatic
Technician/VFR
Phase 2 TM ..
PRO 5 L/C ..
PRO-4AA
KO-727B
KO-747
K 711 ..
K6/LC ( with
volume
control) ..

14-35
17-72
19-97

10-35
12-15
13-50

20-25
32-63
12-15

12-50
22-50
5-50

29-14
29-82
33.70
112-50
66-38
47.25
47-25
38-82
35-44
20-25
25-88
14-07
15-70
17-95
11-25

17-00
24-95
26-95
89-95
55-75
39-50
39-50
32-50
29-25
17-00
21-50
11-69
13-00
15-00
9-45

HEADPHONES
Cont.
ROTEL
RH 930 Electret Condenser
SANSUI
SSIO
SH5
SOLAVOX
340 Volume controls
with Mono switch ..
400
WHARFEDALE
DD I ..
Isodynamic

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Cinc.
Einc.
VAT
VAT

37.35

24-25

21-11
20-77

16-00
15-95

8-38
9.23

5-75
6-00

18-86
28.00

13-95
17-00

Pick. up Arms & Heads
ACOS
Lustre pickup arm ..
AUDIO
Technica AT 1005 Mk 11
Technica AT 1009 ..
CONNOISSEUR
SME
3009 Ser 11 Fixed Head
Shell .. • •
S2 Head Shell ..

33-14

25-25

25-16
68-66

17-00
40-50

18-00

14-25

51.53
4.32

35-95
3-25

HiFi Stereo Systems Complete
ALBA
707D with radio and
decoder ..
DECCA
Compact 10 with radio
decoder ..
5328 Audio
10 with
radio decoder ..
FERGUSON
3457 with radio and
decoder
HMV
2046
ITT
KA I
026
inc 2 LS15
speakers ..
KA2000 with radio decoder
PYE
5003 with radio decoder
and stand ..

124-92

62-90

169.26

122.90

143-10

107-90

112.10

74.90

85-82

62-90

76-05

56.90

123.98

93-90

142-70

95-50

233.10

183-90

201.74

134-90

229.40

142.50

247-50

175-50

232-33

152.90

MUSIC CENTRES
DECCA
5338 Audio 10, with
stereo cassette ..
FERGUSON
Studio 6 ( 3463) stereo
cassette with radio
decoder ..
GEC
2817 with radio and decoder and stereo cassette
ITT
KA2030
with
stereo
cassette ..
PYE
5003 with Amstrad 7000
Dolby cassette ..

CAR RADIOS & STEREO UNITS
AUTOVOX
RB 266 LW/MW ..
32-06
17-25
RB 277 LW/MW/VHF
37-79
24-50
RA 558 LW/MW/push
button .. ..
39-84
25-25
• MB 703S stereo cassette
player . •
58-56
35-95
Kit with speaker
3-58
2-75
MAYSTAR
MAIS aerial .. ..
3-94
2-25
MAI9 AM/FM car aerial
4-39
2-75
MA20E electric aerial ..
14-90
11-75
MOTOROLA
114 MW/LW .. ..
38-65
26-75
28-85
19-50
124 LW/MW .. ..
Items starred include fitting kit and
speaker.
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SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 150
Rec.Ret.. Comet
Price
Price
inc. VAT inc. VAT
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk 3amplifier 10 watts
RMS per channel plus McDonald MP60
turntable deluxe base and cover, fitted
with ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers
£120.05 £82.30
SOLAVOX 20 amplifier 10 watts RMS
per channel plus McDonald MP60 turntable deluxe base and cover, fitted with
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Solavox TK20 loudspeakers
£132.40
owe
SOLAVOX 30 amplifier 15 watts per
channel plus McDonald MP60 turntable
deluxe base and cover, fitted with ADC
K8 magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
TK20 loudspeakers £ 140-33 £ 0.40
AMSTRAD Integra 4000 Mk 2 2x 10
watts RMS plus McDonald MP60 TPDI
deluxe plinth and cover with ADC K8
magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
TK20 loudspeakers £ 132.42 £90.90
AMSTRAD 1C2000 Mk 2amplifier 2x20
watts RMS plus McDonald MP60 turntable TPDI deluxe plinth cover and
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Solavox TK30 loudspeakers
[Ism £108-30
ALBA UA700 amplifier IS watts per
channel with McDonald MP60 TPDI
turntable deluxe base and cover. ADC
K8 magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
TK30 loudspeakers
C165-60 £ 108.30
ROTEL RX102 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier plus McDonald MP60 turntable
TPDI deluxe plinth and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge, with two Wharfedale
Chevin loudspeakers £ 177.03 £ 122-30
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk 2 2X20 watts
plus Amstrad TPI2D belt drive turntable with a Goldring G800E and two
Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers
£175.91 £ 127-25
ROTEL RX152 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 12 watts RMS plus McDonald MP60 turntable TPDI plinth
and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge, with
two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers
£187.03 £ I29•30
FERGUSON
3490
stereo/4-channel
amplifier Joy-stick-type balance control
with a Goldring G102 belt drive turntable fitted with G800 magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers ..
L272.85 £ 131-55
PIONEER SA5300 amplifier 2X 12 watts
RMS plus Garrard SP25 Mk IV turntable
plinth, cover, fitted with Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge plus two Wharfedale
Denton 2XP loudspeakers
£189-73 £ 133-90
ROTEL RA312 amplifier 2x 18 watts
RMS plus McDonald BDS80 belt drive
turntable, base, cover and ADC K7E
cartridge plus two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers ..
C194-22 £ 137-30
AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier AM/
FM/MPX 2x25 watts RMS with G
d
SP25 Mk 4 turntable with Garrard
plinth, hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
TK30 loudspeakers £207-00 £ 148.30

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £200
SANSUI 221 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2x 10 watts RMS with aGoldring
GIO2PC belt drive turntable and
Goldring G800 magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Denton 2XP
loudspeakers .. £216.12£157.55
AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier 2x25
watts RMS, with Amstrad TP12D belt
drive turntable and Goldring G800E
magnetic cartridge plus two Amstrad
2500 loudspeakers.. £214.37 £ 158•65
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SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £200 Cont.
Rec.Ret.
Price
inc. VAT

Comet
Price
inc. VAT

SANSUI AU2200 amplifier 2x 15 watts
plus Sansui SR2 I2P belt drive automatic
return turntable with Shure M75E.1 magnetic cartridge plus two Celestion
Ditton II loudspeakers £233-131 £ 168.75
ROTEL RA 312 amplifier 2X 18 watts
RMS plus the new G
d 86513 Mk 2
belt drive turntable plinth and cover
fitted with Shure M75/6 cartridge plus
two Celestion Ditton 11 loudspeakers
£236.01 £ 172-00
ROTEL RX202 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 16 watts plus G
d
125SB belt drive turntable plinth, cover
and Shure M75/6/SM cartridge with two
Celestion Dicton II loudspeakers
0.53-89 £ 183.90
PIONEER SA6300 amplifier, 2x22 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PLI2D turntable with
base, cover and Shure 1175E0 magnetic
cartridge plus two Wharfedale Linton
3XP loudspeakers.. £279.88
189-75
GOODMANS MODEL 40-40 amplifier
2x 30 watts RMS plus the new G
d
125513 turntable fitted plinth, cover and
shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus
two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£287.03 £ 190.75
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2x 33 watts
RMS with the new G
d 125SB turntable, belt drive ' S' type arm, fitted base,
cover and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK45 loudspeakers ..
C282-80 £ I99-50

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £250.00
SANSUI 331 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2x 15 watts RMS with a Sansui
SR2I2P turntable and a Shure M75E1
magnetic cartridge plus two Celestion
Ditton 11 loudspeakers £278-14 £203•75

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £250 Cont.

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £250 Cont.

Rec.Ret.
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
PIONEER SX434 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with PLI2D belt drive turntable inc. plinth hinged cover and Shure
M7SED magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers

Rec.Ret.
Comet
Price
Price
inc. VAT inc. VAT
ROTEL RA6I2 amplifier 2x 35 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP 1500 with arm, belt
drive turntable, base, cover and ADC
036 magnetic cartridge plus two
Good mans Achromatic 250 loudspeakers
£376.76 £267-55

ROTEL RA412 amplifier 2x25 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP1500 with arm, belt
drive turntable, base, cover fitted with
a ADC Q36 magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Glendale 3XP loudspeakers ..
a97-8 I £
214.55

LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier, 2x 30 watts
with Goldring GL78 turntable, base,
cover and Goldring G800E magnetic
cartridge plus two Leak 2030 loudspeakers ..
C417-21 £270.65

£318.55 awls

LEAK 1800 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2X25 watts with aG
d 125 SB
belt drive turntable fitted with Shure
M75/6 magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP loudspeakers
£40-92 £239.90
PIONEER SA7300 amplifier 2x 40 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PLI2D turntable and
Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge, with
two Solavox TK45 loudspeakers
£356.46 £243/5
ROTEL
RX402 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 24 watts RMS output plus
G
d 125513 turntable belt drive, ' S'
type arm, fitted base, hinged lid and
Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Glendale 3XP loudspeakers ..
C329.71
cm-so

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £250.00
SANSUI 551 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier 2x20 watts with Sansui SR2 I2P
turntable and Shure M75E.1 magnetic
cartridge plus two Celestion Ditton 15
loudspeakers .. £359.08 £253-25

SANSUI 441 AM/FM/MPX tuner/amplifier, 2x 16 watts with Sansui SR212P
turntable with base, hinged cover and
Shure M75E1 magnetic cartridge with 2
Celestion Ditton 11 speakers
£282-80 £208-15

GOODMANS Module 90 AM/FM/MPX
tuner amplifier 2x 30 watts RMS plus
the new G
d 12556 turntable, belt
drive ' S' type arm, fitted plinth cover,
and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge
with two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£
348.05 £254.25

AKAI AAI020 AM/FM/MPX stereo
tuner amplifier 2x20 watts RMS plus
Goldring GL78 PC turntable, base,
cover and Goldring G800E cartridge
plus two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers
£18.77 £211-75

GOODMANS Module 110 tuner amplifier featuring MW/LVVISW/FM/MPX
2x 50
watts
RMS
with
Goldring
GL78PC turntable with Goldring G800E
magnetic cartridge, plus two Solavox
TK60 loudspeakers
L430-74 £262.15

QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEMS
Rec.Ret.
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
FERGUSON 3490 four channel amplifier
featuring Pan Pot Balance control 4x 14
watts output with a Goldring GIO2PC
belt drive turntable fitted plinth, cover
and Goldring G800 magnetic cartridge,
plus four Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers .. £290.77 £ 144•45
ROTEL RX254 AM/FM/MPX four Channel tuner amplifier featuring built in
QS, SQ and CD4 decoders plus Rotel
RP 1500 turntable inc. plinth, cover,
Audio Technica AT 12S CD4 magnetic
cartridge plus four Wharfedale Denton
2XP loudspeakers.. £481.46 £348-85
PIONEER QX 646 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in QS. SQ and CD4 decoders plus
Pioneer PLI2D turntable inc. plinth,
cover and Audio Technica ATI2S CD4
magnetic cartridge plus four Celestion
Ditton II loudspeakers C610-97 £360•65

Rec.Ret.
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
PIONEER QX 747 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in QS, SQ and CD4 decoders, plus
Pioneer PLI2D turntable including
plinth, hinged cover and Audio Technica ATI4S, CD4 cartridge plus four
Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers
£749.43 £489.90
PIONEER QX 949 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring QS,
SQ and CD4 decoders plus Pioneer
PL55X direct drive turntable featuring
auto arm return, plinth, cover and the
ADC Super XLM CD4 magnetic cartridge with four Goodman's Mezzo 5L
loudspeakers .. LI,154-93 £781-15

SANSUI 661 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier 2x 27 watts with Sansui 5R2 12P
turntable and Shure M7SEJ cartridge,
plus two Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
loudspeakers .. £ 92.07 £ 91-75
ROTEL RX 602 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x40 watts RMS plus Rotel
RPI500 turntable and ADC 036 magnetic cartridge, with two Goodmans
Achromat 250 loudspeakers
£455-09 £
328-65
AKAI AA 1030 AM/FM/MPX stereo
tuner amplifier 2x 30 watts RMS plus
Akai AP003 belt drive turntable, base,
cover and fitted Audio Technica AT II
cartridge plus two Celestion Ditton 33
loudspeakers .. £482-29 £355.80
LEAK 2200 amplifier 2x 50 watts RMS
with the Leak 2001 turntable featuring
the very latest spherodynamic antishock system, plus Ortofon MISE super
magnetic cartridge, and two Leak 2060
loudspeakers .. £532-77 £359.15
ROTEL RA812 amplifier 2x 45 watts
RMS plus Garrard 401 turntable fitted
with SME 3009 arm, Shure V15 Mk III
cartridge, base and hinged lid plus two
Solavox TK60 three way loudspeakers
Sp. Price
E368-40
ROTEL RX802 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 55 watts RMS plus Rotel
RP 1500 turntable and ADC 036 magnetic cartridge with two Solavox TK60
loudspeakers ..
I1.36 £ 71.55
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/MPX
with the Leak 2001 turntable featuring
the very latest spherodynamic antishock system, plus Ortofon MISE super
magnetic cartridge and two Leak 2060
loudspeakers .. £578-33 £390-55
GOODMANS Module 150 tuner amplifier 2x70 watts RMS MW/LW/FM/
MPX, plus 8 pre-set FM push button
tuned with a Leak 2001 spherodynamic
anti shock turntable plus an Ortofon
MISE super magnetic cartridge and two
Leak 2075 Monitor loudspeakers
£40.80 £589-65
PIONEER SA9500 amplifier 2x 85 watts
plus Sansui SR525 direct drive turntable, plinth cover, and ADC XLM cartridge, with two Wharfedale Airdale
loudspeakers . £890.10 £614.95
ROTEL RAI412 amplifier 2x 110 watts
RMS plus Sansui SR525 direct drive turntable fitted with ADC XLM magnetic
cartridge and two Leak 2075 monitor
loudspeakers £ 1,03 I -25 £
694.65
PIONEER SX1010 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2X 100 watts
RMS
plus
Pioneer PL55X turntable auto return
arm fitted base, cover and Shure VIS/Ill
magnetic cartridge with two Pioneer
CST8 monitor loudspeakers, featuring
Carbon fibre bass cone, with variable
tweeter and mid-range controls
[1,320-85 £825-05
PIONEER SA9500 amplifier 2x85 watts
RMS, plus Pioneer TX9500 AM/FM/MPX
S gang front end tuner, Sansui 51‘525
direct drive turntable, plinth, cover and
ADC XLM cartridge with two Wharfedale Airdale SP loudspeakers plus
Pioneer CTF 9191 front loading cassette
deck.. .. £ I.51873 £ I,04035

erne Complete HI-FI
Service

W W 1/

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday— Friday 9a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9a.m.— 5.30 p.m.
SCOTLAND
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW

West Hendersons Wynd, Dundee
Tel: 0382 28101
1Newhaven Road, Edinburgh, EH6 50X
Tel: 031-554-4454 9 ( lines)
Blythswood Trading Estate, Argyle Avenue,
Renfrew, Glasgow, RA4 9EL. Tel: 041-886-5731
NORTHERN ENGLAND
BARNSLEY
Peel Street, Barnsley
Tel: 0226 83358
BLACKBURN
49-51 Darwen Street, Blackburn
Tel: 0254 57813
BOLTON
63-79 Blackburn Road, Bolton
Tel: 0204 387153/5
DEWSBURY
71 Daisy Hill, Dewsbury
Tel: 0924 461203
DONCASTER
17 Market Place, Doncaster
Tel: 0302 69520
GRIMSBY
389 Victoria Street, Grimsby, DN31 1ER
Tel: 0472 59623
HULL
96-104 George Street, Hull
Tel: 0482 20681
HULL
Reservoir Road, Clough Road, Hull, HU6 70D Tel: 0482 46441 ( 6lines)
JARROW
56-64 Ellison Street, Jarrow, NE32 3MT
Tel: 0632 892211
LEEDS
78 Armley Road, Leeds, LS12 2EF
Tel: 0532 40551
LIVERPOOL
52 Bold Street, Liverpool, Li 4EA
Tel: 051-708 7170
LIVERPOOL
Sefton Works, Field Lane, Litherland,
Liverpool Tel: 051-928 6688
NEWCASTLE
385-389 Elswick Road, Newcastle
Tel: 0632 32431
PRESTON
61 Liverpool Road, Penwortham, Preston.., Tel: 0772 44844
ROCHDALE
Corner of Well i' th Lane and Oueensway,
Rochdale Tel: 0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
The Mill, 1Loxley Road, Malin Bridge,
Sheffield, S6 4TN Tel: 0742 341721/6
STOCKPORT
Lower Hillgate, Stockport
Tel: 061-477 2003
STOCKTON
Teesway, Portrack Lane, Stockton, Cleveland Tel: 0642 612311
SUNDERLAND
4-7 St. Thomas Street, Sunderland, SRI 1HR. Tel: 0783 59993
WAKEFIELD
14-16 Marygate, Wakefield
Tel: 0924 71499
WIGAN
Wharf Mill, Princess Street, Wigan WN3 4EZ. Tel: 0942 34741
YORK
55 Piccadilly, York, Y01 1PL
Tel: 0904 21654/5

Scottish Branches also open Sundays... 10 a.m. — 5.30 p.m.
MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
HANLEY
LEICESTER
MANSFIELD
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY

Heeley Road, Selly Oak, Birmingham, B29 6EYTel:021-472 6181
Tivoli Shopping Centre, 1570-1572 Coventry
Road, Yardley, Birmingham, 826 1I3J Tel:021-706 0684
52 Town Rd., Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 2JP Tel: 0782 264495
Syston Street, Leicester
Tel: 0533 52236
57 Westgate, Mansfield
Tel: 0623 35112
Roundtree Way, Norwich, NR7 8S0
Tel: 0603411831
121 Town Street, Sandiacre, Nottingham,
NG10 50W Tel: 0602 396116
Walsall Road, Willenhall, Staffordshire
Tel: 0902 60411

WILLENHALL
LONDON, Hackbridge
(Nr. Croydon). . 190 London Rd., Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey Tel: 01-669 4321
LONDON, Hayes ( Middlesex). Silverdale Road, Pump Lane, Hayes
Tel: 01-573 1841
LONDON, Dagenham
Rainham Road South, Dagenham, RM10 8ST.. Tel: 01-595 5111
LONDON, Potters Bar
Station Close, Darkes Lane, Potters Bar
Tel: 0707 43491
SOUTH
BOURNEMOUTH
210 Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth
Tel: 0202 293334/5
BRIGHTON
15 Station Street, Brighton
Tel: 0273 692421/6
IPSWICH
St. Margaret's Green, Ipswich
Tel: 0473 215596/7/8/9
OXFORD
Ferry Hinksey Road, Osney Mead, Oxford,
Oxfordshire Tel: 0865 48232
PORTSMOUTH
84/90 Palmerston Road, Southsea, Portsmouth Tel: 0705 24666/7/8
READING
Monarch House, 75-81 Caversham Road,
Reading, RG1 SAP Tel: 0734 599911
ROCHESTER
Maidstone Road, Rochester
Tel: 0634 49171
SOUTHAMPTON
Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh, Southampton,
SOS 5Z0 Tel: 042-138 4722
SOUTHEND
817-821 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea
Tel: 0702 715151
WALES b SOUTH WEST
BRISTOL
Barton Hill Trading Estate, Bristol
Tel: 0272 559841
CARDIFF
44 City Road, Cardiff
Tel: 0222 372137
GLOUCESTER
Morroway House, Station Road, Gloucester... Tel:045-25 2233/2234
NEWPORT
Maesglas Industrial Estate, Newport, NPT 2XE. Tel: 0633 50431

Ordering by Mail
Send your requirements to the nearest of the 3 Comet Warehouses listed below, including
the appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to " COMET".
If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card number and mark your
order " ACCESS/BARCLAYCAR D".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THE NEAREST OF THE THREE ADDRESSES —
LEEDS

78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF

EDINBURGH

1 Newhaven Road, EH 65QX

HACKBRIDGE ( London) . .

190 London Road, Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey

Postage and Packing ( per item) : Cartridges 30p; Bases and Covers 75p;
Headphones 75p; Pick-up Arms 75p; Headshells 30p; Chassis Speakers 75p; Blank
tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity: Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; 8- track
cartridges 30p.

Securicor Delivery: All in stock items will
be delivered by Securicor within 72 hours
from receipt of order ( Add £ 3.50 for Securicor
delivery). All goods are fully insured against
loss or damage whilst in transit.

Ordering by Phone
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay the driver on
delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all Access or Barclaycard holders. Simply
'phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit Mail Order, stating your card number with your
order. You can leave the rest to us !

Credit Facilities

on Comet Discount Prices

Order by Mail or Telephone 0532 40551
using Access or Barclaycard
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements
are correct at time of going to press.

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)
Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £ 50
can now be purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices
over 9, 20 and 24 months. Send your requirements to the Mail
Order Department ( address at right) marked " Credit Mail
Order" and we will send you by return of post an application
form and details of our repayment terms — all entirely without
obligation.

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all
branches: no deposit credit terms over 9 months, goods
delivered on first months payment in advance.

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all goods — without charge. Major domestic
appliances and colour television sets are serviced in your own home. After the initial free
12 month period you can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.
Pk! (
AA.
iek-Celk t
Chairman
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AX Labs

Monday-Saturday 10.0048.00

(Dept. N)
Tel.
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQZ 01-363 7981

AMPLIFIERS
(
Carr. £300)
Accuphase ....
Armstrong 621 ..
Cambridge Audio P60
Lux L30 ....
Lux L80 ....
Lux L507 ..
Marantz 1030 ..
Marante 1070 ..
Marante 1120 ....
N.A.D. 60/90 ....
Rogers Ravensbrook Ill .. £60.25
Rogers A75
..
£91.00
Rotel RA2I2
..
£45.00
Rotel RA312
..
£54.00
Rotel RA4I2
..
£65.00
Rote! RA6I2 ..
£90-00
Technics stocked
P.O.A.
Trio KA1200 ..
£58.00
Trio KAI600 ..
£87.50
Trio KA3300 ..
£79-00
Yamaha CA400
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA600
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA800
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA 1000
P.O.A.
TUNERS
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Cambridge Audio T55 ..
Celestion Telefi
Lux T33
Lux T88
Lux TI 10
Maranta..
....
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Panthera 775 ..
Rotel RT224 •
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Technics stocked
Trio KTI300
Trio KT3300 . •
Yamaha CT400..
Yamaha CT600..
Yamaha CT800..
Yamaha CT7000

(Carr. £2.75)
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£25.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£47.75
£83.00
£48.50
£62.00
£90.00
P.O.A.
£7600
£79-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS (
Carr. 0.25)
Aiwa
P.O.A.
Armstrong 625 ..
P.O.A.
Armstrong 626 ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Module 90
£121.50
Goodmans Module 110
£138-00
Goodmans 120
£138.00
Goodmans 150..
£202.00
Lux R600 .. . •
P.O.A.
Lux R800 .. • .
P.O.A.
Lux RI500 .. ..
P.O.A.
Marante 2230 .. ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 2245 .. ..
P.O.A.
NAD 140/160.. ..
P.O.A.
Nikko 4030
Special offer
£92.50
Nikko 5050 Special offer
£122.50
Rogers Ravensbrook ..
£102.75
Rotel RXI52 .. ..
£73.00
Rotel RX202 .. ..
£80.00

Rotel RX402 ..
•. £ 110-oo
Rotel RX602 ..
• • £ 145.00
Rotel RX802 . .
• . £ 188.00
Tandberg TRI010 • •. •
P.O.A.
Tandberg Huldra 10 • .. •
P.O.A.
Tandberg TRI055 • .• •
P.O.A.
Tandberg 1040P
P.O.A.
Tandberg 2075
P.O.A.
Technics stocked
P.O.A.
Trio KR2400 ..
£106.00
Trio KR3400 ..
£139.00
Trio KR4400 ..
£168.00
Yamaha CR200
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR400
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR450
P.O.A.
YamahaCR600
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR800 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CRI000 .. ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha MS2B Music Centre
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
(
Carr. £ 3.25)
Ariston RDIls/SME 3009 ..
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BD IKit ..
£13.50
Connoisseur BD2 chassis ..
£31.00

SME 3009/S2 improved
Transcriptor Fluid

.. £42.00

CARTRIDGES
ADC XLM II ..
ADC VLM 11 ..
Decca London ..
Goldring G820.. ..
Goldring G820E
Goldring G820SE
Goldring G900SE
Micro Acoustics QDCle
Ortofon FI
5E .. • •
Ortofon MISE Super ..
Shure M75-65
Shure M7SED/II
Shure M75E1/11..
Shure M93E
Shure M9SED
Shure M95E.1 . •
Shure M758/1I
Shure VI5111
Stanton

(Carr. 25p)
£25.20
£20-25
£26.50
£7.20
£10.15
£14.40
£31.50
P.O.A.
£12.85
£32.65
£5.85
£11.05
£9.70
£8.40
£14.40
£10.35
£8.40
£33.30
P.O.A.

.. £24.00

All prices listed include VAT at 12+%
Connoisseur BD2 complete
£41-00
ERA Mk. 6
P.O.A.
Fons CQ30
P.O.A.
Garrard SP25/IV module ..
£30.00
Garrard SP25/IV mod. M75-6
£35-00
Garrard 1255B module ..
£41.50
Garrard 12558 mod/cart ..£46.50
Garrard 86SB II module ..
£56-00
Garrard 86SB II mod/cart ..
£61.00
Garrard 10058 module ..
£58-50
Garrard 10058 mod. -FM93E
£65.00
Garrard 401 ..
£57.00
Howland-West HW1 plinth &
cover only ..
£19.50
Linn Sondek PLIZSME 3009
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL I2D
.
£45.00
Pioneer PLI2D/Shure A7SED fl
£55.00
Pioneer PL I5R•
•
£53-50
Rega Research• .
P.O.A.
Rotel RPI500 W.A. ..
£49.00
RoteIRP3000 W.A. ..
[77.00
Strathearn STM4•
•
£60.25
Strathearn STA4..
£62.95
Technics stocked
Thorens 125AB/II
[148.50
Thorens TD125/II
£96.00
Thorens TX25 cover
£11.50
Thorens TDI45C
£103.95
Thorens TDI60B/C
£67-00
Thorens TDI60C
£81-50
Thorens TDI66C
£71-25
Reference Hydraulic ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Stylus Brush ..
£2.75
Transcriptor Sweep Arm ..
£4.75
Trio KPI022
[49.95
Yamaha YP450
TRA NSCRIPTI ON 'ARMS ( Carr.75p1
GST.I Lustre ..
£24.00
Colton MC101 • • ..
£22.00
SME 3009 improved ..
£37.50

TAPE DECKS
(
Carr. £300)
Akai I722L
[132.00
Akai 4000DB
[169.00
Akai 4000DS 11
E119.00
Revox 1102/4 ..
Revox 1122/4 ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1222/4 ..
P.O.A.
Revox Dolby & High Speed ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3400X ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3500X ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3600X
P.O.A.
Tandberg 9100X
P.O.A.
Teac .•
P.O.A.
HEADPHONES
AKG KI40
AKG KI60
AKG K240 ..
Koss PROSLC
Koss HVIA
Koss K6LC
Koss HVILC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss 711
Micro MXI
PWB Moving Coil
Sennheiser HD414
Sennheiser HD424
Stax
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP2 ..
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ..
Akai C534D
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC510D
Akai GXC710D
Akai GXC325D

(Carr. 75p)
£12.00
£16-50
£21.75
£31.00
£23.75
£14.50
£26-95
£28 35
£11.25
£42-50
£16.75
£16.00
£22.75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
(Carr. 0.75)
. • £100.00
.. £ 135.00
£192.00
.. £ 164.00
.. £ 178.00
.. £ 185.00
.. £212.00

Akai GXC740D• • £250.00
Akai GXC 7600•
. [312.50
Goodmans SCD100• • £132.00
Nakamichi 550•
.
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 600•
.
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 700•
•
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 1000•
•
P.O.A.
Pioneer 2121 ..•. £
12500
Rotel RD20 ..• • £124-50
Tandberg TCD3I0 .. .. . . .
Teat A360 ( Special offer) .. £199-00
Technics stocked .. ..
P.O.A.
Trio KX620 .. .. .. £128.00
Yamaha TC800GL .. ..
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS (pairs) ( Carr. £.00 pair)
AR Range .. • •
Cambridge Audio R40 & R50
P.O.A.
Celestion Dittos 11 • . • •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15 .. • •
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton 33 .. • .
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 44 .. • .
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicten 66 .. • •
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6 ..• •
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8 ..• •
P.O.A.
Celestion ULIO ..• •
P.O.A.
Hi Fi Aids Orbital Brackets
P.O.A.
IMF Compact II
P.O.A.
IMF Super Compact
P.O.A.
IMF ALS40 11 ..
P.O.A.
IMF TLS80 11 ..
P.O.A.
JBL Range . ,
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor ..
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto
P.O.A.
KEF 104
P.O.A.
KEF 103
..•
.
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 .. . . . •
£90.00
Monitor Audio MAI/11• •
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA3/1I. •
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA4 .. • •
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA511• .
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7 .. • •
P.O.A.
Marantz.. .. ..• •
P.O.A.
Rogers 133/5A ..• •
P.O.A.
Rogers Exp. Mon. .. • •
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax II.. . •
£42.50
Videotone Saphir 1 .. . •
£51.00
Wharfedale Chevin XP • •
£27.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP • •
£38.50
Wharfedale Linton 3XP • •
£55.00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP • •
£72.50
Wharfedale Dovedale 35P . • £ 127.00
Yamaha NS625.. .. • .
P.O.A.
Yamaha NS645.. .. .. . . .
SPEAKER KITS AND CHASSIS
(Carr. kits £ I.50 each)
(Sp. Chassis £ I-25 each)
KEF Kit I ( price per pair)..
£49-75
KEF Kit 3 ( price per pair) . •
£90.00
KEF T27 .. ..
£5.75
KEF BI10 .. .. ..
[7.90
KEF B200 .. .. • •
£9.50
KEF B139
....
£18-so
KEF DN12 .. .. ..
£6.75
KEF DNI3-5P1015 .. • •
£4.75

We have tried to ensure that all prices are correct at time of going to press-however prices are liable to alteration without notice

Terms of Business
Callers:
By Bus: 231 from Turnpike Lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool Street to Enfield Station. Kings Cross to Gordon Hill.
Cheques for counter sales accepted only when backed by a bank card.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and correct carriage for prompt
service. Make cheques payable to: A. T. Labs.

Credit
For Personal callers only. Phone for details. Export Facilities for reclaiming VAT
available.

Service
Repairs and maintenance of Hi -Fi equipment by qualified engineers.

The game is as old as time, and the rules never change. First, the
Craftsman creates something more beautiful than it needs to be. Then,
the Collector catches him at it.

3

5
1. Aquarius Q.

Listen to tomorrow. The
everywhere sound of
Aquarius Q. 3600 sound.
Place the Aquarius Crs
wherever they please the
eye: in acorner, away
from the wall, wherever
you wish. Fill aroom with
sound, not furniture.
Listen to Aquarius O.

2.

L-300
The beautiful twin of
JBL's newest three-way
professional studio
monitor. A virtually flat
frequency response
from 30 to 20.000 Hz.
But wait. A specification
is not asound.
Come hear the L-300 and
see how far sound has
come.

3. L-166 Horizon.

JBL's newest and most
expensive bookshelf — a
three-way system with a
new hard hemispherical
high frequency radiator
that insures near- perfect
dispersion, a 5- inch
midrange, a super-right
12- inch bass and the
most acoustically
transparent grille ever
invented.

4.

Would it impress you
to know that top
professional recording
-studios around the world
—the people who listen
to music for a living —
use JBL loudspeakers
to record, play back, mix
down and master their
music?
It's true.

5.

The Decades.
If you've been saving up
for JBL loudspeakers,
stop. Listen lo the
Decades: three
bookshelf loudspeakers
in natural oak cabinets.
Don't let their compact
sizes and pr ces fool
you. They're all JBL.
Decade L-36
Decade L-26
Decade L-16

C. E. Hammond Co. Ltd., 111 Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey, KT1 4 7LA.
Telephone Byfleet 411 31

11BL

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc./Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.
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WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US:
"EXCELLENT SERVICE" — Daily Telegraph Magazine
"THE DOYEN OF HI-FI MUSIC"
—Penguins 'London Shopping Guide'

when used
reTqularly
»prolong
111e of your
records and stylu;

Styli
Manufactured in our
own plant. we can
offer avast range to
suil most record
reproducers. See you
dealer f
or , nformation

It is always gratifying to be singled out
for praise in important publications, but
even more important to us is what our
customers say about us to their relatives,
friends and acquaintances, because it is
the unbroken chain of personal recommendations which has been the backbone
of our operation these past twenty years.
Actually, our experience as hi-fi consultants and in the field of record reviewing goes back well over thirty years, and
this unequalled know-how is at your
disposal whenever you consult us about
stereo equipment or about recordings.
It is music we care about, not statistics,
and our interest in audio technology
extends just as far as the latter serves a
genuinely musical purpose.
For this
reason, we attach the greatest importance
to loudspeakers, since it is ultimately the
speakers which dominate any domestic
stereo system; other components are
much less critical provided their performance can be termed ' respectable',
and here reliability must be of primary
concern. In the field of speaker design,
really significant progress has been made
during the past few years, so that
speakers like the new KEF 103 and, perhaps most striking of all, the miniature
BBC LS3/5a Monitor now made by
Chartwell represent a major breakthrough in the age-old tug-of-war between size and performance. At our
studio you can listen at leisure to these
magnificent new speakers—and to many
others, from the modest little Sinclair
QI6 to the mighty Spender BC3—per-

forming the music you like best (you
may even like to bring along your
favourite discs or cassettes). You will
also be able to compare a wide range of
hand-picked turntable assemblies, amplifiers, tuners, receivers and cassette decks
(among the latter, we might just mention
the fine Technics range, as well as the
elegant Yamaha with its several unique
features), while among our recent additions is the beautifully neat AIWA AF
5080 Music Centre combining a splendid
turntable and receiver with a first-rate
Dolby cassette deck.
The advice and comprehensive service
we offer ( including asubstantial discount
on discs and tapes to those who buy
equipment from us) will invariably save
you needless expenditure by ensuring
that your proposed outlay will be spread
over the required components in such a
manner as to produce the greatest musical
enjoyment allied to maximum reliability.
When you come to us for the first time—
and why not use our weekly record
recital. Live Record Review (2 to 4.30
each Saturday afternoon), as the perfect
way of getting to know us' ?—it is your
good will in the years to come which is
our prime concern, and it will not take
you long to discover that, however upto-the-minute the equipment we offer,
the values we uphold are of an oldfashioned kind not often found nowadays.
If you cannot visit us, send for our
Budget Stereo leaflet and price list—we
never regard distance as an insuperable
problem!

Thomas Heinitz Ltd.

MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2 TEL: 01-229 2077
Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7

d

fnuscinic

Musonic Ltd 34-38, Verulam Road, St. Albans,Herts AL3 4DF
Tele • hone St. Albans 50611

Pr ces shown are inclusive of.the appropriate rate of V.A.T.and were
correct at time of going to press. — See Musonic products nowat all
good Hi Fi and Record stores or send SAE for catalogue of full range.
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SONY
(
1
1) PIONEER

RING US
FOR PRICES

Technics

AIWA

HITACHI*SANYO*TOSHIBA*MITSUBISHI
MAIL ORDER

FULL SERVICE

Sony TC I17 & 129
Sony TCI35 & 136
Sony TCI53 & 138
Sony TCI77SD
Sony TC377 ( Reel/Reel)
Technics RS263
Technics R5271 & 273
Technics RS610US

Sony -IMK 20 & 30
Sony HMK 40A & 70
Hitachi SDT 2680 & 2690
National SG1020L & 1070L
National SG2070L
Aiwa AF5080
Toshioa SM3500
Sanyo G2611 Super & KL

AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS
Sony TA & 5170
Sony TA & ST88
Sony TAU'S() & 3650
Technics SU & ST 3050
Technics SU & 513150
Technics SU & ST3500
•Also new range of SONY
TUNERS & AMPS

RECEIVERS
Sony STR7015 & 7025
Sony STR7035 & 7055
Technics SAS ISO
Technics SA5250
Technics SA5350
Aiwa AX7500
Aiwa AF3060
Pioneer SX434 & SX737
Pioneer 5)(535

CASSETTE DECKS

MUSIC CENTRES

TURNTABLES
Sony PSI350 & 2350
Sony PS4750 & 6750
Technics SL20
Technics SL150C
Technics SLI300
Technics SL120
Technics SL 110
Pioneer PL- 12D- II

Technics RS279
Technics RS671 & 676
Aiwa AD 1300
Aiwa AD 800
Aiwa AD6500
Pioneer CT- F2121
Pioneer CT- F7171

COLOUR

SPEAKERS
Sony 5570 & 5088
Sony SS5I77 & 5300
Sony SS3050 & 5050
Technics SB30 & 40
Technics SB102 & 202
Technics S13302 & 402
Technics SB501
AR 7X & AR 16
AR 14 & AR 12
Pioneer CS-E420

EXPORT

13'
18'
20"
14"
18"
20"
14"
19'
5"

& PORTABLE TV's

Sony KV1340
Sony KVI810 Mk II
Sony KV2000
National TC48G
National TCE16G
National TC261
Mitsubishi
Hitachi CTP202
National TR505G

I" Sony TVIIOUK
P20
National TR602
National TR562G
Hitachi F54G
National TR714G

r Hitachi
2"
2"
4"
4'

IN- CAR EQUIPMENT

WRITE OR PHONE FOR

Hitachi Radio VVM7I3R
Hitachi Radio WM850E
Hitach Cassette/Radio CSK2300
Aiwa Cassette/Radio GTR2020E
Aiwa Cassette CTI050E

THE BEST PRICES

C-90K 53p each
C-90HF

73p each

Postage 40p per order

01-579 3718
01-567 8703

SONY CASSETTES
Price per ten or more

Price subject to change
ALSO CASSETTES, RADIOS,
HEADPHONES, etc.

without notice.

EALING TV & Hi -Fi Ltd
1, 3&4 THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, EALING, LONDON W5 4PA
OPEN: MON -SAT 9.30 A.M.-6 PM. WED TILL 1.00 PM.
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The Dansk 1702-1 has nothing to hide.
There's care all the way through.
Do you find some dealers get edgy when you
lift off the turntable and start asking awkward
questions? There's no such problems with
Dansk hi-fi equipment. We've nothing to
declare but excellent design and attention to
production detail.
Made for Plustronics by Scan-dyna in
Denmark, the 1702-1 has 32- pole synchronous
motor with stroboscopic speed control,
magnetic anti- skate device, Ortofon F150
cartridge and lots more to interest the true
enthusiast. Wow and flutter less than . 08%
(better than DIN 45507) and rumble better

than 60dB weighted. It's one of arange of
22 Dansk hi-fi units.
Ask your local Dansk hi-fi centre for a
demonstration, or send us the coupon below.
Dansk hi-fi made by Scan-dyna, from
Plustronics amember of the Photopia International Group
U UIDOODOO»
RUIDROUOU»
RUCI00113•1»
RUCUUUDROU
ORDNIUROUU•
U@ DIMUROR»

Dept. No. 4314
Plustronics Limited
Hempstalls Lane
Newcastle
Staffs ST5 OSW

Suggested Retail Price £ 125.23 incl. VAT

24

)0%
s
e«

DaneHifi from Plustronics
r
—
rd

like full information on Dansk hi-fi, please.

Name
! Address
4314
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Are you a
Concerto or a
Cantor, or...

/
,e

Tell me more

C Series owners really identify with their speakers. Coda, Chorale , Cantor , Cadenza , Concerto... each one
its devoted followers. Because KEF planned the series that way. Realising that, even while music lovers
share an urge to hear natural sound reproduced with true fidelity, they differ in many other ways. In size of
room, size of budget, willingness to accept a houseful of hi fi ' furniture'. So C series is five different
systems. Renowned KEF drive units in the five ideal combinations they were designed for. Ev ery one
getting its uncoloured performance from advanced laminated diaphragms that abso rb unwanted
energy. Five systems in five sizes, and five price tags... but only one standard of care in

i

, Ir

specification, assembly and testing. The KEF standard. When you make your choice ,you know
that thousands of music lovers have already approved it, over years of listening. C series...

e

probably a better buy today, than ever.

1111

Cseries...from
the speaker
engineers

,
/

has

e

about KEF C
Series... little
Coda, bigger

bookshelf Chorale,
wall- mounting Cantor,
compact Cadenza or larger
loorstanding Concerto.
Stamps for postage will be

appreciated.

Name _

Address

l
e à
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Telephone
KEF Electronics
0622 57258
Limited
Telex 96140
HFN
Tovil Maidstone ME15 6013 Kent

Finnish
loudspeaker boxes
-ready for usetailored
These loudspeakers are high- quality
Finnish products. The loudspeaker
boxes are made to order and ready for
use.
In addition to the traditional loudspeaker boxes which are faced with
hardwood veneers, there are also PVCcoated loudspeaker boxes.
We fit the boxes with the loudspeakers you require. Our plant can be
programmed for series of 50 loudspeakers as well as 50,000.
Although we specialize in making
finished loudspeaker boxes according to

OLAVI RASANEN OY
P.O.B. 113
50101 Mikkeli 10
Finland
Telex 55-133 rasa sf

customer needs, we can also help in the
design process.
Long experience and a high degree of
mechanization guarantee uniform, highquality production. We can also assure
quick delivery.
Make a confidential cooperation
agreement with us. Think it over and get
in touch. We'll be waiting.

SPEAKER SELECTION LTD
(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)

Dept. N

FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS-A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ALL HI- F1 EQUIPMENT AT:

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON El .
/4PP
ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES COLLECTIONS, OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES

SPEAKERS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:a. £2.50: 6, £3; c. £4; d. £5; e. £5.50.
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40 and R50
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Richmond
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Kendal
P.O.A.
Celef Domestic
P.O.A.
Celef Mini
P.O.A.
Celef Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Celef Micro ..
P.O.A.
Celef Mini Professional
P.O.A.
Celef Studio Professional
£69.00 b
Celestion County ..
£58.00 b
Celestion Ditton 10/11
£64.00 c
Celestion Ditton II ..
.. £69.00 b
Celestion Ditton 120 ..
£104.00 c
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
£153.00 d
Celestion Ditton 33 ..
£186.00 d
Celestion Ditton 44 ..
£219.00 d
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
£299-00 e
Celestion Ditton 66 ..
Goodmans
IMF Compact II
IMF Super Compact
IMF ALS40 11
IMF TLS50 11 and TLS80
.. £70.00 c
Jordan Watts Juno ..
.. £53.00 b
Jordan Watts Jumbo ..
JBL LI6
JBL L36 Decade
JBL L100 Century
Keesonic KRF
.. £99.00 c
Leak 2030 ..
£156.00 d
Leak 2060 ..
.. £77.00 c
LNB Para Lab Super
£122.00 d
LNB Para Lab 20
£150.00 d
LNB Para Lab 40
Lowther
Marantz Imperials
Marsden Hall ..
Quad Electrostatics
.. £55.00 b
Richard Allan RA8
.. £88-00 c
Richard Allan RA82 ..
£106-00 d
Richard Allan RA82L
£164.00d
Richard Allan RA828LP
.. £64.00 b
Richard Allan Flamenco 11
Richard Allan Pavane 11 .. £88.00 c
Tandberg ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Tannoy Eaton ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Devon
P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviot
£40-00 b
Videotone Mini Max 11
Videotone Sapphire I & II .. £50.00 b
Videotone Encyclopaedia .. £40.00 b
£33.00 b
Wharfedale Chevin XP
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
£47.00 b
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£68.00 c
Speaker Stands available from £15 per pr

.•
•
••
••
•
•.
•.

SPEAKER KITS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:a, £2; b, £2.50; t, £3; d. £3.50.
Goodmans Din 20 ..
c34.00 b
Goodmans Mezzo Twin .. £59.50 b
Helme XLK20 .. £ 15.00 a
Helme XLK30
.. £20.00 b
Helme XLK35
.. £25.00 b
Helme XLK40 .. £36-00 b
Helme XLK50 .. £57.00 b
Helme XLK60
.. £69-00 c
KEF KKI
.. £52-00 b
KEF KK3
.. £90.00 c
Lowther PM6
.. £67.00 b
Lowther PM6 1
£73.00 b
Peerless 20-2 .. .. £37.00 b
Peerless 20-3 .. .. £54.00 c
Peerless 30-2 .. .. £52.00 c
Peerless 50-4 .. .. £84-00 c
Peerless 1060 ..
csecto c
Peerless 1070 ..
£102.00 c
Peerless 1120 ..
£116-00 c
Richard Allan Twin Assembly £28.00 b
Richard Allan Triple 8 .. £42.00 b
Richard Allan Triple 12 .. £52.00 c

Richard Allan Super Triple
Richard Allan RA8 ..
Richard Allan RA82 ..
Richard Allan RA82L
Wharfedale Linton 11 ..
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
Wharfedale Dovedale III

.
•
.
•
•
•
•

£61.00
£39.00
£62.00
£67.00
£25.75
£58.50
£73.50

c
b
c
c
a
b
c

SPEAKER CHASSIS
Priced singly. Carriage charges:- Bass,
£1 each; XO, 50p each; Tweeters, 75p.
Baker ..
P.O.A.
Castle 8" RS/DD ..
£10-00
Celestion 1-1E1300
£8.50
Celestion HF2000
£ 10.00
Goodmans Audiom 12P- G
£20-00
Goodmans Audiom 12P-0 ..
£21-00
Goodmans Audiomax I5AX
£52.75
Goodmans Axent 100.. ..
[9.00
Goodmans Audiom 100/200 ..
£15.50
Goodmans Hi- Fax 750 ..
£19.50
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 .. £ 11.00
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 .. £ 11.25
Goodmans Axiom 401/402 ..
£22.75
Goodmans Audiom 8p7.25
£
Goodmans Audiom 10p7.50
£
Goodmans Audiom 12p18.50
£
Goodmans Audiom 15p
£27.00
Goodmans Audiom 18p ..
£46.00
Jordan Watts Modules16.25 .. £
Jordan Watts Hi-freq. units ..
£7.50
KEF T27
£6.50
KEF B11011-00
£
KEF B200
..
£9.50
KEF 8139
..
£ 18.50
KEF DN8
£2.00
KEF DNI2
6.00
£
KEF DN13/SP1015 £4.25
KEF DNI3/SP1017 £315
Lowther P116
33.50 ..
£
Lowther PM6 I
£36.00
Lowther PM7
Peerless DTIOH
£60.00
FC
£8.50
Peerless K010 DT
..
£8.00
Peerless K040 MRF . . £ 12.00
Peerless MT2(2)5 HFC £3.50
Richard Allan CG8
£8.00
Richard Allan CG8T
£8.50
Richard Allan CGIO
£ 13.00
Richard Allan CG IOT
13.50
£
Richard Allan CGI2
£ 14.00
Richard Allan CG12T
£ 14.50
Richard Allan CG15
£30.00
STC 400IG and K
6.50
£
Tannoy 10" Monitor HPD
£74.00
Tannoy 12" Monitor HPD
£80.00
Tannoy 15" Monitor HPD
me°
Wharfedale WMT2 _
85p
Wharfedale 800 and MO XO £ 1.75
RECEIVERS
Carriage, £2.50.
Armstrong 625 and 626
Eagle AA28
.
Eagle AA30
Goodmans Module 90
Goodmans Module 1-10
Goodmans Module 150
Goodmans 1-10 Compact
Goodmans 90 Compact
Howland West R100 ..
Leak 2000 ..
Lux R600, R800, R1500
Maranta 2015, 2220, 2230
Nikko STA5050
Nikko STA7070
Nikko STA8080
Onkyo Y3A
Pioneer
Teleton
Tandberg TRI000, TRI010
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage, £2.50.
Armstrong 621

• . P.O.A.
•£106.00
•£123.00
£139.00
•£161.00
•£230.00
. • £275.00
£255.00
•£115.00
£176.00
• . P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
• . £130.00
• • £160.00
•£175-00
• . £115.00
• • P.O.A.
• . P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT AT 25%.
FOR CORRECT PRICES PLEASE DEDUCT 10%. TAPES AT 8%.
Please check prices and availability before ordering/calling as prices are
subject to alteration without notice. Advice and leaflets are always sent on
request, please send stamped addressed envel ape with enquiries. Special
offers list now available. E. & O.E.

Cambridge P60, PI 10
Eagle A2004 ..
Eagle A2006 .
Goodmans 40.40
Lux SQ707, SQ700X, SQ505X
Leak 2200
.
Maranta 1030, 1040, 1660
Nikko TRM2I0
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500
Nikko TRM600
Pioneer .'
Quad 33, 303, 415 ..
Revox A78 and A722 . •
Sugden A21. A48, P51, C51 • .
Tandberg TA300
Teleton GA203

P.O.A.
£61.75
£80.50
£88.00
P.O.A.
£136-00
P.O.A.
£50.00
£65.00
£92.00
£120.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£55-00

TUNERS
Carriage. £2.50.
Armstrong 623 and 624 ..
Celestion Telefi ( TV tuner) ..
Cambridge T55
Eagle T2008
Leak 2300 .. Lux WL7I7, WL550, WL1511111
Marantz 1058, 112, 125 • .
Nikko FAM220
Nikko FAM500
Quad FM3 .
Revox A76 and A720 .. • •
Sugden R.2I and R51
Tandberg TP4I radio .. • •
Teleton GT203

P.O.A.
£25-00
P.O.A.
£71.50
£109.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£65.00
£85.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£51.00

TURNTABLES
Carriage:- Chassis, £2.50; with Plinth
and cover. £3.
P.O.A.
Ariston RDI 1
£14.00
Connoisseur BDI kit ..
£32.50
Connoisseur BD2 chassis
£43-00
Connoisseur BD2 P & C
£80.00
Connoisseur BD3 P & C
P.O.A.
Dual ..
P.O.A.
Eagle D2005 and D2006 ..
£20-00
Garrard SP25 IV chassis ..
£35.00
Garrard SP25 IV Mod. & M756
Garrard 125SB Mod. & 11756
£46.00
£41-00
Garrard 8658 11 chassis ..
£62.00
Garrard 86SB 11 Mod. & M756
£52-00
Garrard ZIOOSB chassis ..
£70.00
Garrard ZIOOSB Mod. & M93
£61.00
Garrard 401 chassis
P.O.A.
Goldring
£20-00
Howland West HW IP&C only
£135-00
Leak 2001
P.O.A.
Linn Sondek LPI2
Micro MR111, MR3I 1, MR7I I P.O.A.
P.O.A.
McDonald ..
£72-00
Philips GA212 P & C and GP4 .
00
.
P.O.A.
Pioneer .. • • . •
P.O.A.
Thorens TD I
66C ..
£81.00
Thorens TDI60C
£67.00
Thorens TD160 less arm
£105.00
Thorens TDI45C
£95.00
Thorens TDI25 chassis
£160.00
Thorens TD125AB & TX25
P.O.A.
Thorens 125 P & C only ..
Transcriptors Ref. with arm .. £123.00
Transcriptors Ref. less arm .. £102.00
Accessories: Bib, Colton, Pixall, Transcriptors, Zerostat.

•.
••
••

•

ARMS
Postage. 75p each.
Acos Lustre ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Colton Tone MC101 ..
Grace G707
SME 3009 Fixed head ..
SME 3009 Detachable head
Transcriptors fluid ..

£29.50
£14.50
£20-00
P.O.A.
£43-00
£47.00

new

TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117
HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10 A.M.-6 P.M. TUES. TO

CARTRIDGES
CartPostage 25p each
ridge
Audio Technica
ADC Q30
.. £7.50
ADC Q32
£ 10.25
ADC Q36
.. £13.25
ADC VLM 11 ..
£22.50
ADC XLM 11
£27-75
Decca London ..
£26.50
Empire 2000 ..
£7.75
Empire 2000E
£9.25
Empire 2000E/1 £ 12-00
Empire 2000E/11
£14.50
Empire 20C10E/111 .. £15.50
Grace ..
Grado ..
Goldring G850.. .. £5.25
Goldring G820.. .. £8.00
Goldring G820E .. £11.15
Goldring G820SE
£15.75
Micro VF3200/E .. £12.50
Ortofon
Shure M3D
.. £5-75
Shure M55E .. £6.75
Shure M756 .. £6.00
Shure M75B .. £9.00
Shure M75B .. £9.00
Shure M75E.1 £ 10-50
Shure M75ED/II .. £ 12.00
Shure M95ED
£16.00
Shure M95E.1
£11.00
Shure VI5/111
£36.00
Supex
Stanton 500A
£14.00
Stanton 600EE .. £22.00
Stanton 68IEE .. £3715
HEADPHONES
Postage, £ 1each.
Clarke 75 ..
Clarke 250 ..
Howland West
Micro MXI
•
•
Nikko .. . • • •
PWB Moving Coil • •
PWB Dynax
PWB Electrostatic and Box ..
Stax S125, SRX3
Sennheisser HD4I4
Sennheisser HD424

SAT.

Stylus
only
£5.00
£7.00
£8.00
£10.50
£12-50
£6.00
£7.25
£9.50
£11.50
£12.50
£4.50
£4.50
£7.75
£13.50
£8.00
£4.25
£6.50
£4.75
£5.50
£5.50
£6.50
£8.75
£13.00
£7.75
£14.50
£8.25
£14.00
£18.75

£10-00
£20-25
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£18.00
£30-00
£45.00
P.O.A.
£14.00
£21.00

TAPE DECKS
Carriage, £2.50 each.
Aiwa ADI300, 1600, 1800 ..
P.O.A.
Dual ..
Goodmans SCD100
£150.00
Matsi (Teleton) CD 100
£79-00
Neal 102/11 and 103 ..
In stock
Pioneer .. . •
Revox A77 and A700
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD3I0, 3400, 3500,
3600, 9100, 1000
P.O.A.
BLANK CASSETTES
Postage, 75p per order
C45
C60
BASF Super LH
75p
EMI Hi-dynamic
50p
EMI X100
70p
TDK DC
66p
73p
TDK SD
77p
85p
TDK ED
£1.05 £ 1-16
TDK SAC
El.25
TDK KR
£1.27
BLANK REELS TAPE
Postage, 75p per order.
AGFA PE36
BASF 7" LH ..
EMI 7" Professional ..
EMI 10" Professional ..
TDK 7" Audua
TDK
CALCULATORS
CBM range now available.

Ior • .

C90
£1.1
60p
£1.00
£1.05
£1-16
£1.65
£1.75
£1.82

CI20
90p
£1.40
£1.65

£5.75
£3.50
£2-00
£5.00
£3.00
£8.90

Personal callers-Access and Barclaycard now welcome. Cheques with
adequate identification only. Personal export scheme for re-claiming
VAT available to callers.
We are situated on the A503 close to Walthamstow Town Hall.
Trains-Walthamstow Central. Buses- I23, 275, 276, 262, 69, W2I, 251, 718.
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Buy it today.
Enjoy it tonight.
'
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WHARFDALE
LINTON 3XP's
A very highstandard 3-unit
bookshelf
speaker system
for use with
amplifiers powered up
to 35 wrms per channel
-one of our best-selling lines, and
atestament to British engineering.

LEAK 2000
RECEIVER

This LW/MW/FM
stereo receiver is powerful ( better than 30 + 30
wrms) and convenienttuning meter, easy-read
dial, push-button function
switches- and is to be
found as the heart of many
ahigh-quality system.

£125.95

pp/ins £ 1.65

£58.50
KOSS KRD 711
STEREOPHONES
Famous ' Red Devils:
red stereo dynamic
earphones with
soft foam ear
cushions. Shockresistant highstrength
polypropylene
and only 12

ounces.

£9.36

pp/1ns £ 1.10
AMSTRAD 7000
Excellent value for money in this Dolby
(noise reduction) cassette deck, with twin
'vu meters, slider controls, and auto-stop.
An ideal addition to any budget system.

£56.25
136

pp/ins £ 1.65

per pair pp/ins £ 1.65

AUDIOTRONIC ARC100

This battery/mains AM/FM radiocassette recorder has abuilt- in mike,
auto-stop, telescopic aerial, and
carrying handle. Styled with amilitary
flavour in combat black.

£35.95

pp/ins £ 1.35

73.

AKAI CS34D
STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Beautiful in styling and performance, this
deck combines Akai reliability and ease
of operation with Dolby noise reduction
for minimal tape noise. A deck for the
real enthusiast, but at arealistic price.

£89.95

pp/ins El . 65

SONY
HMK 30 STEREO
MUSIC SYSTEM
This system gives you everything
in one go - Turntable and arm with
stereo magnetic cartridge, cassette deck,
LW/MW/FM stereo tuning, 8 + 8wrms
output, and apair of matching speakers.
Included are provision for adding an SQ
quad decoder and another pair of
speakers later.

£157.50

ALBA UA700 STEREO AMPLIFIER
AND UA800 STEREO TUNER
These two components are ideal as the
basis of an excellent budget system,
both products of British design
technology. The UA700 amplifier gives
an output of 15 + 15 wrms at less than
0.1% distortion, while the matching
UA800 tuner delivers fine AM/FM stereo
reception good sensitivity and low noise.
UA700 Amplifier
UA800 Tuner

£33.75
£33.75

pp/ins £ 1.65 each
For free advice on Hi-fi and availability of products
call in or phone your nearest store. All branches offer
financial facilities. All items are fully guaranteed for
12 months including free labour and parts excluding
stylo. EXPORT available for personal callers or by
post. TRADE-IN CENTRE at 02 Tottenham Court Road
will give personal shoppers immediate quotes on your
existing equipment.
LONDON
181 Oxford Street, WI
10 Tottenham Court Rd. WI
33 Tottenham Court Rd, WI
42 Tottenham Court Rd, WI
257 Tottenham Court Rd, WI
3Lisle Street, WC2
118 Edgware Road, W2
193 Edgware Road. W2
311 Edgware Road. W2
346 Edgware Road, W2
382 Edgware Road, W2
109 Fleet Street, ECO
152 Fleet Street, EC4

01-493 8641
01-637 2232
01-636 2605
01-636 0845
01-580 0670
01-437 8204
01-723 9789
01-723 6211
01-262 0387
01-723 4453
01-723 4194
01.3535812
01-353 2833

pp/ins E2.20

GOODMANS DIMENSION
8 LOUDSPEAKERS
Finished in gleaming
white these
speakers are
revolutionary in
that they are
bi-directional,
with direct and
reflecting
speaker units.
For amplifiers of
up to 60 wrms
output.

GARRARD RDP14
One of the world's most popular record
decks in its newest Mark IV version. The
SP25 turntable and tonearm, complete
withShure M756SM stereo cartridge,
plinth, and dust cover.

£112.50

per pair
pp/ins £2.20

£30.15

pp/ins £ 1.65

BRENT CROSS Brent Cross Shopping Centre
Late Shopping Evenings
Hendon Way, NW4 3F B
01-202 0977 Wednesday: Nottingham 7.00pm
BIRMINGHAM
116 Corporation Street 236 3503 Thursday: 481 Oxford Street, 42 Tottenham
BRISTOL . .
16-18-20 Penn Street
20421
Court Road, Birmingham, 8.00pm
CHATHAM
8Pentagon Centre
407104
Tunbridge Wells, sough 7.00pm
ireimeo -'
.11\
COLCHESTER
Lion Walk Shopping Centre
Oxford 7.30pm
0206 62636 Friday:
i152021
Romford, Croydon, Lewisham,
CROYDON
1046 Whitgift Centre 01-681 3027
Wolverhampton, Kingston 8.00pm
DARTFORD
39 Arndale Centre
73481
257 Tottenham Coot Road, 346 Edgware
KINGSTON
38/40 Eden Street 01-546 1271
Road, Leicester, Northampton.
LEICESTER
45 Market Place
537678
Bristol 7.00pmLEWISHAM
MAIL ORDERS: Laskys Customer Services Division,
29 Riverdale, Lewisham Centre
01-318 2297
NORTHAMPTON
78 Abington Street
35753 Services Division. Audiotronic House, The Hydr.
NOTTINGHAM
5-7 Lower Parliament St. 48987 Hendon, London NW9 611. Teleçhone: 01-200 1321 or
01-200 0037. ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, DINERS CLUB,
OXFORD .
16 Westgate Centre
722870
6Friars Walk, Friars St. 595459 COD. TRANSACTIONS: Telephone: 01-200 1321 or
READING
01-200
0037, 24 Hour Answerphone. Accounts beat
RICHMOND
32 Hill Street
01-948 1441
j (7>
ROMFORD
86 South Street
20218 01-200 0444. C.O.D. facilities available £ 11.50 extra per ° H.q.
65 Queensmere Centre . 24101 SECURICOR DELIVERY SERVICE: Delivery dnywhere
SLOUGH
205/206 Churchill West 612241 in Great Britain, add £ I.50 to order. All prices and
SOUTHEND
f
•▪ sk
'
s
SWINDON
12 Br unel Plaza
33750 details quoted in this publication were compiled
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 53/57 Camden Road
23242 against information available up to Apr:I 15th 1976,
•Ç
WOLVERHAMPTON 30 Wolfram Way
23384 when final details were passed for printing ( E. & 0.E.)
f <•
Cs
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Please send more

"QED HAVE AN ANSWER TO INTERFERENCE"

information and the

Hi Fi FOR PLEASURE "NEWS", FEBRUARY 1976

"SUPPRESSOR TO HELP IN BATTLE AGAINST
MAI NS INTERFERENCE"
Hi Fi SOUND "NEW PRODUCTS",

name of my
1

FEBRUARY 1976

“QED INTRODUCE MAINS SUPPRESSOR"

tdealer:

1am interested in ( Circle)
2

3

4

6

7

Name
Address

PRACTICAL Hi Fi & AUDIO "NEW PRODUCTS", FEBRUARY 1976
This is how three leading Hi Fi magazines broke the news in
their February issues about the QED Mains Interference
Suppressor.

Tape
Switching
Unit (3)

Since this product was first introduced it has

QED

proved beyond doubt its value to anyone suffering from mains
borne interference.
Mains Interference
Suppressor

Ell- SO-I- VAT.
Fitted with 5
way DIN
sockets.

( 6)

Price E1195 + VAT
Reduces interference by approx. 1000
times.
(between 150 kHz to 15 MHz).
No Wiring: Simply plug in the
amplifier or system to the suppressor
and plug into the wall socket.

NEW

Speaker
Speaker
Mounting
Volume
Brackets ( 7) Control (4)
E4.76-1- VAT (
pair)
For wall mounting
speakers of up to 15 lbs
in weight.

(Supplied with screws and Rawlplugs.)

£6•25+VAT

For control over
the volume of an
additional pair of
speakers remote
from the amplifier.

GUARANTEED QUALITY BARGAINS FROM

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. orders only. Add 35p for PIP. Prices subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT
CASSETTES
C.60
C.90
C.I20
AMPEX 2020
Ampex 2020 Studio..
80p £ 110 £ I•40 10-1." NAB Metal Spool
B.A.S.F. LH .. .. .
50p
70p
95p 3600'-E7.50
B.A.S.F. Chrome .. ..
£1-15 £ 1-40 £ I.95
B.A.S.F. Super LH/SMI
88p £ 1.15
EI•60
Head
Cleaning
E.M.I. X-1000 UD ..
70p
90p Hitachi LN ....
SOp
70p £ 1.10 Cassettes by Philips
or
Bib.
Hitachi UD .. .. ..
..
98p
£110
El -45
Memorex MRX 2 ..
C.30, 45p 69p
95p £ 1.30
Memorex Chrome ..
VAS
El.94 TAPE
Philips .. ..
SOp
70p
95p RECORDERS
Philips Super Quality
70p
90p £ 1.20 Appointed stockists for
Philips Chrome ..
ENS £ 1.40 Tand berg, Sony, Philips
Pyral
..
SOp
70p
95p Akai, Hitachi, Revox,
Pyral MAXIMA
80p £ 1.20 Uher,
many others.
Scotch
..
.
44p
66p
88p Mico., Mixers, AccesScotch Classic
C.45, El-25 El .30 £2•00 sones.
Sony K ..
SOp
70p
95p
Sony Chrome
£1.40 £2.05 HI-FI
Sony HF
..
.
..
96p £ 1.38 £ 1.56
speakers.
TDK Dynamic
C.45, SOp
60p
90p £ 1.10 Amplifiers,
motors,
pickups and
TDK SD
..
..
..
98p £ 1.45
El -85
accessories by leading
TDK ED .. .. .. ..
E1•45 £ I.85 manufacturers.
ComTDK SA .. , . .. ..
EI-50 £ 1.95 PHILIPS OR SCOTCH VIDEO CASSETTES: VC.30, plete assemblies.

e

6Ia High Street, Hampton Hill,

e

e

e

Middlesex TWI2 IN H
Order Direct, and we will despatch your

The QED Tape Switching Unit allows up to three
tape machines (cassette, cartridge or reel to reel
etc.) to be connected and used with your hi-fi
system, without changing leads by hand.
Facilities include:

products within 24 hours, P & P free.
Phone: 01-941 2348 for technical
information on any QED product.
THE NEW 1976

I. Inter- record between tape machines.
2. Playback from any tape recorder.
3. Simultaneous record onto all three tape
recorders if required.
4. Third head and source monitoring.

QED TRADE CATALOGUE
NOW AVAILABLE
For further details, write or phone:
01-941 2348.
(Available only to the Retail trade.)

Speaker
Switching
Units

*Quadraphonic
Synthesiser

(2)

ES.96-1- VAT (2-way)
E8- 10-1- VAT (
3-way)
Allows extra pairs of
speakers to be connected
to amplifiers not having
that facility.

( I)

E11.50-1- VAT (
Screw)
£12204- VAT ( DIN Sockets)
The sensible way to obtain surround
sound. Simply add two speakers and
the synthesiser to your existing
system.
'As reviewed tn Popular HiFi May 1975.

W. A. BRADY & SON
Suppliers of High Quality Photographic,
Optical & Hi -Fi Equipment

401 SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL, LIS 3JJ.
Telephone: 051-733 6859

Closed all day Wednesday

TUNE in here for honest pre- sales advice.
AMPLIFY your requirements we will.
FEEDBACK the keenest prices
after sales service.

consistent with

good

SPEAKERS can be exchanged after purchase if unsatisfactory.
INSTALLATION on complete systems.

e

A.D.

E11.88; VC.45, E1S-66; VC.60, £18.36.
AMPEX TAPES (
P-Polyester) Separately boxed.
OWN SERVICE
ST
LP
DP
TP
DEPARTMENT.
7" Pro ( P) 1800' 2020 ( Ser. 373) - £2•25 T' (P) Series 341, I800'.. .. £1.65 CREDIT
7" ( P) Series 351, 2400' DP .. - £2.45
7" (
P) Series 361, 3600'.. .. - - £2.95 FACILITIES
SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
7" 1200'; 1800; 2400' .. ..
Ell» El - 25 El - SO Please mention this
5" 900; 1200' .. .. .. 75p CIAO journal when ordering.
BASF in individual round transparent packs.
7" 3600' [3.95; 5r 900' El AO; 1200 £135; 1800' E2•05; 2400' £2•50

e

e

PERIOD STYLE
CABINETS

e

AS ILLUSTRATED
IN MAHOGANY

e

THOUSANDS OF MUS/CASSETTES ALWAYS IN STOCK
You get a fair deal at a fair price when you buy it from

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 6EG

Between St, Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station.

Phone: 01 -769 0466: 01 -769 0192

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY-CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
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5' 6" LONG x20" DEEP
x 30' HIGH

Price £ 152.
All Cabinets are made to order. Telephone No. Please.

A. DAVIES & CO.

(Cabinet Makers)

56 WELLESLEY ROAD, LONDON N.W.5
Approach from Malden Road ( by The Gypsy Queen)
01-485 5775
Open till 5.30 Saturday

Lenco advance into the 80s.

Lenco
OF SVVITZERLAND

Introduce your ears to
the sound of the new Lenco
80s series of transcription
units—the L80, L82 and the
automatic L84.
They're all belt-driven,
of course, with power drive
via a16- pole synchronous
motor giving awow and
fluter reading of only 0.08%
and aweighted rumble
reading of-60dB on the
L80 and L82.
Stylus pressure is
adjustable from 0.5 to .5p
with antiskating adjustment
calibrated from 0to 3p
for spherical styli and 0to

5p for elliptical styli.
All have 33 1
/
3and 45 rpm
speed selector, the L82
has automatic stop and liftoff while the L84 has
automatic return as well as
3- position record diameter
selection.
The pick-up arm on
each has aviscous-damped
cueing action.
Superb, faultless sound
reproduction starts with
the quality of the Lenco turntable. Which is why you're
strongly recommended
to listen to the sound of the
80s right now.

Please

send me full details on
the Lenco 80s series.
To: Goldring Limited,
10 Bayford Street, Hackney,
London E8 3SE.
Name
Address

H N676

Goldring
Sound pure and simple
139

CV) PIONEER Bang&Olufsen
I:Technics
ci
mot,.

National .1r CISH0113A
Panasonic sANY -esttot
SONY intudait•Areilie

PIONEER' Po2 Dil
SX 300
SX434

SX535
SX636

SA5300

SX5300

CTF 2121
CT4141
CT 5151
CTF6161
CTF 7171

£43.20

£ 7180
£ 96.30
£132.30
£154.80
£ 48.60
E 57.60
£109.80
£111.60
£129.60
£134.10
£147.60

ON CONTINUOUS
DEMONSTRATION

AIOW p1
4
/
1vei

Naha.,

q0MPele
pRICES I‘
I

SA5150
2x17 Watts RMS.

Technics
TURNTABLES
FULL RANGE IN STOCK
CASSETTE DECKS
FULL RANGE IN STOCK
TUNER AMPLIFIERS,
TUNERS, AMPS, SPEAKERS
ALL ON CONTINUOUS
DEMONSTRATION
SE9600 & SU9600 & SB7000
NOW IN STOCK

TOSHIBA
SB-404S
4CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

e

4x15 WATTS RMS OR 2x30
WATTS IN STEREO
DON'T
DELAY!

Quote
Your

ACCESS
or BARCLAY
Number
byPhone.
Goods will be
Despatched

e

é

WITH BUILT-IN DECODERS

Leading hi-fi magazines had this
to say about the ADC XLM Mk2:
'Transient response is outstandingly good, and so is
the analysis of complex sounds:
(HiFi News & Record Review)
'The XLM was kind to known distortions in some of
the record material: (Popular HiFi)
ADC always does well on the testbench because our
exclusive Induced Magnet system significantly lowers stylus mass and because we
select our diamonds so carefully they
AD
outperform the competition.

XLM Mk2
The Professionals choice.
Because any old diamond won't do.

e SPECIAL

PURCHASE
GOLDRING
GL75
TURNTABLE
complete with ' Leak' De- Luxe plinth and hinged cover,
and Goldring G.800 stereo cartridge.
(Manufacturers recommended price more than £84.00)

M.R.P. £163.00

CBS PRICE:

£81.00

FIRST COME - FIRST SER VED

CBS
AUDIOVISUAL

(MAIL ORDER DIVISION, HFN4)
I28,ST. JOHNS PRECINCT
LIVERPOOL

MAIL
ORDER
UK ONLY
CARRIAGE
on Quotation

051-709 0388

774X FREE EXPORT FACILMES • EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
I411

-,„ Looking for
7, \acartridge to
analyse
,complex sounds?

OUR PRICE ONLY £38.90

inc. VAT.

plus post & packing £2.60
Postal enquires from:

"McKenna
.AA/A &Brown
135/7 High Street, Redcar, Cleveland. Tel. 3829
or Personal Shoppers from any of our other branches at
Middlesbrough, Stockton, Darlington and Bishop Auckland

Main dealers for:_
Technics — Bang & Olufsen — Sony — Trio — Quad etc.
Telephone your Barclaycard or Access number for immediate delivery

Great Shops Great Value

SAVE

at CAVENDISH

LES
an
TAPE RECORDERS-RADIO RECORDERS-STEREO RECDRDERSIDECKS-DOBY DECKS -MUSC CENTRES
111•
11112

BRITAIN'S LEADING CASSETTE CENTRE

LATEST MODELSIARGEST STOCKS- BIGGEST DISCOUNTS ON ALL FAMOUS MAKES

Our
MUSIC CENTRES £190.95
AMSTRAD MC20

CASSETTES H
TR
ITKA
i
c
2H
55
1
te,:

Price

(WC VAT)

New complete music centre
with stereo record playerand
cassette with ms and
speakers,
Our Price

Special Of fer
7

N
HMK40A
Rai
PP
A superb
£157.95= mini sound studio
SANYO 2611 SUPER
Complete home
with belt drive turntable.
entertainment unit. 2speed
Auto Stereo deck. VHF
and AM Radio. 10 watts per record deck. 3band radio with
wieeree. _
channel. Cassette player and VHF. Dolby cassette recorder
high qual ity tvvo way speakers with pt.sh button controls.
hibas.
FREE MUSIC STAND All Music Centres supplied with free stand worth f7.9
167.95
erguson 3464
204.95 Sony HMK 30
Our Price
292.95
GEC 2817
152.95 Sony HMK 70
POA
Hitachi 2680
199.95 Toshiba SM 3000
POA
Hitachi 2690
247.95 Toshiba SM 3500
POA
ITT 2030
157.95 Yamaha MS2B
233.95
National 1020
POA
Philips 953
F "9
o
152.95
National 1070
POA
Sharp 309
POA
National 2070
POA
Aboie 5080
HITACHI 2486
POA
Philips 943
188.95 JVC 1845
Complete music centre with
175.9S"
Decca 5338
Sanyo 2311
81.95
auto record player, cuemg
190.95
Sanyo 2411
116.95 Bush 3032
and anti-skate devine. 4band
138.95
radio, cassette recorder with
Sanyo 2611 Super 179.95 Hitachi 2370
CRO2 switch. 30W RMS output. Sony HMK 20
134.95
P & P add £ 2 .
50
Mus f
reeAnnal worth

/

£169.95()

m

IN- CAR
PIONfER
SuperDuyfl
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

PL15R
4141
5151
6161
7171
434
535
636

Pioneer 737
Pioneer 838

£ 49.95
£ 94.95
£ 108.95
£ 114.95
£ 129.95
£ 94.95
£ 120.95
£ 139.95
£ 165.95
f211.95

Our Price

£ 86.95 (t)
SANSU I441
High powered Tuner/
Amplifier. Attractive
styling. AM/FM radio.
and HiFi stereo Amp unit.

e

Superb Auto Reverse Car Cassette
player. Full stereo sound.
Variable Balance/Tone/Volume

Stereo PI yback/
34.95 . Radio
POA Hitachi 227
58.95
26.95 Motorola 403 69.95
49.95 Philips 342
53.95
28 95 Sharp 2010 - 49.95

Our Pria-

, •
otel 312 £51.95
(amplifier)
HiFi unit with advanced
performance. 18 watts
per channel. Frequency 'ange
5-60, 000Hz. Speaker control
for 4channel sound. HieL ow
Filters. Loudness switch.
Inputs for tapes. Tuner and
Aux with monitoring farlity.

PL12D"

£37.95 %Iigh quwity

Turntables
Garrard 125
JVC JLA1
Pioneer 15R
Rotel 1500
Sony 1350

Amplifiers
Am trad 2000
Pioneer 5300
Rot I312
San ai 2200
Sony 1066

42.50
POA
49.95
52.95
55.95

£46.95

37.95
49.95
51.95
56.95
63.95

C60
C90
C120

BASF

50p
70p
95p

50p
75p
95p

ieS

Cerendieal
CASSETTE CENTRE

AGFA

P&P add 75p

Our Price

£41.95

Tuners
77.95 Rotel RI 224 46.95
P.O.A. Sansui TU4400 85.95
51.95 Sony ST 5066 63.95
125.95
P&P add 75p
38 .95
Tuner Amplifiers
Amstrad 5000
Ratel 202
Sansui 441 '
Sony 7025
Yamaha 400

45p
60p
80p

SONY
50p
60p
95p

jjiiiv

68.95
78.95
86.95
110.95
POA

£1039

PIONEER 2121
HiFi front loading Dolby
Cassette Deck. Exceptional
specification for its prise.

Stereo Recorders
Battery Mains
Grundig 430
57.95
ITT 720 ' 52.95
JVC 1635
POA
Sanyo 4505
39.95
Sony 153
129.95
Battery Mains with Radio
Aiwa 900/930
POA
JVC 9475
POA
National 450
POA
National 451
POA
Sanyo 4400
68.95
p & p add 75 P

AMSTRAD

7000
7,,eibuts,
cassette deck
with Dolby.
CRO 2switch.
Our Price "
Variable recorc level drill
output. Twin VU meters. £61.95 o,
Tape counter.
riejyte
(van)
Auto Stop.
WeseTAPE

Our Price

Stereo/Stereo Radio
Aiwa 2020 POA
Pioneer 4300 POA
Pye 2256
55.95
Sharp 520045.95

Save on CaSSeite tapes
PHILIPS

DOLBY DECKS
Our Price

heIn drive 2speed
record deck with precision
fight-weignt arm.Complete with plinth and cover.
Speakers
Celestion Dit 15
A/R 4XA
Linton XP
Sansui 200W
Wh arfDen t
on

36.95
36.95
65.95
54.95
40.95
POA
POA
42.95
33.95
43.95
73.95
56.95
85.95
37.95
35.95
32.95

Stereo

1 PIONEER

AMSTR AD
3000 Il ( tuner)
Hi Fi AM/FM stereo tuner.
Highly sensitive FM cover
plus LW and Mw. Stereo
separator. 44dB. Signal/
Noise 63 ab on Stereo.
Built-in AM Ferrite
aerial. Fine tuning meter
and push button selection.

Our Price

£ 2.
95

9000
(rfi)
AM/FM Stereo
Radio and Cassette. Sensational
car stereo and cassette player.
16 watts. In dash fitting.

¡Plus free speakers worth f7.95.I

rifirria

MM'

AMSTR AD

£38.95 (t)

Stereo Playback
Philips 2607
Pioneer KP 151
Pye 2262
Radiomobile 304
Sanyo 4020

Ferguson 3270
31.95 GEC 900
40.95 Grundig 4100
Hitachi 5030
29.95
ITT 500
31.95
31.50 JVC 9407
National 443
24.95
22.95. Philips 365
Sanyo
2420
19.95
Sanyo 2422
POA
19.95 Sharp GF4000
24.95 Sony 320
Grundig 6000
Battery Mains/Radios
Hitachi 5111
Aiwa 220
POA
Hitachi 5110
Teleton 250
BASF 9302
71.95

Battery Mains
BASF 9110
Grundig 411
Grundig 235
Hitachi 295
ITT CX 75
ITT SL 58
Bush TP79
Wien 503
National 306
Philips 2208
Sony TC 67

.! -- • -

Our Price

FOR LIMITED.PERIDD ONLYI1

i( with
lilqui stereo
SCOOP
!
Recorder. 3 ...ii,131PURCHASE P
digit tape counter, auto-stop, builtMusic
SANYO 4505
in mike and hi-fi. selection switchwith anytime, anywhere
for CRO2 tape.
p nt stuc this superbly designed
Radio gives FM/
V lite
n nly battery mains cassette
recorder. Auto stop
5/M/L waves.
Battery/mains.
cassette built in mike.

Plus2FreeC'90's worth £ 1.
95
allers/imams radio cassette
recorder, variable tone
control, auto stop built in
condenser mike.

-1Efelleirdei

'771 PYE 2263&"7".'

.
f.30
ii,
t
iï rd,
m

FERGUSON Beautiful
3270
push-button
4
Band Radio
Cassette

INN%

eé;

v‘tzreff„

£115.95 CzT)

£77.95>
AKAI 39D
High quality Dolby
stereo deck: GX head,
rewind memory, input limiter
circuit, push button and
slide contrais, CRO2 switch.

(t)
HITACHI 2360
Superb cassette recorder/player in
contrasting cabinet. Dolby system and Cr02
normal tape selector. 2VU meters and
3digit tape counter. Ferrite head and
electronic speed-control motor. For use
with most amplifiers

Aiwa 1300
Aiwa 1600

POA
POA

Sanyo 4055

68'95

Sharp 3500

104.95 *****,),tee-**
*

Akai 3250
Akai 7400

179.95
209.95

Sony 138
143.95
Sony IC 204 113.95

Goodmans SD100 126.95

Sony TC 209 18595

H' Kardon HK1000 POA
Hitachi 03500

168.95

Nakamichi 700

POA

OUR NEW *

T
*
e C h n iC S
TRHEOMIN-NsF
EITNERD E00:Nti
ITS N

Tandberg 310 POA :
00c(
irDE
Yamaha
.
no PUA -*

-Oc

M

National 269

POA

Philips 2520

142.95

D

RA

GAO,

**********

FREE head cleaner with 6 FREE tape with 9 Tape and head cleaner FREE with12

MAXELL
LN
55p
75p
1I)(1p

MEMOREX
65p
90p
1.25p

BASF TDK SONY
SM
D
HF
75p
60p
65p
95p
80ps
80p
1.25p
1.05p
1.10p

279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD.. LONDON El
Tel: 01-24] 3453 24 Hour Answering Service
Right next door to VVIntechapel Underground Station
Open 9am - 6pm Mon-Sat

EMI
X1000
65p
85p

All tape prices 1NC.VAT
p

P artr1_ 30P

INCLUDE
All Prices
V..,

yourAccess,
Phone
AMIL
Barclaycard No.
over with your
Prices correct at time of
order
•oin • to tress
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CEC turntables
make just the DIN you want
The drive system on the five- model range
of CEC turntables meets DIN 45 : 507 on
wow and flutter and DIN 45: 539 on
rumble, with performance to spare. Fourpole synchronous motor, flat- belt drive
and dynamically- balanced platter help to
ensure this. You can expect superb quality
from any CEC product, because it's made
by turntable specialists.

N
t

But there's an interesting bonus — CEC
tables are fitted with the world-famous
Ortofon cartridges, F15 0on three
models and F20 EO on the electronic
speed control version.' That means the
highest standards in trackability,
frequency response and channel
separation.

if-x EN

'

1812
rture

Prices range from around £ 63.80 to
£137.00:and the CEC range comes
with our no-fuss12-month parts and
labour guarantee.

1
0—

'Lowest-priced model, 1301000,
fitted with MC11 Cartridge

Please send me full details of the CEC range
Department No 4607 Plustronics Limited
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 OSW
A member of the Photopia International Group of Companies - wh;ob ensures
afastand efficient aner zales service at all tomes

Name
Address

'Guide Price. incl VAT but ask your dealer for his price and ademorisvazion, or
call Into our London showroom 235 Regent Street. W 1.

I12

Southern
Audio
-+( 1111HFI PRD
Services
22-24 Buckingham Palace Road,

43, High Street, Kingston- on-Thames,

London SW1W OQP.

Surrey.Te1:01-549 3194(3Iines)

Tel:01-834 9382/3

MAIN
FOR

AGENTS

LONDON

&.

SURREY
CONTINUOUS
4

CHANNEL

Demonstrations
AT

'Rai •

SHOPS

•

PLUS

JVC 4VR
5456

BOTH

COMPLETE

Cleanest 4- channel

receiver on the market!

STUDIO
HI-FI

JVC

AT

PRO

JVC JM-S1000
Stereo

L*

Power

• - -i- •

Amplifier

WE ARE THE ONLY
SHOPS WHERE YOU
CAN OBTAIN THESE
MODELS FROM STOCK
JVC JP- V1000

a

1.)
• •

4- Channel
Preamplifier
JYt- 310 SYSTEM

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
P/P L2-50
Akai 810
new
Akai AA 1020 ..
£112.00
Akai AA 1030 ..
I
25.00
B & O Range ..
From stock
Harman Kardon 930 .. £22000
JVC Range ..
From stock
Lux 1500 ..
£276.25
Marantz 2245
£305-00

44 et,

Comprising
JL-A1
the

the

Turntable,
JA- S310

Integrated

Stereo

Amplifier

and

JT-V310

the

FM/AM

Stereo Tuner.

-1

, -

New from
JVC-Model CD- 1635.
A

Professional

sette

AMPLIFIERS P/P £2 00
Accuphase P 250 P.A.
£320.00
Accuphase P 300 P.A.
.. £450.00
Akai AA 5210 ..
• . £76-00
Akai AA 5210 DB
.. £99.50
Akai 5510 ..
.. £99.50
Akai AA 5810
.. £ 125.50
B & 0 Range
From stock
ESS 500 P.A.
.. £348.00
.. £237.00
ESS pre-amp. • •
From stock
JVC Range
Lux 308 ..
• . £208.00
Marantz 1060
. • £ 136.00
Revox A-78
• • £ 194.00
Rotel RA 212
• • £43.50
Rotel 312 ..
• • £51-90
Rotel RA 412 . •
• • £64.50
Rotel RA 1412 • •
• • £237.00
Sony TA 70
£40-85
Sony TA 88
£48.95
Sony TA 1066
£61.95
Sony TA 1055
£73-95
Sony TA 8650
£408.00
'•
Technics Range
P.O.A.
'•
TUNERS P/P £2.00
Accuphase T 101 ..
£245.00
Accuphase T 100 ..
£350.00
.. £77.00
Akai AT 550
.. £ 106.75
Akai AT 580
B & 0 Range
From stock
Dynaco FM 5
£126.00
From stock
JVC Range
Marantz 105 B
£105.00
Rotel RT 224
£46.50
£59.95
Rotel RT 324
Rotel RT 624
£86.00
Rotel RT 824 ..
£10795
Sherwood S-2400
£103.50
Sony ST 70
£40.85
Sony ST 88
£48.95
£165.00
Sony ST 5130 ..
Technics Range ..
P.O.A.

Portable

Caswith

ANRS.
ALL JVC PRICES ON APPLICATION

MAIN AG ENTS FOR

ADC- Armstrong.
Akai - Aiwa.
Accuphase
Ac os • B8,0* - Braun.
B&W. Cambridge
Audib•Celestion ULCelestion Ditton •
ESS IMF -McIntoshKEF . Marantz Stax •
ER A. Stanton Ta nnoy- SherwoodDo korder Fuji Tapes*From
Pro only

Scan-Dyna• Dual
Trio- SansuiMordaunt-Shor t •
Omal-WAR• SME•
Tec hnics•Nat ional.
Sony- Denon • Lux•
Ferrograph • Revox
Harman Ka rdon
IBL• JVC • Major
Leak • Goodmans.
Toshiba - OnkyoKoss •

•

Marantz 4300 4 ch. Dolby £505.00
Marantz 4400 4 ch. Dolby £620.00
Rotel RX 102 .. £63.30
Rotel RX 152 .. £69-95
Rotel RX 202 .. .. £77.95
Sony STR 6036 A
Sony STR 6046 A
£ £1
9
15
80
00
0
Technics
Sony STR Range
7055 A..
£P
1.
5
0
8 1A
50.
TURNTABLES P/P £2.50
AEL DD-22 Direct Drive £ 110-00
B & 0 Range ..
From stock
ERA Mk 6/SME
£93.75
JVC Range ..
From stock
Rotel RP 300 direct dr. .. £73.50
Sony PS 5550
£98-00
Sony PS 4750 direct dr. £95.00
Technics ..
P.O.A.
Thorens TD 165 C
£54.00
Thorens TD 160 BC .. £52.50
Thorens TD 160 C
£62.95
Thorens TO 125 deck .. £73.50
Thorens TD 125 AB .. £113.95
Thorens TX 25 cover ..
£8.95
CARTRIDGES Post free
Audio Technica AT 21 S..
£9.00
ADC VLM
£ 19.50
ADC XLM£ 23-75
Goldring G 800
£ 6-35
Goldring G 850
£4.45
Goldring G 820 .. . £8.40
JVC XI . .
From stock
Shure V 15/3
£ 3.50
Shure M 95 ED/2 .. £ IS-50
Shure M 75 ED/2 .. £ 1
200
Shure M 75 EJ/2 . '
. £11-00
LOUDSPEAKERS P P £ 4.00
per pair
B & oange
From stock
B & W Range ..
ESS AMT I
.. £322.00
, £ 377.00
ESS AMT 1Tower
ESS AMT 3
.. £432.00
ESS AMT 5
.. £ 188.00
IMF Range
JBL Range
JVC Range
F
.r
.om £90 00
KE
K
EF
FK
Ka
itng3. ..
KEF Kit 1 ..
£S0.00
..
From stock
Mordaunt-Short Carnival £44.00
Mordaunt-Short Pageant £93.50
Rogers Export Monitor .. £214.00
Rogers LS3/5 .. £ 100.00
Sony SS 7200
.. £ 110.00
Tannoy Range
Tempest 3 E ..
£I26.00
CASSETTE DECKS P/P £2.50
Aiwa AD 1300 ..
.. £11500
Aiwa AD 1600 . .
.. £ 162.00
.. £ 170 00
Aiwa AD 6500 ..
Akai CS 34D ..
.. £77-50
Akai GXC 39 D ..
£10520
B & 0 Range ..
From stock
JVC Range
From stock
JVC CD 1656 ..
£78.00
JVC CD 1950 ..
.. El 15.00
Sony TC 135 SD ..
, . £77-75
Sony TC 209 ..
.. £ 1
69.00
Technics Range .. . . .
REEL TO REEL P/P £3-50
Akai 4000 DS Mk 11 .. £103.00
Dokorder 7100 .. £ 160.00
Dokorder 1120 ..
L275 00
Ferrograph 7205/A .. £306-00
Many, many more bargains in store,
send le+p stamp for full list.
PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
For personal Export, contact
Mrs. Ling: 01-549 3960.

1431 G

The 1976 Eagle catalogue lists everything we sell,from a
complete hi-fi system to ajack plug. Study the merchandise; scrutinise
the prices.You may discover you can get the hi-fi things you need for a
lot less than you thought. Post the coupon today for your catalogue.
It's free. Mistakes, unfortunately, aren't.
It costs you nothing. It could save you plenty.
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We guarantee to provide parts and
labour absolutely free of charge for12 months on any
item purchased from Planet and returned to us as
faulty. We only sell goods that we considerto be

IIIT be 4

OPEN: 9.30TO 6MON. TO SAT.
EASY PARKING
E
t&
‘ An
\
9

reliable and backed by reputable manufacturers. All

a

prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by

r

E
s
tary

(7)
A5

O

HIGH ST.

cheque caed. We will be pleased to accept ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD.

AMPLIFIERS

Armstrong 621 ..
Cambridge P60 ..
Lux L30, L80, L309, L507
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500
Nikko TRM600
Pioneer SA5300 ..
Pioneer SA6300 ..
Pioneer SA7300 . •
Pioneer SA7500 • •
Pioneer SA8500 • .
Pioneer SA9500 • .
Pioneer SA9900 ..
Quad 33/303/405 • •
Rotel RA3I2
Rotel RA4I2
Rotel RA6I2
Rotel RA8I2
Rotel RAI412
Sansui AU2200
Sansui AU4400
Sansui AU5500
Sansui AU7700
Sansui AU9500
Tandberg TA300
Yamaha CA400
Yamaha CA600
Yamaha CA800
Yamaha CA 000

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£48.60
E64-80
£94-00
£139.00

£176-oo
£235-80
£350-50
P.O.A.
£53.00
£66.20
£83-25
£116 00
£243.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa 3060 Cass/Receiver
P.O.A.
Aiwa 5080 Music Centre
Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Armstrong 625
P.O.A.
Armstrong 626 ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 110.50
Goodmans Mod. 90 Compact £206.00
Goodmans One-Ten Z
Compact .. £223-75
Goodmans One-Twenty £ 128-25
Goodmans One-F ,fty £ 191.75
P.O.A.
£9175
Pioneer SX434
£121-50
Pioneer SX535
£138-00
Pioneer SX636
£164-75
Pioneer 5)(737
£213-00
Pioneer 5)(838
£260.00
Pioneer SX1010
£67-50
Rotel RX I
52
E78-00
Rotel RX202
£104 50
Rotel RX402
£142-25
Rotel RX602
£176.50
Rotel RX802
Sansui 33
.•
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sansui 44
P.O.A.
Sansui 55
P.O.A.
Sansui 66
P.O.A.
Sansui 77
P.O.A.
Sansui 88 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 8080 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 9090 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR220
P.O.A.
Tandberg TRIO4OP
P.O.A.
Tandberg TRI055
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR2075
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR200 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR400 ..
PO.A.
Yamaha CR450 ..

Yamaha CR600
Yamaha CR800
Yamaha CRI000

TUNERS

Armstrokg 623 ..
Armstrokg 624 ..
Cambridge T55 VHF ..
Lux T33, T88, T110,1300 ..
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Sansui TU4400
Sansui TU5500
Sansui TU7700
Sansui TU9500
Yamaha CT400
Yamaha CT600
Yamaha CT800
Yamaha CT7000

TURNTABLES

ERA Mk b with SME
G
d SP25 Mk 4 Module
with Shure M75.-6 wired
G
d 125SB Module with
Shure M75-6 wired ..
G
d 86SB Mk 11 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired
Garrard Zero 100SB Module
Shure M93E wired ..
Pioneer PL I2D
Pioneer MISR
Rotel RP1500
Thorens TDI608C ( less Arm)
Thorens TDI60C
Thorens TD145 ( Auto Lift)
Thorens TDI25 Mk 11 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£57-25
£109110
£150-50
P.O.A.
£61.75
£88-25
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

196-75
£32.00
142-00
E56-25
165-25
£44 00
£51 50
£53 00
£61 00
£74 50
£97 00
£88 00

SPEAKERS Kits & Units

CARTRIDGES
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M44-7
M55E
M75/B
M75/E12
M75/ED2
M95ED
VIS/3

£6.50
18-00
110-80
E12.60
£13.20
£7-00
£33.00

STYLI
Goldring D120 iG850)
Goldring 0110 ( G800) ..
Goldring D1 10E (G800E) ..
Shure N44/7
Shure N55E
Shure N7S/6
Shure N75/8
Shure N75E12
Shure N7SED2
Shure N91E
Shure N9SED
Shure VN35E

£3.00
£3.50
£7-75
£5.20
£6.75
£5.85
£7.00
£8.00
£10.00
£9.00
£14.60
£15-75

SPEAKERS Complete

Cambridge R4Q R50
Celestion UL6
Celestion UL8

Celestion ULIO
P.O.A.
149.75
Celestion Ditton 11 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) ..
£80.50
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pair) .. £170 00
Celestion Ditton 33 ( pair) .. £119-00
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair) .. 1144.75
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pair) .. £232.00
Goodmans Minister SL ( pair)
£43.25
Goodmans Havant SL ( pair)
£52.75
£78-75
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair)
Goodmans Magnum SL ( pair) £102.75
Goodmans Achromat 100 ( pr) £66 60
Goodmans Achromat 250 ( pr) £98-00
Goodmans Achromat 400 ( pr) £130.50
IMF all models ..
P.O.A.
Jordan-Watts Jumbo ( pair)
£45.00
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) .. £45.00
Jordan-Watts Juliet ( pair) .. £61.50
Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair) .. £59.50
Jordan-Watts CT ( pair) .. £75.50
Jordan-Watts Jodrell ( pair) £ 104.25
Jordan-Watts Jupiter 2 ( pair) £ 137.50
Jordan-Watts TLS ( pair) .. £ 165-60
KEF Coda
KEF Cantor
KEF Chorale
All normally
KEF Cadenza
in stock.
KEF Concerto
Prices on
KEF Model 103
application
KEF Model 104
KEF 104F stands
Rogers JRI49
Tannoy Eaton ( pr)
P.O.A.
Tannoy Devon ( pr)
P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviot ( pr)
Tannoy Berkeley ( pr)
P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden ( pr)
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ( pr) £39.20
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( pr) £56-25
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ( pr) £.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3SP ( pr)P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Jordan-Watts Module
Jordan-Watts HF Unit
KEF KK IKit ( pair) ..
KEF KK3 Kit ( pair) ..
KEF T27
.
KEF BI10
KEF B200 ..
KEF B139
KEF DNI2 (T27/13110/13139)
KEF DN13/5 (T27/13200) ..
KEF DNI3/7 (T27/13110) ..
Tannoy 10- HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy ir HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy 15" HPD ( pair)
.

£14.40
£6.30
£50.40
£91.00
£6-25
£7.40
£8.75
£17.00
£6.30
£4.50
£4.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS ik
RECORDERS
Aiwa AD 1300 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 1600 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 1800 (
Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 6500 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DS Mk II Deck ( Reel)1103.5O
Akai 4000DB Deck ( Reel
Dolby) .. £ 150-25
Akai CS34D Deck Cass./Dolby £83.75

Akai GXC39D Deck Cass./
Dolby ..
LI 11.75
Akai GXC39 Rec. Dolby .. £ 135.00
Akai GXC310D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 129 75
Akai GXCSIOD Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 139.00
Deck Cass../
Akai
Dolby
by
. £163 00
Akai GXC75D Deck Cass./
Akai
Rev.
GXC325D
Dolby/ Deck" Cass... £157 50
Dolby
..
£ 179.00
Akai GXC740D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£221.50
Akai GXC760D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£274.50
Akai I722L Rec. Reel .. £ 117.00
Goodmans SCD 100 (Cass.
Dolby)
" £126 00
£106 50
Pioneer 212 ( Cass. Dolby)
Pioneer 414 ( Cass. Dolby)
£97 65
Pioneer 515 ( Cass. Dolby)
£108 50
£117 00
Pioneer 616 ( Cass. Dolby)
£129 25
Pioneer 717 ( Cass. Dolby)
£208.00
Pioneer 919 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Revox 1102 Mk 4 ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1104 Mk 4 ..
Rotel RD20 ( Cass. Dolby) .. £121-50
Sansui SC636 Deck (Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SC737 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SC3000
P.O.A.
Tandberg 344IX Recorder
P.O.A.
Tandberg 354IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 364IX Deck Dolby P.O.A.
Tandberg 914IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg IOXD Deck Dolby P.O.A.
Tandberg
TCD3 10
Deck
(Cass. Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC800GL
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Koss ESP9 .
Koss ESP6
Koss PRO5LC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss HVI A ..
Koss HV I
LC
Koss K0747
Koss K6 ..
Koss K0727
Koss K6LC
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E300
Pioneer SE500
Pioneer 5E700 ..
Sennheiser HD4I4
Sennheiser HD424
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP2
Yamaha HP3

187-00
157-00
£30.60
£27.75
£24.00
£26.60
£21.00
£12.50
£15.90
£14.00
£8.75
£13 75
£14.60
£20.50
£34.25
£14-50
£20.75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

PICK-UP ARMS

SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009 Improved
Formula 4 ..

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 12+% VAT
Please add £250 per item towards carriage and insurance. ( Cartridges and styli post 75p.).

.

£34 00
£41 00

E. & O. E.

DEMONSTRATIONS,EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER SALES SERVICE
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RADFORD
THE PERFECT HI-FI COMBINATION

HIGH SENSITIVITY AUDIO VOLTMETERS AND
NOISEMETERS
HSVI.

AUDIO VOLTMETER

AVERAGE READING

HSV2.

AUDIO VOLTMETER

TRUE R.M.S. READING. £ 175 00

ANMI. AUDIO NOISEMETER

AVERAGE READING.

£ 125 00

EISO 00

ANM2. AUDIO NOISEMETER. TRUE R.M.S. READING. £ 200.00

Last month we announced our appointment
for the

NYTECH

CTA252

Tu- AM P

At last we have a truly domestic piece of equipment
which has been designed to work satisfactorily in the
home and yet still maintain laboratory performance.

Four instruments are now available for the measurement
of audio frequency signals including noise. They are derived
from a basic battery operated voltmeter design having 16
measurement ranges from I
Op.V for full scale meter deflection
to 300 V f.s.d. The Voltmeter has ahigh input impedance and
low inherent noise. It is fitted with ahigh grade meter having
a 5" mirror scale of excellent linearity, calibrated in volts
and dBv.
The Audio Voltmeter ( HSVI) becomes an Audio Noisemeter (ANM1) by the inclusion of frequency contouring networks having characteristics recommended by international
organisations concerned with specifications and measurement standards, as being suitable for the quantitative measurement of the subjective effect of noise in audio systems. The
HSVI and ANM 1 instruments respond to the average or
mean value of the waveform being measured and are calibrated in r.m.s. values on asine wave.
In the HSV2 and ANM2 instruments an r.m.s. to d.c. converter module is incorporated which provides atrue r.m.s.
reading on waveforms with a crest factor in excess of 10.
These instruments are also provided with an additional
output socket giving 1.00 V d.c. output corresponding to
1.00 V at nominal full scale meter deflection to operate a
chart recorder or d.c. digital voltmeter.
All the instruments are fitted with a socket to enable an
external network of any weighting characteristic to be introduced in the measuring circuit. This extends the use of the
instruments to vibration and acoustical measurement as well
as to the measurement of gramophone turntable rumble,
f.m. receiver noise, etc.
Brief Specification.
Frequency response as Voltmeter

4 Hz to 500 kHz
frequency limits

Input impedance

1M ohm shunted by 30 pF

Attenuator accuracy

0.25%

Meter scale linearity

0 5 dB at

1%. Typically better than 0.5%

Waveform error in true r.m.s.
instruments

Each machine
is individually
tested and
carries its own
test report.
PLUS a twoyear parts and
labour guarantee.
Contact MR. CHITTY at:

FAMMONDS OF WATFORD
60 QUEENS ROAD, WATFORD.
Telephone: 39733, Extension 25.

QUAD- ARMSTRONG • TRIO • AIWA
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DON'T LET your TV sel or klereCe
speakers dominate and dictate your room
Setting. Instead. put then, out or the way on
Pivotelli brackets They ore designed to hold
video°, ouelo equipment in absolute safely.
All TV brackets ore able to suppor colour
television.

DoublePivotelli24",60›.
Ant
• 4 . 300min

D

.

10Cnatil Lonie. base sun.ch allow
you to luck' the ti.lev.s.on awn,
...hen nor in use Inuinertied e k. 9 ,
spade nid steel copabie or s.,
awhile up to 2SOlbs

£26.54 each

: I% for crest factor 10

Noisemeter included weighting
characteristic

:Wide band ( flat response as
Voltmeter)
DIN. ' Audio Band'
IEC'DIN.

make creative use (Drumm space

Curve ' A'
Standard Pivotelli

CCIR
Size

I

Ref.

Wall mounted ru ,ntotee woh•
L. 24 - 1600,1,1 a, si..th I
4' ( 3004, • I00nan

x 71" x Br deep overall

el base
S '

Laboratory

Instruments

Ltd

Ashton Vale Road, Bristol BS32HZ, Avon.

oar
.
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4' :
300.e, . 100r,

Stereo brackets

8- • 4- i200inin . I0Ornm.
£ 10.24 each

Pran"e'F'I1FN
Choice of Black or White
durable nylon.

Choice of
length
eall depend
on depth
of set.

arm

n,rs)
..indoid,

ilSOnanl

MI

IMI

llaket Engin
M eering Co..
26 Guernsey.

,eild
MuJel(s) net. _
rte. colour btochute. Ienclose cheque/Po value

Channel Islands

BLACK/WHITE

Name

Tel. 0272 662301
U.S.A. Roth/Sindeli, 540 Kelton Ave., Suite 102, Los Angeles,
California 90024. Tel. ( 213) 473-3687

£11.69 each

12 -

£110.60 each

Please write or phone for descriptive leaflet giving details of the
design and full performance characteristics of the above instruments, together with a reprint copy of Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Engineering Field Bulletin No. 19/2—' Noise Measurement on
Consumer Equipment'.

Radford

430inin)

Address
Use your Access or Barclay
card.
Juts telephone your
order. together with credit
card number. Tel: Guernsey
(04811 46733.
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AMSTRAD
MC20 MUSIC CENTRE
MAJOR PRICE

I70.

I0

A complete Hi Fi Complex consisting of
G
d SP25 Mk IV turntable, a stereo
.
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£3•00 corr. & ins, tuner and a pair of Acoustra 2500 loud
speakers.
PERSONAL CALLERS VERY WELCOME
AMPLIFIERS
Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
Carr. & Ins. LI - 10
Leak 2060 ..
P.O.A.
Akai
AA5210
P.O.A.
Sinclair
QI6
[
IS-75
Consisting of the Amstrad 2000 Mk Ill ampliAkai AA5210DB
P.O.A. W/dale D'con 2XP
P.O.A.
fier, apair of Amstrad 2500 Loudspeakers and
Amstrad
2000
Mk
III
£40.50
W/dale
L'ton
3XP
P.O.A.
aG
d SPIS Mk IV fitted with Goldring
Amstrad 4000 Mk II £32.40 W/dale G'dale 3XP
P.O.A.
G800 magnetic cartridge, mounted in plinth
Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill £26.75 CARTRIDGES/PICK-UPS
and cover. All leads included. Ready to play.
Leak 2200 ..
P.O.A. Carr. & Ins. 30p
On permanent demonstration.
Pioneer SA5300 ..
P.O.A. Shure M55E
MAJOR PRICE
Pioneer 5A6300
Sansui 2200
Shure M7565
£
£5
67
10
0
. • £ 6 '."
Shure M75E1/11 •. £ 11.10
Choice of Deck or
Sansui 4400 .. [86.48 Shure M75ED/II . •
El 1.75
Speakers may be
30
Shure VIS/Ill ..
E35•95
Sinclair 805 • • £ 33 '
changed on application
Sinclair 4000 ..
£o.40 Goldring G800 • • £ 14
TUNERS Carr. & Ins. LI•10 SME 3009 Arm • • £35•95
Akai AT580
SME 52 Shell ..
E3- I5
Amstrad 3000 Mk 11
Acos Lustre Arm .. £25.20
AM/FM
meso
CASSETTE
DECKS
Eagle TSI52
£6.00
Carr. & Ins. LI.50
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Consisting of the Amstrad 5000 tuner amplifier, plus a pair of
Pioneer TX5300
P.O.A. Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
P.O.A.
Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers and a Garrard SP25 Mk IV turnP.O.A.
Rotel RT224
table fitted with aGoldring G800 magnetic cartridge mounted
£86-48 Amstrad 6000 .. £51•95
Sansui 4400
in plinth and cover. All leads included. Ready to play. On
Sinclair 4000 ..
£40-50 Amstrad 7000 Dolby [63-00
Pioneer CT414IA
P.O.A.
permanent demonstration.
TUNER/AMP. C. & I. El..50
Pioneer CT5151
P.O.A.
Akai AA8 10
P.O.A.
Sansui
SC737
..
£
I41•44
MAJOR PRICE
Akai AA1020
P.O.A.
Choice of Deck or
TAPE DECKS C. & I. LI -.SO
Amstrad
5000
..
[67-50
Speakers may be
P.O.A.
Leak 1800 ..
P.O.A. Akai 4000DS Mk II..
changedan application
Leak 2000 ..
P.O.A. TURNTABLES C & ICI ...50
f• £ 3 corr. & , ns.
Pioneer SX300
P.O.A. Amstrad TP I2D £37•35
ALL
P.O.A. G
Pioneer SX434..
d 86SB £27.00
PRICES
P.O.A. G
Rotel RXI52
d Zero 100 .. £45.00
INCLUDE
Rotel RX202
. . . Goldring GIO2Mk11P/C£31-50
Sansui 441 ..
£4.01 Goldring GL72/P £36•45
Sansui 551 .. £117•49 Goldring GL75/P £43.20
Sansui 661 .. E150-60 Goldring GL78 P/C £60.75
Sansui 771 ..
E186.89 Goldring GL85 P/C £79.65
LOUDSPEAKERS
Pioneer PL I2D
P.O.A.
Consisting of the Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill amplifier, a
Carr. & Ins. LUC
Per pair Sansui SR2I2P £56-52
pair of Amstrad 10 loudspeakers and a Garrard
Amstrad 1500 ..
£33-00 Thorens TD12.5A13/11 £ 135-00
SPIS Mk IV turntable fisted with Goldring G800
Amstrad 2500 ..
£37.00 Thorens TDI60C £69.30
magnetic cartridge, mounted in plinth and cover.
Celestion County ..
£52.20 Thorens TD I
65C .. £59•40
All leads included. Ready to play. On permanent
Celestion Ditton 15
£74-70 COMPACTS C. & I. L3-00
demonstration.
Celestion Ditton 25 £160.20 Amstrad MC20 .. £ 170.10
MAJOR PRICE
Celestion Ditton 33 £112.50 Goodmans Module 80 £ 139•50
Choice of Deck or
Celestion Ditton 44 £139.50 Goodmans Module 90 £ 189•90
Speakers may be
Celestion Ditton 66 £220.50 G'mans Module 110 £ 198.00
changed on application
• £ 3corr. &
Celestion Hadleigh
£40.50 Goldring ST8000 £ 180-00

AMSTRAD 2000 SYSTEM

AMSTRAD 5000 SYSTEM

£I
24.20

AMSTRAD 8000 SYSTEM

£63.00

MOST ITEMS LISTED ON FREE DEMONSTRATION
AMSTRAD 9000 Car
Cassette AM1FM MPX
Now Hi Fi in the car on
stereo radio and tape
AM/FM stereo. cassette
and radio complete with two
speakers, autostop, stereo beacon.

TERMS - All prices include V.A.T. at 14% and are correct
at the time of going to press. Mail Order:- Cheques, Giro,
M.O., P.O. Cash only by registered mail. Allow 7 days for
cheque clearance.

£49.95
+D.00 care. &

MAJOR PRICE

CASSETTE TAPES
WE ARE STOCKISTS CF ALL THE LEADING MAKES:
MEMOREX; TDK; BASF; etc. Telephone for best
prices.
HIRE PURCHASE now available. Please contact
for further information.

(Mail Orders and Callers)

AMSTRAD
CASSETTE
DECKS
Model 7000 with DOLBY SYSTEM, features Cr02, pause, auto
stop, input for 2 mikes, noise
reduction switch suitable for
all types of tapes and most Hi Fi
units. £63-00 -1- LI.50 carr. & ins.
Model 6000 as 7000 without
Dolby £51 -95 1- LISO care. & ins.
(Dept. HFN6)

57 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX.
Telephone 01-553 5720

AMSTRAD
TPI2D DECK
Contemporary styled
with tri lateral tangential platter giving
minimal wow and
flutter. Fitted with a
low mass tone arm.
MAJOR PRICE

£37.35
+LI-50
corr.& ins.

Mail Order and callers welcome.
All prices include VAT at 14%.
Access/Barclaycards welcome.
ALL Goods G
d for
12 months parts and labour.
'Jew items exchanged if faulty
within 14 days of purchase.

CITATION:
Messrs. Milty Products Limited
PIXALL
The above product of your company has been chosen as the
top product in the Foreign Products Division by the selection
committee of the Fifth Japan Stereo Components Grand Prix.
We hereby praise you for the high honour, and hope at
the same time that you will continue to contribute
to the development of the audio world in
the future.
January 1976.
Japan Stereo Components Grand Prix
Selection Committee • Isamu Asano,Chairman.
Radio Technique Ltd.
Eikichi Ishihara, Representative Director.
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"It's like starting afresh with anew record collection!"
Too

many music lovers are putting up with second—rate performances

hiss, and tickety tack in their
L.P.s, and it can even happen with records that are only weeks old.
Instead of blaming your equipment, or records, try the unique Pixall
record cleaning treatment.
Pixall is the only revolutionary cleaner that penetrates right down into the
delicate serrations inside amicro-groove,holding and lifting out every
particle of dust and foreign matter, therefore leaving your record in a
scrupulously pristine clean condition.
The treatment takes less than aminute. Each Pixall cleaner has 5ft. of special
adhesive tape, sufficient to allow ten fresh cleaning surfaces to be utilised.
Inexpensive refills are available when required.
distortion, crackly interference, sound track

"A highly efficient cleaner... it
really does clean the record... All parts
of the groove right down to the bottom...
glad to be able to recommend it"
4B
/
1
.WEBB. HI—FI NEWS.

"It certainly does remove dust with
meticulous thoroughness to leave a
gleaming clean record surface... in
pristine condition.... can be
confidently recommended!"
J. BORVVICK. AUDIO EDITOR.
THE GRAMOPHONE.

F

o

MI LTY PRODUCTS LTD. New Mansion House,
173/191, Wellington Road South, Stockport,
Cheshire SK1 3UA. Tel: 061480 8142/3.
Telex: 667700.

Please surely (state quantity required)

I
I
I
I
i/

Pixall ' Off-the- Record' Cleaner @ £2.75
inc. V.A.T. P&P add 16p.
Pi xall' Genuine Refill @ 55p
inc. V.A.T. P&P add 7p.
Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value £

(do not send postage stamps). (Block Capitals please)

I
Name

Address

IIII AFTER SALES SERVICE

PAYBOND CREDIT SCHEME MI

HIGH11111111.1T1rif
;i,le.11‘
\,>
'teet IIISCIIIIN'TS
BARCLAY CARO

•
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

HEADPHONES

K072713 .. £ 16.00
PRO4AA £211.00
Red Devils
LII.00
ESP9
E90 00
ESP6 . [ 53 00
K6LC [ 14 00
747
£ 21 50

• PICK-UP

ARMS

(P &

P 50p)

Colton MC101 .. ale°
SME 3009/S2 .. £4150
SME 3009/ND .. £39.00
Transcriptors
£25.00

r

RECORDERS (P & P El . 75)0

AIWA
. P.O.R.
Akai .
P.O.R.
BSR TD8S Track £18-50
Decca ..
P.O.R.
Dual C901 .. P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
HK 2000 .. P.O.R.
JVC Stockists .. P.O.R.
Nakamichi
P.O.R.
Pioneer CT2I21 £ 106.00
Pioneer CT414IAE106.00
Pioneer CT5I51 £ 121.00
Pioneer CT6161 £131.00
Pioneer CTF7171 £144.00

Rotel .• P.O.R.
Revox
P.O.R.
Tandberg IOXD
P.O.R.
Tandberg 9100.. £299-00
Tandberg
TCD3I0
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3441
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3541
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3641
P.O.R.
Teac Stockists
Technics
Trio KX7I0 £ 10700
Wollensak 4766
P.O.R.
Yamaha TC800GL P.O.R.

• TURNTABLES
BSR MP60 P/C
wired..
new
Connoisseur
BDI Kit .. £ 13-50
BD2 Chassis .. £33-00
BD2 P/C ..
Dual 1226 & 1229 P.O.R.
ERA Mk 6Stockists
Fons CQ30
P.O.R.
Goldring
GL72 P/C, G102 P/C.
GL85 P/C, GL75 P/C,
P.O.R.
G
d
SP25 Mod M75/6 £3300
86513'2( No cart

£
53.00

I• CLEARANCE
JVC JLAI (
New)
JVC JTV 310
(New)
Saturn T/Table
(No arm) ..
Denon PMA 350
(New) ..
NAD 140 ( New)
Sanyo G26Il
Super ( New)
Marantz WCIO
Dual 1229 P/C
(New) .
JVC VR5505
(New)

£50.00
£ 72.50
E69 00
[82 00
[ 149 00
C165 00
£ 17 00
£97 00
£80 00

(P &

e TUNERS

P 50p)

Pioneer SE305 .. £ 13.50
Pioneer 5E505 .. neoo
Sansui 552, 10, 20 P.O.R.
Stax SRS
£61.00
Sennheiser HD4I4 E13.50
Wharfedale DD I £ 13•00
Isodynamics £22.00

Acos Lustre .. £2.5-00
A/Technica 1005
Eleso
Connoisseur
SAU2
£ 14.00

e TAPE

(P &

•ON DEMONSTRATION

P £ 1.00)

I
25SB ( No cart.) £ 9.50
401 .. . aeoo
Zero 100SB Mod
aeoo
Philips GA2I2 £65.00
Pioneer PL I
2D . £44-00
Pioneer PL I5R £53-00
Rotel
P.O.R.
Technics .
P.O.R.
Thorens TDI60C £ 100
Thorens TD125 £87.00
Thorens TD165C £59-00
Thorens TD145 £92.00
Thorens TD160BC L59.00
Transcriptors
Ref. Arm .. £ 110.00
BA RGA INS
Teat A160 ( New) £ 8.00
Teac A260 ( New) £ 130.00
Nikko TRM 210
(New) £46.00
H. Kardon HK330 £99 00
Nikko TRM 230
(New) .. £S6 00
Trio KR7070
(S/ 1-1)
£ 160 00
Tandberg TCD3I0
(S/S) [ 155.00
Technics R527
(New) £ 11200
Tandberg TRI055
(S)S
mew

AMPLIFIERS
(P 8‘

Armstrong .. P.O.R.
Celestion TV .. £27•00
Goodmans 90 .. El leoo
Goodmans 1/10 £ 115.00
Goodmans 1/20 £ 120.00
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
Nikko FAM22.0
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX300 £76.00
Pioneer SX434 £96.00
Pioneer 9(535.. £ 125.00
Pioneer SX636 £ 150.00
Pioneer SX737 £ 184.00
Pioneer 9(838 £232.00
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers Stockists

e CARTRIDGES
A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT2 I
A/Technica AT2I X
A/Technica AT55
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
ADC Q32
ADC Q30
Decca ..
Empire 999EX
Goldring G800
Goldring G800H
Goldring G850
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Grado FTR
Ortofon M I5E Super
Pickering V I
5/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure M44/G • •
Shure M44C/7
Shure M55E • •
Shure M44E • •
Shure M75/6/2 ..
Shure M75G • •
Shure M75/ED • •
Shure M95ED • .
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure V15 Mk 3
Stanton 681/EEE

0

P £1.75)

Rogers R/brook
P.O.R.
Rotel RXI52 £6400
Rotel RX202 £77.00
Rotel RX402
noeoo
Rotel RX602 £ 135.00
Sabra Stockists
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sugden R2I £7700
Tandberg TR220
Tandberg 1055
P.O.R.
Technics
Trio KR2400 £ 105.00
Trio KT3300 £ 5.00
Yamaha CR200.. P.O.R.
Yamaha CR400.. P.O.R.

(P &

P 50p) STYLI
[4
£9
£14
£4

05
45
00
00

E2 95
ES 63
E11 78

P.O.R.

P.O.R.

.•
••
•
•
.
•

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
• £.00
£3.37
• £.00
£. 37
• £4•73 £2.46
• £ 12.96 £7417
£19.99 £ 11-71
.. £. 59
£37.00 £21.60
.•
new
EIS 00
• . £9-60 £675
• . £6-15 £5-86
••
£5.40
£-78
.. £6.75 £4.86
• • £6-75 £ 1•86
. • £e10
£6-21
• • £7•29 £5.40
. • £7.29
f.5.40
•.
Ell 1.34 £7•25
• . £ 12-00 £ 10-26
. • £ 14-00
••
Ell 1.00 £7.56
• • £33-00 £ 15.00
• . £37.00

PLEASE INCLUDE POST & PACKING (TAPES 25p ea.
and S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 124% and are subject to
alteration due to Manufacturers' increases.
PLEASE NOTE: Closed all day Monday.
Stockists for: Marantz, A.R., Denon, Dual, Hitachi,
Harman Kardon, J.V.C. •National, Nakamachi, Radford,
Scan-dyna, Sony, Technics, Trio, Toshiba, Yamaha,
Wollensak.

TANDBERG TCD3 10 CASSETTE-P.O.R.

M.11'111t1114e1
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

TUNER

e

UNIT AUDIO

(P &

P E2.75)

Dynatron Systems
Aiwa 5060
Aiwa 2080
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo G2611 K
Sanyo G2615 ..
Sanyo G26Il Super .
Goodmans Compact 110
National SG207OLD
Yamaha MS 28/625

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£14500
£8600
£16500
£18900
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

SPEAKERS& KITS ( P & P El 25
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
Cambridge
Audio R40/R50 P.O.R.
Celestion
Dittos 33 . • £ 119.00
Dittos 44 £ 142-00
County
aeoo
Di
D
i
tt
t
t
os
o
s215
5

.. £16900
£78-00

Dittos 1
20 ..
Dynaco A25 ..
Goodmans
Mezzo SL
Magnum SL
IMF Models ..

£5600
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Jordan Watts
Juno & Juliet
(pair) .. £5400
Jumbo ( pair).. £ 1200
Module .. £ 1500
KEF
Cadenza .. P.O.R.
Chorale .. P.O.R.
Kit 1
£26•00
Kit 3 (Concerto) £4700
Monitor Audio Stockists
Peerless
20-2 ( pair) .. £ 34 50
20-3 ( pair) .. £51 00

Richard Allan
Chaconne II .. £44
Pavane II
£86
Minette II .. £38
Flamenco II ( pr) £62
Richard Allen Kits
Triple 8
(Flamenco) £41
Twin

T
R :B
n
gn
B
eo
C
rs
yMonitor

e TAPES

(P &

TRANSCR1PTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE E110.00

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.19
93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to
variation.

••
••
.•
••
••
••

P.O.R.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Devon
Arden
io. H p D
£65.00
12" HPD
£7100
15" HPD
£1500
Wharfedale
Denton 2 ( pair) £37.00
Linton 3XP
(pair) •. as«)
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 2 ( pair) £ 1.55
Glendale 3XP £49•50
Dovedale 3 ( pr.) £6100
Cheviot

P £ 1.75 each),

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
owoo
aeoo
£ 7•00
£63.00
Oleo
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

TDK 7 in 1800 It. Audua
ADK E090
Maxell

00

(Chaconne) £27 00
Triple ( Pavane) £ 50 00
S/Triple Assembly
20 W
£59 00

e AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Cambridge ..
JVC Stockists
Lux
Nikko TRM2I0
Nikko TRM230
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Quad 33/303 ..
Radford HD250
Revox A78 ..

00
00
00
00

Rogers Ft/brook
P.O.R.
Rogers A75 .. P.O.R.
Rotel RA312 .. £5300
Rotel RA412 .. £6400
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sinclair ..
P.O.R.
Sugden A21 Ser Ill £90-00
Sugden A48 ..£ 111 00
Tand berg TA300M P.O.R.
Technics ..
P.O.R.
Trio KA 1600G
aeoo
Trio KA3300
£ 5•00

P 25p)

.
:

£2.85
.. £ 1.32

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

01946
15 9 8

Our
Cash
Price

RECEIVERS
Akpha FR3000
Alpha FR4000
Alpha FR6000
Atron 215
Atron 220
Akai AA 1020 • •
Akai AA 1030 • •
Akai AA 1050 • •
Aiwa AF3060 . •
Lux R1500
Marantz 2015 . •
Marantz 2230 ..
Marantz 2245
NAD 140
NAD 160A ..
Nikko STAS050
Nikko STA7070
Rotel RXI52
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX4O2
Rotel RX602
Sansui 210 ..
Scan Dyna 2400B
Sonab R3000 ..
Sonab R4000 ..
Sonab R7000 ..
Trio KR2400
Trio KR3400

79 95
95-95
115-00
POA?
POA?
129-33*
140.75•
189.95*
POA?
POA?
129 50
203 12
328-25
POA?
POA?
117 95
139 50
78 25*
87.25*
119.25*
156.25*
83-66
156-49
157.36
I75•88
235 79
119 95
138 95

AMPLIFIERS
Accu phase E202
Alpha FA300
Alpha FA600
ARD 2000-2 ..
Atron 2015
Lux L30 ..
NAD 60 ..
Marantz 1030 ..
Marantz 1060 ..
Nikko TRM2I0
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500
Rotel RA212 ..
Rotel RA3I2

398.44
42-95
89-00
65-95
POA?
POA?
POA?
84.50
129-18
62.35
83-41
104-95
48.75*
58.50*

Our
Cash
Price
72-23
95 25*
97 95*
265 50*
56-25
92 60
159-69
197 48
64-54
64-54
53.75
82-25

Rotel RA412 ..
Rotel RA611 ..
Rotel RA612 ..
Rotel RA 1412
Sansui AU2200
Sansui AU4400
Sansui AUSSOO
Sansui AU7700
Teleton GA203 ..
Teleton A400 ..
Trio KA1200
Trio KAI600

Pill CARTRIDGES
Shure 75-65 ..
6.50
Shure 75-El ..
10.50
Shure 75-ED Type 2
11-99
Shure 95ED ..
16.50
Shure 55ED ..
6-75
VIS Mk Ill ..
35 95*
Please add 50p Post and Packing
TUNERS
Accuphase T 101
Atron KTI000
Lux 733
Maranta 112 ..
Nikko FAM220
Nikko FAMS00
Rotel RT224
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Sansui TU4400 ..
Sansui TU5500 ..
Sansui TU7700 ..
Teleton GT203 ..
Teleton 7400 ..
Trio KTI300

260-31
POA?
POA?
137.50
73-50
92-50
52.25*
67-25*
96.50*
90.47
114-48
156.10
65.44
66-64
70-50

SPEAKERS
Alpha HTI7
AR IOTT..
AR II
AR 12 ..
AR 14 ..

• • 29.95
• • POA?
• • POA?
• POA?
• . POA?

Our
Cash
Price
POA?
POA?

AR 16 ..
AR 7 ..
Castle Acoustic Richmonds
Celestion Ditton 11
Celestion Ditton 15
Celestion Ditton 33
Celestion Ditton 44
Celestion Ditton 25
EPI MTI
Lux LX77
Marantz 4G
Marantz SG
Maranta 6G
Marantz 7G
Marantz 8G
Marantz 9G
Mirsch 0M2-17
Mirsch 0M2-21
Mirsch 0M3-28
Monitor Audio MAS
Monitor Audio MA3
Sansui LM110
Sansui LM220
Sansui LM330
Studiocraft 110 ..
Studiocraft 220..
Sonab OD I1
Sonab OA I
2
Sonab 0A6
SSC 15 ..
SSC 25 ..
Trio LS202
Leak 2030
Leak 2060

75-50
53.85
87.50
129-25
156-95
184-50
6915
174-95
81-90
110.50
152.75
188-50
370.50
511 81
POA?
POA?
POA?
POA?
POA?
120-35
150-43
200-59
POA?
POA?
92.50
119.95
416-67
30.75
45-95
62-95
94-50
148-75

TURNTABLES
A.R.D. 1214 Dual
82-95
BICC 960
73.85
BICC 980
95-00
Domus BA600 .. .
75-95
Dual 701+ V15/111
POA?
Dual 510+9SED
POA?
Goldring 102+G800
39.74
Goldring GL7S+GOOOE
55-95

CLIMAX AUDIO

Harman Kardon ST7
Lux PDI31 less arm
Micro Solid One
Micro MR322
G
d SP2S inc. Plinth
and Cover ..
Sansui SR2I2P
Sansui SR525
Sansui SR717
Sonab 65S + cart. ..
Sonab 55S + cart. ..
Strathearn STM4 Manual
Strathearn STM4 Auto..
Trio KPI022+ cart. ..
Trio KD2033

Our
Cash
Price
264-50
POA?
61.50
95 SO
29.95
55-00
127-31
170-34
73-95
62-95
POA?
POA?
52-95
69-95

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai CS3OD ..
69 95*
Akai C5340 Dolby ..
97.95*
Akai GXC39D Dolby .. 129.95*
Akai GXC75D Dolby .. 183.95*
Akai GXC310D Dolby .. 149-95*
Akai GXC710D Dolby .. 177-95*
Akai GXC32SD Dolby .. 204 57*
Akai GXC740D Dolby .. 241-50*
Akai GXC7SOD Dolby .. 299.95•
Aiwa ADI300 Dolby ..
POA?
Aiwa ADI600 Dolby ..
POA?
Aiwa ADI800 Dolby ..
POA?
Aiwa AD6500 Dolby ..
POA?
Dual C901 Dolby ..
POA?
Sansui SC636 Dolby .. 121.29
Sansui SC737 Dolby .. 139-96
Sansui SC3000 Dolby .. 152 22
Sanyo R04250 Dolby ..
75•95
Sanyo R04260 Dolby ..
99-95
Technics RS263 AU Dolby 94 25

Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

K6D
K072713 ..
K0747 ..
PRO4AA
Easy Listeners
HV IA ..
HV I
LC ..
K2+2 ..
Phase 2+2
ESP6A
ESP9

POA-Prices on Application. Phone
or S.A.E.
MAIL ORDER
SECUR1COR DELIVERY
All in stock items despatched
within 72 hours. Add E3-50 per
item for Securicor delivery. Add
75p for headphones or pickup
cartridges.
PAYMENT
ITEMS MARKED (*): Please phone
for quotation if you wish to pay by
Barclaycard or Access, or send
stamped addressed envelope. All
other items quote your Barclaycard or Access No. with your full
name and address and telephone
number. Make Postal Orders or
Cheques payable to Climax Audio
All our prices include VAT and
are correct at time of going to
Press. E. & 0.E.

HEADPHONES
Due to Budget Reduction all
Akai ASE II
7.00*
items are to be reduced by
Akai ASE20
9.25*
10%. Please deduct or phone
Akai ASE22
11.50 for correct price before sendKoss K7 ..
975'
ing any monies ( with the
Koss K6..
13 25*
exception of Tapes and CarKoss K6LC
14 95.
nage which remain the same)

2 Broad Row, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk NR30 1HT Telephone 50354

.Stop worrying
cilDout choosing
the right
cartridge.

RECORD
CABINET
•
MAGAZINE
RACK
•

There's an ADC high fidelity stereo
ca rtridge specifically designed for your type
of turntable. So post this coupon and we'll send you all
the finer details.

BOOK CASE

•

To: BSR Ltd., Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands BM 5QH.
Please send me the ADC range leaflet and price list.

AUDIO UNIT
SHELVES

Name:

GIVE YOUR FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

Address:

THE PROMINENCE IT DESERVES
INTRODUCING THE NEW
Leisure Time range-direct from
the factory-to you
Complete unit comprises

AD

*MAIN BASE UNIT-with record
storage- book
casemagazine
rack-audio
unit
shelves.
*MATCHING SPEAKER
PLINTHS and extension surface incorporating adjustable
record tape deck recess.

The Professionals' choice.
Because any old diamond won't do.
Ilbesimmmmwmwmommuum wmmmm
150

Our
Cash
Price
13.25*
16-95*
21-50*
29.50*
19-50*
24-95*
28-25*
45-95*
79-75*
55-50*
93.75*

de

£8.95.

*Modern white and teak-style
finish to blend with any decor.
*Heavily constructed with rubber
mounted speaker plinths.
*Durable, easy clean melamine
surfaces.
*Adjustable length to fit any
room layout- bay or recess.
*Height 214"; Depth 15"; Length
48, extending up to 82".

WHITE as illustrated.
£34.50 plus £2.30 p & p.
Teak- style also available.
UNITS FROM
leaflet on request.

This elegant and versatile unit has
been specially designed for the discerning
enthusiast.

LEISURE TIME LTD.,
Colour

CROZIER

ROAD,

Dept. N3,

MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

Micro photograph of LP groove after
being played dry 3,000 times.

Micro photograph of LP groove after
3,000 plays using Lencoclean ' L' cleaning
arm. Note the relative absence of signs of
wear on the groove walls.

Photographic proof that
the Lencoclean'E record cleaning arm
protects your records better.
Faultless reproduction is the aim of every
HiFi enthusiast.
But it's not easily achieved. particularly
when static attracts dust and dirt onto the
record surface, and into the grooves.
Ordinary dry brush record cleaners can't
provide acomplete answer, because they only
remove surface fluff, and re-arrange the grit in
the grooves.
Unlike these cleaning arms, the
Lencoclean 'L' provides the solution by tackling
the problem in adifferent way.
A special brush dispenses arapidly
evaporating, alcohol based fluid over the record
during play, leaving afine film in the groove.
This disperses all the dust particles, allowing the stylus to ride smoothly without obstacle.

The benefits are twofold.
Stylus wear— and therefore record wear—
is dramatically reduced (as you can see in the
photographs above.) And surface noise,, due to
dirt or dust, is completely eliminated.
The Lencoclean 'L' costs alittle more than
conventional cleaning arms.
But in the way it looks after your records,
it's priceless.

® Goldring
Goldring Limited,10 Hayford Street, Hackney, London
151

00tio cull]
9

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER
(4 lines) 9 a.rn.-6 p.m.
01-802 4131
Monday- Saturday
Phone in your order with Barclaycard or
Access card number.
Or just write in to:

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES

HI-FI ( Equipment) LTD.

HOLBORN
115 Kingsway, WC2
01-405 0446

WATFORD
94 The Parade
Watford 26602

HOLLOWAY
61 Seven Sisters Road, NI7
01-272 7901

WOOD GREEN
8 Turnpike Parade, N15
Turnpike Lane Udg. 01-888 4373

MOORGATE
48 London Wall, EC2
01-628 0537

FINCHLEY
857 High Road. Finchley, NI2
01-445 3319

PECKHAM
152 Rye Lane, Peckham, SE IS
01-639 2205

BARNET
4 Hadley Parade. Barnet
01-449 8278

ALSO MARBLE ARCH CAMERA & HI-FI DISCOUNT CENTRE, 38 Edgware Road W2.
DISCOUNT PRICES INCLUDING VAT. These are the prices you pay. Carriage
and insurance by post or B.R.S. ( mainland only) is shown at the end of each group.
AMPLIFIERS
JVC JAS 8 SEA .. £204 69
JAS 310
£83•75
Leak 2200 .. £ 11500
Nikko TRM 210 £57.65
TRM 230 .. £68.06
TRM 500 .. £97•31
TRM 600 .. £ 116•44
TRM 800 .. £ 160.31
Rotel RA 412 .. £71•95
RA 612
£97•40
RA 812 .. £ 126-18
Carriage & Insurance

vet).

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans 1-10 £ 145.00
1-20
£ 145.00
Module 90 .. £ 127-95
JVC VR 5525 .. £206•25
VR 5505 .. £ 118 13
Leak 2000 £ 147•50
Nikko STA 5050
(5010) .. £ 125•72
STA 7070 .. £ 147•37
STA 8080 .. £ 169 03
Rotel RX 202 .. £86•95
RX 402
£ 118•131
RX 602 .. £ 155 63
RX 802
£200•75
Carriage & Insurance £ 2.00.
TUNERS
JVC JTV 6 .. £ 138•34
JTV 310 .. £89•88
Leak 2300 .. £90.00
Nikko FAM 220.. £68•06
FAM $00 .. £86.06
Pioneer TX 5300 £60•75
Rond lRT 224 .. £51•87
RT 324
£66•87
RT 624
£96•06
RT 824
£ 120•42
Carriage & Insurance £2.00.
PICK-UP ARMS
Colton MC 101 .. £24.50
Connoisseur SAU-2 £ 15•02
Lenco GL75 £ 14•62
SME 3009
£43•00
3009/S2 £47•25
Accessories:
SME S2
£4•30
PI
£2•25
Thorens TP50 & 60 £5•25
Lenco PH7 .. £5•40
PH9 .. £5-06
Post & Insurance: Arms, 50p;
Others, 20p each.
CARTRIDGES IN
MAKERS BOXES
Goldring G850 .. £3.71
G800H
£4•84
£7•42
G800E
£11.81
G800SE
£8•55
G820
£12•26
G820E
G820SE
£17•16
£30•37
G900SE
£10.00
Empire 999 X/EX
999 Q/EX
£6•50
999 R/EX
£5.00
Ortofon SL15E
£37•00
51.15Q
£52•00
£14•50
STM72
£36-00
MISE Super .
£21.00
VMS 20E
£18•00
VMS 20S
£4•27
Shure M3D
£5.29
M44-7 ..
M44-E
£5•69
£6•33
M55-E
M75-8 (75-6) ..
£13•86
£10•34
M75-E1
M75-ED
£12.03
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V15-E3
£ 36.29
M95- ED
£ 15.62
M95-E1
£ 10•75
Stanton 681 EEE.. £38•25
$00 EE .. £ 16.87
Post & Insurance 20p.
STYLI IN MAKERS'
BOXES
Goldring D1205R £2.81
DI20 Std (78) .. £2.81
DI 10SR & DIIOH £3.37
D110 Std (78) .. £3.37
0110E .. £7•09
DIIOSE £ 11•92
DI30
£ 3•43
D130E
£7•14
DI3OSE £ 10•97
Ortofon MISE
£21•00
VMS 20E
£ 16.00
VMS 20S
£ 12 50
Shure N3D
£3•15
N44-7
£ 3•97
N44-E
£4•50
N55-E
£5•18
N75-8 (75-6) .. £5 18
N75-E1
£6•39
N75-ED
£8•55
N95-ED
£ 12•60
N95-E1
£7•42
N95-3 .. £4-50
VN35-E £ 13•72
VNI5-E £ 13•05
VN78 (78) £ 12•71
N44-3 (78)
£4-50
N75-3 (78) .. £4.50
Stanton 06800 EEE £ 16.87
D5I00 EE
£ 11.81
Post & Insurance 15p.
4- CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES AND
STYLI
JVC 4MD 10X .. £30-37
4MD 20X .. £ 34•87
XI
£45.56
4DT 10X & 20X £ 17•75
4DT XI .. £29.80
Post & Insurance 20P.
SHURE
MICROPHONES
515SA
£19•57
51558
£ 19-57
545 Unidyne III .. £42.20
5885A Unisphere B £28•35
5885B
£28•35
Desk Stand .. £3•60
Post & Insurance 50p.
SPEAKERS ( Pairs)
Celestion County £64•94
Ditton 15
£97-50
Dutton 33
£ 143 75
•Ditton 44 £ 175-00
•Ditton 2$ £206.25
•Ditton 66 £277.59
Goodmans
Minster SL
£50.06
Havant SL
£61.82
Mezzo SL
£91-41
"Magnum .. £ 115-26
"Achromat 400 £ 149•90
Leak 2030 .. £82•60
.2060 £ 133•75
O2075
£ 339•00
Richard Allan
Minette 11 .. £ 36•56
Chaconne 11 .. £41•62
Flamenco 11 .. £59•06
Pavane 11 .. £83.53
Sardana .. £97.31
"Academy .. £ 156•32
RAS
£52-31
•RA82 .. £83.53

•RA82L £ 100•97
Sinclair QI6
£ 16•50
Wharfedale Chevin £29.53
Denton 2XP £42-18
Linton 3XP £61.03
Glendale 3XP £79•88
•Dovedale SP £ 139•50
oAiredale SP .. £217.12
Carriage & Insurance: L3-50;
*L5•00.
SPEAKER KITS ( Pairs)
Richard Allan
°Twin .. £26.15
°Triple 8
£ 39.94
Triple 12 .. £48.65
Super Triple 12 £57.32
RAS Kit .. £ 36.50
RA82 Kit .. £59.06
RA82L Kit .. £63•56
Tannoy HPD 295
(10") .. £141-75
HPD 315
£155.53
HPD 385 ( 15") £ 185.06
Wharfedale
£23•06
"Linton 2 ..
Glendale 3 ..
£52•31
£65•81
Dovedale 3 ..
Goodmans
•D1N 20 .. £26.50
Mezzo Twin .. £46.40
Carriage& Insurance: . L1.50
£300; Tannoy HPD
£3.50.

(
12-)

TURNTABLES
Ariscon RDII
£83.05
+3009.. .. £ 122-75
+3009/52 £ 126•25
G
d Chassis
"SP25 Mk IV .. £ 19•86
Modules with Cartridge
SP25 Mk IV .. £34.31
8658 Mk 11 .. £65-95
Zero 100SB Teak £66.94
Connoisseur
BDI Kit .. £ 13•27
BD2/SAU2 Chass. £34.31
BD2/SAU2 BC £45-48
Era Mk 6X with
Base and Cover £66•37
+SME 3009 .. £ 106•20
+SME 3009/S2 £ 110•70
JVC JLA 1
£52•87
Leak 2001 .. £ 113.46
Lenco L80 PC .. £49.95
L82 PC .. £58.14
L84 PC .. £66.37
L90 PC .. £ 106-87
Pioneer PLI2D £49•50
ThorensTD160BC £65-50
TDI60C £79•75
TDI25 .. £94-00
TD I
66C .. £70.00
TD145
£ 101•00
*TX25 Cover.. £ 10•75
•I25 Base (Metro) £ 10-75
Transcriptors
Hydraulic Ref £ 103•00
Hydraulic Ref.+
arm .. £ 125•00
Carriage & Insurance: £ 1.75;
.LI.25.
HEADPHONES
Howland West
CIS250..
CIS300..
CIS600..
CIS800 .
C1S800V
CIS900..
CIS 1100 ( wafer)
CIS4000
C1S7000

£8•16
£10.63
£9-84
£7•59
£8•44
£9•28
£15.36
£14•57
£13•50

01-723 3071

We endeavour to keep our list up to date but due to the lapse of time between pre
paration and publication of the advertisement we reserve the right to amend our
prices without notice. E. & O.E.
Koss K6 ..
£13•22
K6LC
£15•20
£17-15
K0727B
£29•80
PRO 4AA
K7I I ..
£11•80
K0747
£22-25
ESP6
£55•70
ESP9
£96•30
HVI
£23•65
HVIA
£25 00
HVILC
£28•35
PRO5LC
£32•50
£27•40
PRO6LCQ
K2+2..
£46•35
£42•20
50 ..
K07470
£39•65
Phase 2
£39-65
Wharfedale Iso£21.37
dynamic ..
Stax SR/5 SRD6 .
£75.94
Sennheisser HD4I4 £16•30
HD424
£23 62
Yamaha HPI
£29 00
HP2
.
£24 00
Post & Insurance 75p.
CASSETTE DECKS
Aka, CS34D
£97•40
£130•19
GXC39D
£148.00
GXC39
GXC310D
£157•00
£170•35
GXC510D
£183.75
GXC75D
GXC325D
GoodmansSCD100 £ 138 95
JVC CD 1740 .. £72.00
National RS260US £50 60
R5263AUS £91 00
RS269US £82•40
Trio KX7I0 .. £ 137 50
Carriage & Insurance £ 200.

•
.•

TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS Mk II £115.00
4000D13
£164•34
I722L
£127-11
GX265D £265.00
Carriage & Insurance £ 2•50.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bib Cassette Care
Kit ( 5I ) £360
Groovekleen ( 50) £ 1•17
Groovekleen (42) £ 1•99
Groovekleen 2000L £2.94
Groovekleen (60) £ 1.86
Groovekleen Spares
(50s) .. £0-22
(42P) .. £0-17
(42s) .. £0-26
Stylus Balance ( 32A) £ 144
Stylus T/Table
Clean (70) .. £0•64
Indexa Record .. £ 1-62
Cassette Winder £ 1.06
Stereo Test Cassette
(53) .. £2.60
(58)
£2•38
Cassette Edit Kit
(24)
£ 1•99
Tape Edit Kit (23) £ 1.94
Hints & Tips ( 56)
(Zero) .. £0•48
Antistatic (69) .. £0•26
Flextidies ( 0/2) £0•37
Cass/Recorder Care
Kit (26A) .. £2•68
Salvage Kit (29A) £0•48
Tape Head Clean
(Ref.» .. £0•131
Splicing Tape ( 33) £0-41
(76)
£0-45

We are appointed stockists for:
ARMSTRONG,

ACOUSTIC

RESEARCH,

BOWERS & WILKINS, K.E.F., MARANTZ,
NAKAMICHI,

NEAL,

QUAD,

REVOX,

SONY, TRIO, TEAC, TANDBERG, TECHNICS, NEAL, YAMAHA
Many items are in short supply. Prices and
delivery on request. Telephone: 01-802 4131

Tape Clips ..
£0-10
Bib Splicer 20 ..
El • 45
Colton Cases MT8
£1•72
£3•10
MT 10
MT 11 ..
£2•22
MT 12 ..
£0.83
£6•80
Electro Duster ..
Magnalift..
£3•95
Colton Varilift
£6•13
El • 42
Variscale
£1.96
Turntable Mac
£0•68
Spirit Level ..
£1.25
X 50 Magnifier
£1710
Gripex
Decca Sweep Arm £4•86
Record Brush.. £4•86
Goldring Lenco Clean £6•16
Fluid
£ 1-30
Metrosound Ionizer £0•65
Groovemaster £2•70
Hi Fi Kit 2 M52 £0.81

3 M53
4 M54
Dolby Tone Test
M48
M8I
Cass. Azimuth ME.3
.
Phono Cartridge Kit
Stylus Balance M66
Discmaster
Transcriptors
Sweep Arm ..
Stylus Brush ..
Belts ..
H/Shells
Watts Dust Bug
Preener
Dust Bug Spares
Parastat II ..
Parastat IV ..
1oz. Fluid
Post 15p each

£1.30
£3.26
£2 16
£2.16
£2 38
£2 25
£2.80
£3.67
£4•72
£3•20
£1•13
£2•03
£1 36
£0•54
£0-16
£3 24
£2.97
£0 33

YAMAHA CENTRES
115 Kingsway ( Holborn) WC2
Telephone: 01-405 0446
Full range of Yamaha on demonstration, also at
94 The Parade, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 26602

SONY CENTRE
857 High Road, Finchley NI2
(600 yards north of Tally Ho Corner)
Telephone: 01-445 3319
Everything from pocket radios to Colour TV and

TAPES

C45 C60 C90 CI20
Scotch:
Cr02 075 090 1.20
New HE 0 67 0 70 098
Classic 110 1•35 185
Maxell:
LN
0.55 0.76 I02
UD
083 0.91 I•20 I-54
UDXL
I20 1-49
Super LN
072 0-94 l-27
TDK D 0.56 0.65 090 l-15
SD
082 1.15 I-60
ED
0-88 I-10 1•60
SA
1.15 1.65
KR
1.20 1-70
BASF LH
0•56 076 I-04
Super
0 74 098 l-32
Cr02
I10 139 185
Sony K
049 0 65
HF
066 087 I-02
Cr02
099 l-39

FeCr ( C60) I-25
Post: lop per Cass.; 25p per
5 Cass.; 45p per io Cass.
REEL
7"
Scotch Hi-Fi:
222.. .. £2-22 £2.92
223.. .. E2 42 L3-16
224.. .. £ 3 16 L3-99
225.. £399 L5-78
BASF LP £258 L3-38
DP . £350 £428
Super LP .. £272 £385
DP .. £427 £528
TDK Audua £3.25
Maxell ( Matt Back)
UD 35-90B 7" I
EICK1' £365
UD 35-180B 10¡" 3600' 705
Post:
25p per reel; 10¡',
65p per reel.
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NEWPOR1-

We have converted our Newport
shop into acomplete Home of Hi•Fi,
with seven listening rooms,
each featuring one brand
leader: B & O, Sony, Akai,
Rotel, A.R.Teac, HarmonKardon, Lux, Nikko, MicroSeiki and many others.

eThe largest Hi Fi
showrooms outside
London.
•7 listening rooms,
•Generous cash
discounts.
•2yr. parts& labour
(most equipment)
•9.30am to 8.30pm
weekdays, all day
Saturday.

HI-FI
CENTRE

•Travelling discount
if you live over 30
miles away
for every
10 miles up to 100
• Favourable credit
• Access. Barclaycard
•Easy parking

52 CAMBRIAN RD.
NEWPORT
GWENT
TEL:NEWPORT
62790
153

Listen to the
Professionals
at Radford.
Throughout June, Radford Hi Fi will be
demonstrating the incredible Yamaha
collection. A range of equipment offering
the very best in hi fi.
Professional equipment like the Cl Control
amplifier - the most comprehensive pre-amp
in the world and the NS 1000 professional

monitor - Yamaha's latest speaker development
acclaimed by the Hi Fi press as " an excellent
speaker in all respects".
The complete Yamaha collection is on show.
So, if you'd like to listen to the professionals,
come to the professionals - Radford Hi Fi.

The Cl professional control amplifier

Radford Hi Fi Limited, 52/54 G oucester Road, Bristol. BS7 8BH.
Tel: 0272-422709/44593 Telex: 449315
Spec . L, iltst s III
AIWA
ACOS
ADVENT
ADC
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AMPEx
ARIS TON
ARMSTRONG
ALIEC
AMCRON
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AKG
AGFA
BGW
B &W
BOSE
BRAUN
BAR
CAMBRIDGE
CONNOISSEUR
CLIFF

CELESTIOr:
DUAL
FLAC
EMI PROFESSIONAL
ERA
ESS
EMPIRE
FERROGRAPH
GALE
GOODMANS

GRACE
GOI DRING
GARRARD
GROOVAC
HARMAN KARDON
HARRISON
ENIINIPE
1MI
INIERAUDIO
JBL

• : • .1

LOWTHER
LINS SONDECK
MONITOR AUDIO
MARANTZ
MICRO

to, ,_) L,r I.•
MEMORE
NAKAMICG
NATIONAL PANA SONIC
NAiM
NE V
0M;..
°MLA L,L.
PIONEER
PHASE ut

ROGERS
ROGERS PROFESSIONAL
ROTE L
RTR
SANSUI
SCAN Dv NA
SHURE
SMC

SMF
SONIC AR I
SPENDOR
STANTON
STAY
STUDIOCRAFT
SUPEX
TANNOY
TANBERG
TEAC

TECHNICS
TRANSCRIPTORS
THORENS
TRIO
10K
UHER
VIDE 0 TONE
WHARFEDALE
WOLLENSAK
YAMAHA

DESIGNED TEVAS

LA
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10 000

ALREADY SOLD

geetbeteseelere*

£32

INC. VAT +

elm

p&p

Built and tested £42.00 ,
nc. VAT + C1 00 p&p

Build the Texan stereo amphi ier, then you can be
doubly proud ! For astart, you'll own asuperb home
entertainment unit. And have had all the pleasure of
doing it yourself, with the Henry's kit.
Look at the Texan specification
Incorporating fully integrated stereo peones and power amp,
with 6 IC's, 10 transistors, 6 rectifiers aid zeier diodes. Plus
stabilisied, protected circuitry, glass fib pcb; Gardeners
low- field low- line mains transformer all facil.ties and
controls. Slim design. chassis 14S - xexr overall. 20 watts
per channel RMS, less than 0.1% distirtion all kHz.

TEXAN FM
TUNER KIT

pus

Texan Amplifier as
featured by PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SUE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS — HENRY'S

KIT PRICE

£23.50

ir.c. VAT+ 50o p&p

Built and tested £28.50 , nc "AT
-f-S0p p&p.
Build the matching Texan stereo tuner I
Features advanced veneers tuning. Pause
lock loop de ,:oder. Professionally
designed circuit. Everything you need is
in the kit. From the glasstibre pcb to the
cabinet itSelt. Excellent spec : 2.5 uV
aerial sensitivity. 500 mV output
(adjustable). Tuning range 87-102
MHz. Mains powered.

THE NATURAL FOLLOW-ON

Henry's latest

ELECTRONICS
CATALOGUE
over 5000 items - *
many new
*
* free 50p voucher inside
every copy
*
virtually everything *
needed by amateurs
and professionals

MINIMISERS

I

* Can be
built Stage
by stage
Ask for
leaflet 5.
* Everything
necessary
supplied.
Full after
sales
service and
guarantees.

MODEL

9000

Rec. ¡
Wail Pricef /
237
VAT

O

BALANCE

Complete with speakers

igieverr.:4

VIDEO SPORT
•
I el

/nee

An up-to-theminute game.

mstrad, the really big name
in quality hi-fi equipment, and
makers of some of the finest
living-room stereo units
available, bring you the model
9000 ' In- Dash' Car Stereo Radio and Cassette
Player. Amstrad commissioned their design team to bring new
depths to ' in-car' entertainment, by employing the same
technological processes that are used in their sophisticated hi-fi
for the home. Tie end product is amasterpiece of electronic
engineering, the Amstrad 9000, compactly constructed to allow
fitment to any car. For around £57.00 this is real stereophonic
luxury at aprice you cannot afford to ignore. offering 16 watts
Total Music Power, and Stereo FM reception.

Plugs into your own TV aerial socket.
Switch on. And you're away !
Choose your game— lc:netball, tennis
or hole- in- the- wall. Absolutely
safe. For you. Your chilcuen.And your
TV. Mains Powered . List Price £ 42.50

HENRY'S PRICE

£25.00
50p p&p

* OVER 10. 000
ALREADY

SOLD
*111EAL GIFT

For this latest edition, we have
made hundreds of changes and
additions. Features now include

cver 200 pages
easy- to- use, complete
alphabetical index
ONLY
section index
everything at
competitive prices

50p

FREE to Educational Establisnments when • 20p
ordered on official headed notepaper
cam/ pack

•Dual AM/FM wavebands •Multiplex Stereo on FM band
•Independent Stereo balance and tone controls •Precision manual
tuning control •
Cassette fast forward wind •
Auto-stop

7 TR
Psisro

w sco
VALVE
illyr

PeicE
200 List

Available at all COMET branches BARTLETT RADIO Hollgway, N7 CAMBRIDGE
TRANSISTOR SERVICES Carnbridge CAVENDISH SALES London. El DUO- SOUND
London, EI2 ELECTROSURE Exeter ELENA MAE Scotland HI-FI STEREO CENTRE
Belfast KOHLI & CO Bradford LASKYS London. WI, WC2. W2, EC4. Rornford, Southend,
Tunbridge Wells, Leicester, Northampton, Wolverhampton, Croydon. Kingston. Richmond,
Birmingham LINAVALE Waltharnstmv, 117 LINDAIR Landon. WI MacDONALD
STORES Oxford Sheet, WI MAJOR AUDIO Ilford RUSH AUDIO Chelmsford
SEXTONS Grays loin Road, WCI, Bedford Place, Southampton.

over

FO 0lye s
SEND
R to
FREE-COPY"

All mail to: Henry's Radio
303 Edgware Rd.London W2

In case of difficulty, write for illustrated brochure and a,idress of nearest stockist to:

(Dept. HFN 8) A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD.,

89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON, LONDON, E8. Tel: 01.2495237-S9. Teles: :' 64869.

LONDON n2: 404/6 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-402 8381
LONDON W1 231 Tottenham Ct Rd.,:efi r
.0 Tel 01-636 6681
*NOTTINGHAM: 94/96 Upper Parliament St. Tel. ( 0602) 40403
*READING, BERKS: 130/131 Friar Street Tel ( 0734; 583230
*HARROW: 190/4 Station Road. Tel . 01-863 7788
*CROYDON: 110 North End. Tel: 01-581 3310
1

Please N.,.
MAI L0 80E"
Cus-r
omEe

r

I

.

To A.M.S.TRADINO (
fLTD. II RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON. LONDON ES
Please send details of the AMSTRAD 9000

man

Name
1
F
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Famous names we
dare to discount
SH OW N BEL OW ARE JUST A FEWM
HON OR WRITE FOR A QUOTATION ON

OFOUR MANY OUTSTAND ING O
0REQUI REMENTS

SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 2

carnage
£3.95

Sony TA 88 Amplifier
JVC JL-A1 Record Player
2 xSony SS 5088 Speakers

Sony TA 70 Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk IV
2xSony SS 70 Speakers

TELETAPE
PRICE
Aiwa AD1600 £ 170.00
Aiwa TPR900
£ 99.00
AR 6 Speakers pair
BEt0 Beogram 1203
BEt0 Beomaster 2000
Mt° Beocord 1100
Celestion Ditton15 pair

£ 102.00
£ 73.00
£ 236.00
£ 124.00
£85.00

JVC JL—A1
JVC JAS310
JTV 310
National RQ312

TELETAPE
PRICE
£ 56.00
£ 79.00
£ 90.00
£ 29.50

National RQ443S
National GX400
Sony ICF111L

£ 44.50
£ 53.00
£ 26.95

TELETAPE
PRICE
Sony ICF8900L
£ 47.00
Sony TV1101JK
£ 68.00
Sony STR6036A
£ 95.00
Sony TC377
£ 144.00
Technics RS610 £ 104.00
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 681EEE

£ 17.50
£ 39.00

Shure 55E
Shure 75EJ
Shure 91ED
Shure 95ED

TELETAPE
PRICE
£ 6.50
£ 10.50
£ 12.00
£ 15.50

All prices include VAT at 12 1/
2%

AGENTS FOR: Aiwa. AR Ampex. Bang & Olufsen. BASF. Celestion. Dual. Garrard. Mirsch. Hi- Fi Aids. Koss.
JVC. Marantz. National. Nivico. Quad. Revox. Roberts. Sony. Shure. Spendor. TDK. Teac. Technics.
Thorens. Trio. Uher. Wollensak.
ALL EQUIPMENT IS
BRAND NEW, FULLY
GUARANTEED AND
OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE
PERSONAL EXPORT
OUR SPECIALITY
ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS

TELETAPE

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt
of order .( Subject to availability of stock)
Cheerful Refund If within 7days of purchase
any item is found to be faulty, we will
gladly refund the full purchase price or
replace the faulty item

33 Edgware Road, W2
Tel 01-7231942/2924
Open 9a m - 5 30p m
Monday- Saturday.

1E LET4p e
Bayswater Rd. •

84/88 Shaftesbury Ave, VV1
Tel 01-437 1651
Open 9a m - 5 30p m
Monday- Saturday

ib ,
e stuensBURY
um ma AV77 —
71r

fr

OXFORD STREET

Carriage prices Mainland only Prices correct at time& going to
press but subject to change without notice

STYLE, QUALITY, PERFORMANCE
The b 2band radio cassettes from Hanimex.

le

Shorten your journey with asuperb
value Hanimex.
You know how, when you're
driving, listening to your favourite
cassettes or radio station makes the
journey seem pleasantly shorter?
Now, with anew Hanimex HRC
6045 or HRC 6055 in-car stereo
radio/cassette unit at your fingertips,
you might possibly wish your
journey were longer.
That's the beauty of the rich stereo
sound you get from these superb
in-dash mounting units.
And styling? Superbly uncomplicated, with push-button controls for
greater driving safety, atape
running light, astereo radio indicator,
feather-touch eject, and an aerial
trimmer adjustment.
Another important feature is the
adjustable shafts, which allows indash fitting to virtually every make
of car.
But it's best that you see and hear
for yourself.
Go along and ask your Hanimex
dealer to impress you.

HRC 6045- AM/FM/MPX stereo radiocassette player designed for in-dash mounting
I2v neg earth 4 watts per channel output.
Price around £65.89 Inc. V.A.T.

HRC 6066 - MW/LW Radio/stereo cassette
player designed for in-dash mounting I2v
neg earth 4 watts per channel output.
Price around £60.95 Inc. V.A.T.
Dual mounting speakers are available for
flush door or parcel shelf mounting.
Price around £ 5.96 Inc. V.A.T.

EIHANIMEX
Audio Division,
Hanimex ( UK) Ltd.
Faraday Road, Dorcan,
Swindon ,Wiltshire SN3 5HW.
Tel. 26211.

VISTEM
NOR
YU
M
you to

Invite

RADFORD HD250

PROFESSION WAY

......--. 74:„4.., • •
Illei
' ." 1
..?7,. stil -,

High Definition Stereo Amplifier

dynamic range
enhancers
X

DBX 117 and 119 are units that can
The
be added to any system to re-expand the
dynamic range that has been lost during
the recording process when used with
disc, cassette, open reel and FM. They
can also be used to compress signals for
various purposes including recording
constant level background music.
Send for full literature

noise reduction
X units .... ....
The DBX 11 models 122 and 124 give
improvements in noise reduction of up
to 30 dB across the whole frequency .."
range when used with tape or cassette
(compared with 10 dB for Dolby B).
They also enable afar wider dynamic range to
be recorded. DBX encoded records are now also
becoming available possessing acomplete absence of surf. e
noise when decoded with these units.
Send for full literature
DBX PROFESSIONAL 150 SERIES ALSO AVAILABLE

e REVV

Centrepoint, 20-21 St. Giles High Street, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3066/7.

e 146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Tel: 01-240 3064/5.
e Mail orders to: REW House, 10-12 High Street
Colliers Wood, London SWI9. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

A new standard
for sound reproduction in the
home! We believe that no other amplifier in
the world can match the overall specification of the
HD250.
Rated power output: 50 watts ay. continuous per channel into any
impedance from 4 to 8ohms, both channels driven.
Maximum power output: 90 watts ay. per channel into 5ohms.
Distortion, preamplifier: Virtually zero ( cannot be identified or
measured as it is below inherent circuit noise).
Distortion, power amplifier: Typically 0 J06% at 25 watts, less than
0.02% at rated output. ( Typically 0.01% at 1kHz.)
Hum and noise: Disc, - 83 dBV measured flat with noise band width
23 kHz ( ref. 5 mV); - 88 dBV " A" weighted ( ref. 5 mV).
Line- 85 dBV measured flat ( ref. 100v).
-88 dBV " A" weighted ( ref 100v).

Hear the

HD250

at

SWIFT OF WILMSLOW
Dept HFN, 5Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(Tel.: 26213)
Mail Order and Personal Export enquiries: —Wilmslow Audio, Swan Works,
Bank Square. Wilmslow (Tel.: 29599).
Also in stock: All Radford speaker drive units and crossovers, ZD22
preamp, Low Distortion oscillator LD03 and Distortion Measuring
set DMS3, ETC.
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* SUPER SUMMER
SALE

ELECTRONICS

*
•

YOU MAY NEVER BE ABLE TO BUY AT
THESE PRICES AGAIN
SO HURRY!

AMPLIFIERS
Accuphase E202 £339.50
Atron KA2015 .. £52 95
Amstrad IC2000 Mk 3 £36.95
IC8000 Mk 3 .. £24.50
Alpha FA600 .. £65 95
Akai A A5210 .. £80.95
AA5210DB £106.50
AA5510 £106.50
Eagle A2004 .. £49.50
JVC JAS310 £72.95
JVC 4VN550 £79.95
Leak 2200 .. £91.95
Marantz 1030 .. £69.95
1040 .. £107 50
1060 .. £107.50
NAD 60 .. £ 100 95
Pioneer SA5300 .. £48 95
SA6300
£65.50
SA7300
£97.50
Rotel RA212 .. £43.95
RA312
£52.50
RA412
£64.95
RA612 .. £88.50
RA812
£114.50
RA212
£144.00
RAI412 £240.00
Sansui AU2200 .. £ 51 95
AU4400
£77.50
AU6500
£124.50
Status A109 .. £24.00
Sharp SM511 £ 51.50
Toshiba SB404 (4ch.) £80.00
Teleton GA203 .. £54 95
SAQ307D .. £25.50
Trio KA1200 .. £48 50
KA1600
£76.95
KA4004
£78 50
Voxson H305 .. £99.00
NAD 90 .. £ 130 00
TUNERS
Amstrad 3000 Mk 2 £36.95
Alpha FT650
£79 50
TX500
£50-95
Akai AT550
£75.95
Eagle T2008
£58.50
JVC VT500
£71-50
JTV 310 ..
£76.50
JTV 6 ..
£106.00
Marantz 105B
£93.50
Pioneer TX5300
£59.95
TX7500
£113.75
Rotel RT224
£46.95
RT324
£59.95
RT624
£86.95
RT824
£108.95
Sansui TU4400
£75.95
Sharp ST511
£61.50
Teleton GT203
£50.95
Voxson R303
£85.95

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Atron KR215
£83.95
KR220
£102.45
Amstrad 5000 .. £66.75
Alpha FR6000 .. £84.50
Akai AA1020 .. £116.75
AA1030 £126.95
Goodmans Mod 90 £111.50
Mod 110 .. £126.50
Mod 120 .. £126.50
Mod 150
£184.50
Harman Kardon330B£107 95
630
£165.00

JVC 5505L
£98 50
5525L
£178 95
9470 ( with cass.) £146.75
1820 ( with cass.) £126 75
K.L.H. Mod 55 .. £112.00
K.F. Soundseeker £99.50
Leak 2000 .. • • £125.00
Marantz 2015 • • £107 50
2220B . • £178.85
2230 .. • • £168.75
NAD 140 .. • . £150.00
NAD 160A• • £ 177.50
NAD 300 .. • . £375.00
Pioneer SX434 . • £96.50
SX535 .. • . £137 50
SX636 .. • • £159.95
Rotel RX152 • • £70.85
RX202 .. • • £78.75
RX402 . • £107.50
RX602 .. • . £140.95
RX802 .. • • £181.75

Thorens
TD125 chassis ..
£79.95
TD125 ABC .. £128.50
TD160/13C • •
£57.95
TD160/C
£70.95
TD145/C
£89.95
TD166/C
£61 75
Trio KP1022 • •
£41 50
PICK-UP ARMS
Audio Technica
AT1005
Connoisseur SAU2
Colton MC 101 ..
Jelco Precision Arm
SME 3009 fixed ..
SME 3009 det.

£17.95
£13.95
£20.75
£22.50
£35.95
£38.50

CARTRIDGES
JVC 4MD 10X
4MD 20X
X1

£24.50
£32.50
£4395

MAIL ORDER
If sending cheque please allow for clearance
For Securicor 48hr delivery add £3.50 per item.
E.g. two small items add only £3.50, large speakers
£3.50 each.
POSTAL CHARGES FOR SMALL ITEMS
Cartridges, 15p; Headphones, 50p; Arms, 50p: Small
amps./tuners etc., £1.50 ( for insurance in post add 40p).
If paying by Access or Barclaycard, you may phone in your
order- Telephone: HORNCHURCH 50221.
Please address all mail order to Hornchurch branch
Sansui 441 .. £81.50
551
£107.95
661
£ 138.50
Toshiba SA300L .. £76.50
SA304 (4 ch.) .. £99.50
Teleton TA3000 .. £47.50
Wharfedale
Glendale .. £102.50
SXP
£141.50
TURNTABLES
Acos Rega ( white)
£64.50
Planar .. £61.95
DRS1 ( Direct Drive/
SME)
..
£12490
2 (401/SME) .. £12490
2 (401/SME) .. £124.00
3 ( Direct Drive/
SME)
..
£120.00
Connoisseur BD1 Kit £12.95
BD2/SAU2 PC .. £41.95
BD3
..
£73-50
ERA Mk 6X PC .. £59.95
Garrard 63SP/M75C
PC
..
£29.75
86SB Mk II PC .. £49.95
Z100SB PC .. £54.50
401 Chassis .. £50.75
Goldring GL75 PC £40.75
GL78 PC .. £55.25
JVC JLA 1.. .. £48.95
Pioneer PL12D/II £41.50
PL15R
£48.95
Rotel
RP1500 less arm £46.95
RP 1500 with arm £52.95
RP2500
£63-95
RP 3000 less arm £74.50
RP 3000 with arm £90.95
Sansui SR212P .. £43-95
Teleton S100W ..
£44 75

Pickering V15 Mk IV
AME ..
Shure M44 7
M44E
M55E .
M75/6S
M75B
M75EJ/II
M75ED/II..
M95EJ
M95ED
V15/III
Sonotone V100
Stanton 681/EEE
Tenorel T2001
T2001 ED
T2001SD

£11.75
£5.20
£5.50
£6.10
£5.50
£8.10
£9.75
£10.95
£9.95
£13.95
£33.75
£3.50
£40.50
£4.25
£8.50
£12.95

REEL-TO-REEL TAPE
DECKS
Akai 4000DS/11
.. £104.75
4000DB
£148.95
Ferrograph 7502/4 £340.00
7522/4 .. £375.00
7502D
£430.00
75040
£412.00
75220 .. £470.00
7524D
£450.00
TEAC A3340S £540.00
Toshiba PT862D .. £112.95
CASSETTE DECKS
Amstrad 7000 ( Dolby) £61.50
Alpha CD1000 £35.00
Alpha CD2000 .. £55 00
Akai CS3OD ..
£63.95
CS34D
£87.95
GXC39D £117 95
GXC310D £142.50
GXC510D £ 154.50
GXC75D £166 50

GXC710D .. £ 160 00
GXC740D .. £217.95
GXC760D .. £262.50
GXC325D .. £184.50
Decca DC1100 .. £46.50
DC2000 ( Dolby) £77.50
Dokorder Mk 40 .. £76.00
Mk 50
..
£92.50
Goodmans SCD100 £121.95
Harman Kardon HK
1000 .. £170.95
JVC 1635B .. £130.00
CD1740
£69.75
1667/11 .. £123 95
CDI950 £140.00
Neal 102/11 £176.50
102/IIAV .. £300 00
Pioneer CTF2121 .. £103 50
CT4141A .. £105.25
CT5I51 £129 95
CTF6I61 £137.95
CTF7171 £155.50
CTF9I91 £216.50
Rotel RD20 .. £119.75
Sansui SC636 .. £103.50
SC737
£119.75
SC3000
£142.95
Sharp RT480 .. £91 50
Teac A170 .. £125.00
A360
£179.50
A400
£150.00
Teleton CD50 £54.50
Trio KX710 .. £117.00
KX910
£144.00
Wollensak 4766E . £187.50
HEADPHONES
AKG K140 ..
JVC HP20.. • •
HP150 .. • •
HP1000 .. • •
Koss HV1A • .
HV1 LC .. •
K6
K6LC
K711 . •
K0727 ..
K0747 . •
PRO4AA
PRO5LC
ESP 6 ..
ESP 9 ..
Phase 2 .
Phase 2+2 ..
Easy Listener ..
Marantz SD5 Micro Diamond ST
9000 ..
Pioneer 5E205
SE305
SE505
SE300
SE500
SE700
Sennheiser HD414
HD424
Superex
CL1
Wharfedale DD1
lsodynamic

£4.50
£7.95
£12.75
£27.50
£13.95
£19-75
£34.50
£15.25
£21.95
£20.50
£28.50
£13.50
£19.95

SPEAKERS: all prices
per pair
Acoustic Research
AR2AX
£142.50

202 HIGH ST., HORNCHURCH, ESSEX.
20 NORTH ST., BARKING, ESSEX.
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£12.50
£14.85
£16.60
£22.95
£23.95
£26.95
£12.75
£14.50
£11.50
£16.50
£21.50
£28.50
£31.50
£53.50
£90.00
£37.95
£76.95
£17.50
£12.95

AR3•.
£ 215.00
AR4.
•
£ 83.95
AR5• • £ 142.50
AR6 .. • • £98.50
AR7 .. • . £61.50
AR7X .. • • £61.50
AT10/TT• • £ 325.00
ARI1 .. • • £250.00
AR12. • £ 200.00
AR14
£158.50
AR16
£99.95
Alpha HT17
£25.95
HT20 .. £48 50
Bowers & Wilkins
DM2
£147.50
DM4
£105.00
Bose 301 .. £118.95
501
£175.00
901 Standard .. £325.00
Celestion County.. £53.95
Ditton 15.. .. £78.95
Ditton 33.. .. £ 116.95
Ditton 44.. .. £141.95
Ditton 25.. .. £ 166.95
Ditton 66.. .. £228.00
Goodmans Havant
SL
£ 55.50
Minister SL
£42 50
Mezzo SL .. £82.95
JVC SK8
£67.50
KLH Mod 31 .. £59.95
Mod 103 .. £180.00
Mod 38 .. £99.50
Mod CB8 .. £150.00
Leak 2030 .. £79.50
2060 .. £125.00
2075 .. £335.00
Mirsch OM 2-17 .. £67.50
OM 2-21 .. £107.50
OM 3-28 .. £ 145.00
Martin Maxi-Max .. £69.95
Marantz IMP4G .. £67.95
IMP5G
£91.95
IMP6G
£126.95
IMP7G
£156.50
Marsden Hall XL15 £39.95
RMIO • .. £19.95
Sansui ES30
£49.95
Toshiba SS220 .. £87.50
Teleton LS203 .. £42-50
Wharfedale Chevin
XP
£25.50
Denton 2XP
£37.50
Linton 3XP
£51.75
Glendale 3XP £70.95
Dovedale SP .. £12395
Airedale SP .. £19395
Linton Kit .. £20.75
Glendale 3XP Kit £46.50
Dovedale Kit .. £58.95
Videotone Minimax
.. £34.95
Encyclopaedia .. £37.50
Sapphire 1 .. £41.50
Sapphire 2 .. £41.50
Voxson B311 .. £113.75
PLEASE NOTE
ALL GOODS ARE
FULLY GUARANTEED
PRICES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE. E. & 0.E.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AT 123%

Tel: Hornchurch 50221

Tel: 01-594 8855

The finest Hi Fi Tonearm consists of acartridge stuck on the end of apiece of tubing, with apivot around
9" away, balanced by agreat hunk of metal. That this design philosophy has remained almost unchanged in
nearly half aCentury, might prompt the question; is this the ultimate design to which humanity can aspire?
The moving part of the lowest mass tonearm, weighs some 17,000 times as much as the stylus. Disc wear is
rapid due to high inertia. They are very prone to feedback howl, and are very jumpy on new thin warpy discs.
We felt that tonearms as we know them, are just not good enough, even our own, and we made tens of
thousands of them. So we stopped making them, patented our ideas, and staked our money and reputation
on introducing the first alternative low inertia disc playing devices ever to be offered, such as our VESTIGAL
ARM, on our glass ' SKELETON TURNTABLE' which sells for £80.00 plus VAT or without arm £64.00 plus
VAT.

The World's FIRST ' ROUND TABLE' has been made possible by using an arm just 4+" long, with one fifth
the mass and one thirtieth the inertia of the finest conventional Tonearm. It is fixed to, and raises and lowers
with the lid, it costs peanuts to make.
The ROUND TABLE' has a synchronous motor, belt drive full size machined platter, pure Hi Fi with
great elegance. Not acheap turntable, but the result of rejection of well worn theories, and the institution
of alternative engineering. The price? £25.00 plus VAT.
TRANSCRIPTOR ( IRL) LIMITED, IND ESTATE, CARLOW, IRELAND
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ALL THE BEST IN & AUDIO
AT THE UK's KEENEST PRICES!
SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 10

Aiwa AF 5080 Music Centre
Monitor Audio MAS Mk 2
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 402.93
OUR PRICE £339.30
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

Trio KR 2400 Receiver
Trio KP 1022 Turntable
Celestion County Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 269.09
OUR PRICE £193.50
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 2

SYSTEM 11

Armstrong 625 FM Receiver
Thorens TD 160 Turntable
Shure M75EJ Cartridge
Celestion Ditton 44 Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 460.35
OUR PRICE £350.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

Aiwa AF 3060
Acoustic Research AR 16
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 334.85
OUR PRICE £269.95
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 12

SYSTEM 3

Trio KA 1200 Amplifier
Trio 1022 Turntable
Wharfdale Denton 2XP Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 181.35
OUR PRICE £136.75
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

Yamaha CR 400 Receiver
Technics SL 20 Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Celestion Ditton 15 Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 348.10
OUR PRICE £274.50
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 4
Rotel RX 602 Receiver
Pioneer PL15R Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Kef 104 Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 464.74
OUR PRICE £341.95
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

SYSTEM 5
Technics SA 5250 Receiver
Technics SL 20 Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Bowers and Wilkins DM4
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 338.09
OUR PRICE £304.00
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 13
Yamaha CR 800 Receiver
Technics SL 1500 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
Spendor BC 1Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 675.27
OUR PRICE £ 558.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

Pioneer SX 434 Receiver
Pioneer PL12D Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Monitor Audio MA 7Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 308.03
OUR PRICE £214.00
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra,

Sony 5650 Amplifier
Sony 4950 Tuner
Technics SL 1100 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
Acoustic Research AR 11
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 868.82
OUR PRICE £675.00
Securicor delivery £ 15.00 extra.

SYSTEM 7

SYSTEM 9

Sony 7055A Receiver
Sony P5 4750 Direct Drive
Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Tannoy Eaton Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 566.34
OUR PRICE £446.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

Rotel RX 202 Receiver
Garrard SP 25 Mk 4Turntable
Complete Shure M75-6
Cartridge
Kef Chorale Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 237.99
OUR PRICE £175.50
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 14

SYSTEM 6

SYSTEM 8

Quad 33 Control Unit
Quad 405 Power Amplifier
Quad Electrostatic Speakers
Technics SL 1300 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 650.22
OUR PRICE £643.50
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•
•

MKS MAIL ORDER FORM
Please supply ( give make and model number)

HEN 676

•
•
•

HFN 676
D. T. Wicks & Co.,
49/51 North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex.
Telephone: Colchester ( 0206) 49842/3/4
NAME

• INC. VAT

e
•

ADDRESS
ienclose E

( cheque/P0')

or iwish to use my Access/Barclaycard.
The number is
•delete as applIcable

111
110111111011101111111110011•1111111111011111/
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Add £.50 Carriage

Rec.
Price

Aiwa AX7500 [ 191-92
Armstrong 625 FM .. £ 153-69
Armstrong 626 AM/FM £ 184.43
Leak 2000 ( Sp. offer) .. £ 182•23
Pioneer SX434
.. £ 151-65
£207•87
Pioneer 5)(535
£242•40
Pioneer 5)(636
Pioneer SX737
.. £300-12
Pioneer SX838
.. £366.37
£424.93
Pioneer SX939
£525.62
Pioneer SX1010
£88.65
Rotel RX102 • •
.. £98-46
Rotel RXI52 • •
.. £ 111.99
Rotel RX202 • .
£152-91
Rotel RX402 • •
£200.25
Rotel RX602 • •
£258•75
Rotel RX802
.. £ 112.44
Yamaha CR200
£159.30
Yamaha CR400
£189.00
Yamaha CR450
£229.50
Yamaha CR600
£299.70
Yamaha CR800
£449.10
Yamaha CR 1000

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£120.00
£4.45
£123•25
£143.45
£179 95
£229 45
£247 45
£310 45
£64 80
£65 50
£73 80
£107 95
£131 80
£169.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A .
P.O.A .

STEREO
AMPLIFIERS
Add £2•00 Carnage
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P60
Cambridge P110
Leak 2200 ..
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Pioneer SA7500
Pioneer SA8500
Pioneer SA9500
Pioneer SA9900
Rotel RA312 • • • •
Rotel RA4I 2 • • • •
Rotel RA6I 2 • . . •
Sony TA70 . • • •
Sony TABS • • •
Sony TA1066 • • • •
Sony TAI055
Sony TA5650
Sony TA 1130
Sony TA3I40 •
Sony TA8650
Quad 33 Control Unit
Quad 303 Power Amp.

Rec.
Price

TURNTABLES

STEREO
RECEIVERS

£104.15 £ 36A0
£128.52 £ 117.00
£156.60 £ 132.00
£145.80 £ 112.00
£77.02 £49-00
£10211 £64-80
£147.51 £ 39.95
£216.02 £ 13495
£273-96 £ 170.95
£367.50 £229.50
£545.26 £341-95
£71.94 £52-95
£87/5
£
78-95
£125.91 £89.95
£53.95
P.O.A.
£65.65
P.O.A.
£80/7
P.O.A.
£93/0
P.O.A.
£206.95
P.O.A.
£208.29
P.O.A.
£I09-31
P.O.A.
£s4o•oo P.O.A.
£87/5
P.O.A.
£95.62
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Add £ 150 Carriage
Armstrong 623 .. £ 11072
P.O.A.
Armstrong 624
£82•95
P.O.A.
Leak 2300 ..
L12474 £ 4.45
Pioneer TX5300 £90.45 £59A5
Pioneer TX7500 £ 172•12 £ 112•50
Pioneer TX9500 £ 190.42 £ 15490
Rotel RT224
L65.25 £48-65
Rotel RT324 . • .
L83-25 £61.10
Rotel RT624
112175
£
88-20
Sansui TU4400. . £105.69
£17.25
Sony 5170 . • £53.95
P.O.A.
Sony ST88 .. • • £65.65
P.O.A.
Sony ST5066 .. • •
L80/7
P.O.A.
Sony ST5055 .. • •
L93/0
P.O.A.
Sony ST5150 .. . • L133•29
P.O.A.
Sony ST4950 .. • • i152-95
P.O.A.
Sony ST5130 . . L208.29
P.O.A.
Cambridge 755£ 102•60
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT400.. • . L109-80
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT600.. • • C149.40
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT800.. . • L199.80
P.O.A.

Rec.
Price

Add £2.00 Carriage
Pioneer PL I
2D
Pioneer PL15R
Pioneer PL7 I ..
Sansui SR2I2
Sony PS5011 ..
Sony PSI350
Sony PS2350 ..
Sony PS4750 ..
Sony PS6750 ..
Technics SL20
Technics SLI20
Technics 5L1500
Technics SLI300
Technics SL 1100
Technics SL 110
Yamaha YP450
Yamaha YP701
Yamaha YP800

Disc.
Price

£43.15
£68.14
£80.41
£53-95
£227-32 £139-45
£4745
£63.21
P.O.A.
£67.66
£71.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£80.95
£124.515 P.O.A.
P.O.A.
LI
66A5

Prices on request

.. £74.701
.. £99-00
.. £ 199430

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony SS70 ( pair) •. £21-60
Sony SS5088 ( pair) • . £50.51
Sony SS5177 ( pair)• • £ 62.91
Sony S55300 ( pair) . • £ 120.89
Sony SS3050 ( pair) • • £ 143.9 I
Sony 555050 ( pair) .. £224.91
Wharfedale Denton 2XP £5470
Wharfedale Linton 3XP £79.50
Spendor BC/I .. £215.32
Spendor BC/II .. £230R5
Spendor BC/Ill £446.40
Tannoy Arden .. £ 60.00
Tannoy Berkeley £315.00
Tannoy Cheviot £248-00
Tannoy Devon £234-00
Tannoy Eaton ..
£21 I
50

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£37.75
£53.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS •
Bc
RECORDERS

SPEAKERS
Add £3•50 Carriage
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR2 £ 157-50
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR3 £232.87
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR4 £91-I2
Acoustic Research AR6 £ 106.32
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR7 £73•12
Acoustic Research ARIO £389-25
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR I1 £272-25
Acoustic Research ARI6£119.25
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR
P.O.A.
MST
L146-25
Bowers & Wilkins
P.O.A.
DM2A
.
£ 156•24
P.O.A.
Bowers & Wilkins DM4 £ 111-37
P.O.A.
Bowers & Wilkins D5.. £58.36
Bowers & Wilkins DM70 £ 328.90
P.O.A.
£58.00
Celestion County .. £76.39
Celestion Ditton 15 ..£ 15-04
£80-95
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £243.04 £161-95
Celestion Dittos 33 .. £ 169.99 L112-45
Celestion Ditton 44 .. £206.41 £138•96
Celestion Ditton 66 .. £331.52 £21500
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6
C106.42
Celestion UL8
C133•65
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Celestion ULIO .. £202.50
P.O.A.
KEF Coda .. £52-87
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor ..
C61-87
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..
I <X)
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
f1113.12
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
C148.50
P.O.A.
KEF 104
£ 168•75
P.O.A.
KEF Kit 1
£52•87
P.O.A.
KEF Kit 3
£ 5.62
£79.95
Leak 2030. L113.40
Leak 2060 .. C178.43 £125.95
Leak 2075 .. .. C473.40 £22000
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MAI .. £240.75
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA3 .. £303/5
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA4 .. £ 177.75
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA5 £ 121.50
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7 .. £72.90
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic .. £310-50

£119•74
£161.50
£249.96
£239.54
£343-71
£374-95
£164•25
£200-25
£152.55
£336.15

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£107.95
£145 75
£107 95
£220 50

Add am Carriage

••
.•
••
•.
••
.•

£205.09
f232.65
£123•75
£167.85
C197.55
£274.05
£129.06
£158•27
£227.50
£212.94
£215.59
£163.10
£173-41
£197-01
£208.99
£235.38
£327.84
£107•95
£71-95
£64.96
£103.45
£130.45
£179.95
£7465
£161.41
£51.00
£143.95
£224.95

'

WICKS FOR VALUE
II THE BEST PRICES
• FULL SERVICE AND
BACK-UP
• DEMONSTRATIONS
• FULL RANCE OF
EQUIPMENT IN
STOCK ALL THE TIME
VISIT OUR NEW

CASSETTE TAPE
DECKS & RECS.
Akai GXCSIOD
Akai GXC75D
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC325D
Aiwa AD 1300
Aiwa AD 1600
Aiwa AD 1800
Aiwa AD6500
Aiwa AD3060
Pioneer CT2 I
21
Pioneer CT4 141
Pioneer CT5151
Pioneer CT6 I
61
Pioneer C17171
Pioneer CT9I91
Sony TCI33 . •
Sony TC1I7
Sony TCI29 • •
Sony TCI35 • •
Sony TCI36 • •
Sony TCI38 • .
Sony TCI46 . •
Sony TCI53 • .
Sony TCI77
Sony TC204SD..
Sony TC209SD..

'lllliil ri

LUXURIOUS SHOWROOM

Add £2•50 Carriage
Sony TC280
Sony TC377
Sony TC458
Sony TC645
Sony TC755
Sony TC756/2
Akai I722L
Akai 4000DB
Akai 4000DS
Akai GXC265D

rr•

£141.99
£149.50
£91.68
£112.45
£130.50
£169.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£106-95
£103-50
£112-45
£124.00
£142•15
£211.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.

At Wicks, we give all our customers
superb service. And that goes for
mail order customers as well as
personal callers.
Now there's an added attraction
for callers - aluxurious showroom,
especially designed to let you •see
-and hear- the latest hi-fi under
first class conditions.

ORDERING BY POST
Tell us what you want. Send a
cheque or postal order to cover the
cost, plus £3.50 delivery charge.
Or let us have your Access or
Barclaycard number. Either way, if
the equipment is in stock, you'll
have it in 72 hours - by Securicor I

ORDERING BY PHONE
To reserve equipment in stock, just
give us aring on Colchester ( 0206)
78807. We'll hold it for you for up
to 48 hours, to give you time to call
in or settle the deal by post. Or you
can give us your Access or
Barclaycard number over the
phone - do it before 12 noon, and
we'll guarantee same- day
despatch I

GUARANTEE
Everything from Wicks is covered
by the manufacturer's own
guarantee - usually 1or 3years.
During the guarantee period, we
will service the equipment free of
charge. If you return the goods via
acarrier, you pay the forward
carriage, we pay the return. From
Wicks, there's a99% chance of a
24 - hour turnround service.

FREE TRANSIT
INSURANCE

nce
i people to deal with' 49/51

T. Wicks & Co.,

North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex.
Tel:Colchester ( 0206)49842'34
After hours Colchester 42166
Tel. orders Colchester 78807

All the equipment despatched b
Wicks is covered by the special
In- transit Insurance. At no extra
cost to you I
But if anything does reach you in
faulty condition, it must be
returned to Wicks Without delay.

i

AGENTS
•
AcousticFOR
Research • Accuphase aAkai uAiwa aArmstrong • Cambridge aCelestion aEra aGarrard aGoldring aGoodmans •Harman Karden
e..1.8.L. • B.I.C. • KEF aKoss aLeak • Marantz aMetrosound • B.B.C. Monitor aNational Panasonic • Ortofon aPioneer aOued eRogers
in Rotel aRims aScan Dyna aSansui aShure • S.M.E. aSanyo aTeac • Technics aThorens aTrio aWharfedale aYamaha aHitachi aGrundig
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SOUND
ADVICE
- and the chance to let
your ears decide!

Listen to all the leading Hi -Fi equipment
on our superb Comparator unit and
let your ears decide the Hi -Fi
thats right for
you.

We care for our Revoxes-why not let us care for yours?
We can do anything you can dream up for the A77 within reason, and without
detriment co the normal performance of the A77, such as:
I. Any speed from 30 i.p.s. down to
problems.

15/16 i.p.s. without any of the usual

2. Improving specifications to the most amazing standards for the professional
user.
3. Conversions to Full Track.
4. Balanced line mit inputs with or without phantom speed up to 21 volts.
5. Cannon input and output.
6. RAPID SERVICE.
WE PROVIDE IMMEDIATE SERVICE TO THOSE WHO URGENTLY
REQUIRE THEIR REVOXES.

RADIO RECORDINGS

Telephone.: 01-586 0064.

(Near Swiss Cottage Station)
ALL MACHINES WE REPAIR OR MODIFY LEAVE US WITH A SPECIFICATION
SHEET.

NOISE KILLER!
Reduce those nasty' pops, clicks and thuds caused by light switches, light
dimmers, drills, fridges, vaccuum cleaners and any mains appliances.
Free standing or wall mounting.
Full instructions and one year guarantee.

s.

00 0 001.1111
AMPLIFIERS
Sugden A48
107.10
Denon 350Z
85.50
Denon PMA500
125.10
Rotel RA312
55.80
Rotel RA412
66.15
Rotel RA612
89.55
25.11
Amstrad 8000
Amstrad 4000
32.31
Amstrad 2000
38.61
Leak 2200
101.25
Yamaha, Sony, Technics, Marantz,
PK:ineer in stock-P.O.A.
TUNERS
Rotel 324
61.65
Rotel 624
89.01
Amstrad 3000
39.15
Pioneer 5300
58.05
Ploneer 7500
110.25
Yamaha, Sony, Technics, Marantz
stock-P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
Denon DP3700
152.10
Denon DP350 ( less arm)
126.00
Pioneer PL I
2D
44.50
Goldring GL75P/C
48.60
Garrard SP25 Mk 4
33.75
G
dSPI25
43.65
G
d8658 Mk 2 ( less
cart )
53.55
Technics, Yamaha, Sony in stockP.O.A.
MUSIC CENTRES
Amstrad MC20
166.50
Sharp SG 139
163.80
Aiwa 5080, Sony, National in stock
-P.O.A.
RECEIVERS
Goodmans 90
Goodmans 120
Goodmans 150
Rotel 152
Rotel 202

112.41
133.11
194.40
68.40
80.10

Rotel 402
109.80
Rote1602
143.10
Leak 1800
121.05
Leak 2000
139.50
Technics, Marantz, Sony, Pioneer,
Yamaha in stock-P.0.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
Wharfedale XP
82.80
Amstrad 6000
50.40
Amstrad 7000
63.00
Pioneer 2121
11.60
Pioneer 4141
115.20
Pioneer 5151
130.50
Pioneer 6161
142.20
Pioneer 7171
157.50
Goodmans SCD100
128.70
Technics, Yamaha, Aiwa, Sony in
stock-P.O.A.

An investment for your
ti 90 INC.
future listening pleasure I.'"
P & P
Buy direct from, or send 10p stamp for details
ta:
BRADLEY
ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES
SUMMERHILL LODGE
SUMMERHILL CHISLEHURST KENT BR7 SHY
NEW! REMOTE SPEAKER UNIT. VOL. CONTROLLED IN ANOTHER ROOM

CARTRIDGES
AND STYLI
FROM

SPEAKERS
Celestion Ditton 15
80.55
Celestion Dicton 44
147.15
Celestion Dicton 75
175.50
Celestion Ditton 66
239.40
Wharfedale Denton
38.70
Wharfedale Linton
53.55
Wharfedale Glendale
73.80
Wharfedale Dovedale XP
129.60
Wharfedale Airedale
201.60
Leak 2030
84.15
Leak 2060
141.30
Videotone, Bower & Wilkins,
Marsden Hall, Acoustic Research,
Monitor Audio, Castle, Technics
in stock-P.O.A.

Prices include VAT, post and packing

SPECIAL OFFERS
Watts Hi- F1 Parastat Mk 4, Half
Price, £1.50
Car Cassette Stereo, £15.90 including speakers.
Prices correct as at 20/4/76. Subject to any change. H.P. terms
available. Access welcome.

Cartridge
(incl. Stylus)

Our
Rec.
Price E Retail E

Replacement
Stylus

Our
Price £

Rec.
Retail L

Super XLM
XLM Mk II
VLM Mk II
036
Q32
Q30
K3E
K8

35.40
24-30
20.25
12.15
10.13
6.97
9.68
6.75

RZL
RXL
RVL
RQ36
RQ32
RQ30
RK3E
RK8

18.00
13.50
10.80
8.55
7.43
5-18
7-56
4.25

23.82
15.70
13.49
10-90
9.43
6.49
12.00
5.51

To:

hi.f i
specialist

cleartone limited

166 Blackburn Rd • Bolton . Tel. 22636 831423
549 Liverpool Road • Urgent • Manchester
Tel.061•775.0948
162

£5.50

54-70
38.68
31.40
18.45
14.27
10.45
13.89
8.84

Electro Audio Systems,
82 Sandford Avenue, Church Stretton, Salop.

Please supply by return:-

A DC Stylus/Cartridge Type

enclose Postal Order/Money Order/Cheque, payable to ' Electro Audio Systems' for £
'
,
Jame
Address

Die

THE AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Specia/ists for: AMCRON
AUDIO

•

• CELEF • DUAL • KEF e LECSON e MONITOR
LINEAR e QUAD e REVOX e SME e SPENDOR •
• TECHNICS • YAMAHA and many others

B.G.W.

e NAKAMICHI e PHASE

•

SUGDEN

What's New?

Well, anybody who made the trip to High
Fidelity ' 76 at Heathrow Airport will have had
their appetite whetted by the vast array of
new equipment on display. Our impressions
were as follows:

reference units, especially the Celef Domestic,
ceptional value in sound at a low price.

Nakamichi 600
'Hearing is believing' certainly applies to this immaculately
designed cassette deck. At last—a rival to open reel tape
machines! On permanent demonstration.

offering

ex-

Aiwa 6300
Another addition to this excellent family of cassettes. Alongside
the 1300, 1800 and 6500, this unit can only enhance the name of
Aiwa as one of the leading manufacturers in the cassette field.
See Angus McKenzies Hi Fi Choice on Cassettes ( Hi -Fi for
Pleasure, May issue) for his comments on the 1300 and 1800
units.

KEF
Rethink, redesign and improve; this seems to be the unchanging
policy of Britains leading loudspeaker manufacturer. The Corelli,
Calinda and Contrata were developed by the pulse testing
technique now used by KEF and complementing the existing ' C'
range of Loudspeakers.

IMF

Micro Acoustics

Another big, beautiful beast from this British company— the
IMF Professional Monitor joining a full range of loudspeakers
which go from this giant down to the diminutive but never- theless powerful Compact.

Already rated as one of the top three cartridges under £50, the
QDC IE is now joined by the 2002E, a low mass cartridge ( only
4 grams total weight including its built-in micro circuit) that
coupled with the right ancillary equipment is capable of superior
performance.

Trio

Celef

3300 Amplifier and matching Tuner. These are excellent low
price units capable of superb performance—some think you need
a fortune for a decent Hi Fi, well Trio are obviously trying to
prove them wrong. On permanent demonstration.

The Studio Professional joins the ranks of truly top quality
monitor loudspeakers. The rest of the Celef range is still
available for those whose hank account won't stretch to these

Not so New
but still highly recommended and on demonstration
Technics
For sheer quality of construction, superb
spec. and reliaoility, the Technics range
is supreme. Latest in their range is the
SLI50 direct drive turntable, which with
SME arm sells for around [140— how
about that for value!

Rotel
Still one of the best value for money
ranges available on the market today.
Take the RX402 which must be the finest
receiver at its price. Plenty of power for
inefficient bookshelf speakers, an excellent tuner section, reliability that only
Rotel have—this must be on everyones
short list at oniy £112.

Yamaha
Numerous
s6perlatives
have
been
lavished on the CT7000—and rightly

so. But how about the CR200 receiver,
excellent design, specification and avery
powerful 15 watts per channel—all for
about £100.

Quad
The name says it all— listen to the
fabulous 405 through the equally fantastic
stacked Electrostatics—unequalled sound
at an unequalled price. Double stands
now available.

Spendor
The BC I, aclassic speaker of our time—
often copied but never bettered. The
monitor speaker for domestic use—
always on demonstration and in stock in
teak, walnut and rosewood from £194
a pair.
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Monitor Audio
Speakers that live up to their name, from
the compact MA7 to the powerful
MA3/II. Considered in France to be the
best range of speakers on the market—
the MA3 is used by French magazines as
their reference speaker. Come and listen
for yourself, always on demonstration
and in stock.

Sugden
You might hate the looks— but you must
like the sound. Produced by a company
that cares about quality and reliability,
the Sugden range are real sound value for
money. Take the A48—over 40 x 40 watts
for only [120— beat that. Pop in for a
listen, they are always on dem.
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Callers welcome.

DIO

e. & oc

190, West End Lane, London, NW6 1SQ
Tel.: 01-794 7848
—

1.—

Open: Mon.-Wed. Ila.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. II a.m.-7 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

• DIRECT AND PERSONAL EXPORT • COMPREHENSIVE AFTER SALES SERVICE • DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
• FULL TESTING AND SERVICE FACILITIES • ACCESS - BARCLAYCARD • CREDIT SALE FACILITIES N.B. CALLERS ONLY
163

Open: 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
1Wed. PAYBONDS ACCEPTED SUBJECT TO QUOTATION.
Cheques
with £ 30 cheque cards only accepted for
counter sales, with only one cheque per
transaction. Special Offers subject to
quotation
for
BARCLAYCARD,
ACCESS CARD.
P.O.A - price on application
Sp. off.-special offer
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 121%
All prices are subject to variation
without notice
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

e

TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £3•50)
(B = Dolby B)
Akai 1722
..
[ 112.50
Akai 4000DB
£ 150.30
Akai 4000DS Mk 1 (Sp. off.) £91 35
Akai 4000DS Mk 2 (Sp. off.) £ 101 50
Akai GX265D
.
£243 90
Akai GX400D ( Sp. off.) .. £441 00
Akai GX630DB
B £ 337 50
Akai GX630DSS 4CH ..
E414 00
Tandberg 344IX, 354IX, 364IX,
9141 X Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT862
P.O.A.
Uher 40001C Report, 42001C Report, 4400IC Report ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4, Mk 4 and
Dolby B models from stock with substantial
discounts. Revox A700/1372/4 on application
• CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £2•00)
Aka, CS3OD ( Sp. off.) .. .. £65.25
Akai CS34D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £83.92
Akai GXC310D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 125.77
Akai GXC325D ..
B £ 186.75
Akai GXC36D (Sp. off.) .. £83.25
Akai GXC39
..
£ 136-35
Akai GXC39D ( Sp. off.) £ 112-05
Akai GXCSIOD
..
£ 156.15
Akai GXC710D
..
£ 161-77
Akai GXC740D
..
£220.50
Akai GXC75D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 148.50
Akai GXC760D .. .. £275.40
Bush Arena C435 (Sp. off.) £57.28
Bush Arena C445 ( Sp. off.) £62.95
Goodmans SCD100 (Sp. off.)
B £ 125.77
Hacker HCD 1000 ( Sp. off.)
8 £ 117-00
Hitachi D2150 DNL
£71-10
Hitachi D2310
£45-90
Hitachi D2330
£67.50
Hitachi D2360
£83.70
Hitachi D2750
..
£ 130.50
Hitachi D3500 .. .. £ 162.00
Hitachi TRQ2040D ( Sp. off.) £92-70
Neal 102 Mk 2, 102V, 103
P.O.A.
Pioneer C74141A ( Sp. off.) £95-40
Pioneer CT5151 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 108.45
Pioneer CTF2I21 .. .. £ 103.50
Pioneer CTF6161 ( Sp. off.) £ 114.30
Pioneer CTF7171 ( Sp. off.) £ 129.60
Pioneer CTF9191 .. .. £207.90
Pye 9145 DNL (Sp. off.) .. .. £58.27
Pye 9148A DNL ( Sp. off.) .. .. £94.50
Rotel RD200
.. ..
B £ 121.05
Sansui SC2000
..
£ 125• 10
Sansui SC3000 ..
B £ 138.60
Sansui SC3003
..
£ 145.80
Sansui SC636 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 101.70
Sansui SC737 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 117.00
Sharp RT2000 .. .. £70.65
Sharp RT2500 .. .. (85.50
Tandberg TCD3I0 .. ..
B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT470 .. ..
B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT490 Reversible
B
P.O.A.
Uher CR2I0 .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale XP ( Sp. off.) ..
B £79.20
Wollensak 4766E .. ..
B £202-50

e8-TRACK

UNITS ( Pe £ 1•50)
Akai GXR82D .. .. .. £ 120.00
BSR TD8S ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 17-55
Metrosound SS30 (Sp. off.) .. £56-25
Wollensak 8075 .. .. .. £ 170-10
M1CS., ACCESSORIES (P/P 65p)
Akai ADM20
Beyer M8I8LM .. .. .. £41.40
Beyer M8ILM .. .. .. £ 18.00
Neal 101 Resolver .. . ' .. £ 17.95
Sennheiser MD722LM and MZAI2
(Sp. off.) .. .. .. .. £9.90
AKG, Calrec
. To order
KITS, LOUDSPEA KERS, *
DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HFI300 8 and 15 ohm .. £7.20
Celestion HF2000 .. .. £9.11
Coles 3000 .. .. ..
£6 52
Coles 4001G
.. ..
£630
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter ..
£21 87

•

e

F

Ifir•

e

Falcon Daline No. 13 Crossover ..
Falcon R50 Type Crossover ..
Goodmans Mezzo Twin Kit pair
(Sp. off.) ..
KEF B110 SPI003
KEF B139 SPI044
KEF B200 SP1014
KEF DNI2 SP1004
KEF DNI3 SPI015
KEF DNI3 SPI017
KEF DN8 NO6305
KEF KK IKit pair ..
KEF KK3 Kit pair ..
KEF T15 NO636 ..
KEF T27 SPI032
Peerless DTIOHFC
Peerless KOIODT
Poly Planar P40 pair (add P/P 90p)
Tannoy HPD295A I2in. unit pr. ..
Tannoy HPD3I5A hin. unit pr. ..
Tannoy HPD385A 15in. unit pr. ..
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Kit pair
(Sp. off.) ' . „
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair
Wharfedale Linton 2 Kit pair ( Sp.
off.)

e

TUNERS ( P/P £ 1•50)
Armstrong 623, 624
Cambridge Audio T55 ..
Ferrograph SFM1
Leak 2300 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3
Revox A76 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT224 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT324 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT624
Rotel RT824
Sansui TU3900
Sansui TU4400

£7 47
£7 20
£45.00
£7.20
£17.10
£8 60
£6.15
£4-40
£4.05
£2 IS
£49-50
£89-90
£6.75
£5-35
£7.74
£6.48
£10.80
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£60-30
£46 80
£21.15

P.O.A.
£112.50
£102-60
F.67.50
£63.50
£121.00
£167-00
P.O.A.
£265•50
£42.75
£59-90
£87-97
£110.25
£81.00
£81.90

e

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £ 1-50)
Akai AA5210 .. .. .. £81.90
A' ,ai AA5210DB .. .. .. £ 108-00
Akai AA5510 (Sp. off.) one only .. £96.75
Akai AA5810 . .. .. £ 134.55
Armstrong 621 Teal or Rosewood
P.O.A.
Bush Arena A220 ( Sp. off.) .. £23.40
Cambridge Audio PI 10 (Sp. off.) .. £ 127.80
Cambridge Audio P.60 .. .. £ 125.55
Ferrograph F208 .. .. .. £84.60
Ferrograph F608 .. .. .. £ 145.80
Leak Delta 30
..
£62.10
Leak 2200 ( Sp. off.)
£91.80
Nikko TRM2I0
..
£ 53.10
Pioneer SA5300
..
£ 54.00
Pioneer SA6300
..
£72.00
Pioneer SA7300 .. £ 103.50
Pioneer SA7500 .. £ 151-50
Quad 303/33
P.O.A.
Quad 405 .. ..
P.O.A.
Revox A78 ( Sp. off.)
£220.50
Rote RA211 ( Sp. off.)
£40.50
Rote RA2I2
..
£44-55
Rote RA312 (Sp. off.)
£52.65
Rote RA4I2 (Sp. off.)
£65•70
Rote RA6I 2
..
£88.20
Rote RA812
..
£ 115-65
Rote RAI412 (Sp. off.)
£229-50
Rote RAI212 (Sp. off.)
£ 141-30
£53-10
Sansui AU2200 (Sp. off.)
Sansui AU3900
..
£76-50
Sansui AU4900
..
£93.60
Sinclair 200 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £28.80
Teleton GA203 .. .. £ 52-20
Teleton SAQ307D .. £32-40
Teleton SAQ408 .. ..
E36-00

e

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £2•00)
Aka, AAI020
.. £117.90
Akai AA1030
..
£ 126.90
Akai AAI050
..
£ 174.60
Armstrong 625, 626
P.O.A.
Bush Arena TA2700 ( Sp. off.) £62.10
Bush Arena TA3500 (Sp. off.) [63.90
Goodmans Module 150 .. £ 196-20
Goodmans Module 1-10 .. £ 135•00
Goodmans Module 1-20 .. £ 135-00
Goodmans Module 90
£ 117.00
Leak 1800 ( Sp. off.)
£ 105•30
Leak 2000 (Sp. off.) .. £ 124-20
Pioneer SX1010 ( Sp. off.) .. £269.10
Pioneer SX434 .. .. £93.60
Pioneer SX535 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 120.60
Pioneer SX636 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 138.60
Pioneer SX737 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 164.25
Pioneer SX838 ( 51,.off;) • • £220-50
Pioneer SX939 (Sp. off.) .. £251.55
Rotel RX102 (Sp. off.) .. £ 57.15
Rotel RX I
52
..
..
£71.55

Rote RX202 ( Sp. off.)
Rote RX400A ( Sp. off.)
Rote RX402 ( Sp. off.)
Rote RX602
Rote RX7707 ( Sp. off.)
Rote RX802
Sansui 331
Sansui 551 ( Sp. off.)
Sansui 661 ( Sp. off.)
Sansui 771 ..
Tandberg TRI010, TR200, Huldra
Wharfedale SXP ( Sp. off.)

•STEREO

£74.70
£94.50
£103.95
£142.20
£151.20
£179.10
£85.50
£111.60
£143.10
£175•50
P.O.A.
£135.00

SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Bush Arena System 20 .. £ 135.00
Bush Arena System 35 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 144.00
Bush Arena System 40 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 130.50
Bush Arena BS3032 .. £206.10
Decca 403 ( Sp. off.)
. £45.00
Ekco ZU3 ( Sp. off.)
. . £81.00
Ekco ZU440
. £233.10
Ekco ZU4L (Sp. off.)
. . £ 139-95
Ekco ZU5F (Sp. off.) ..
. . £ 126.90
Ekco ZU5G ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 141-30
Ekco ZU51 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 171-90
Ekco ZUSK ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £213-30
Ekco ZU7 ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 171.90
Goodmans I- 10Z Compact
.. £224.10
Goodmans Module 80 Compact
(Sp. off.)
£ 144.00
Goodmans Module 90 Compact .. £206.10
Hacker GAR600 and pair LSI100 £237.60
Hacker GAR600 and pair LS550 .. £220.50
Hacker GAR600
£169.20
Hacker MC600 and pair LS1100
£324.00
Hacker MC600
£259 20
Hacker MC600 and pair LS550
£306 00
Hitachi MC3402
£130 50
Hitachi SD2520 ( Sp. off.) ..
£80 95
Hitachi SDT2370
£144 00
Hitachi SDT2480
£177 75
Hitachi SDT2660
£212 40
Hitachi SDT2680
£216 00
Hitachi SDT2690 with Dolby B
£265 50
Hitachi 512650
£151 20
Murphy MA940 ( Sp. off.) ..
£54 00
Pye zuse .
£314 10
Sharp SG309
£148 05
Toshiba SM3000
P.O.A.
Toshiba SM3500 with Dolby B
P.O.A
"
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair (
P/P on application)
B & W DS, DM2A, DM4, DM6, DM70 P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R40 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 193.50
Cambridge Audio R50 ( Sp. off.) £252-90
Celestion County .
£51.30
Celestion Ditton If
£47-70
Celestion Ditton 15
£77.40
Celestion Ditton 25
£162-90
Celestion Ditton 33
£113.85
Celestion Ditton 44
£138.60
Celestion Ditton 66
£220.50
Chartwell LS3/5A
P.O.A.
Chartwell PM200
P.O.A.
Chartwell PM400
P.O.A.
Ferrograph SI
£205.20
Goodmans Achromat 100
£68.85
Goodmans Achromat 250
P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat 400
£125•10
Goodmans Havant SL
£54.90
Goodmans Magnum SL
£102-15
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£80.91
Goodmans Minister SL
£44•55
Hacker LSI100
£72-90
Hacker LS250 ..
£39.60
Hacker 1-5550
£54.00
KEF Chorale
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto
P.O.A.
KEF Coda
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 103
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 104
P.O.A.
Leak 2020 ( Sp. off.)
£50.40
Leak 2030 ( Sp. off.)
£79.20
Leak 2060 ( Sp. off.)
£123.50
Leak 2075 ..
£332.10
Leak Sandwich 200 SS ( Sp. off.) .
£35.91
Mordaunt Short M5079, 400, 737,
Festival, Pageant
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
Rank Domus 175 ( Sp. off.)
e'en
Rogers LS3/5A
P.O.A.
Sinclair 016
£1440
Spendor BC I
£195.75
Tannoy Arden ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Berkeley ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviot ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Devon ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Eaton ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Airedale SP ..
£171.00
Wharfedale Chevin XP
£27•45
Wharfedale Denton 2 Rosewood
£35.10

e

Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

•

Denton 2XP
£38.70
Dovedale 3 (Sp. off.).. £89.95
Dovedale SP (Sp. off.) [ 121.50
Glendale 3XP
Linton 3XP
17
51 8
60
0

STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P 65p)
Akai ASEll
.. £9.22
Akai ASE20..
£ 11.34
Akai ASE22..
£ 12.78
AKG K140
.. £ 14.40
Beyer DT900-7
£ 12-50
Eagle SES (Sp. off.)
.4.05
.
£
Hacker HPI
£8.10
Koss Easylistener £ 15.75
Koss ESP6A Electrostatic .. £49-72
Koss ESP9 Electrostatic ..
E86.40
Koss HVIA
E22.32
Koss HV I
LC£ 25•20
Koss K2+2 Quadraphone
Koss K6LC
£
£4
111
.
6153
K6
£13.45
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone £24-43
Koss K7
£8.73
Koss K7I IBlack ..
105
Koss K0727B
££ 15i257
Koss K0747
19.80
£
Koss K07470 Quadraphone £35•41
Koss KRD7 II ( Sp. off.) .. £9.81
Koss Phase 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £34-38
Koss Phase 2+2 Quadraphone £73.80
Koss PRO4AA
[26.55
Koss PROSLC
£29.11
Koss PRO5Q Quadraphone £ 37.89
Koss Technician VFR
£ 35.95
Pioneer Monitor 10£ 28.00
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer SE300
E8-95
Pioneer 5E305
150
14. 0
1
10
Pioneer SE500
£21.00
Pioneer SUM
..
£ 29.25
Pioneer SE700
£35.00
Pioneer SEQ404 Quadraphonic .. £28.50
Rank YX9003
£5.40
Rotel RH430 ( Sp. off.) .. £4.72
Rotel RH630 ( Sp. off.) .. £7.1 I
Rotel RH930 Electret
£26.55
Sansui SSIO
14.85
£
Sennheiser H111414 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 12.50
Sennheiser HD424
£ 17.32
Teleton SH500 (Sp. off.) .. £ 5.04
Wharfedale DOI
£ 13.05
Wharfedale Isodynamic £ 20.87

e

TURNTABLES ( P/P £ 1.25) AND
ARMS ( P/P 50p)
Acos Lustre ( Sp. off.)
£22.4
55
1
Audio Technica AT1005 11; 217
Audio Technica AT1009
47-70
£
BSR BDS80£ 20.92
BSR BDS90
BSR MP60 (Sp. off.)
£2
11 2
30
5
G
d 401 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 53.95
G
d SP5 Mk 4 ( Sp. off.) £ 18.81
Goldring CK2 Kit
..
£ 22-50
Goldring GL75
£36.00
Goldring G99 transcription £ 15.00
Howland West HW ITeak ..
P.O.A.
SME 3009 5/2 Det. Head (Sp. off.) £38.97
SME 3009 Fixed Head ( Sp. off.) .. £35.55
Sugden BD IChassis .. £ 15.97
Sugden BD IChassis Kit .. £ 13-05
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis .. £30.60
Sugden SAU2 • • • • £ 13.50
Thorens TDI25 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £80-55
Thorens TX25, Cover for TD I
25AB £8.82
Transcriptors Fluid Arm .. £22.05

•

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 .. £232-20
Akai AP001 Ex. Cart. .. £58.50
Akai AP003 and AT II
£79.20
BSR BDS80 Module Ex Cart. .. £28.80
BSR BDS90 Module Ex Cart. .. £33.75
BSR MP60 Module Ex Cart. (Sp. off.) £22.27
G
d Zero 100SB Module and C. £61.65
G
d 125SB Module and M75-6 £40.95
Garrard 86S8 Mk 2 Module and
M75-6SM ( Sp. off.)
£53.95
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 Module and
M75-65 ( Sp. off.) .. £31.05
Goldring G102 P & C
£33.66
Goldring GL72 P ex. C
E38.25
Goldring GL75P P & C ( Sp. off.) .. £49.50
Goldring GL78 P & C
£62.55
Goldring GL85 P & C
£83.70
Goldring L65 P & C
£67.50
Goldring L80
47.25
£
Goldring L82
E
£6
549 0
0
Goldring L84 ..
Goldring L90 .. .. £ 102.60
Goodmans TD100
..
£61.47
Hitachi P38 Direct Drive .. £67.50
Japan Phono T601 P & C and 999REX
(Sp. off.) ..
E41.40
Leak 2001, AT1005 Ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) £76.50
Leak Delta and Cartridge ( Sp. off.) £52.20

166 StAlbansRoad,Watford,WD24AS.Tel:Watford 34644
BARCLAYCARD

Sound technical
advice by
qualified staff

ACCESS CARD

You may telephone
your order quoting
Access or
Barclaycard No

Buy it with Access

HITACHI SDT 2690
cc!

AKAI
AAI020 SYSTEM
Comprises Akai AA I
020 receiver, Rotel RPI 500 module
with Shure M75ED cartridge
and two KEF Chorale spkrs.

OUR
PRICE

•

CARTRIDGES (
P/P 35p)
ADC XLII Mk 2 ( Sp. off.)
Decca Deram Con. L Blue
Decca Deram Ellip. L Gold
Decca London Mk 5
Empire 999REX ( Sp. off.) ..
Empire 2000E ( Sp. off.) ..
Empire 2000E/3 ..
Goldring CS90
Goldring CS9IE
Ortofon MISE Super
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.)
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .
Shure M75-65 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M758 Type 2 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M7SED Type 2 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M75E.1 Type 2 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M9SED ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M95E.1 ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M95G ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure VIS Type 3 ..

•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£65.47
£42.30
£49.50
£122-40
£143.55
£38.25
£4761
£53.55
£64.57
£74.70
£8991
£45.90
£106.20
£115-20
£144.00
£40.50
£73.80
£127-35
£88-20
£58.20
£67.41
£60.97
£140.40
£116.10
£26-55
£4.86
£5.04
£24-30
£3.5 I
£7.50
£12.37
£4.05
£6.30
£32.40
£6.12
£7.02
£6.12
£8.46
£11.52
£10 44
£
1
485
£10 57
£l3 36
£35-95

PORTABLE RADIOS (
P/P 75p)
Hacker RP38A Hunter ..
£40-50
Hacker RP72M8 Sovereign 3 ..
£54.00
Hacker RP7SMB Super Sovereign
£80.10
Hacker RP76MB Silver Knight ..
£53-10
ITT Golf Electronic• •
£43.20
Roberts R505•
•
P.O.A.
Roberts R606.
•
P.O.A.
Roberts R606MB•
.
P.O.A.
Roberts R707•
•
P.O.A.
Roberts Rambler. •
P.O.A.
Roberts RM40
P.O.A.

•CALCULATORS

(
inc. VAT at 8%)

35p)
Cambridge ( Sp. off.) ..
Cambridge Memory ( Sp.

Oxford 100 ( Sp. off.) ..
Oxford 200
Scientific ( Sp. off.)• .

eVIDEO

LW/MW/SW 6-station FM pre-set
tuner. Dolby cassette deck with CrO.,/
normal tape bias selection and digital
tape counter with pause and auto stop.
Two VU meters. Power output 25
watts RMS per channel. Single automatic record player with magnetic
cartridge.
Pair of 3- way speakers
featuring 8" bass, 31" mid- range and
31" tweeter.

£241.20

Linn Sondek LP12 and 3009 Teak
Linn Sondek LPI2 Teak excl. Arm
Philips GA2I2 ( Sp. off.) ..
Pioneer PLI2D Mk 2 ..
Pioneer PLISR
Pioneer PL55X Direct Drive
Pioneer PL7 IDirect Drive
Rank Domas BD2000 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RPI500 excl. Arm ..
Rotel RPI500 with Arm ..
Rotel RP2500
Rotel RP3000 excl. Arm ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RP3000 with Arm ( Sp. off.)
Sansui SR2I2P ( Sp. off.) ..
Sansui 59.313
Sansui SR525 Direct Drive
Sansui SR717 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.)
Sugden 8D2 P & C and SAU2
Sugden 8D3
Thorens TDI25/2AB ( Sp. off.) ..
Thorens TDI45 ( Sp. off.) .
Thorens TD160BC ( Sp. off.) ..
Thorens TDI60C ( Sp. off.)
Thorens TD166C ( Sp. off.)
Transcriptor Reference with Arm
Transcriptor Reference excl. Arm

(P/P
Sinclair
Sinclair
off.)
Sinclair
Sinclair
Sinclair

Complete music centre with DOLBY
cassette

TAPE (
P/P free)
Scotch VC60 for Philips machines
Scotch VC60, box of 5
Scotch VC60, box of 10

£10.50
£14.95
£10.95
£18-00
£14.95
£16.70
£82-00
£160.00

OUR
PRICE

£265.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 12-1°

ROTEL

ROTEL

ROTEL

RX102 SYSTEM

RXI52 SYSTEM

RX202 SYSTEM

Comprises Rotel RX102 receiver, BSR MP60 module with
Empire 999 REX cartridge and
two excellent speakers.

Comprises Rotel RX I
52 receiver, Garrard SP25 Mk 4
module with cartridge and two
excellent speakers.

OUR
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

£99

I I

2.50

Comprises Rotel RX202 receiver, Garrard SP25 Mk 4
module with cartridge and
two Linton 3XP speakers.

O
PR
UI
R
CE
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EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE

ROTEL

ROTEL

PIONEER

RA4 I
2 SYSTEM

RX402 SYSTEM

SX434 SYSTEM

Comprises Rotel RA412 amplifier, Pioneer PL I
2D-11 with
Shure M75ED cartridge and
two KEF Chorale speakers.

Comprises Rotel RX402 receiver, Rotel RPI500 module
with Shure M75ED cartridge
and two KEF Chorale speakers

Comprises Pioneer SX434 receiver, Pioneer PL12D-11 with
Shure M75ED cartridge and
two Ditton 15 speakers.

OUR
PRICE

I
75•50

OUR
PRICE

£22 9.50

(Or £265.50 with Cadenzas.

OUR
PRICE

£207

Why should your ea

rs have all the fun?
Has it ever occurred to you that this
magazine is devoted entirely to giving your ears
agood time?
That your eyes might feel alittle left out?
That the usual hi-fi expert's collection of
odd boxes, knobs, wires and switches can hardly
be described as avisual feast?
It occurred to us some while ago.
And as you can see, our new amplifier tuner
and cassette deck go along way towards
redressing the balance.
Hi-fi that entertains your eyes.
These new items don't just match
electronically.
They actually look as if they're meant to go
together.
All three boxes are the same size, with the
same finish and matching controls.VVe've even
made the cassette deck afront- loader, so it
doesn't have to be kept apart from the others.
This is no haphazard collection of knobs,
switches and dials.
Nothing is just for show.
The things that make them look good. aren't
there just for show.
Consider the cassette deck.
Those elegant words, " Dolby System7mean
you'll be listening to music, not hiss.
"Ferrite and Ferrite heads" means the
heads last up to 200 times longer than ordinary
ones.
One of those chunky switches is an
equalisation control for all three kinds of tape.
Another controls bias. Another cuts out distodiori
at unexpected peaks in recording level.
Broadcasting House, plonked in
your sitting room.
One look at the long, elegant panel on the
tuner will tell you it has four wavebands, not the
usual two or three.
The two small dials tell you how strong your

signal is, and let you tune very accurately.
The Hi- Blend button improves weak signals.
The muting switch gets rid of interstation hissing.
While inside, lurk aseething mass of such
electronic marvels as the FET front end, phaselocked- loop decoders and auniphase filter.
This tuner practically lifts Broadcasting
House into the sky and plonks it in your
sitting room.
Do you love your neighbour?
If you love your neighbour,you'll both
appreciate the " loudness" switch on the amplifier.
It means you can turn down the volume and
still hear the extreme high and low notes.
Do you like the sound of other people's
voices?
Then what you need is the " presence"
switch.This boosts the middle frequencies to
make speech stand out from background noise.
The amplifier also has click- stop bass
and treble controls and facilities for two tape
recorders.
Inside, alabyrinth of circuitry gives you
22 watts RMS per channel, elaborate protection
circuits and direct coupled amplifier circuits.
Even your wallet will smile.
Two final points.
First, these are just three of anew series of
eight amplifiers, tuners and cassette decks.
Second,the price.
The amplifier, model TA.1630 costs £84.95.
The tuner, model ST.2950Fcosts £99.95. The
cassette deck, model TC.186SD costs £134.95.
When you consider what they do for your
eyes and ears, these aren't high prices.
We saw no reason to stop your wallet
joining in the fun.
See the complete range of Sony Hi- Fi
equipment at Sound & Vision ' 76 at the National
Exhibition Centre,
Birmingham, 28/31 May.

scem

Dolby

arepsterud tradu mark ot 1)011,y Lab5 Inf.

MI prices are recommended retail, and are correct at time of going to press.

MAIN AGENTS FOR:
ARMSTRONG, AIWA, AKAI, ALPHA, BOSE,
BOWERS & WILKINS, CAMBRIDGE,
CELESTION, EONS, GOLDRING, HARMAN
KARDON, J.V.C., KOSS, NIKKO, PIONEER,
QUAD, REVOX, ROTEL, SANSUI, SONAB,
S.M.E., STUDIOCRAFT, TANNOY, TEAC,
THORENS, UHER, WHARFEDALE

SHOP AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS

Libby's

OPEN

MON.-THURS. 9.30-6.00.

(CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY)

Fri. 9.30-8.00. Sat. 9.30-6.00.
PHONE 021-554 8557

RECORDS

HI-FI

244 SOHO ROAD, BIRMINGHAM B21 9LR.
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Record care

It is vital to keep records clean and free front dust. There are a
variety of ways of doing this including digging out the
accumulated dust from the grooves with a blunt chisel. We
don't really recommend this method as whilst it does remove the
dust an annoying side effect is that additional unwanted
modulation and increase of surface noise may be detectable
afterwards.
A better procedure is to prevent the dust getting on to the
disc in the first place. Dust is attracted by static. The Zerostat
anti- static pistol neutralises static, without contact, in seconds.
Don't be a record care hack, get
yourself aZerostat from your local hi-fi
dealer, or, write to Department N/1
Zerostat Ltd., 9 Station Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs ( telephone St Ives
62225) for adata sheet and dealer list.
Yes, the Zerostat pistol costs only
£6.99 ( including VAT)

ZEROSTAT
168

The New «TID-IFI Audio and Record
Storage Unit
As illustrated, with eye-catching contrast of white melamine ends
and genuine teak veneered shelves.
Generous 19"x 27"x 37" wide size: £42.70 incl. VAT, carriage extra.
Choice of other models and extras.
those with special housing needs.

Individual design service for

Cheaper, all- white melamine models available.
Write to manufacturers for details:

JOYCE

(Dept. ALT)

29 Clerkenwell Green, London, EC1R ODT.

Rush It

Centres
FORMERLY HI. Fl CENTRE OF CHELMSFORD LTD

Specialists in
Technics, Sony, Yamaha,
Trio, Sansui, J.V.C., Rotel,
Celestion, Armstrong, Akai,
Kef, Monitor Audio, Tannoy.

FREE

Parts and Labour
Guarantee for 12 months.
Technical advice service.

in
E
S

All major equipment may be
exchanged within seven days
of purchase. ( Ask for details).

Half price Nippon Sound
Aej,

Nippon Sound SR660 Stereo
Receiver is ahigh quality
tuner amplifier with an
output power of 22 watts
RMS per channel into
8ohms. Facilities include
microphone mixing, high
filter, low filter, tape
monitoring, loudness,
muting, etc.

Rush price

£77.35
Inc. VAT

Barclaycard, Access. Cheques accepted with bank

38 North St. Phone 26840
Manager: Mr. A. Roast
Just off Market Place

C

ces.

Nippon Sound SA8200 Stereo
Amplifier is of outstanding
versatility with apower
output of 45 watts per
channel RMS facilities
including provision for
two aux., two phono,
A or B, A plus B speakers,
muting, separate treble
and bass for each channel,
click stops, low filter,
high filter, loudness,
microphone mixing, tape
monitoring 1and 2etc.

Rush price

Part Exchange Your Ohl Equipment
ROMFORD

k

I . Wt.

card. HP and personal loans available to callers only.
Postal enquiries will not be answered unless
accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope.
Prices correct at 26.4.76. E. & O.E. Phone for up
to date prices and availability.

£69.90

LAST

CHELMSFORD
74 Baddow Rd. Phone 64393
6Cornhill
Phone 57593
Manager: Mr. J. Shepherd Opposite Multi-Storey Car Park

Telephone 021-742 6311

NAKAMICHI

NEAL

We have in stock the new Nakamichi
600 cassette deck. In our opinion this
machine is incredible value for money.
A studio type machine with domestic
Styling at a truly domestic price.
A machine to complete the already
fabulous Nakamichi cassette
(remember we hire them too).

decks

NEAL 103-at least £100 off 103
varitape machines for a limited period
only.

This

is

a special

promotion

between ourselves and NEAL so that
more people can own this superb
British cassette deck.
Mail Order, Industrial, Export, Hire Dept.
Telephone: 0742 730064

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD
284 Glossop Rd
Sheffield S10 2HS
Telephone: 0742-737893

BATS OF BIRM INGHAM
BLANK RECORDING TAPES AT DISCOUNT PRICES
CASSETTES
C.45
C.60 C.66*
C.90 C.96*
C.I20
BATS
BATS
BATS
BATS
R.R.P. Price R.R.P. Price R.R.P. Price R.R.P. Price
AGFA L.N.
£0.98 £o.41
[I•36 £0.54 £2.04 £.79
AGFA Stereochrom - £2.24 £0.92
AGFA S.F.D.• - £1.13 £0.56 £1.47 £0.73
AMPEX 20/20+ Studio - £1.12 £0-64 £1.68 £0.89
B.A.S.F. LH
£0.98 £0,18 £1.36 £0.67 £1.86 £0-90
B.A.S.F. LH Super - £1.51 £0 91
£2.05 £ 1.23
B.A.S.F. Chrom
£2.16 £ 127
Maxell SNLC
£1.02 £0.59 £1.35 £0.77 £I•83 LI.1:1S
Maxell UDC
£1.54 £0.83 £2.01 £ 1.06
Maxell UDXLC
£2.01 £ 1.06 £2.52 £ 1.32
Memorex MRX2
£1.15 £0.58 £1.60 £0.81
£2.20 £ 1.12
Memorex Cr02
£1.55 £0.84 £2.20 £ 1.14
Scotch L.N. Dynarange - £0.98 £0.53 £1•36 £0.67 £I-90 £0.92
Scotch High Energy £ 1.11 £es7 c1.38 £047 £1.68 £0.86
Scotch Chrome £ 1.28 £0.64 £1.62 £0.82 £2.03 £ 1.01
T.D.K. Dynamic £ 1.01 £o.49 £1.12 £0.52 £1.62 £0.75 £2.13 £0.99
T.D.K. Super Dynamic - £1.31 £0.68 £1.79 £012
T.D.K. Super Avilyn - £1.90 £ 1.09 £2.70 £ 1.48
T.D.K. Krom
£1.96 £ 1.02 £2.80 £ 1.46
SPECIAL OFFER.- Ampex 20/20+ C90 - 6for the price of 5while stocks last.
REEL TO REEL
7" 11300 ft
7' 2400 ft
W 3600 ft
lOr 4200 ft
Plastic
Plastic
NAB
NAB
BATS
BATS
BATS
BATS
R.R.P. Price R.R.P. Price
R.R.P. Price
R.R.P. Price
AGFA PE.36 L/P £4.39 £2.20
AGFA PE.46 D/P
AGFA PEM.368 L/P
Matt backed £5•10 £2.85
AMPEX 20/20+
Studio
Matt backed
Bee £2.30
Memorex £3.85 £2.26

£5.42 £2.70
-

-

£5.10 £2•80

-

-

£12.53 £6•20
-

£1 270 £7.35

-

-

£10.69 £6.40
£10.45 £5•75

-

-

All Tapes have a S year replacement guarantee
All prices include V.A.T. at 8%. These prices are correct at time of going to
press (20/4/76) but are subject to change without notice.
POSTAGE & PACKING ( U.K.) PLEASE ADD 1p PER CASSETTE AND 8TRACK
CARTRIDGE ( MINIMUM CHARGE S5p). REEL TO REEL Sp PER TAPE
(MINIMUM CHARGE 5Sp).
For prices of 10 or more tapes please telephone for aquotation.
Callers welcome, parking at rear of office.
Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. Sat. 8.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.
B.A.T.S., Dept D. Hammond House, 2259/61, Coventry Road,
Sheldon, Birmingham. West Midlands. B26 3PA
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

e

Dreadnaught
1000 and 500
audio power amplifiers

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 9p per word ( private), minimum
£1.35.

STATE-OF-THE-ART
DUNLAI' CLARKE

Box Nos. 30p extra. Trade rates 12p per word, minimum EI.80. Copy and remittance for

advertisements in AUGUST

1976 issue must reach these offices by 2nd JULY addressed

to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
typewritten.

NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or

Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside
of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Disciimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discrimint.te on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may
be accepted, unless
(I) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

FOR SALE- private

Leak 2000 tuner amplifier, as new, £95. For demonstration contact D. J. Hall. 26 Salisbury Road, High
Wycombe. Bucks. Tel.: 31357 evenings and weekends. F.

Why buy used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St. Louis, MP 63130, U.S.A. X.

Trio KX7I0 Dolby cassette deck, as new, £85. D. J.
Hall. 26 Salisbury Road. High Wycombe. Bucks. Tel.:
31357 evenings and weekends for demonstration.
F.

Teac A450 stereo cassette deck. Trio KA 6004 amplifier.
pair celestion Ditton 44 loudspeakers. All used once only,
£650 complete, or offer, or would consider splitting.
Ring: 01-834 2331 ext. 307 during office hours.
F.
Imported collectors items. Any Sunraphon. Panton or
Opus record or score, including those unavailable in U.K.
Low prices. Details and lists upon request. Box No. 2495
c/o Hi -Fi News.
F.
Akai X1800SD ( Reel/cartridge), £ 100 o.n.o.
Two
Densei microphones UD-130 ( Dual Impedance). Mint.
£10 pair. Box No. 2496 cio Hi -Fi News. (
Scotland.) F.
Speaker cabinets.
Famous manufacturers seconds
(marked veneer). 8 >. 9 16, teak or rosewood including
baffle board, front and cloth, £4 pair. 13 Skipton Road,
Sheffield 4.
F.
Cambridge R50 speakers, as new. In makers boxes.
Demonstrated. £ 170, no offers. Tel.: ( Manchester)
061-761 6960 (evenings).
F.
VHF/FM radio map of Western Europe. Second edition
gives main transmitter locations, frequencies, e.r.p.'s, etc.
Size 84 59 cm. Price 95p plus 35p tube and postage.
Kitchener. Box No. 2497 c/o Hi -Fi News. ( Norfolk.) F.
Leak 2200 amp. Thorens 145 turntable, Shure 95 E.D.
cartridge, pair Studiocraft 440 speakers, £ 230. Two
months old. ( Stockport.) Tel.: 061-483 9072.
F.
Twin-track Tandberg 9000X plus case, £ 175 or exchange
quarter- track 10!" reel machine. Revox, Akai or cassette
recorder.
Variations negotiable. Box No. 2498 c/o
Hi -Fi News. ( South Yorkshire.)
F.
Quad 303 power amp, £ 60. H. H. Priess, 14 Devonshire
Road, Gravesend, Kent DAI2 5AA.
F.
Pair Radford crossovers, 500 Hz and 4.5 kHz, adjustable mid and treble, £ 15. Pair Coles 4001G tweeters,
£10. Box No. 2499 do Hi -Fi News. ( West Yorkshire.) F.
Bever MI60. Immaculate condition, plus table stand.
£55 ono. or swap 2AKGD 190. Tel.: 021-354 7015. F.
Voight corner horns. Hear two and judge for yourself!
Offers in accordance with today's values and available
alternatives. Box No. 2493 c o Hi -Fi News. ( London.) F.
Pair Sennheiser MD421'xi microphones. Stand, 200
metres twin screened lead. £60. Tel.: Wallingford ( Berks)
35967 evenings.
F.
Direct drive! Technics SL 110 plus S.M.E. 3009/2 plus
V.I5 Ill, £150. Box No. 2494 c/o Hi -Fi News. ( London.)
F.
Pioneer TX9I00 tuner.
Little used.
Immaculate
condition, top class performer.
Boxed, £ 125. Tel.:
(Manchester) 061-761 6960 evenings.
F.
Transcriptor Rex. £80. SME Imp detachable with
V15 III, £ 65. AR 2ax pair, £ 110. Koss ESP9, £ 60. All
less than 12 months old and all mint and under guarantee.
Tel.: Ilminster 3093 day, Chard 3793 6 p.m. (Somerset). F.
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Pair completed Dovedale 3 speaker kits. White, 18 mm
thick cabinets. 16 months old, £90 o.n.o. Tel.: 077-44
21260 after 5 p.m.
F.
KEF 104 speakers. Mint condition, teak. 6months old,
buyer collects. Tel.: Bookham 56196 evenings or weekends. £ 110 o.n.o.
F.
Schlumberger VHF Computer Tuner. Station selection
by keyboard, punched card or automatic spectrum scan
88-108 Mhz. Digital frequency display. New, perfect.
Sensible offers above £ 300. ( Owner going Yamaha
CA8000.) Shure V- IS Mk III, new, perfect, £ 30. Box
No. 2500 c/o Hi -Fi News. ( Leics).
F.
Spendor BC Ill speakers/trolleys. Excellent condition.
£375. Bickel, IGrove Terrace, Langley Moor, Durham.
F.
Lowther Acoustic Speaker. P.M.6, built exactly to specification, teak. £ 30. Goldring G88 turntable, £ 12. Tel.:
St. Ives 5196 (Cornwall).
F.
Leak Stereo 70 amplifier and Stereofetic FM tuner
(cased together). £ 50. QED Quad synthesiser, £6. Box
No. 2501 c,o Hi -Fi News. ( Derbyshire.)
F.
New JVC MOD CD 1635 portable cassette recorder.
Latest. Complete with case, £ 125. Parker. Tel.: 01-698
1445 between 9 & 5.
F.
Yamaha CR800 receiver. 9 months old, 50 watts per
channel, immaculate. List £ 340, selling at £250 o.n.o.
Tel.: Tring 2159.
F.
Leak Stereo 70 and Troughline stereo tuner, in combined Leak teak case. £60 o.n.o. Tel.: Measham 71241.
Byrne, School House. Appleby Magna, Staffs.
F.
B&W DM.3 Monitors.
Mint, white melamine.
Scarcely used, in original containers.
Offers. Tel.:
Lincoln 29797.
F.
Amcron IC150 and D150 amplifier, also Soundcraftsman
2012 graphic equaliser. Offers please. Tel.: Plymouth
775967.
F.
Pair MS 700's. Excellent condition. Mordaunt Shorts'
best ever loudspeaker.
Monitor quality.
Genuine
bargain at £ 110 including stands. Buyer collects. No
offers please. Tel.: 0532 ( Leeds). 584482 evenings.
F.
Trio KA6000 amplifier. KT 7000 tuner, £ 150. Pair
B & W p2H speakers, £ 120. Tel.: Stickney 288 ( Lincs). F.
B & W DM 70 Electrostatic loudspeakers, mint, £240
pair. Tel.: Cambridge 58517.
F.
Radford Preamp-ZD22 ( pick-up only), hardly used,
£65 o.n.o. Tel.: 0895-38544 evenings only and ask for 87.
F.
K.H.L. 9's. Probably the best electrostatic speakers in
the world, two years old, hardly used, immaculate
condition. Will demonstrate. RRP now £2.400, my
price £ 1,200. Delivery by arrangement, installation if
required. Tel.: 01-455 5480.
H.

Model 1000 specifications
continuous power output per channel with
250 watts
both channels driven
into 8ohms across 20
to 20,000 Hz at less
than 0.25% T.H.D.
continuous power out500 watts
put per channel with
both channels driven
into 4ohms across 20
to 20,000 Hz at
less than 0.25% T.H.D.
continuous power
800-1000 watts
across 2 ohms
T.H.D. from 0.1 watt
0.25% maximum
to 250 watts per
0.025% typical
channel with both
channels driven into
8 ohms across 20 to
20,000 Hz
intermodulation dis0.1% maximum
tortion at 60 and
0-025% typical
7,000 Hz mixed 4:1
at any power from
0.01 watt to 250
watts into 8ohms
frequency response at
20 to 20,000 Hz,
250 watts per channel
±0.5 dB, - 0 dB
frequency response at
20 to 20,000 Hz,
Iwatt per channel
±0.05 dB
slew rate
greater than 25 V/ ,,s
signal to noise ratio
100 dB minimum
load impedance
2ohms or greater
input impedance
100 k ohms
input sensitivity
I-75 volts RMS for
full output
power line requirements 120 V AC, 60 Hz
+240 V AC 50 Hz
temperature rise at full less than 40°C
power fan on low
(silent) speed
dimensions, amplifier
19"W x7"H x 1ro
only
net weight, amplifier
85 pounds
only
Model SOO specifications
(identical to Model 1000 except for the
following):
continuous power out150 watts
put per channel into
8ohms
continuous power out300 watts
put per channel into
4ohms
,nput sensitivity
1-2 volts RMS for
full output
emperature rise at full 60°C maximum
power
net weight, amplifier
60 pounds
only
front panel features
power on/off switch, lighted push-button
professional quality meters with true VU
characteristics
five position meter switch indicates following power levels at 100% or 0 VU
0 full power
-3 half power
10 one- tenth power
-20 one- hundredth power
OH meter out of circuit
individual channel level controls to balance
unequal drive from preamp and prevent
amplifier overload

•
•
o

•

STATE-OF-THE-ART AUDIO ENGINEERS
DEDICATED TO PERFECTION
Richardson Road, Hove, Sussex

FOR SALE-trade

"STATE OE THE ART
LOUDSPEAKER"

All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported worldwide. Very competitive prices. Specific
enquiries, write please. The Sound Affair, 364 Mission
Court, St. Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
X.

by P. Atkinson

(HIFi News, April 1976)
The Perfectionist's Choice. Fully finished
Cabinets requiring only Drive Units and
Crossovers.

•

Approved by the Designer

• Craftsman- built
• Selected TEAK or AMERICAN
BLACK WALNUT Veneers
•

•
•
•

Overseas customers supplied with Records and Muscial
Instruments free of British tax. Cheaper for quantities.
Orders over £ 10, post free. All British orders, post free.
Ron's Music Shop ( Export) Ltd. 25 Ilford Land, Ilford.
Essex, England.
X.
Quad. Yamaha, Sharp specialists. Best prices, advice.
Maxtone Hi- FL 31 Leebank, Westhoughton, Lancs.
Tel.: 0942-812088. 401/Lustre/p.c. £75.
F.

Polyester Grille in BLACK or
CHOCOLATE
Fully wired, including terminals
(4 mm+DIN)
All long-haired wool and B A F
wadding installed
Minicastors-Optional extra

Complete Systems also available to special
order.
Demonstration Models on show at BADGER
SOUND SERVICES LTD. and FALCON
ELECTRONICS.
S.A.E. for details and prices.
Super Quality 40 watt Loudspeaker Systems:
8" Bextrene Bass, 25 mm Fabric Tweeter,
Teak/Walnut, 22' >, 12" Y 10'.
veoo pair.
Miscellaneous Cabinets in various finishes:
Ideal for experimentation.

NICHOLLS AUDIO
SYSTEMS LTD.
33 THE OVAL, TICKHILL,
DONCASTER, YORKS.
Telephone: Doncaster 743517.

TOP CARTRIDGES
-LOWEST PRICES

A.D. Flm-Fi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch with your phone
number, or visit our works. We will quote if we are able
to help. A. Davies & Co., 57 Wellesley Road, London
NW5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
X.

Badger Sound
Services Limited

was

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

BRAND NEW - FULLY GUARANTEED QUICK DESPATCH

Cartridge
Stylus
ADC XLM Mk 11 .. £25.00 £ l3.50
Goldring G850
£3.50 £2.50
Goldring G800
£3.98 £2.50
Goldring G800H
£ 630 £2-50
Goldring G800E .. £6.115 £5.75
Micro Acoustics QDC Le £39.90 £ l7.50
Ortofon MISE Super .. £34.95 £21.95
Philips GP400
£9.95 £5.95
Shure M44-7
£5.10 £4.00
Shure M44E
£5.40 £1.40
Shure MSSE
£6.15 £5.10
Shure M75- 6S
£5.40 £.645
Shure M7513 Mk II
£8.40 £4.98
Shure M75ED Mk II £ O.80 £7.90
Shure M75EJ Mk II
£9.45 £5.98
Shure NOSED
el4.40 £ l1.95
Shure M95EJ
£9.90 £7.15
Shure V15 III
£33.95 £ l3.50
Shure N44-3 and N75-3 ( 78 Styli), £5.10;
Shure N3D, £3.25; Shure VNISE ( for
V15,I1), £12.55; Shure N91ED ( for M91ED),
£9.90; Shure N93E (for M93E), £7.65; Shure
VN78E (78 Styli for V15/3), £13.50.

Super quality record covers. In transparent polythene,
LP 12r > 13" heavy guage: 50, £2.20; 100, £ 3•80; 250,
£8.50; 500, £ 16.00. Light gauge: 100, £2.50; 250, £5.40;
500, £9-90. Singles 71" x 7" heavy gauge: 100, £ 1.90;
250, £4.25; 500, £8.00. Mail order only, P. & P. included.
N.E.B. Supplies, Dept ( N.38), 95 Grappcnhall Road,
Stockton Heath, Warrington, Cheshire WA4 2AR.
G.
AKG DI90C Mikes. New and boxed, £24. • E' model,
£26 including V.A.T. and postage. J. J. Francis ( Wood
Green) Ltd., Manwood House, Matching Green, Harlow,
Essex. Tel.: Matching 476.
X.
Bio Feedback Devices and resistance monitoring in
telepathy. M. W. F. I. Box No. 2504 do Hi-Fi News.
F.
Revox A700's, new and guaranteed-limited import
facility. £689.00 plus V.A.T. Delivery about 1week from
placing order. Tel.: Reading (0734) 690177.
G.

£3 PLUS PER RECORD!
WORTH PROTECTING?
Clear Sleeve Protection Covers
POLYETHYLENE
Quantities
12" LPs, 12r x 12r
SOO
250
100
50
500 Gauge.. .. £ 13•60 £7.00 £3.70 £2.10
300 Gauge.. ..
611.00 £4-80 £2.80 £1.90
7" Singles, 74" x 74"
250 Gauge.. .. £4.50 £. 50 £ 1.65
P.V.C. ( High Clarity)
12" LPs, 121" x 12r
each
each
each
each
500 Gauge.. ..
7p
8p
9p
10p
Post and packing included. Send cheque or P.O. to
Stonehaven Packaging Products, 38 Field Lane,
Burton-on-Trent, Staffs.
Trade Enquiries Welcome.

r

CLARK Al

SPEAKERS FOR CLARITY AND REALISM
A most reliable part of the sound reproduction
chain. Direct prices: A1-21, £97; A1-31L, £ 191;
Al-31H, £210; A1-35H, £281 per pair. Response
From 17 Hz, 15 to 120 watts. Equal pathlength
driver phasing. A 3 triangle TL high fidelity continuous development. Wonderfully natural sound over
the full frequency range. For full information send
20p stamps to CLARK SPEAKERS, 122 Hull Rd.
Anlaby, N. Humberside HUIO 6UV. On demonstration in London, Cleckhaton, Derby, Fife, Hull and
Tyne/Tees.

POST Fs PACKING 25p per order
SEND BY MAIL - to our Watford address adding
postage and enclosing cash with order or simply
quote your Access or Barclaycard number.
TELEPHONE ORDERS - can be accepted when
payment is made Access or Barclaycard - Just
telephone our order desk on Watford 45248.

KJ LEISURESOUND Ltd. ( Dept CHF),
101, St. Albans Rd., Watford, Herts.
48, Wigmore St., London VV.1.
27, Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middx.
278, High St., Uxbridge, Middx.

NIPPRO ACOUSTICS
Transmission Line Monitor-designed and
approved by C. J. Rogers
Hand-built to very high standards, one of the best
speakers available. Will handle 100 watts program.
They contain K.E.F. drive units plus the Coles super
tweeter. £260 a pair

STATE OF THE ART SPEAKER

(P. ATKI N SO N)
We shall be making baffles, and complete speakers
available, write for prices on this model. Our Monitors
can be heard at Badger Sound Services.
NIPPRO ACOUSTICS
101 Westridge Road, Southampton SO2 IHJ.
(0703 551279)

A comprehensive service for the speaker builder
with magazine designs on demonstration!
DRIVE UNITS
Celestion HFI300 (8 or 15 ohm)
Celestion HF2000- while stocks last
Coles (
formerly 1TT/STC) 400IG
Coles (formerly ITT/STC) 400IK
Isophon KKIO (8ohm)
KEF 8110
KEF B200
While present stocks last.
KEF BI39
Price increased 1/4/76.
KEF T27
KEF T15
Peerless DTIOHFC
Peerless KO IODT
Peerless K040MRF
Richard Allan CG8T
Richard Allan DT20
Richard Allan LP8B
Richard Allan HP8B

£6-95
£9-15
£5.90
£5.90
£7.38
£6.70
£8.50
£1415
£5-20
£6.25
£8.05
£7.15
£9•45
£6.75
£5.53
£.92
£11.65

CROSSOVERS:
KEF DNI2
£ 5.95
KEF 0N13 (
SP 1017) } s
While present
£390
KEF DN13 (SP 1015)
cocks last.
£4 25
Falcon 8139/B110/T27/4001G .. .. £8 10
Falcon B200/Peerless DTIOHFC .. ..
E3 99
Falcon KIT for B300/HFI300/400 I
G per pr
£783
Falcon KIT for 13139/B110/T15/4001G per pr £14 27
HFN " Daline" 3-way KIT (
state tweeter)
per pair .. .. . .. ..
£9 15
HFN " Daline" 2-way KIT (
fi) per pair ..
£425
HFN " Daline" 2-way KIT (KOIODT) per pr
£660
HFN " State of the Art" crossover kits per pr.
(excluding attenuators) .. .. £ 16.00
SOFTWARE:
BAF wadding 2ex
per yard ..
60p
ewool
Lopnegrfilbbr.
.. to Dr Bailey's specification
.
6110
Grille cloth-S.A.E. and 5p stamps please for
samples.
SPEAKER KITS: ( Priced in pairs):
Helme XLK-30 £12.80
Helme XLK-35 £28-80
Helme XLK-40
£100
[Helme prices rose in April]
KEFKIT 1
£44-00
KEFKIT 3
£7910
[While stocks last]
Speaker kits £ I5 pair.
Catalogue containing reprint of Hi Fi Answers
Monitor design, 20p post free. ( Overseas 50p or a
dollar bill.) Exports welcome.
All prices include VAT. Post and packing: bass
speakers, 60p; midrange and tweeters, 35p;
crossovers, 35p ( 50p for 2); crossover kits, 25p
pair; wadding. 10p per yard; wool, 10p per pound;
cabinets, £ 1.75 per pair.
Callers welcome: 9-6 Tues. to Sat. Closed all day
Monday. Do it yourself speakers on demonstration
including
the
HFN
DALINE,
POSTHORN AND STATE OF THE ART
DESIGN.
ACCESS orders taken by phone.

Buy it with Access
BADGER SOUND SERVICES LTD.
38A St Andrews Road South,
Lytham St Annes, Lancs. FY8 1PS.
Telephone: St Anses 719247.
STD CODE 0153
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CHECK WITH US
WE SPECIALISE ! ! !
LONDON'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF
HI- F1 ACCESSORIES
CARTRIDGES/STYLI/PLUGS
SOCKETS/LEADS/HEADPHONES
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS ETC.
If you don't find it with us we doubt if you
will find it elsewhere

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded
A FEW EXAMPLES FROM OUR RANGE
SECTION I
Top Quality Replacement Styli for:
GOLDRING: G800, £ 2.40; G800H, £ 2.40; G850,
[2.40; G820, £ 2.40; G800E, £ 4.95; G800-78, £2.70.
SHURE: N3D, [2.40; N44-5, [ 3.10; N44-7, £ 3.10;
N44C, £ 3.10; N44E, £ 5.90; N33-5, [ 3.10; N33-7,
0.10; N75-6, £ 3.15; N75E111, £ 850; N75E2, E8.70;
N75G, £ 3.10; N75-3/78, £ 3.10; N9IMG, £4.25;
N9 IED, £ 8 30; N93- E, E8•30; N77, E4.25; N44-378
£4.25.
B & 0: SPI 2, 62.15; SP6/7 with can, £4.95.
PHILIPS: GP400, 64.50; GP407, £4.50; GP370,
[215; GP401E, £ 5.90; GP404/410, £ 3.85.
PICKERING: VISAC, VISAI. V 15AM-All at
£3.15.
AUDIO TECH.: AT6, E3.10; AT66, E4.95;
AT66E, £ 8.30.
ORBIT: NM 22, E4.95; NM 33, £. 75.
ACOS: M6, £3-75.
EMPIRE: 808, £ 5•90; 888, [5.90; VE999, £ 18.90.
SONY: NDI I4P ( HP239 and HP211), £. 95.
SECTION 11
ACOS: GP91-2-3-4-5-6, GP25/29, GP39, GP59,
GP73. GP65/67, GP7I/3, CP81/1, GP91SC, GP79,
GP 104.
BSR: ST 3-4-5-6, ST 8-9-10, ST 12-14-15, ST 16-17,
ST 18-19, IC 8.
DUAL: DN2, IDN24, DN3, DN43, DN5, DN26,
640.
ELAC: KST-9, KST-I00, KST- I
02, KST-I04, PE- 190
KST-107, PE- I86, PE- I88.
GARRARD: GC2, GCS10/1, GC8, GCEI2, GCS23,
GKS25, GKS25T, KS40A, GCS25, GCS38, KS4I B,
KS4IC.
GOLDRING: 500, 580/600. MX I, MX2, 5)(10,
CMS°. CS80, MX4, CM60, CS90/5, CS90/7.
PHILIPS: 3010, 3001, GP3I6, 3063, 3060, 3224,
3400, GP200, GP300, GP213, 3306.
RONETTE: Collaro PX Transcription Studio 0,
DC400/BF40, TX- 88, TA600, CMTI02.
SON OTONE:1314/A, 9TA, 9TA 1-I/C, 3509,2509,
3549 ( K54113), 3559 ( KS4 IC), DC284.
SANYO: G26I5N.
TELETON: CMS.

ALL STYLI IN SECT:ON II AT £ I•10
ALL THE L.P. STYLI IN SECTION II ARE
DIAMOND TIPPED, TURNOVER TYPES
CAN
BE
SUPPLIED
FITTED
WITH
DOUBLE L.P. ( DOUBLE DIAMOND) AT
£1 35.
SECTION III
DECCA DERAM: (Blue) Sterto £ 2.25;
DECCA DERAM: (Red) Mono, £ 2.25;
GOLDRING: CS9IE, £2.40.
Practically all other types of styli not listed
here are also available, regardless of make or
age.
If in doubt send your old stylus which will be
returned with quote by next post.
All prices inclusive of V.A.T. at 121%. UK
orders add 10p ( Overseas orders 40p) post
and packing. S.A.E. with all enquiries please.
To avoid delay please print your name and
address clearly on all correspondence.
Due to VAT REDUCTION all prices reduced
10p in the E.
CASH, CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS, ETC.
MADE PAYABLE TO HI- F1 CARE CO.

Dept. No. N2.
Please supply Stylus No.
Add 10p Post.
Price
NAME
ADDRESS

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

ACOUSTONE
Fabulous designs exclusive to UPL
Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

AUDIO ADAPTOR UNITS

HI
-FI CARE ( Retail) Ltd.

(Dept. N2)
7 Tottenham Court Road. London WIP 9DP
CALLERS WELCOME
Shop hours: 9-6; 7 on Thursdays.
Telephone: 01-637 8911/3.
Allow 7-14 days for delivery.

L.
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1
,

FYIMIR &Mel
PATTERNS
from 22p per sq ft

Having problems connecting two or
three
tape
recorders
to
your
amplifier? Solve them with one of
our large range of Adaptor Units.
Please send stomp for free catalogue.
M.A.C. Ltd, Dept. G.1., 17 Bathley Street,
Nottingham NG2 2LJ. Tel.: ( 0602) 862 647.

fiqp,domfmani

FLASHERIINIT

IDEAL FOZ oiscoS, .Or•tes.PuE1S
Jun
" Boots
ET<

ANY SIZE CUT
B.A.F.WADDING

1" thick, Superior Quality
£1.00 per square yard ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width
LONG-HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES
£1.20 per lb. weight

TERYLENE
Wired ready for use
Complete with three
100 watt coloured lamps
that flash independently
at random.

£18.95
-

TYPE A
SPOT

(less
lamp)

B.C. Fitting a - 95e 4'
E.S.Fitting

£2•12"`"

E ALSO mANLICAcruPif A FEU- RANGE OF 1111
SPOTLIGHT Firrees. SEND 20p FOR place ver

ALBEN

ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,
DEPT H.F. N. THE CRESCENT
WORSTHORNE, BURNLEY
LANCS. Tel Burnley 20940

2" thick, Superior Quality
£1.40 p per sq. yd. ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width
1"ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
BLACK FOAM PADDING
32 p per square foot
Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,
12 pstamps.
P. & P. EXTRA. PLEASE ENQUIRE RATES

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

CLIVE SHORTELL
FOR PART EXCHANGE

Elliston Acoustics
For Competitive Prices and Personal Service
Components for HFN ( R. Fris) Daline Loudspeakers
Speaker Units:KEF T27, 715, B110, 13200, BI39.
Celestion HFI300, HF2000.
Peerless KO IODT, DT 10HFC, KO 40M RE.
STC ( Coles) 4001G Super Tweeter.
Jordan Watts Modules.
Helme Speaker Kits XLK20,30 & 35.
Crossovers etc.
KEF DNI2, DN 13, ( SPI017), ( SP1015)•
Falcon 8200/T27, 8200/KO IODT, E3200/DT 10HFC.
Daline 3- way.
Capacitors and Inductors, BAF
wadding, long fibre wool, foam etc., speaker enclosures.
The service we offer is backed by years of experience in
the specialist acoustic field.

Orders and Er-an:tries to:-

LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

For a firm quote phone ( or S.A.E.) Bill Elliston

"ACOUSTICA"
Bennetts Corner, North End, Dunmow, Essex
Large S.A.E. for New Price List PL I
Telephone: Great Dunmow ( 0371) 820770.
Mail Order ( callers by appointment only)
Export a Speciality

Against top brands
Phone for aquote.
On demonstration:
CELEF,
CHARTWELL,
GALE,
GRIFFIN,
MONITOR
AUDIO,
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC etc.
Come and listen.
3rd Floor,
17 Tottenham Court Road, WI.
Tel:01-580 4117. After hours:01-267 8609
RECORDS MADE TO ORDER
DEMO DISCS
LACQUER MASTERS
FOR THE TRADE

VINYLITE
PRESSINGS
ELECTROPLATING

Single discs, 1-20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days,
from your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1.000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3-4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO/Mono Lathes. We cut for
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.
DEROY RECORDS
Eastwood, Cove, Dumbartonshire,
Scotland.

ELME
DO-IT-YOURSELF
HI-FI STEREO
SPEAKER KITS

e

'e

The best value around'
Send for details
HELME AUDIO
PRODUCTS LTD
Dept 11. N.
SUMMERBRIDGE
HARROGATE YORKS

Tel. Darley 279(Std Code 0423-72)

LINSLEY

SERVICING
R. Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and Philips VCR
service. 21 Southway, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Tel.:
094-33 2026.
X.
B. Erwood ( Audio Servicing). High fidelity equipment
serviced, installed and maintained. Will travel. 232
Aragon Road, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-337 9172.
X.
Cassette equipment expertly overhauled. Amplifiers and
speakers repaired. North and West London area. Tel.:
01-864 9209.
F.
Grosvenor Studios. 16 track recording- I6 mm projection and mixing- 35 mm projection- mobile unitcustom pressing. A complete recording service.
16
Grosvenor Road, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham
B20 3NP. Tel.: 021-356 9636.
F.

TELERADIO HI- F1, 325 FORE STREET,
LONDON N9OPE.
Examples: 75 W Amplifier Kit. £ 12 ( made £15.95).
Pre-amp. Kit, £. 75 ( made £ 10). P.S.U., £9 ( made
Ell). Test instruments: Audio oscillator, £9.50.
Milli-V-meter, £15.25. F.M. SigGen, £12. Distortion analyser, £20.25. P.S.U. 60v IA, £17.30.
Tax on: Amps. 25%; Instruments 8%. P/P extra.
Stockists of KEF L.S. Units. S.A.E. will bring lists
as required.
Closed Thursdays.

stereo speaker brackets

HI-FI REPAIRS
AMPLIFIERS

RECEIVERS

TUNERS

CLIVE SHORTELL

ADC
Cartridge
(incl.
Stylus)
£20.25
£25.20
£35 10
£7 00
£9 45
. £ 12 15

Sturdy steel construction

GOLDRING
6820
£7 20
£3.40 ( D130)
6820E
£10 15 £7 20(0130E)
G820SE
£ 14 40 £ 11 50 ( D130SE)

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes. Tel.: Bracknell 54935. London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.
X.

finished in matt black or white
easy angle adjustment
with locking device

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 048361684.
X.

made -to-measure for
speakers

Warren Recordings ( members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc
demo-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306.
X.

easily fitted wall fixings
und instructions supplied
Please state colour and measurements A &
RAYNER AUDIO EQUIPMENT

73 High Street, Cranfield, Beds.

State of the Art Loudspeaker
P. ATKINSON
High Power Stereo Kit,
616-00, inc. VAT -1-45p p & p
'L . Pads, Long Fibre Wool,
OAF. Units ± 400l K, etc.

J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demospressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editing.
Stereo/mono. S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.
Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest full-time tape/
disc/cassette transfer service. Pressing for private and for
trade.
Modern studio facilities ( Steinway Grand).
Ferrograph, Grundig, Philips, Revox equipment promptly
serviced. 18 Blenheim Road, London W4. Tel.: 01-995
1661.
F.

Large stamped addressed envelope for latest
price list PL9 and 4p stamps for samples.
Overseas: Idollar bill.

FALCON ELECTRONICS

SITUATION VACANT
HiFi staff! Photostalf Consultants Ltd. are the
leading employment specialists in photographic and
retail. Vacancies in London and most areas.
Details 01-439 1821. 133 Oxford Street, London WI. F.

etc.).

AKG

303,

REVOX

BX20,

F15E
M15E Super

( FTR/S)
( FTE/S)
( F3E/S)
( F2/S)

ORTOFON
£ 1285 £8 80 ( N15E)
£32 65 £ 20 70(015E Sup)

M
SHURE
3D
£ 440
M447
£530
M44E
£565
£6 30
£5 85
£8 90
M
M
M 77
5 55
5:
6711 •: •••

£ 3 50
£4 30
£4 65
£ 5.30
£ 465
£ 590

( N3D)
( N447)
( N44E)
( N55E)
( N75-6)
( N756/II)

M 7
M
75
5BII/
I
II
£ 840 £ 5 15 ( N75E1/11)
EJ
£9 70 £620 ( N75EJ/II)
M75ED/11 • • £ 11 05 £ 8 10 ( N75ED/II)

£9 90 ( N91 ED)
£8
£7 55
10 ( N956)
N95EJ)

••• ..
£14 40 £ 11 05 ( N95ED)
• • £ 33 30 £ 13 50 ( V N35E)

Shure 78 r.p.m. Styli
VN78E (for V15/III) .. £ 13 05
N44-3 (for M44/55 Series) £ 520
N75-3 ( for M75 Series) .. £5 20
N95-3 ( for M95 Series).. £5 85 ( E & 0.E.)
N.a- All items are genuine branded products
in manufacturers packing.

To Pickups 8( Cartridges
Box 30 Enfield Middlesex
Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery).

WANTED

REVOX A77 ( HS-Estandard
NAB±CCIR van- pitch, vari-

£2.50
£5.85
£3.15

GRADO
£7 20 £ 595
£10 70 £7 80
£13 95 £9 70
£22 95 £ 15 10

FTR
FTE
F3E..
F2 ..

I

Dept. I-IFN, 26 Station Road,
Bexhill- on- Sea, Sussex
ACCESS

FOR HIRE

Styli for G800 Series
D110 ( 6800) ..
0110/E ( 6800E) ..
D110/78 ..

EEE
lljDD
£11 05
V15/Ill
£
12 85
£10
35

°ALINE 3-WAY PCB NOW AVAILABLE
New Stereo Kit, £ 10.63
New Stereo H.P. Kit, £ 11.16 f P & P 35 P
Complete network, £7.55.
Complete H.P. network, £7.85.
P & p 35p each, 45p pair
Doline and Colloms on demonstration.

Stylus
£11.25 ( RVL)
£13.50 ( RXL)
£18 00 ( RZL)
£5 20 ( RQ30)
£7.45 ( RQ32)
£8.55 ( RQ36)

DECCA
Deram
£500 £ 1 50
Deram Elliptical .. £600
£2 50
London .
£26 50 -

Transistor or valve. British, Japanese, etc. by
dedicated technicians.
3rd Floor, 17 Tottenham Court Road, WI.
Telephone: 01-580 4117. After hours: 01-267 8609.

STUDIO FACILITIES

Suitable fix speakeis it., to 20 high

speed

(British Isles only)

VLM II ..
XLM II .
Super XLM
.
Q30
Q32
Q36

Available from

CA/V.0.10:

Tel.: 01-366 5015
Prices include postage and VAT at 12#%

HOOD

HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIERS AND TEST EQUIPMENT

your

Pickups &
Cartridges

Quad and Radford valve amplifiers and tuners in
perfect condition wanted. Highest price paid. Coming to
London June/July. Please state address and telephone
number.
Michael Trokmar, Svanemollevej, 93, 2900
Hellerup, Denmark.
F.

Qty.

Make

Type

Cost

Quad 33/303 amplifier. Also single Leak Sandwich
speaker near 9784. 78 Greenway Road, Weymouth.
Tel.: Upwey 2754.
F.
Collard TX88 cartridge LP/78. Diamond Stylii preferred, Elag STS 555E, Stanton 681EEE. Price and
condition to Box No. 2502 c/o Hi -Fi News.
F.

Ienclose a Cheque/Pos al Order made payable
to Pickups & Cartridges for £

stands. AKG mikes etc.

Wanted 2 pairs B. & O. Beovox 3800 speakers.
No. 2503 do Hi -Fi News.

Name

Radio Recordings

Quad 22 and 11 valve amplifier and tuner. Please
contact with price required.
Mrs Anne Labigne,
Mitrecamps 14240, Livry, France.
F.

QUAD

SPENDOR

speakers,

Telephone: 01-586 0064.

A78,
mic

Box
F.

Wanted Owen Brannigan on GES5854 ( 7EG8737)/
GES5780 (7EG852I) and DLP 1200/DLP 1186. Locke,
12 Old Meadows Walk, Salisbury.

Address

(N6)

173

fo

Get binding!
Keep your copies of HI- Fl NEWS
magazine in smart
maroon binders
(each holds 12
copies) with title in
golden block letters
on the spine.

rFULL INFORMATION
ON ADVERTISING IN
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW
Telephone

Price: £ 1.50 each,
which includes
inland and overseas
postage. Send your
order with cheque
or postal order to:
Modern Book Binders
Ltd.,
Chadwick Street,
Blackburn,
Lancs.

01-686 2599
and ask to speak to

(state clearly your name
and address and the

DOUGLAS SHUARD

relevant magazine title).
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GT2101

Servo system incorporates optical shaft encoder
1.048 Megahertz crystal controlled reference oscillator provides time- base.
Rare-earth magnetic thrust bearing
Non-magnetic stainless steel throughout
Rotational speed continuously variable from 10.0 to 99.0 rpm
Speed indicated by seven-segment LED display
Long-term speed stability better than 0.001% at 33 1/3 rpm
Wow and flutter unmeasurable with current technology
Rumble unmeasurable with current technology

Gale

Gale Electronics & Design Limited 23 Bruton Place London W1X 7AB

The Dust BugR
Z.

First marketed in 1954 no better design has yet been evolved although the principle
has been copied by dozens of manufacturers. The only cleaner with hand tipped nylon .
bristle shaped to fit the groove and rigid enough to penetrate to the groove bottom
without damage; asuper mohair plush pad for collecting the debris.
Now features new model pedestal permitting temporary
and/or permanent fixing. Height instantly altered with locking
device.Totally British made. Backed by 22 years reputation.
Recommended Retail Price £ 1.36
Replacement parts:
Bristle & Plush Pad 14p per set
Antistatic Dispenser 20
each
Pedestal 33p each
All prices include V.A.T.

Cecil E Watts Ltd, Darby House,
Sunbury- on- Thames, Middlesex.

Please send me
Dust Bugs at £ 1.36 inc. V.A.T.
(Please add 15p each for postage & packing, U.K. only)
Replacement parts as follows —
(Please add 11 pper item for postage & packing, U.K. only)
Ienclose cheque/P.O. value £
(Do not send postage stamps)
Name
Address
Regd Office. 88 Richmond Rd, Kingston- on- Thames, Surrey. Regd No 613498. England
—

'

